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Abstract

THE IBAN (SEA DAYAK) OF SECOND DIVISION
SARAWAK, EAST MALAYSIA

by Linda S. 0'Bryan

The Iban or Sea Dayak are the once fierce headhunters of Borneo,

observing the practice as late as World War II.

They are located in the

in the Malaysian state of Sarawak, specifically in East Malaysia.

This

paper deals with the Iban living in the Second Division or province of
Sarawak.

The Iban are currently (as of 1981) the most numerous and

widespread of all native people in Sarawak, still living in longhouses
along inland rivers amid the rainforests.
transition, however.

They are a people in rapid

Their world is being stripped of its forests.

Civizilation is encroaching, bringing T.V.'s, radios, and money, luring
away their young people.

Their animistic way of life is slowly being

smothered out, as is their culture, by the Malay educational and govern
mental system.

The older people continue in the way of their ancestors,

farming padi, but observing fewer rituals and customs as the interest in
such wanes in the longhouse.
Because of this extreme transition taking place, with Iban
cultural material being suppressed by the government, I chose to try to
capture the fading past and present life of the Iban in this ethnographic
paper.

The information contained herein was obtained during the period

of July 1980 to February 1981 when my husband and I lived among the

Iban, primarily in tke Second Division village of Tuba,- consisting of
four longhouses.

We also visited in many other villages, mainly in

Second Division (thus the reason for the narrowed emphasis on the Than
of Second Division).

We were working in affiliation with the Government

of Sarawak's Medical Department and the Seventh-day Adventist Health
Project.

Our purpose was to find constructive ways to interface

western medicine with the Than traditional health system.

During this

period I had many opportunities to observe the Than culture, as we
lived near the village center.
sources:

My information thus 'Stems from three

1) personal observation;

as told to me by the Than;

2) stories, accounts and information

dnd'3) literature written by Iban, Malay and

other authors which substantiated, clarified, and added depth to my

observations.

My own observations were recorded in daily log notes

during the time we lived, ate, and slept with the people in their
villages (kampongs) and longhouses.
This paper is therefore an ethnography of the Iban.

It is

composed of two volumes, the second volume consisting of photographs

with

captions and explanations, closely following the written material

of the first volume.

Its purpose is to portray the Iban of Second

Division, capturing what is left of the old traditions, and looking at

the present day person and changing outlook. Thus, as the Iban way of
life is vanishing, the people being engulfed, as were others before

them, by the modem mass of society, this paper aims to hold in suspended
animation a little of their culture before it is lost to mankind.
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PREFACE

The main purpose of my study on the Than was to compile the past

and present of a traditional culture which is quickly changing.

I felt

it was very important to capture the Iban culture in its transitional

period, vhile it is a unique blend of the traditional and modern worlds,
with the dichotomies and tensions created by such.

Some anthropological

data had been compiled on the Iban, but none was comprehensive or

updated enough to portray the great transitions taking place today.
The scope of my work was limited to the Iban of Second Division,
Sarawak.

Through daily observation, Iban informants, and previous lit

erature written on the Iban, I attempted to compile as comprehensive an
ethnographic study as possible, to record and preserve their changing
culture.

logbooks.

Notes taken throughout the day were recorded in extensive

Being near the center of the village facilitated observations

of behavior from the verandah.

Learning the language also greatly

aided the fieldwork, as we seldom had a translator available.
I would like to acknowledge the extensive help and support

given by my husband, Richard O'Bryan, to me in my fieldwork.

He not

only helped gather all the written information on the Iban that was
available in Sarawak, but he helped in daily observations, and in the
gathering of information through conversations with Iban males, such as

they might not have with me, a female.
am very grateful.

For all this help and more I
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Chapter 1

THE SETTING

THE LOCATION

The island of Borneo is located directly over the equator

between latitude 4° south and latitude 7° north. Located on the north
west side of Borneo's 288,000 square miles is the Malaysian state of
Sarawak (Wright 1980:9).

Sarawak extends 422 miles NNE-SSW and 158 ESE-

WNW (Henderson 1979:32).

On its northeast side it is bounded by Brunei,

with Sabah farther up to the northeast, Indonesia on the east and south,
and the South China Sea on the north and west.

228 of appendix A.)

(Refer to the map on page

Sarawak consists of 48,250 square miles and has

nearly 500 miles of coastline (Eaton 1974:1), with its total boundary
length being 1,629 miles (Henderson 1979:32).

The area this paper is concentrating on is that of Sarawak's
Second Division.

The divisions or provinces of Sarawak can be seen by

referring to the map on page 229 of appendix A.

Also, the time of the

acquisition of the various portions of land composing the divisions can
be seen on the map on page 230 of appendix A.

THE ENVIRONMENT

Land.

Sarawak is composed of several different types of land

scape or relief regions. (See the map on page 231 of appendix A.)
There is a low, flat coastal plain which is often estuarian and swampy.

Proceeding inland, this merges with hills and finally becomes the
irregular, dissected gorges and plateaus of the highlands with a mean
elevation of 5000 feet.

Specifically in Second Division, the Klingkang

Range helps form part of the natural boundary between Sarawak and
Indonesia.

It is the mountainous interior and coastal swamplands which

curtail agriculture, limiting it to hills and the banks of some river
deltas.

In addition to their role of dividing the island geographically,

the mountains also serve as watersheds for the large network of rivers

flowing east and south to the Celebes and Java seas and westward to the
South China Sea (Wright 1980:9).
Waterways.

The winding rivers of Sarawak have always been vital

links for the interior.

Life has been shaped around the rivers.

Because of the impenetrable secondary jungle growths and hills,
communication by going cross-country is very slow and difficult.

It is

quite often much faster to go down river, cross flat ground, and then
go upriver again, rather than travel straight between two points.

Thus,

jungle paths connect headwaters, as the nvimerous rivers still prove to

be the only effective avenues of travel.

On page 232 of appendix A are

seen the major rivers or highways in Sarawak.

In Second Division are

the Sadong, Lupar, Saribas and Krian Rivers.
Sea Coast Effect on Tides.

The rivers start as rain which runs

down the mountains, forming streams, which then unite to form rivers.
These rivers flow toward the sea, but because of their closeness to the

sea, they are affected by tidal changes.

At new and full moons, when

the pull of the moon and sun are greatest on the water, a big difference
between high and low tides will result.

These are called spring tides.

At other times of the month, when the difference is less, they are called
neap tides (Eaton 1974:18).
the Than lifestyle.

Both of these greatly influence travel and

According to the tides and influx of seawater, these

rivers rise and fall a great deal, creating strong currents going inland
or towards the sea depending on the tide.

Therefore, for safe and

effective river travel, one must time it so he goes upriver with the
tide and current.

Otherwise, without a strong engine on the boat, one

will be swept back downriver with the outrushing tide.
however, a tidal bore will occur.

Occasionally,

This is a wall of water which is

driven upriver from its wide estuarian funnel-shaped mouth when the
spring tides there prevent the inflow of seawater from running back out

to sea (Eaton 1974:18).

The bore is often several feet high and as it

roars upriver, it takes all boats and people within its path, swamping
some and dragging others with it.

However, people of the rainforests

have learned to watch and understand their environment, knowing what to

expect from rains and tides, and thus are seldom caught unawares.

Temperature.
temperature.

Another aspect of the environment is that of

Sarawak has an equatorial climate with its temperature

remaining high and uniform.

It is because of the equator that Sarawak

does not experience hot and cold seasons.

The rays of the sun fall

almost vertically on its surface, thus less heat is lost through

atmospheric travel than if they were slanting towards areas further

from the equator.

The generally uniform temperature or mean is 81°F,

with Table 1 (Henderson 1979:31) showing the variations.

Table 1

Sarawak Temperature Variations

Range

Temperature

Jan.

April

July

Oct.

Extremes

89

98

max.

85

90

90

mm.

72

73

72

64

However, not all parts of Sarawak's climate are quite as uniform as its
temperature.

Rainfall.

Sarawak's rainfall varies a great deal.

divided into monsoon periods.

The year is

During October to February the heavy,

steady rains of the northeast monsoon bring the major portion of

Sarawak's average annual 150 inches (Henderson 1979:31).
this period often exceeds 4 inches per hour.

Rainfall during

The southwest monsoon

season, from mid-April to mid-October, brings some squalls and intense
thunderstorms.

Thus, some days there is no rain, and other days there

may be over 10 inches.

Average monthly rainfalls are seen in Table 2

(Henderson 1979:31) on the following page.

Table 2

Average Monthly Rainfall in Sarawak
(In Inches)

Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Precipitation

24

Humidity.

20

13

11

10

7

8

9

9

11

14

18

The humidity of Sarawak and its rainforests is

usually termed oppressive.

Relative humidity is the amount of moisture

in the air as compared to the amount that air can contain at that

temperature.

This figure is expressed as a percentage. The only

figure of relative humidity that I could find, was 98+% humidity. For
the interior where we lived, humidity has been stated as being a
constant 100%.

Soil. Sarawak's heavy rainfall results in the washing down of
minerals from the upper soil layers, the effect called leaching. The
resulting soil is often infertile.

Sarawak is covered by these leached

soils or podsols. They can be mainly white or grey from leaching, or

yellow due to iron concentration. These yellow-red podsols are usually
shallower in the highlands than the lowlands (Eaton 1974:28).
When the people cut down the forests and plant hill padi, the
soil often washes down the slopes and erosion occurs.

The soil not

only becomes useless as farmland, but the washed down soil becomes

deposited in rivers, raising their levels and causing flooding. Thus,

in the river valleys are often found alluvial soils deposited by water.
However, in the swampy regions, peat is usually found.

Peat results

from the decaying plant remains, humus, poor drainage, and water-logged
soil.

These soils are also unfit for farming (Eaton 1974:29).

In the

coastal areas are water-logged, saline soils from seawater, also unfit
for the staple padi farming.

As of yet, these soils have not been

intensely drained or fertilized, nor farming methods changed to increase
the amount of usable soil.

Natural Vegetation.

Sarawak's hot and wet climate results in

the flora of a tropical rainforest.

It can also be referred to as an

evergreen forest, in that the trees do not lose their leaves at the same
time.

Where logging and slash-and-burn have not toppled the trees,

there are giants which can reach a height of 275 feet.

Of the over 3000

species of trees, several of them reach over 10 meters in diameter
(Time-Life Films N.D.).

Many of these trees are the hard ironwood types

the people call belian.

In the primary rainforest there are up to three

levels or canopy layers, the two bottom levels supporting a new layer of
growth such as epiphytes and creepers.
three forest floors.

Most often one will see just

The first floor, or ground layer, has a sparse

growth of ferns and shrubs, all in competition for light, and growing

on some of the poorest soil in the world.

Here there are fungi and

many decomposers, causing decomposition of leaves in two days, and trees
in one month.

Death for some becomes life for others.

Also, because

of the year round growing season, oversized plants can be found.

Among

the carnivorous plants are the pitcher plants.
The middle floor is formed by the shrub layer.

It also provides

various niches for animals as do the ground layer and canopy layer or
top.

In the top layer evaporation is great as it is directly exposed to

the equatorial sun, and moisture must be continuously replaced at the
roots.

The greater part of Sarawak is covered by hill forest.
includes trees such as meranti, kapur and rasak.

This

However in higher

lands, the tree types seen might be oak and conifers.

In the highest

areas, moss covers everything and the trees are small (Eaton 1974:30).
The lowlands are characterized by swamp and peat forest.

Second

Division has its share of these as can be seen on the map on page 233 of
appendix A.

Mixed swamp and peat forest support ramin on the edges and

alan trees towards the center, the trees becoming shorter towards the
middle of the swamp (Eaton 1974:30).
Along the swampy coastal regions and estuaries, and at river
mouths grow the mangrove and jackfruit.

Some of the mangroves have

stilt roots holding them up whereas others have breathing roots growing
from underground.

The fruit of the mangrove is adapted so that it

grows shoots whild still on the tree so when it falls in the mud, it is
ready to grow (Eaton 1974:30).
The sandier coasts grow casuarina trees.
leaves and small cone fruit.

These trees have thin

They also grow on the unfertile kerangas

soil along with other small trees and bushes forming a heath forest

(Eaton 1974:32).
The forests of Sarawak are one of the greatest natural assets,
with timber and forest products being valuable exports.

In addition,

the trees are valuable as guards against erosion and flooding.

Unfortun

ately, however, whether by slash-and-burn or by logging, the virgin
primary forest is being cut down and in its place is growing up a

secondary forest of inferior quality.

The trees are smaller and a

thick tangled mass of vines, creepers and shrubs entwine about the
trees.

Fortunately, the government of Sarawak is taking some measures

to curtail the logging before all its primary forest is lost.

Reserves

are being set aside where one can log only with special permission, and
the extent of logging is being brought under check.

Still, the forests

are the air conditioning system, assimilating carbon dioxide and giving

off oxygen.

Logging threatens not only this system, but the wildlife

inhabiting the trees.

It exposes the already poor soil to erosion, and

is judged by many ecologists to have global consequences detrimental to
life everywhere.
Fauna.

The rainforests of Sarawak are rich in animal life.

Yet,

because of lumbering and encroaching civilization, the wildlife is

being pushed farther back into the deepest recesses of the rainforest
as their environment is destroyed.

animals.)

(Guns are also exterminating many

Among the animals found on the ground is the mouse-deer.

eats fruits it finds on the forest floor.

It

It must be wary however, not

to fall victim to the more than 285 poisonous snakes such as cobras and

kraits, or to the squeezers such as the reticulated python, which attain
a length of up to 36 feet.

Also wandering around, one will commonly see

scorpions (especially black ones) up to 12 inches in length.
favorite animals for man to hunt is the wild pig.

One of the

In addition to it,

one might see the pangolin with its scales of modified animal hairs.
In earlier days, it was also not uncommon to see a tapir, rhinoceros
or tiger.

The tiger was the king of the larger mammal food chain,

whereas the reticulated python is the king of the leaf - ant - milli
pede - pangolin - python food chain.
with green leaves.

Whatever the food chain, it starts

Also found on leaves are the leeches, awaiting a

victim on which to engorge themselves with blood.

seemingly ubiquitous inhabitant of the forest.

Ants are also a

On the brighter side,

the rainforest sports some of the most beautifully colored and delicately
designed butterflies one could imagine, the largest being the bird-wing
butterflies with 6 inch wing spans.

Other inhabitants found on the

floor include the stag beetle, mule deer, and red deer, with monitor
lizards and crocodiles along the rivers.

In the shrubbery and tree parts of the middle floor is found
the slow loris or bushbaby, active at dusk and dawn.

Also seen is the

draco or dragon lizard, living in the trees, but nesting on the ground.
It is interesting in that rain stimulates the female to lay eggs, and
rain is one thing of which the rainforest has a lot.

The top layer is the most dense.

Here, among the treetops, are

monkeys such as the macaque, lacking the prehensile tail.

These

monkeys often descend the trees to feast on their favorite food of
crabs.

In addition to monkeys, gliding squirrels and Siamang gibbons

are seen.

Also found here is the largest tree dweller, the orangutan

(meaning man-of-the-forest in Malay).

The orangutan is a solitary,

peaceful animal with prehensile feet and long arms and hands.

He is

also a nest builder, making two nests a day, one for a siesta and one

for the night.

However, because of threatening by logging and escapades

such as the mass killing of females to get babies for the zoos, the

numbers of orangutan have dropped drastically to fewer than 5,000 world

wide (Time-Life Films N.D.).

Also, even though they are protected now,

the Than will kill and eat one if they get the chance.
Because the rainforest is continually changing, new niches are
always being opened.

There is really little competition for food

between species, each prefering something different.

For instance, the

orangutan sometimes eats green fruit, whereas the gibbon always prefers
ripe fruit, thereby not conflicting.
a lot of variety.

Also, the 3,000 tree species offer

The real competition comes between members of the

same species, with inter-species competition only being seen in freefor-alls when there is an overabundance of fruit attracting all.

Among the birds seen are the kenyalang or hombill (Sarawak's
state bird and a special bird to the Than), the kingfisher, bubut bird,
and many others with beautiful calls and colors.

The brilliant

kingfisher and the bubut bird with its black body and red head are also
part of Than folklore.

Their story is told in chapter 9.

THE PEOPLE

Sarawak's population is estimated to be over one million, with
82% living in rural areas.

categories:

The population is roughly separated into two

1) those inland - the Dayaks in longhouses, 2) those along

the coast — Malay, Melanau and Chinese in kampongs (Googe N.D.:7).
Since modern medicine and education are increasing infant survival rates,
the population of Sarawak is increasing rapidly, expanding by one-third

each decade and by one-half in 16 years (Googe N.D.rS).

This will

bring Sarawak into food production problems, thus the governmental push

for the higher producing wet padi instead of dry hill padi, in addition
to other programs.

The people of Sarawak can be roughly divided into three main

groups:

the Malay, the Chinese, and the Dayaks.

(In addition to these,

other small groups do exist such as the Kayan, Melanau, Kenyah, Kajang,

Kelabit, Murut, Punan and Penau.)

The Malays are found in the rural

north and east coastal areas generally working as farmers or fishermen.
However, a small Malay elite has dominated the government (Henderson
1979:4-5).

The Chinese are found primarily in the west coast urban

areas working as shopkeepers, pepper growers, and in other businesses.

The Dayaks are comprised of two different groups.

The word Dayak is a

generic term denoting any pagan rural people or community.

The Land

Dayak or Bidayuh of First Division are slower and less adept jungle
dwellers than the Than (Wright 1980:22).

The Sea Dayak, or Than, are

the subjects of this paper and about whom the rest of the discussion

will revolve.

The Iban are the most numerous single group in Sarawak, compris

ing over 31% of the total population (Henderson 1979:4).

They might be

described as of medium height, with few taller than 5 feet 3 inches.

(The exceptions are town dwelling Ibans with Western diets of higher
protein content, who may grow two to three inches taller.)

usually of a more rugged build than the Malay.

The Iban is

His skin is smooth and

of a cinnamon yellow-brown to a light tan color, being darker than other

Dayaks.

The Iban's Hair is usually black and straight, with a few

exceptions of wavy and curly hair.

The old hair style for men was a

fringe of bangs straight across the forehead while the back hair was
allowed to grow long.
is mainly used.

Nowadays, however, the Western style of haircut

The women grow their hair long and tie it in knots on

the back of their heads.

Many of the younger girls, however, are

cutting their hair short, above the shoulders, in Western fashion.
The Iban tend to have narrow hips and the women do not typically
have large breasts.

The group as a whole is of slender, hardy physiques.

Their features are fine, in proportion to their small stature.

The

older men have pierced earlobes, often hanging down two or more inches
from long years of wearing heavy brass earrings.
see the bottom of the lobe broken through.
earlobes are seen anymore.

It is not uncommon to

However, few such pierced

ORIGINS

The Sea Dayak are of mainland Asian stock, having Mongol
characteristics in common with other peoples of Southeast Asia.

Differences between them and other Southeast Asians have been suggested
to result from migrations at different periods by different routes
(Wright 1980:22).
The Than do seem to belong to the Malaysian stock.

Their

language contains root-forms synonymous with those of Malay.

The Iban

appear to have migrated to Borneo three or four centuries ago, before

the Malay (Richards 1977:1).

Conjectures as to the reason of their

migration include attempts at compulsory conversion by Mohammed's
successors, famine, and war (Richards 1977:13).

One fact does seem

clear, at least to Rev. William Howell (see appendix A, pages 235-238),
that at one time the Sea Dayak were on the Malaysian Peninsula.

This

is concluded from the Iban arts of spinning, weaving, and cloth coloring
which the Iban have possessed for generations, having acquired it
independently of the Malays in Sarawak.

In addition, Mr. Howell states

that no other aborigines in their part of the island even knew how to

spin (Richards 1977:1).
Theories as to the origin of the Sea Dayak or Iban are based
mainly on the language.

There were three views which I encountered,

one of which was that of Rev. Howell.

Each person believed the Iban

were of the Malay race and two saw the languages as being near to
identical.

It seems to be generally believed that the Iban settled on

the coast and were driven inland, either by a more powerful tribe or by
some other circumstances.

Whatever the case, the main point of

difficulty comes over the origin of the word Sea Dayak.

So as to not

belabor this issue here, I have included the three arguments in appendix

A on pages 235-242, for the reader to draw his own conclusions.

However,

since these were opinions from the turn of the century, I wish to say
that modem scholars still hold to the idea of migrations at different
periods.

Most agree that the Iban are relative latecomers to Borneo,

next to the Malay and Chinese (Wright 1980:23).
No account, however, would be complete without the legends of

the peoples themselves about their origins.

The legends of the Iban

recount how they originated in the Middle East and then came to Borneo

by way of Sumatra (Wright 1980:23).

The many family annals or tusut

of the Iban, passed down by memory from generation to generation, go
back as far as thirty generations.

They recount migration both from the

Kapuas River in Kalimantan and from Sumatra, the Kapuas migration felt
to be due to search for fresh agricultural land.

HISTORY

It appears that the Chinese discovered Borneo many centuries ago

and set up trading stations. "They brought pottery, beads, and other

manufactured goods.

In return they took back products from the Sarawak

forests; birds' nests, rhinoceros' homs, rotans, camphor and timber"
(Eaton 1974:1).

(Under excavation, Chinese cemeteries have been found.

In addition, Sung, T'ang and Ming ceramics, beads, etc. have been
discovered in many locations in Sarawak (Chinn 1977:21).)

In addition

to the swiftlet nest, a prized product of Borneo was the beak and frontal

head portion of the kenyalang or hombill.
delicate carvings.

It was used as ivory in

Chinese records from the seventh century on, however,

make only scanty mention of the island (Wright 1980:6).

The Chinese

were followed by Indian and Hindu traders, and later, Arabs and Malays.
These latter merchants brought the Muslim religion.
One of the first regions settled was that of the Second Division

of Sarawak sometime in the sixteenth century.

The Iban took over

sparsely settled areas, subduing the natives and enslaving them.

One

group the Iban seemed to have had trouble conquering was the Bukitans,
immigrants from Kapuas several generations before.

Bukitan's spirit.

The story is told of the Iban leader and the Bukitan

leader finally meeting in combat.

Though fighting fiercely with spear

and blowpipe, neither could injure the other.
other's name.

The Iban admired the

Finally they asked each

They found that they were both famous leaders among their

own people and that they both worshipped the fairy goddess Kumang.

So,

they decided to become friends, with the marriage of the Iban chief's
daughter to the son of the Bukitan chief cementing the friendship.

The

Bukitans seem to have merged to large extent into Iban society through

intermarriage, and as slaves or allies (Wright 1980:23).
The Iban continued their pioneering period until the early

eighteenth century.

By then, settlements had been made along all the

Important upland rivers in the Second Division.

Since land was

plentiful, there was no friction among the various Iban groups and they
continued to claim new land, found longhouses, and clear land for padi

(Wright 1980:23-24).
It seems that the first founding groups of Iban maintained the
leadership of villages within their families.

The political structure

which developed revolved around the first families and their inter

relationships (Wright 1980:24).

Even in the present-day social

structure, some Iban may still be viewed as upper-class, and occupy the

larger central bileks (apartments) of the longhouse.

There are even

some longhouses which may be composed entirely of upper-class Iban
(though seldom nowadays).

Most of these can trace their lineage to the.

original first families.

At first, these pioneering Iban claimed land by right of felling
the virgin forest, and could let the land lie fallow twenty years with
out problems over ownership.

As time progressed, however, and the

population grew, the land system became more complicated, aggravating

friction among the Iban.

One of the ways Iban settled land disputes

was to come together and beat each other with clubs studded with barbs
and knobs.
land.

The winners' longhouse conmiunity took possession of the

(At a later time, a cockfight was suggested as a substitution

and accepted.) Eventually chiefs or leading families made the land
decisions.

Meanwhile, two things led to a long period of inter—Iban

strife and headhunting.

One was the continuing migration of people

from the south and the resulting pressure on those already settled.
The second was the Iban's seminomadic character, always looking for new
rice lands.

In addition to land fueds and longhouse rivalries, the

Kapuas Iban and Sarawak Iban were continually raiding each other
(Wright 1980:24).

Let us turn for a moment and explore these raids, as it is from
these that the Iban has become known as the headhunter of Borneo to the

modem world.

Headhunting was rationalized by the need to destroy

enemies or potential threats of the longhouse. From his early years,

a boy was told of deaths he must avenge. At manhood, around 14 years
of age, he began to think about obtaining a good wife, but no woman
would have a man who had not taken heads.

Thus, the women became the

force behind the headhunting, goading the men to take more trophies.

(This fact is evidenced in the story of "Heads, I WinI" on pages 243—
246 of appendix A.) When heads were taken, a ritual was performed in
which the women sang a nimang (epic song), and rituals (eg. stepping in
the blood of a pig) were performed so the antu or spirit of the dead
wouldn't affect the Iban's long life and health. Then the women did a
dance with the heads (see page 247 of appendix A) and jeeringly fed

them with rice. For seven days and nights after the warrior's return.
he was not to sleep.

Few could do this however.

Unfortunately, by the time the Western world heard of the
headhunting, it had degraded to just the taking of any head (child, old
woman, or from a corpse) for status. Thus, it is only understandable

that Rajah Brooke, the second white rajah of Sarawak, was to take
severe measures to curtail this habit.

As the Iban continued their marauding expeditions, the Arab and
Malay merchants were arriving, bringing the influence of their religion.
The northwest coastal areas accepted Islam as did some of the river

tribes, most importantly the Lugus people.

"Thus the Lugus became

'Malays', and the present Malay population of Saribas is descended from
this ancient tribe" (Wright 1980:24). (Saribas is in Second Division.)
The Iban first called the Malays orang laut, men of the sea, and no
serious conflict arose between them.

However, the Malays began claiming

the northwest coastal region to be under the domain of the Sultan of

Brunei (Brunei being a Moslem sultanate since the late 15th century).
These Malays controlled the mouths of the rivers along which the Iban

had settled, and began taking the annual bilek or door tax of one pasu
(bushel) of rice from the Iban as well as Malay, as ordered by the Sultan

of Brunei.

As can be expected, the Malays used expanding baskets and

false bottoms to get an excess of rice.

Such trickery and the disdainful

rule by Malay Brunei over the Iban forced the Iban into taking highly
prized Malay heads.

In the Saribas area of Second Division, however,

the Malay and Iban had an understanding that the Sea Dayak territory was

upstream from the Paku tributary mouth (Wright 1980:24-25).
On the decline of Brunei in the eighteenth century, the Malays

turned from exacting tribute on sea and river commerce to piracy.

The

chiefs along the Saribas, Batang Lupar and Skrang rivers of the Second

Division were especially energetic marauders.

Now the Malay and Iban

partnership in this area proved satisfactory to both sides.

The Iban

enjoyed a plentiful supply of heads, and the Malay a bountiful supply of
plunder and slaves.

The victims of this piracy were only from coastal

villages, and native traders, since the pirates seldom ventured out of
sight of land (Wright 1980;25).
Even without the Malay, the Iban were the pirates of the
coastal areas of Second and Third Divisions, even going as far as

Pontianak in Dutch Borneo.

Europeans venturing into these waters called

the Iban pirates the Sea Dayak.

They came to be viewed as enemies of

trade and commerce (Wright 1980:25).
Into the picture now comes James Brooke.

An Englishman and one

time member of the East India Company, he arrived in Brunei in 1839 with
a present for the sultan, in the midst of piracy and the Iban rebellion

against taxes.

Brooke helped suppress the rebellion and was awarded

the Sarawak government as the first of the white rajahs, a status just
below the maharajahs of India (Wright 1980:25); (Eaton 1974:1).
Rajah Brooke determined to establish peace and order.

He was

not an adept administrator or financial genius, but he found his place
among the peoples of Sarawak.

The people came to respect him, coming to

his house for evening talks, just as he would visit their kampongs and
longhouses daily.

However, despite his attempts at peacemaking, the

Malay chiefs continued to provoke downstream Iban against the upstream

Iban by way of various political machinations.

Thus, coastal raiding

continued (Wright 1980:26).
Rajah Brooke took more severe measures.

1849 he used naval power against the pirates.

Between May 1843 and

He would lie in wait for

pirate boats, then chase them upriver to their hideouts, destroying
their fortifications, villages and longhouses.

After the greatest

expedition of this kind, in which only eleven of the ninety-eight

pirate boats escaped, the Iban involved in the piracy submitted to
Brooke or disappeared in the interior (Wright 1980:26).

British ships

were frequently seen along the coast or in the rivers from then on to

discourage further outbreak.

However, Brooke nearly lost his good

reputation in England for these measures, and was accused of slaughtering
peaceful natives.

When James Brooke died in 1863, his nephew Charles Brooke

became the second rajah.

However, before his uncle's death, Charles

had already become known as the chief of all the Sea Dayak in the nine
years he had been in Sarawak.

These nine years established principles

on which he based his fifty year reign.
strator.

Charles was a careful admini

He lived and worked with the Iban of the Second Division

(mainly in Lingga).

When governing them, he used their own law codes

to render justice among them.

His fairness gained the respect of the

Iban marauders, though he was never known for his warmness as his

uncle had been (Wright 1980:26).
Charles' method of combating headhunting and inter-Iban strife

was to use the people's own methods.

He used loyal Iban warriors to

subdue the restless ones.

"Brooke himself would lead his Ibans into

remote offending villages, laying waste farms and burning longhouses"
Wright 1980:26).

Then if submission didn't follow, the rebels were

hounded until captured.

"In Brooke's army of Ibans, the reward for

service was the heads of those rebels unwise enough to resist and

unlucky enough to fall in the attack" (Wright 1980:26).
Brooke's rule reached up into the Third Division as Iban groups
migrated there.

Thus, in 1861 (Wright 1980:27) this region was annexed

to his previous holdings (see the map on page 230 of appendix A).

He

continued to rule by using lower-river Iban to suppress upriver Iban,

thus continuing the Iban's love of war and head-taking well into the
twentieth century.
Legends began to grow about Charles.

resulting from a hunting accident in England.

frequently.

He had a glass eye

He seemed to lose it

"The lost eyes were sometimes found by Dayaks, who prized

them as symbols of great luck and as proof that the eye of the great
rajah was ever observing them" (Wright 1980:27).

Charles also began to

establish European residents among the people at strategic points.

These people administered his form of law, half-European, half-Dayak
adat law.

Charles' despotic rule had still failed to calm the restless

upriver Iban.

This job fell to the third rajah, his elder son, in 1917

(Eaton 1974:1).

in.

In the 1920's and 30's the outside world began to crowd

Rajah Charles Vyner Brooke, the new third rajah, cared little for

the increasingly bureaucratic government of Sarawak.

He left administra

tive details to the department heads, who with this extra work, had

little time to spend with the Than (Wright 1980:27).
The Than were encouraged to settle down and try wet rice farming
rather than hill farming.

As rubber planting was introduced, the Iban,

fearing the rubber trees to be detrimental to the hill padi spirits,
often cut down the rubber trees (Wright 1980:27).
cation was and still is only being introduced.

Thus, crop diversifi

The Iban life revolves

around the hill padi cycle and a belief in the governing spirits of the
rice plant.

It was this clinging to the rice-spirit religion which

made introduction of new crops so difficult.

In 1941 the Japanese invaded Borneo.

For a time, headhunting

was revived as the Iban took the heads of the invading Japanese (Wright
1980:134).

When World War II ended, the Rajah didn't feel he had the

money and resources to rebuild Sarawak, so it became a British colony,

with little compensation going to the Rajah. Finally in 1963, Sarawak
was given self-government as part of the Federation of Malaysia (Eaton
1974:1).

BASIC LIFESTYLE

This section is meant to be just a brief introduction into the

Iban lifestyle, so that the information of following sections might fall
into their proper place and perspective.

The basic lifestyle of the Iban revolves around the rice cycle.

and everything associated with the rice cycle is attributed to the
happiness or disapproval of the rice spirits.

The growing season sees

the farmer begin work near dawn and continue till late afternoon.

After food and rest, the women work in the cool evening.

family guards the maturing rice.

At night the

After the threshing and reaping, the

Than is then left with some leisure time between the rice seasons.

During this time the women have time to weave rattan mats or blankets.

The men laze about and talk, fish, or often make journeys to a town.
It is during this time that visitors are an excuse for parties.

This

time, springtime, is also the time for weddings.

The rhythm of life around the longhouse continues year after
year, each festival and rite coming in its appointed time.

Then in

June comes the beginning of the familiar and comfortable cycle of life

again, as the new year's rice cycle is launched.

And so it continues.

STATE OF SGCIOCULTUSAL TRANSITION

Ever since World War II, the modern world has impinged upon the
Iban society.

However, today one finds a major transition taking place.

One of the changing agents is education.

there are now schoolhouses.

In major longhouse communities

Though Iban have seldom ever pushed their

children towards education, all the children in the village now must
attend school.

The language in which school is taught is Malay.

First

of all, there are differences between the two languages, so the child
must first learn the language.

The teaching in Malay is also seen as an

attempt by the Malay government to absorb the Iban, squelching their
culture and making the new generation into good Malays.

The Iban

language and traditions are not encouraged, nor is the printing of
cultural material on their lifestyle.

Some educated Iban feel strongly

about this, but those in the villages seem somewhat stunned by all the

new technology flooding their villages and do not sense the impending
doom foreseen by others.

It is stated that they feel the government

is doing this because they are threatened by the Iban who greatly
outnumber them.

However, even the city-dwelling, educated Iban seem to be drawn
back to their longhouse lifestyle and are frequent visitors.

When they

return, however, in Western clothes, with watches and other symbols of

wealth, they may create a commotion for awhile, but all too soon they
feel the gap between them.

The educated Iban youth is taught that many

of the traditional practices are to be questioned and disdained, thus

causing a gap between him and the family at home.
true of all.

However, this is not

Many return home and fall right back into the old ways and

seem to be glad of it.
There is a curious mixture of old and new seen nowadays.

One

may come to an isolated longhouse going about its traditional way of
life, but at night, on comes the generator, the electric lights, and
even T.V.

The T.V. has also been a medixmi of great change.

The Iban

sees the outside "high status" world and how its people live, or at
least how they are portrayed on T.V.

More than once, the Iban have

asked us how we in the U.S. stay alive with all the murders, car wrecks,
etc. seen on T.V.
women.

Young girls get make-up and try to look like T.V.

Mothers see and hear on the radio that prestigeous people seem

to use bottles and formula milk for feeding babies, thus many bottles
are now being used.

The importance of paper money has also hit the people.

The

young folk are no longer content to stay at home and farm, but itch to
be working at outside jobs where one can make three times what he makes
as a farmer, and have more prestige.

So, with little cash crops or

opportunity at home, the youth ventures out to work in the lumber camps
and other such jobs.

The longhouse often looks devoid of young men

nowadays.

The Than still retain many of their old ways to this day, but

are increasingly adopting more of the modern ways and changes in life
style.

There are now Iban university graduates working in government

positions, as teachers (a high status job among the Iban), and in
clinics.

More Iban have adopted wet rice farming techniques.

The Iban's gradual adoption of new ways has brought him into

employment competition with Malays and Chinese. It is difficult for

young Iban to compete with experienced Chinese or government-supported
Malays (the government will finance a Malay to start a business, so as
to interest more Malays in business and increase their numbers in
Sarawak in the commercial realm).

It seems to be a losing proposition

for the Iban, especially with the business-wise Chinese gaining in

numbers.

In fact, it is estimated that the Iban will no longer compose

one-third the population in 1985, but only one-quarter.

The Chinese,

however, will increase from 31% of the population to 40% (Wright 1980:

The processes of urbanization and diversification in occupation,

coupled with the discarding of the old way of life, is proceeding
steadily.

It is very likely that the Iban will be forced into the

melting pot with the other native races.
one find an Iban society.

Soon, only in remote areas will

The loss of their identity seems to be an

almost inescapable conclusion.

Their state right now seems to be one

of a fading tribal way of life into a modern lifestyle, as has been the
fate of other such peoples.
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Chapter 2

THE MATERIAL CULTURE

Description of a Longhouse.
called a longhouse.
apartment complex.

The typical Than housing system is

Essentially, it could be referred to as a long
It is one long building, built using long poles to

perch the structure some 6-15' above the ground.

(This is to avoid

flooding monsoon waters and in the past, to keep out enemies.)

The

poles used to be of bamboo, but are now of belian, a type of ironwood.
However, even now few nails are used.

Most things are notched and

lashed together.

At either end of the building is an entryway with a notched log
serving as a staircase from ground to building.

Upon entering the

building, a wide, long, covered verandah (or ruai as it is commonly
called) stretches out in front of one to the other end of the building.

The flooring of the verandah is either of traditional split bamboo

poles closely fit together and cross-lashed at their ends, or of loose

wood planks, or a combination of the two.
move one make creates noise.

Whichever the flooring, any

The bamboo creaks and rattles with each

step and the planks clatter.
The ruai is the thoroughfare of all traffic.

On one side is a

row of wooden doors leading into each family's separate living quarters

or bileks.

(By each bilek door is tethered a fighting cock.)

The other

side (open side) of the verandah usually has the opening fenced in, with
the exception of when raised platforms are made continuous with the

longhouse front on which to dry padi, pepper, clothes, etc.

Openings

or doorways are then made in the fence, opening onto these.

Thus, the

typical set-up of a longhouse resembles the figure seen on page 249 of
appendix B,
Each portion of the verandah is given its own name according to
the purpose it is serving.

where the women pound padi.
and hold meetings.

The tempuan portion of the verandah is

The ruai is where people sit, talk, work,

The outer portion is the pantar where visitors

sleep. (As can be seen, all three names involve the same space
essentially, but are concerned with a different function.)

The open

part of the verandah which is not under the roof, and is used for drying
padi,. ^trc. is called the _tanju.

The verandah along the bilek walls is

used for storing all the fish traps, rice pounding implements, baskets
and farm tools in use.

Also along the verandah, hanging from the

rafters are the old heads taken in past days.

These are quite often

hung in front of the headman's door.

Each family compartment or bilek is separated from the verandah

and the bilek next to it by a wood plank wall, or a wall of pounded
bark.

Each family is responsible for maintaining the section of the

building enclosing his living space.

A longhouse may have anywhere

from seven bileks (referred to as "doors" when counting them) to about
one hundred "doors", each representing a family.

The bllek can be quite spacious C15-20 feet wide and 50-60 feet

deep with back porch), especially that of the tuai rumah or headman of
the longhouse.
ions.

In it the family eats, sleeps, and stores their possess

The more prosperous families partition it into a large communal

room and separate sleeping areas.

Woven rattan mats usually cover the

flooring of wood planks or bamboo.

On these mats the family sits and

eats.

One never walks into a bilek with shoes on, this is very bad

The furniture of the bilek can range from cabinets where
clothes are kept, to the bedsteads, mattresses and even chairs of the

more prosperous people.

It is also inside the bilek where one finds

the heirlooms of jars, gongs, cannons, etc.

Pictures from newspapers,

magazines, and catalogues line the walls as a form of interior decora
tion.

The family's cooking usually includes a separate partitioned
cooking area by the outer wall, with a back porch.

A hinged flap

above this can let the smoke out, but often as much, there is none and

the smoke just escapes through the walls and door to the porch.

The

cooking is done on a crude fireplace of stone or metal on which a wood
fire is lit.

Above the bileks is the sadau or loft.

attic area serves several purposes.
tools not in daily usage are stored.

This partially floored

It is here that baskets and farm
Also stored here are extra mats,

special mats (those of fine weave are saved for special occasions or

visitors), and the rice in woven baskets, wood boxes, or metal tins.
As can be expected, rats are also numerous in the loft.

So, it is not

uncommon nowadays to see small separate rice huts on stilts fitted with

metal discs to discourage rats.

Another purpose of the loft is that it

serves as a sleeping place for unmarried daughters, whereas the bachelors
sleep on the ruai.

This plays an important part in the Iban culture as

we will see in chapter 4.

The roof over the longhouse nowadays is usually composed of
ironwood shingles.

One may also find some roof portions of rusted

corrugated matal sheeting.

The less prosperous houses, however, may

have a thatched roof.

Separate Houses.

More commonly now, because of weak chiefs,

inter-longhouse strife, and/or pressures from the modern world,
individual families will live together in single houses.

The single

houses are made much in the format of a one bilek cross-section of the

longhouse.

Also, the single houses are seldom bigger than the bilek

space of the longhouse.

Once a longhouse has fragmented into separate

family houses, it is quite difficult to get all the families under one

roof again.

I saw an excellent example of this.

The chief of the

longhouse was weak and though the people liked the companionship the

longhouse provided, they also enjoyed the independence.

They were also

unwilling to give up some of their newly found privacy, a thing seldom
had in the communal longhouse lifestyle.

Farmhouses.

Because the Iban grow hill padi by shifting

cultivation, the pieces of land they farm are often a long way from the
longhouse.

Thus, it is necessary to build a smaller temporary house

by the farmland.

This farmhouse or dampa is usually two to ten bileks

in size if several families are farming the same terrain.

It resembles

the longhouse, only being smaller and less carefully constructed
because it is temporary.

From August to March these structures are the

families' homes, often leaving the longhouses somewhat deserted looking.
The people only jbumey back to the longhouse if important visitors are
expected, and in the off season of April to June.

However, if the fields

they are farming are close to the longhouse, the people need only to
build a small hut in the middle of the padi.

This is just for the

night watchers who guard the crop when it is nearing maturity.

Then,

the people continue to live in the longhouse even during growing season.
New House Construction.

Now that longhouses are made from

ironwood, new houses are not needed for several years.

Old or broken

sections are just replaced rather than tackle the job of rebuilding and

moving.

When houses used to be made of all bamboo, however, they were

more flimsy and lasted only a few years.

These old houses were then

abandoned and the whole village moved to a new location and constructed
a new longhouse.

were used.

Sometimes old timbers from the previous longhouse

This seminomadic type of lifestyle was governed by their

hill padi agriculture.

Since the poor jungle soil, stripped by the

slash-and-burn technique, only gives good crops for a few years, they
had to move to new farmlands.

Thus, the rotting bamboo longhouse and

the need to construct a new house coincided with the need to find new

farmlands.

So, the village was moved to where new land could be found.

Nowadays, however, we see the more sturdy ironwood longhouse remaining
the home base and the need to farm lands far away from it being solved
by the construction of the temporary dampa, or in turn, wet padi being
farmed in a field near the longhouse.

There were other reasons for

which the Iban would leave their longhouses.

Such reasons included

fear of sickness, death, or that some misfortune would befall their padi,
or a bad omen or bad dream.

Whatever the case for moving, certain procedures are taken in
locating and building a new longhouse.

One of the longhouses where we

lived was falling apart and a move was being transacted.

I thus had a

chance to see some of the considerations going into a move.

A major

problem which held up the move for the longhouse where we lived proved
to be the arrangement of families.

The people said that when moving to

a new longhouse, the families could not live next to any family they
had just lived next to.

The deep inner reasons for this were never

ascertained, even though much questioning was done.

So, before a move

could be transacted, the chief or headman had to help them plan who
would live next to whom.

Other factors also come into play.

The

central bileks are often larger and are considered better, therefore
they are wanted by all.
the middle bilek.

It is understood though, that the chief gets

Also, the families considering themselves as upper

class or more prosperous feel they should get the central bileks.

If they have had a central bilek before, though, then they might have
to live in a bilek farther out this time so as not to live by the same

families.

As one can see, a lot of things go into play here.

1 will

end the discussion of this by saying that the longhouse in our area

which was moving, still had not resolved this matter in over five
months.

There are several observances and practices which were followed

in the past when building a longhouse.

Some of these are still consid

ered, while others are falling into disuse.

1 would like to describe

in the next few pages certain omens, rituals and other practices which,

though most are falling away, are still part of the old Iban and the

people's cultural heritage.
Before a new house is to be built, the chief gathers the

people in the regular meeting procedure, in the evening after supper.
The idea of a move is presented by the chief and thoroughly discussed
by the people, with a resolution passed.

The chief then admonishes the

people to pay careful attention to any dream or omen.

If no bad dream

or unfavorable omen occurs, the meeting's resolution is considered to

be good.

If that resolution was to move, they go out to examine the

house site.

If the house spot seems good, the chief and the person who

serves as his right-hand man go out to look for omens.

found, they cut a stick and take the stick home.

When an omen is

The meeting this next

night concerns the Kayu burong (bird stick) representing the omen.

Again, the people are told to pay special attention to any dreams or

omens.

The next morning the chief and his right-hand man again search

for omens.

This process continues for several days till many sticks

representing omens are accumulated.
width of the house.

The number of omens depends on the

The wider the house, the more omens required.

Five omens are usually required for a very wide house.

The fifth omen

represents the uniting of all the omens into one. These are then taken
to the proposed house site, bundled together, and suspended there.

The

spot is now sacred with the Kayu burong guarding it (Richards 1977:31-32).
Next comes the clearing of the land.
must be carried away or shifted aside.

No fire can be used, all

If while clearing the site, a

gazelle's cry is heard or a kikih senabong bird (named for the noises
it makes), then the place is abandoned.

Thus, when the site is being

cleared, the women and children beat gongs and other instruments to

drown out the sound of any possible bad omen (Richards 1977:32).
Before the gathering of materials is done, a palan or "place
of retreat" is made.

This is done so if a bad omen is heard, the people

can retreat there, throwing away the materials they had previously

gathered.

All materials gathered are sacred and their violation is

subject to fines.

Not only are the materials personified, but they are

invoked like gods, asking their protection over the people not only from

rain and sun, but from the King of Terror's grasp.

Also, of each kind

of material used, a portion is cast aside to beg excuse for any case in
which a bad omen was heard but neglected.
burong (Richards 1977:32).

This act is called ninggang

The evening before the building begins, the posts and foundation
are laid in position.

ill omens.

Musical instruments are still played to drown out

Then the people begin a divination to determine if they will

have good crops while living in the new place.

A bamboo piece of about

9 inches in length is cut and filled with water.
ing on the house site overnight.

It is then left stand

If the water level has decreased consid

erably by morning, the site is abandoned, as famine is indicated.

If the

level is high or increases, good crops are foretold (Richards 1977:33).
The building of the posts and general framework comes first.
This is called ngentak and takes place only in the morning.

If it rains

however, work must be stopped otherwise the house might become a place
for the sick.

It should be noted that the instruments are still being

beaten while the men work.

The chief's door is the first to be raised.

He supplies the pig which is killed at the central post, its blood fill
ing the hole.

The pig is a sacrifice to Pulang Gana, got of the earth.

The pig's liver is then checked for good or ill omens (signs of omens in
the pig's liver are discussed in chapter 8) (Richards 1977:33-34).
The building of each bilek's framework is done one by one.

Work

begins each morning on a single bilek, the framework needing to be fin
ished before lunch can be eaten.
owns the room.

1977:34).

The lunch is provided by the family who

This continues till all the bilek frames are up (Richards

The rest of the building is now up to the individual owners.

It must be noted that even after a building is completed, the

omens of a baiak (crocodile), tengiling, Manis Javanica, large lizard.

or bull frog entering the longhouse, or a bad dream, will result in its

abandonment.

Omen birds will cause only temporary desertion.

When

their cry is heard, the roof over the hearth is removed and a tree

planted on the cooking place.

Then, when the people return, they repair

the roof and uproot the tree.

This is considered the same as the

renewing of the building (Richards 1977:204-205).

The same sacrifices

and ceremonies are then again observed as when they first occupied the

house.

These ceremonies can be found on page 250 of appendix B.

DRESS

When the children are young, they quite often run around naked.

Older children start wearing clothes copying those of their elders.

All the children, however, have a school uniform which they must wear
to school when they are attending classes.

Women's Attire.

The Iban women used to wear handwoven sarongs,

but they are very seldom seen wearing the traditional sarong anymore,
except during festivals.

Women now wear commercial sarongs of batik

material sold by Chinese and Malay shopkeepers.

A sarong is a piece of

material which is about 2-2^5 yards long and a little more than a yard

wide.

The free ends (those at the ends of the 2% yard length) are

usually sewn together forming a circle.

The person steps within this

circle and draws the cloth around them, tucking it or tying it in
several ways, usually in the front middle or side.
dress of the Iban woman.

This is the typical

It is cool, allows the air to circulate over

the body, the body to breathe, and is generally well-suited for the
environment.
her chest.

She either wears the sarong around her waist or around

The women either go bare-breasted, especially while working,

or sometimes wear T-shirts, which are now flooding the market as forms of

advertising.

When she goes to town, she wears a cotton jacket of batik

material over her sarong or she wears a sarong kebaya (similar to
those worn by Singapore Airline stewardesses).
While working, women may place a folded cloth on their heads to

protect them from the sun.

Otherwise, while working, both men and women

commonly wear conical hats of woven rattan or rice straw closely
resembling South Chinese "coolie" hats.
During festivals, the women wear fine handwoven sarongs.

Silver belts are worn around their waists with silver coins dangling
from them.

They also wear necklaces of silver coins and/or an elaborate

web of beads draped over the shoulders and breasts.

The costume is

completed by a headdress of silver over their chignon.

It is rare,

however, to see them all dressed in this manner anjnnore, as much of
their silver finery is being sold to the Chinese merchants for money

and few women weave sarongs anymore.

Men's Attire.

The men used to wear loincloths of bright

material (about 18" wide).

This was wrapped around the waist, brought

between the legs and tucked under the front waistband, thus forming an
apron.

Shirts or jackets were added to their apparel on journeys.

Nowadays, however, the Than has begun to adopt the Chinese

Southeast Asian work clothes consisting of cotton shorts and a T-shirt.
However, when working hard or going to bathe, it is most common to see
a towel used as a short sarong for the men.
When going to town, men will don Western long pants, shirts,
and even shoes sometimes.

Especially seeming to make a hit with the

young men right now are the platform shoes.

The majority of time,

however, both men and women either go barefoot or wear "thongs" on
their feet.

The evening, lounging and night wear of the Than man is a long
checkered sarong worn around the waist.

The people are very particular

about what is a man's and a woman's sarong.

The women wear all

patterns and colors except for the checkered sarongs reserved for men.
These sarongs usually include the colors of green, red, white, purple,
and sometimes blue.

During festivals the men also dress up.

They put on their

most colorful clothes, or loincloths until recent times, with short
coats of monkey or goat fur which are decorated with bright feathers.
Silver and copper bracelets encircle their arms, wrists, and legs.

A headdress having the long striped feathers of the hornbill is worn
along with strings of beads around the neck.

As is the case with the

women, however, this festival costume is seldom seen anymore.

CRAFTS

Weaving.

Every Iban girl is taught at about age 14-17 years
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how to weave by her mother and grandmother.

Orice married, a majority

of an Iban woman's time is spent in weaving.

The type of weaving one

sees nowadays is mainly of mats and baskets.

Each woman tries to

design or have her own special patterns.

True, others may borrow the

idea when they see it, but it is a trademark of special pride to her.
The material for the mats is obtained from reeds called rattan

growing beside the water.

These reeds are chopped at their base, so as

to retain the longest length possible, and then split into thin strips.
These strips are left in the sun to dry, shown by a change from a
greenish to golden brown color.

At this point they are ready to be

woven into whatever the woman wishes.

The width in which the woman has cut her strips determines
what she will make.
baskets.

Wide strips are used for everyday mats and some

Thin strips are used for sleeping mats, fine purse-like

baskets, work hats, and special visitor aiid/or ceremonial mats.

Some

of the strips of the rattan may be dyed black to make the pattern
woven with them stand out better.

The men also do some types of weaving.
the interwoven bark and rattan mats.

They sometimes make

The men also make the split

rattan fishtraps and the netting for their casting nets, accomplished
by loosely interweaving strings.
Another form of weaving which is done by the women is that of
cloth.

The Iban used to raise, remove the seeds from, and spin their

own cotton.

Today, for those who still weave, the cotton thread can .

be purchased.

To weave a blanket or pua, the threads of the warp are

previously tied and dyed.

Dyeing is accomplished by putting the threads

out in the dew along with dyeing agents.

Dyeing agents include:

producing trees, the engkala burong.

oil from the

(kepayang) and roots of the annona reticulata (engkuda).

dye-

im edule

This are is

said to have been taught to the Than women by a mother of a manang (med

icine man), specifically Ragam, the mother of Manang Jarai (Borneo
Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:48).

As with the mat weaving, each woman who weaves wishes to be
known as one gifted in the art of weaving.
new patterns and designs.

Thus, each tries to invent

The blankets they weave have various names,

and there are understandably hundreds of pattern types for these
blankets.

Following are a few names of some of the more intricate

patterns of blankets (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:48).

Lebor Api

Bali Berinjan

Kumbu Muau

Bali Belulai

Remang Berarat

Bali Tengkebang

Bali Mensuga

Bali Sapepat

Bali Begajai

Bali Belumpong

Bali Berandau

Bali Menyeti

Kayu Betimbau

Bali Kelikut

Bandu Nulang

Kumbu Rayong

The names for the woven blanket slings with which to carry babies are;

Begajai

Engkatak

Manang Iling

Tangkong Sapepat

Gerama Murong

Igi Nibong

Leku Sawa

Kara Jangkit

Unfortunately, as cloth sarongs and blankets are readily available for
the buying, fewer women weave cloth.

Still, old women can be seen

carrying on the tradition even today.

Carvings.

The Iban men used to carve masks, shields and

patterns on their drums for ceremonial purposes.

Nowadays, they carve

shields and various wood trinkets to sell to the Chinese for the tourist

trade.

Those who are seen carving are usually the older men, who can

then bring in some money for the family through the sale of their work.

Typical works are roughly carved, with the usual subjects including the
hombill, a man dancing the nadja, and a woman pounding rice.

WEAPONS

Parang.
typically the

The weapons or hunting implements used by the Iban are
[, spear, blowpipe and darts.

The

essentially a large slightly curved knife or a shortened sword.

The

concave and convex blade is able to penetrate wood or flesh quite well.
However, practice is needed to learn how to use them properly so as
to not cut in the wrong angle and potentially wound oneself.

The parang was used extensively in headhunting expeditions and

was also an implement in the naku or head dance.

Today it is used

extensively in all forms of work and is still seen in Iban dances.
Spear.

The spear is mentioned in historical situations and

also in Iban legends.

Though shortened forms have been made, the spears

seen today, though never in use, are 6-8 feet long.

They are metal

tipped and vary a great deal from carvings on the shaft to the type of
spear point.

Blowpipe and Darts.

The blowpipe and darts also played

important parts in warring expeditions and hunting.
sumpitan is made from empata or

woods.

The blowpipe or

It is a slender round

piece of wood anywhere from 7-9 feet long, with a hole bored through the
center of it.

In the hands of an experienced person, it can have an

accuracy of up to 40 yards.

It is also said that spear heads were often

attached to them so they could serve both for shooting and for thrust-

The darts or upas or laja are made from the wood of a Kayu Apeng,

Daun Mudor, Buloh Temiang, or any Buloh.
bamboo cases or temilah.

light and thin.
bore.

They are carried in round

They are about 10 inches long and are very

At one end pith is used to make them fit the blowpipe's

The pith is obtained from one of the following sources;

Tebura,

a long grass found along the river; pabong, the root of the akar plai;
joran, a very abundant thorny jungle plant.

Darts can vary in four main

ways (Richards 1977:328-329);

1)

The wounding end may simply be a sharpened point intended

to make a deep wound.

2) The wounding end may be like a spear head, sharpened and
with notched sides so that it will break off easily in the
wound.

3)

The wounding end may be as in No. 1, but having a circular
cut or gran near the end enabling the tip to break off in
the wound.

4)

The wounding end may be a small piece of harpoon-shaped
bone fixed to the dart, but coming off easily in the wound.

One of the things making the darts so deadly is that they are

dipped in poison, which is very dealy when fresh.

The wound from a dart

can render unconscious and kill a man in one hour if he receives no med

icine CRichards 1977:329).

However, in the war between Malaysia and

Indonesia, between 1962 and 1966, the soldiers spoke about the poison

darts causing death to their own men, but not killing any of the Than.
The Than were promptly pulling out the darts and sucking out the poison
as one would do for a smakebite.

Seeing this, one soldier administered

the same procedure to a wounded buddy, who became one of the first few
soldiers to survive a poisoned dart (James 1979).

The poison for the dart is made from the sap of a tree called
ipoh.

The sap is collected by piercing the bark with a sharpened

bamboo and letting the sap flow into the bamboo's hollow.

Care is taken

so that none of the poisonous sap falls on any sores or wounds that

one may have.

The next Ingredient is obtained by burning the ka.jang

engkruang or krupok to a fine dust.

The last ingredient is the poison

obtained by milking the fangs of a very poisonous snake, such as the

ular kendawang or ular tedong bendar, and scraping it to a powder.
These three ingredients are mixed into a black paste.
paste the Than dip the darts and then dry them.

It is into this

Truly, the poisoned

darts are nothing to joke about, able to bring some beasts down in three
minutes, though usually longer times are required (Richards 1977:329).
However, it should be noted that the blowpipe and darts are not in
active service at this time, to the best of my knowledge.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Musical instruments are played on festivals, for ceremonial
dances, and for special visitors.

The Than youth learn to play the

gongs and long drums for these various occasions.

In addition, some

learn to play the engkari and sape.
Large gongs are first used to call the people together.

men and/or women play the gongs during the festivities.

Then

Besides large

gongs which are hung and beaten with a stick, there are smaller brass

gongs arranged in tonal order (usually about eight) on a raised wood
platform which are played.

Drums are beaten along with the gongs.

The long drtim, about 2^$

feet long, is made of wood, often ironwood, with a head of deerskin.

The drtun normally has two strips of rattan around its body, one several
inches below the head and the other about a foot below the first.

Thinner strips of rattan, which lash the drinn head on, do so by looping

through it, and tying on the first band of rattan around the drum's body.
Then, thin strips of rattan run from the first rattan band to the second,
thus connecting the two.

Several V-shaped small wood pegs are then

driven vinder both rattan bands.

It is these pegs that change the

tension of the drum head, hence the pitch of the drum, through the
rattan strips.

For example, to obtain a higher pitch, one would drive

the pegs in deeper.

The drums are most commonly played by men.

The sape and the engkari are not seen as much as the gongs and

drums.

The sape is a long slender guitar-like instrument with two

strings.

The engkari is an instrviment, of possible Chinese origin,

which is composed of a gourd with several slender bamboo or reed

lengths strapped together over a hole in the gourd's large end to
produce a sound.

Each engkari has a different pitch.

As to whether a

single engkari can make sounds other than the original pitch, I was
never able to find out.

OTHER CEREMONIAL IMPLEMENTS

Other utensils used during festivals or dances, besides the
musical instruments and

;, are the shield and mask.

treasured down through generations.

Gawai's or festivals.

The mask is

It is used to add humor to the

Normally, the women will put on a man's clothing
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and don the mask, making as many ridiculous gestures as they can think
of.

Drinking and dancing often continue through the night to the next

morning.

(Such festivals are getting very infrequent, however.)

Dances such as the warrior dance use a shield along with a

parang.

The shield is around 4-4% feet tall.

It is usually made of

lighter wood so as not to tire the dancer. Its front side can be

intricately carved or painted, usually with a face.
in the back makes it easy to hold.
Stage prop for the dancer.

A handle carved

The shield seems to be mainly a

As to whether it was really ever used in

battle, it is quite likely, as it is mentioned in several folk legends
as having been used by warriors.

ANCESTRAL HEIRLOOMS - OLD STYLE ECONOMY VS. NEW

Within the longhouses today, one will find that each bilek

usually has its heirlooms of antique Chinese porcelain jars, brass
gongs, silver finery, small cannons, and of course human heads.

These

are highly prized items acquired over time by the male members of the
family.

It used to be that when a man was away on war expeditions or

other journeys, he sought to buy valuables to be passed down through

the generations reminding them of his trip.

Thus, to show that their

going abroad had been meaningful, the men bought, with whatever money
they had, durable luxuries such as brass boxes, kettles, and the jars,
cannons, and gongs mentioned before.
properties.

These were to add to the family's

These luxuries are no longer as highly viewed as prized

possessions, but are now just mere heirlooms.

It has been remarked,

however, that the Iban possess a fortune in Chinese Ming, K'and-hsi
and Ch*ien-lung porcelain (Wright 1980:93).

Today, the Chinese merchant

has noticed the wealth of brass and porcelain in the longhouses and has

persuaded many to sell their heirlooms for a low price.

He is then able

to sell them for high prices to tourists and museums.

Old Economic System.

There was also another reason for

obtaining these durable and tangible signs of wealth.

In earlier days,

money was not the medium of exchange as it is today.

Large fines and

payments were usually asked for in the form of Chinese porcelain or
brass cannons and gongs.

The Iban had little need for money.

debts and the government bilek tax were paid by rice.

Small

Large debts,

government fines or business transactions were paid for by brass or
procelain.

Doweries and bride prices were also set by the value

attached to jars.

For example, the most valuable jar was the menaga

jar which was worth one human life.

In the old style economy exchange

system, two lesser rusa jars were worth one menaga.

In turn, two alas

jars were worth one rusa, with two panding jars being worth one alas.
The least valuable jar, the irun, was worth only two or three China
plates (Wright 1980:93,96).
In addition to business transactions, the jars had an important

place in the Iban adat or law.

Blood feuds between families or villages

could be settled by paying a prescribed number of jars.
insult of one party on another was worth one alas jar.

A physical
A killing

demanded at least one menaga jar, usually two with the addition of

the fine.

If a man could not pay this, he and his children became the

slaves of the victim's family. It is interesting that some of the jars
were said to have oracular power, working by the sound water made as it

was poured into them (Wright 1980:96).
Next to Chinese porcelain were the brass gongs and cannons in

the rank of value.

These also were used in large transactions.

For

instance, if a man had no jar to pay a government fine, then he might
pay with brass goods.

However, if he had neither, he was thrown in

jail.
Changing Economic Values.

As can be seen, there were several

incentives for a young man to get Chinese porcelain and brass goods
on his expeditions.

It was not until recent years that the Iban has

really discovered paper money.

Now, all but the most traditional

exchanges are done in paper money and coins.

Unfortunately, the Iban

is not used to this new type of economy and is often cheated mercilessly
by the Chinese and Malay.

The Iban

have tried saving cooperatively so

as to obtain modern inventions such as generators for their villages,
and have often been successful.

However, the commercial, investment-

minded Chinese have little use for Iban saving cooperatives, and the
Iban dollars frequently return to than. The greatest detriment to the
Iban learning to live in the new modern world is his conservatism and

tradition-bound nature.

They have a very easygoing approach to life.

They talk much, but the actual performance is slow in coming.

So, all

the good intentions of a cooperative easily fall by the wayside.
However, the Iban is still trying. The youth are now seeking outside,
cash paying jobs to bring in extra income.

This is much the same as

the warriors of old venturing out and bringing back valuables.

The

difference is that one was durable and tangible, whereas the other is
fleeting, easily used or spent.

TRANSPORTATION

Transportation is of major importance in an Iban's life. Thick
undergrowth makes it difficult to walk far, thus the perau panjai, or

longboat, is an invaluable part of the Iban's material possessions. It
gets him down the long winding rivers to other villages, work, and towns.
The traditional boat is one single piece fashioned out of a hollowed out

portion of a log. It is almost flat, just curving up and out slightly
from the center.

Because of its shape, it rides very low in the water,

often appearing to be only very slightly above water level. There are
no seats, people just squat or sit as they paddle on the river.

Most

of these boats made many years ago are still in use today.

The longboat made today is a long narrow rivercraft often 20-25
feet long. It is made of wood planks nailed onto wood ribs.
section is made so that outboard engines can be run on it.

Its tail
Setting

higher up out of the water and holding more people and possessions, it
is usually used for longer trips than the smaller traditional boats
which are easily tipped or swamped.

Because of its construction.

however, the longboat needs to be continually bailed because water
seeps through the cracks between boards into the boat.

The length also

causes problems when the boat sometimes does not fit through a tight

bend (of which there are many) in a small river.

However, pushing and

lifting rids one of this problem, and in the long run, the longboat is
a very effective means of transportation for many people over long
distances.

One other type of river vehicle open to the Than is the boat

of an Iban merchant.

He usually has a large, low, partially covered

Chinese style of boat.

Since he travels between towns, trading posts

and villages, he offers another form of river transportation.

The one

drawback is that his boat is very slow.

NEW TECHNOLOGY

As the modem world impinges more on the Iban, new or modern
innovations find their way into the longhouses.

As mentioned earlier,

some are obtained by village cooperatives, others are acquired by
aspiring Iban businessmen.

One of these innovations is the generator.

It has now brought electric lights and T.V. to even the very remote
longhouses.

Another modern invention finding its way rapidly into the Iban

way of life is the outboard engine.

It has literally revolutionized

river travel, making long trips to other villages and towns feasible
and less tiring.

Men can just steer instead of the slow, hard work of

paddling to a destination.

Also, now that towns can be reached much

more quickly, modern medical help has opened up, to some extent, to
the Than.

The chainsaw has also greatly changed the Iban's life.
for houses and cooking fires can be cut quickly.
than bamboo houses become easier to build.

rented out and money earned.

Wood

Thus, wood, rather

Also, chainsaws can be

Unfortunately, gas and oil to run the

chainsaw (as well as the generator) must be brought by boat from the
nearest town, which is usually quite far and a lot of trouble.
The motor run rice mills have also taken a lot of the Iban's

daily work off their hands.

Machines can now do much of this

essential time consinning work.

However, because it also polishes the

rice to the inner white grain, many of the I ban still manually pound
their own rice, at least frequently, so as to retain its brownish-red
color, flavor and as we know, its extra nutritional value.

The radio and T.V. have brought the modem world close.

The

radio brings outside news, music and ideas to the longhouse community.

The T.V. and its influence were discussed in chapter 1.
is one more thing I would like to add.

However, there

The T.V. is having one of the

same effects on the Iban community as it has on ours.

The people,

instead of sitting around and visiting in the evenings, now crowd
around the T.V. to watch "The Incredible Hulk" or "CHIPS".

I find this

to be one of the most unfortunate impacts of the modern world on the
Iban.

The Iban thrives on family and community fellowship.

Now this

too, like ours, is slowly disintegrating.
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Chapter 3

CULTURAL ECOLOGY

LAND USE

Much of Sarawak is still undeveloped, with parts still
uninhabited.

The parts of land that have gone untouched are still

covered by primary forests.
down en masse for export.

years for padi land.

Some of these forests are now being cut

Other sections have been cleared over the

It is estimated that about 8,725 square miles or

18% of Sarawak's total area has been used under the shifting cultivation,
which the Than practice (Eaton 1974:34).

However, 1979 figures show

that currently only 3% of this acreage is actually being cultivated

(Henderson.l979:34).

This 3% not only includes land used in shifting

cultivation, but also the land used in settled cultivation, such as
coconuts, rubber, pepper, firuits, swamp padi, etc.

The rest of the

cleared or previously used land is allowed to lie fallow for ten to

fifteen years, thus developing the new growth of secondary forests,
lalang, and bushes, and replacing nutrients.

The amount of land used in settlements is very small.

The few

small towns established as trade centers resemble our old western

frontier towns.

They are composed of only a few shops, run by Chinese

who live either above or behind their stores, thus occupying little
space.

The relief and physical geography of the land determines to a

great extent how it will be used, as does its ownership.

Steep hill

sides within the interior are used for hill padi by the Than.

Yet, the

same piece of land, if planted by a Chinese, would be used to grow
pepper and vegetables.

Well drained land is used for growing rubber

and pepper, whereas marshy regions are planted with sago palm and
swamp padi.

Transportation and nearby towns also affect the use of land.

The land nearer towns is usually planted with settled cultivation
crops.

Land along roads (of which there are very few) is used for

cash crops, thus having easy availability to the markets.

Both shifting

and settled cultivation are practiced along rivers.
Soil has a major effect on how the land is used.
Sarawak is not very fertile.
impossible.

The soil of

The soil of the swamps makes cultivation

The most fertile soils, often alluvial soil deposited by

rivers, are planted with mainly permanent or settled cultivation crops.
As mentioned earlier, the ownership of the land makes a big

difference as to what is planted on that land.

As seen, an Than and a

Chinese have different ideas about crop selection for the same piece of
land.

Thus, it is important to note that Sarawak is classified or

divided into several types of land.
all races may buy.

There are Mixed Zone lands which

Then there are the Native Area and Native Customary

lands, where ownership has been established in regards to who cleared
the land.

Only the native people can own land here.

There are the

Forest Reserves, Communal Forests and Protected Forests which require

government permission and licenses to clear and use.

Any of the land

not fitting in the previous categories is known as the Interior Area
land (Eaton 1974:36).

So as you can see, classification and ownership can determine

what crops are grown where.

Obviously since the Chinese can only buy

land in the Mixed Zone, then it is here we will find the majority of
settled cultivation.

Whereas, in Native Customary lands, we will most

often find crops of shifting cultivation.

However, the government is

pushing strongly towards settled cultivation of cash crops and wet
padi.

Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the amount of settled

cultivation will increase under the pressures of increased education,
new farming techniques, and improving transportation.

RICE CYCLE

The life of the Iban, as mentioned earlier, revolves around-

the hill padi rice cycle.

Work time, leisure time, festivals, and even

house building centers around it.

Everything happening in the rice

cycle is attributed to happy or unhappy rice spirits.

Close attention

is paid to omens and the proper rituals for keeping the spirits happy.
However, as with everything else, these rituals too are falling into

disuse as the modern world slowly encroaches more and more on the

Iban's world.

It is easy to see, however, how the delicate balance of

elements in the primitive slash-and-burn agriculture (often leaving a
farmer close to ruin) has given rise to a mystical atmosphere which

surrounds each step of the rice cycle.

It can easily be said that the

growing of rice is at the center of the Ihan's life and religion.
Slash-and-Burn.

The slash-and-burn method of clearing land

extends from the old traditions passed down from antiquity.

However,

not only is it hard, wearisome work for the person, but it is destruc
tive to the land, laying it open to erosion and run-off loss of
valuable top soil.

The way the Than know when to begin their process of slashand-burn is by watching the stars, specifically the Pleiades constel

lation.

When Pleiades (bintang banyak) is seen at dawn just above the

horizon, during about May, then the talk about land begins.

(See page

252 of appendix C for how Than learned to look to Pleiades for the sign
to begin clearing land.)

The chief and heads of the households confer

together and decide on farm sizes and locations.

According to old

tradition, the chief then goes out looking for good omens.

He does

this for eleven days, as there are eleven omens considered essential
and he may get only one omen per day.

(I wish to mention here again

that many of these old rituals are no longer observed in most villages,

but are still part of the people's heritage, and are much in the minds
of the older generation, and have therefore been included here.)

The

process he follows is nearly identical to that followed when choosing

a

place for a new longhouse, as described in chapter 2.

Each day,

when he hears a good omen he will pick up a stick and take the stick
home.

This process is called beburong ka umai, or favorable omens for

the padl farm, and the eleven sticks are called Kayu burong.

It must be

remembered that at any time the cry of a gazelle or deer will cause a
chosen place to be abandoned (Richards 1977:96,98).
Once the eleven sticks representing good omens are obtained,

they are partially buried in the jungle where the farm will be.
the preliminary cuts are ready to be performed.

Now

First, however, the

whetstone ceremony Csee appendix C pages 253-255) is observed.

This

is a ceremony invoking the blessing of the gods, especially Pulang Gana,
over the whetstones so that they may make the tools sharp for cutting
down the jungle.
The preliminary cuts are called the manggol rites and take
place around early June.

On an appointed day, each bilek head goes

to his own proposed farmland with cooked rice offerings.

In the middle

of the land he will clear a few feet of land (not exceeding seven cuts

with a chopper) and erect a rough platform on which to put his offerings

to the land god.

Under this he will bury a root or wood piece (which

is randomly chosen) while reciting a prayer to Pulang Gana for a good
rice crop.

omens.

As with other things, manggol is surrounded by taboos and

For instance, no one may go near the fields for one day after

the rites.

The sight and/or sound of certain deer and birds are bad

omens, therefore people plug their ears during the time of manggol

(Wright 1980:102-103).

Also, during the preliminary cuts, if a snake or

worm is wounded, the rites are abandoned that day and started anew \d.th
rice cooked in bamboo.

The visiting of the whetstones by ants

(especially white ants) during the preliminary work will cause the farm
to be abandoned.

Both the wounded snakes or worms, and ants visiting

the whetstone are considered to foretell illness and death.

A honeycomb

found on the land, however, is an omen for a good padi year, and
accordingly has offerings made to it.

Birds and other creatures consid

ered to be omens regarding the padi farm are:

(a quail), Nendak (Cittocincla suavis),

Puchok (a bat), Empitu
(Sasia abnormis)

Beragai (Ttogons), Papau (Dendrocitta), Membuas (Carcinentes melanops)
Pangkas (Leopcestes por

ejampong (Hydrocichla frontalis)

and Kutok (like Pangkas only it gives a different note) (Richards 1977:
98-99).

The cultivation of padi is considered a sacred duty, given them
by Singalang Burong the Dayak god of war (see appendix C pages 256-269
for the story of how Iban learned how to plant rice).

Thus, in the

preparation and planting of padi one must observe the omens.

Padi

is considered to have a soul, being a sacred personnage metamorphosed
into this form for the sustenance of mankind.

Negligence of this

sacred personnage or not heeding the warnings of the gods through dreams
and omens is unthinkable.

Thus, all these ceremonies are observed, or

at least all used to be observed, so as to avert any possible danger or
disapproval by gods.

As with other things though, they are falling more

into disuse in the Iban's changing world, as mentioned earlier.
After the manggol period is finished, the clearing of the land
begins.

Every able-bodied member of the family participates with knife

and axe.

Felling of large trees, however, is reserved for the men.

This is one of the few old ways left in which a youth can gain prestige.
The job of felling a big tree takes much skill, courage and nimbleness.

Thus, competition is great as to who can show the greatest prowess at
this task.

Even today this is very apparent, even when chainsaws are

used.

First a platform is built against the tree being cut.
platform two Iban will cut away at the tree.

used to do the cutting.

From this

Axes and chainsaws are

Then, as the tree is falling, the men scramble

down from the platform to avoid the trunk crashing down on them.

It is

considered an art to be able to fell the trees where one wants them.

Such a talent greatly facilitates the next stage of the work, burning.
Trees felled in a line or against each other make the work much easier

(Wright 1980:103-104).
As before, great attention is paid to omens.

Bird cries and a

dead branch falling can cause a man to move the Kayu burong sticks.
However, the cry of a sabut (Entropus slnensis) or death bird will cause
the land to be abandoned half cleared.

Also,

trees which are cov

ered by vines are left alone, because injury to the tree would result in

the curses of the spirits living there (Richards 1977:204).
Now that the slashing part has been done, the people must wait

for the piles of undergrowth to dry out.
weather is much hoped for.

Thus, a good period of dry

A great disappointment is a wet August, for

then the burning is postponed.

Then, even if there are a few dry weeks

in September, the season has already begun and the planting will be late.
Late plantings are seldom bountiful.

Again, great attention is paid to

the gods, so that the season might be a good one (Wright 1980:104).
The burning takes place once the cleared material is dry.

burning charm, batu nyaru is taken to the land for the firing.

The

Upon set

ting the fire, the people shout for the spirits in the wind to blow hard
and make a good fire (Wright 1980:104-105).

If the material is very dry,

all will burn, with the exception of a few logs usually.

These logs are

dragged to the side for later burning or use as a fence later on.
ground is now charred and black looking.

The

Though the ash is good for the

plants, the burning is done simply to clear away the jungle growth.
For one day after the burning the people are tabooed from the

fields.

This has its purpose.

animals caught in the fire.

It is so the people won't see any dead

Such a sight predicts a death in the bilek

during the coming season (Wright 1980:105).

(This time thus gives birds

of prey a chance to clean up the dead animals.)

When this day is over,

then the sowing can begin.

Sowing.

are observed.

Before the seed can be sown, more rituals traditionally

(Keep in mind that some do not observe all these practices

anymore.) The night before the sowing is to begin, all gather for a
feast.

In front of the chief's house is put a basket (sintong) with

a gift for Pulang Gana and Ini Andan. Each person drops a handful of
his seed plus his padi charms (wrapped in cloth) into the basket.
basket is then covered by a blanket.

The

After the feast, a man intones a
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fable asking for the presence of Pulang Gana and Ini Andan at the feast

in their honor.

The intoner then sings to the seeds, praising and

personifying them.

And so continues the night.

However, before

mythological poetry is introduced, a pig is killed and the blood smeared
on the sintong.

Then at dawn the sintong is taken to the farmland and

put on a raised platform.

the platform.

The intoner then sows seed around the base of

Not until he finishes this can the seed be touched by

anyone (Richards 1977:104-105).
Now the people start sowing.

At first, only two passes are

made up and down the farm before the people eat and rest.
sowing continues even if bad omens areseen or heard.

Then the

The only prohibi

tion is that sowing not be done till dusk, for fear of the ensiring

omen (a grasshopper species) (Richards 1977:105).
If an eiisiring is heard, everyone races for the nearest belian

trunk or piece of belian for refuge.

If no belian is to be found, they

all cling to the dibbles (instruments used for making holes for the
seeds in the ground), not moving until a pig is sacrificed.

is smeared on each person's forehead.

Its blood

The pig has died as a victim

for them all, saving them from impending death from the swiftly
approaching King of Terror heralded by the ensiring.

The ensiring

omen no longer is heeded after sowing has progressed for some time.
These omens, which are considered bad before all people are far into
their work on the farm are called kekepak.

The omens which are no

longer heeded after all the people are at the farm are called truni
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(Richards 1977:105-106).
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Omens which are still heeded are the cicada

noise, an upset basket of seed, extinguishing of the fire always brought
to the field, and a dead snake or snakeskin.
all of these.

water.

Sacrifices are offered for

Also, a trail must be made from the snake to the nearest

No seed will be sown here so the spirit may escape and not cause

the field's owner problems (Richards 1977:204).
Sowing is a communal project.

They move over each person's field,

the men making holes and the women dropping the rice seeds in (with the
owners of the field leading).

The men use pointed wood sticks about five

or six feet long to make holes of about a three-inch depth with quick
thrusts.

The women carry the seed in a basket or cup.

men, locate the holes, and plant the seeds.

They follow the

Also, since several variet

ies of rice are used, the women must select the rice seed and where to

plant it.

Each type is planted in a different place according to its

maturation period, with the sacred padi pun being planted in the center
near the offering place.

Around it are planted "magical" plants.

The

chief rice spirits reside in the padi pun, whereas lesser spirits are

found in the rest of the rice varieties.
pun.

Each family has its own padi

All of it is never planted in case that which is planted be

destroyed, leaving no padi pun.

When the new padi pun is finally

harvested, the old is eaten (Wright 1980:105,108).

Around the field's edge and sometimes between the rice plants
is planted maize.

Other supplementary vegetables such as cucumbers,

squash, pumpkin, and okra are planted in plots by the house or around

tree stumps.

Other leafy vegetables can be gleaned from the forest,

such as changkok manis.

This is a bitter green-leafed plant the people

like and sometimes cultivate around their farms, though it can be

found by forest rummaging.

In addition to vegetables, banana and

papaya trees are cultivated near the longhouse.
Guarding the Fields.

guard and nurture the rice.

Small huts are built from which the Iban

The unburned logs are sometimes used to

make fences to keep out large animals such as the wild pig and deer.
Traps, gongs, poles with noisemakers of dried bamboo, lines of clattering

objects and bright clothes, and nowadays shotguns are all used in the
effort to protect the crop against wild animsld and birds.

For problems

of insects and rice diseases, the Iban turns to the good spirits for help.

One will dig up a clump of "sick" grain, take it home, have someone care
for it as the spirits are called on to restore its health, then return

it the next day as having been cured (Wright 1980:109,112).
Weeding.
work.

The weeding of the rice field is long, back-breaking

From the time of planting, this process continues over five

months.

During this time the men usually find excuses such as rubber

trees or journeys to get out of the work.

It used to be that this work

was left to the women and a man felt humiliated if he was seen weeding.

However, it is now more common to see some of the men helping their
wives weed.

As with other parts of the rice cycle, work is done

cooperatively.

An Iban will help a neighbor for a half-day and expect

his neighbor to repay him sometime by helping him an equal length of

time.

This credit-and-debt system can become complex as each helps

another during the days before, and especially during harvesting;
at the end of which, all debts must be paid.

Harvest.

rituals begin.

The crops are ripening in March and the harvest

Reaping is preceeded by tying some stalks with a red

string and placing an offering under them.
is also observed.

The ceremony of nyembah

In this ceremony, a wax candle is burnt in the house.

Then, all the harvesting baskets are carried on a mat called penyedai
to the field with sacrifices.

Some of the sacrifices are placed

under the mat, a few kernels of rice with straw are cut, bound together,

and put aside, then a chant begins.

Ho!

Ho.'

Hoi

Ye gods

Of our ancestors Batara, Ini Inda
Birk Indu Antu, Pantan Ini Andan
Give us rice charms

That our harvest baskets may be filled
Our rice bins over-flow

That we may become rich among men (Richards 1977:195).
Some rice is then cut and taken to the longhouse as a thanksgiving
meal.

Every basket and article to be used in harvesting is then

rubbed with cooked rice so that it may fill quickly.

The harvesting is done by mainly women.
same order as the sowing did.

It proceeds in the

It is believed that the rice spirits

are released when the stocks are cut and follow the women until the

last of the sacred rice or padi pun is cut.

Then they are led back

to the longhouse to wait till the next season.

Utmost caution is taken

not to lose the rice spirits between the reaping and the longhouse.

The women move through the padi and cut the ripest grain, putting
it into a basket slung in front of them.

The men then transport the

padi to the longhouse in large deep baskets, which when loaded may
weigh 100 pounds.

greeted.

The first such basket of padi arriving is ritually

The bearer is offered tuak (beer), some of which is poured out

before emptying the rice onto large rattan mats.

Offerings are then

made and the rice bundled away in the mat (Wright 1980:113).
Threshing, Winnowing, and Drying.

often becomes like a dance.
men and women.

The treading of threshing

The padi is spread on mats and trodden by

The winnowing is done on the longhouse verandah.

Winnowing is accomplished by dropping the rice from a basket held
head onto a mat.

over

Or, it is done by flipping the rice up into the air

over and over again on the surface of a woven rattan instrument.

rice is then spread out and dried for several days.

The

The broken rice is

set aside for selling, or to be eaten before using the whole grains.
The rice is then stored in metal tins, wood bins or temporarily in a
woven basket to be put in a bin.

Great care is taken not to spill any,

because offended rice spirits may leave, resulting in poor harvests for
the family in the future.
Since before World War II, the government has been trying to

change the Iban's way of farming from hill padi (producing 700 - 800
pounds per acre) to wet padi (producing 2,500 pounds per acre) which
yields more and doesn't destroy the land.

It has set fixed points

beyond which slash-and-burn is prohibited. Because of pressures and

previous government relocation of some longhouses to land suited for
wetland padi, only one-third of the Than still practice hill padi

(Wright 1980:133).

I think that the effect this change in agriculture

has had on their life, religion, and overall world view is obvious.
Other Than continue to plant hill padi in addition to swamp padi.

are making the transition towards the modem world more slowly.
others plant just hill padi.

These

Still

Fortunately, the government has begun to

realize that hill padi farming with its slash-and-burn techniques is

still the Iban's chief occupation in life, and will remain as such for
a long time still, thus they have eased the restrictive pressures

accordingly.

I feel it should be said in the government's favor that

it is now trying a positive approach to the "problem" of getting the
Than to diversify crops.

They now offer free vegetable seeds, rambotan

and orange fruit trees, pepper plants, fertilizer, and insecticides to
Iban wishing to try their hand at different crops.

This approach is

gradually finding more and more interested Iban, especially where
pepper is concerned.

The government is also trying a new terracing experiment for
hill padi and finding yields equaling those of wet padi.

Another

experiment is the leucaena tree (Leucaena leucocephala).

It has been

shown to enrich the soil and is about the same as manure in adding

nitrogen to the soil, when its foliage is cut and placed around crop
plants.

It can grow on marginal lands and can be used for wood.

reforestation, shade, fuel, and forage.

As can be seen, it promises

to have a valuable impact on farming.

CASH CROPS

Rubber.

Rubber is one of the cash crops which the government

introduced to the Iban to encourage crop diversification.
Iban

Several

village may own rubber trees which are usually stretched

over a large distance.

Men are usually the ones who cultivate the

rubber, although the women and spinsters often tap rubber also.

Each

day they visit their rubber trees, collecting the latex which has
fallen into earthen pots at the base of the trees and making new
diagonal slashes in the bark to encourage new flow.

One person will

usually visit about 300 trees and collect 15—20 pounds of latex a day

(an average earning of $7-$15 per day).

The latex is then poured

into shallow pans and treated with hydrochloric acid.
sheets of coagulated raw rubber.

The result is

These are put through a rubber press

to squeeze out the acid and excess moisture, then they are smoked and
laid out in the sun to dry.

These sheets are then taken to the nearest

Chinese shops and sold or traded for goods.

Unfortunately for the

Iban, his rubber is of poor quality with many impurities, and does not

bring high prices among the Chinese who seldom give high prices for the
best of rubber.

Also a problem in rubber growing is the modern capitalist
market.

In recent years rubber prices have fallen, because of competi

tion from other countries and the fact that the U.S. is buying less

because it already has great stockpiles of rubber and is even selling
some of it.

Because of this, fewer people are tapping their rubber

trees today as the work does not pay off.

The men find that outside

jobs can bring in much more money for all their hard labor than does
rubber.

Yet, the process of obtaining latex and making rubber is still

a daily process seen in the longhouses.

Also, the government is working

to help rubber be more profitable to the farmer by finding new methods
of processing latex and encouraging tree types that give higher yields.
Pepper.

Pepper growing is another cash crop that is rapidly

growing in popularity among the Than.

With the government offering

free pepper plants and fertilizer to the starting farmer, it is very
tempting to the Than.

The long poles for the plants to grow up are

the only items difficult to get.

They must be cut and shaped, usually

a long distance away in the forest, then carried to the prepared land.
Despite this problem, most longhouses have at least one or more pepper
farmers, and the number is increasing.
Cocoa.

Cocoa is a relatively new crop which is just now in

its experimental stages as a larger income generating cash crop for
Sarawak.

Presently there are many small plants under Than care and in

governmental agricultural research stations.

The prospects are very

promising, and the Than are interested in this new cash crop, but all
must wait till the trees reach maturity.

Cocoa is still a thing of

the future for the time being, and world prices are depressing what
was once a much more valuable product.

Fishponds.

The idea of growing fish rather than fishing for

them is being introduced to the Than. Not only will the Iban have
the more protein which he needs in his diet, but he will be able to

sell them as a new type of "cash crop".
been built in some villages.

Such ponds have already

Marshy lands and swamp padi fields which

are flooded with water provide good fishponds.
not new ideas to the Chinese.

These, of course, are

Animals in pens around the ponds can

help fertilize the ponds, while fruit trees and vegetables find the
drained fishponds fertile soil to grow in and around.

in these ponds are species of catfish and carp.

Fish types put

Again, the government

provides incentives for those wishing to try their hand at these new

fishponds.

They will supply free fish fry, money, pipes, help, and

advice in the building of the pond to any village which wishes to have
a fishpond.

LIVESTOCK

The Iban always have a variety of livestock running about free.
Some longhouses pen them up because of modern pressures, but then they
have to feed them.

Thus, most people allow their chickens, ducks, cows,

and pigs to forage for themselves in the jungle and around the compound,
where scraps of food are thrown out the back doors of the longhouses.
Sometimes, as when chickens are cooped, tapioca or cassava will be

grated and given to them to eat.

Pigs may be penned for the purpose

of government health officials' visits, but they are soon freed after the

officials are gone.
seldom penned up.

Cows are also allowed to wander at will, and are

However, there was one unique case of a cow being

penned which I must mention.

While visiting in a very influential

chief's bilek one day, I observed that he had somehow managed to not
only get ownership of the bilek next to his, but to get his cow into

the longhouse and in the bilek.
The chickens and pigs are usually allowed to run free till the
owner wishes to eat one of them, then it is caught and killed.

Remember that chickens and pigs were common sacrifices in ceremonial
rituals, but also that these rituals are not as frequently observed
anymore.

The eggs from chickens are seldom found.

Female pigs are

more often allowed to live so they can bear many more little pigs.
It is interesting to note that though the animals run freely, each

person knows which chicken and pig is his own.

The only animal or

fowl one will find tied up is each man's fighting cock.

This bird is

highly prized, well fed, and kept tethered by the bilek door on the
verandah.

More about the fighting cock will be discussed in chapter 6.

FISHING

Rattan Fishtraps.

One form of fishing which you might see done

quite often by the men is by rattan fishtraps.

First, two poles are

placed across a swiftly flowing stream, one on either side, crossing at
the top.

They are lashed together and made firm in the ground.

To

these poles the fishtrap is strapped so as to hold its position in the
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water.

The trap is an extended cone, being large at one end and becoming

small at the other end.

Inside the basket is a V-shaped funnel which

directs the entering fish down through a smaller opening into the end
of the basket.

Thus the rushing water pushes the fish down through the

funnel, forces it through the small opening and into the basket where
it remains caught, along with any other fish happening along.
Casting Net.

The casting net is another form of fishing,

usually seen being done by boys.
strings to the desired size.
outer edges of the net.

The net is made of loosely interwoven

Little lead weights are attached to the

The net is then thrown out over the water,

sinking down and trapping any fish.
fish caught in the mesh.

The net is then drawn in with the

This type of fishing is usually done in

shallower still waters.

Panau Fishing.

Panau fishing is a deep-water marine method

practiced by the Melanau (however I am including it because I saw

Iban

actively involved with it) which uses a V-shaped weirlifting net

or indus.

It requires no special season, being done year round.

It

is handled by up to twelve men, six of whom must be good divers and
experienced in way to drive fish into groups before the netting.

First

a bundle of palm fronds and branches about six feet long is sunk about
three or four fathoms deep.

It is secured to a weight and a float so

that it drifts giving shade sideways.

This bundle serves as the bait.

The net used consists of netting on a triangular wood frame.
The boat is a flat bottomed craft with a blunt prow and stern.

The

sides are quite high and there are racks to hold fishing frames.

The

mast is movable so as to allow space to work when collecting the fish.

The boat averages about a one ton capacity and is run by sails.

Its

length is about 20-24 feet with a 6-8 foot width at its middle.

The main object of Panau fishing is to lower two ends of the
wood frame net in back of the bait.

When the men in the water have

grouped some fish in position (through appropriate diving and swimming)
the men in the boat raise the net, catching the fish around the bait.

The fish are removed and the net lowered again, the process being
repeated.

Some people have built platforms in deeper water, from which

they can fish in a similar manner, but without needing the big boat

(just a small one to get out to the platform).

These are seen in

numbers along the coast, such as in Sebuyau, Second Division.

There are three taboos to be observed in Panau fishing, at
least traditionally.

First, a

(knife) which has been dipped in

water should never be brought out to sea.

Otherwise, those on the boat

will not be able to see the fishing baits, their eyes becoming
deficient.

Second, sour fruits or buah baun should never be brought out

to sea, because the baits will become sour and be avoided by fish.
However, this taboo is seldom observed anymore.

Third, fish caught

in this manner should never be burned at the end of a fireplace (blanga)
for making sago pellets.

Doing this could cause the captain's eyes to

be blurred so that he misses the location of baits.

Jellyfish.

Along the coast in Second Division we found the

men bringing in catches of jellyfish.

The jellyfish were then

scrapped, saving the upper white portions.

The white disks were then

sorted into various stacks according to size.

The selling of these

jellyfish to Japan is a very profitable business the people said.

HUNTING

Hunting today is usually done by gun, but in the older days,

it was done by blowpipe, spear and animal traps.

One of the instruments

used in making the trap for the wild pigs was the tuntun, pig charm.
Its use was essentially stopped when the government under Rajah Brooke

(see chapter 1), on October 27, 1884, ordered that no more pig traps
were to be set, violators being fined $20.

This was because travellers

frequently were killed by happening onto these traps.
The charm itself is carved from

color.

wood and is black in

It is a thin pointed stick with a figure of a sitting man

carved on the top.

The length is designed to be the same height as

a pig, but Its usually the length from the carver's fingers to his
elbow.

If one cannot carve his own, he has a carver do it for him and

pays two silver coins for it (at least in the past, today they are

tourist and museum items).

An offering is then made to the good spirits

so as to bring good luck to the pig charm.
The charm is stuck into the ground where pig tracks are seen.
It serves as a charm and a measuring device for setting the killing spear
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which is made out of bamboo.

The rest of the trap consists of strong

elastic sticks, split rattan and bark cord.
the spear will be released with great force.

When the cord is tripped,
The spear usually hits

the pig under the shoulder near the heart, killing it instantly.

It

is also said that the dead prey's head always came to face the face
of the pig charm.

One type of htinting still done today is very dangerous and
takes place at night.

When it is dark, the hunters go out in a boat

with a bright lantern.

They then sit there and wait for the prey to

come.

Soon dark slithering forms are seen moving across the water

towards the light.

These are the deadly banded krait snakes that live

beside the water and are drawn to light at night.

As they approach

the boat the men spear them and then let them go.

This process

continues for some time, with many snakes often approaching the boat
at one time.
is this:

The purpose for this strange type of hunting behavior

the Iban say they do this so the wounded snakes will return

to their homes and tell the other snakes not to bother the Ibans.

It should be noted that the Iban will never intentionally
kill any of their birds of omen, though other birds will be killed

for their feathers.

It is a favorite pass time of younger boys to

hunt and catch (by placing a bait of food by a stick covered with a
sticky black material which holds the bird's feet) small brightly
colored birds to put in cages outside of their bileks, or even inside
the bileks.

Other animals may not be killed because of dreams or family
experiences regarding that type of animal.

Also, the government has

outlawed the killing of several types of animals and birds such as
the orangutan and bombill.

However, this does little to deter those

in the interior, who killed and ate an orangutan while werwere there.

LUMBERING

Lumbering and its affects on the land were discussed fairly
thoroughly in chapter 1, so here I will just mention a few of its

effects and the Iban's part in this work.
yotmg men from the villages.
men.

The lumber camps pull many

In the camps they work in gangs of 12-20

The trees are felled with an axe or chainsaw and then sawed

into shorter lengths.
being moved.

The bark is removed, and the logs prepared for

The logs are levered onto sleds, then pulled over a

track of shorter wood crosspieces placed on top of two lengthwise
small logs to the river (Eaton 1974:89).
into the river and strapped into rafts.

The logs are then pushed
Small launches then tow the

logs out for export or to the sawmills.
As stated in chapter 1, logging destroys the homes of wildlife,
and exposes the soil to eroding rain, thus causing run-off of the
small amount of good top soil on already poor soil.

Lumbering is a

way in which the Iban is paradoxically destroying his own natural
habitat on which he depends for life, in exchange for money with which
he hopes to better his life.

The lumber camps may result in a vast majority of the villages'
manpower not being present to grow padi and other foods.

Hence, the

food chain, social system, work categories and village life in general
is often fragmented.

Due to extorsionist techniques, an Than may

actually leave the camp after 6 months or more, poorer than when he
arrived.

The Than often say, "we are untrained in these matters,

hence we cannot make money like the others".

This train of thought

and the manipulation that takes place is disasterous to the Than.
Furthermore, good quality hardwoods such as belian may now be 4 or 5
days travel away from the longhouse, meaning more use of poorer

quality wood and declining housing standards in the villages.

MINERALS

I would just like to briefly mention here the minerals found

in Second Division, as the removal of them presents jobs for young
Than.

Though other divisions of Sarawak have deposits of gold,

bauxite, antimony, kalin clay, glass sand, dolomite, mercury and oil,
the minerals found in Second Division are mainly coal and limestone.

(See appendix A page 234 for the location of mineral resources on a

map.)

Coal, as of yet, is not being mined, but Japanese companies are

showing great interest in starting mines in this area.

Most of the

coal is suitable for making coke which is used in the steel and iron
industry.

The question is whether the coal deposits are rich enough

to merit the expense of mining and transportation (Eaton 1974:101-102).

Presently, there are stone quarries at Klambi and Sebuyau.

The limestone is used in road-building, construction and for making
lime.

Some of it is even exported to Brunei (Eaton 1974:102).
In the old days countless explorers searched this area for

diamonds and gold.

While some quantities were found, it has never

been the treasure trove of inflated legends.

Sarawak's only treasure

left, now that 75% or more of the hardwoods have been logged, is the

offshore oil which subsidized the government and provides a good and
stable standard of living for city dwellers.

final barrier remains.

A mosquito net covering a bed must first be

opened by their elder's eloquence, and then the women may enter the
bride's room (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:24).
The male guests are now served tuak.

After quenching their

thirst, each man is alloted the number of glasses he must drink

according to his status.

The chief must drink ten, others eight and

some five, with the majority getting four glasses.

The people of the

bride's longhouse now beat a gong and come to offer their guests more
drinks called ai basu (washing water) (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans.
1976:24).

If the guests are not planning to spend the night, a lunch will
be served.

After coffee at about two o'clock, the wedding will begin.

If, however, the guests will spend the night, the ceremony takes place
at midnight.

The representatives of the groom's family sit on the outer

part of the covered verandah (pantar) with those from the bride's
family facing them.

Drink is then offered to those appointed to invite

the guests by the following recitation:
This is the water of constellation.

Falling on the current of the river mouth.
The water of falling stars.
Like the light of the oil lamp.
The splashing water of broken stone.

Watered by the blood of a domestic pig.

Brought down by us during the fading of a fog.
Hidden by us for six nights.
Inside valuable jars.
There it turns red in colour.

Brewing up inside a round bottle.

This evening, therefore,
It spurts out a bit,
From a flowery saucer,
Falls on mats of varied colours.
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Because we use it assemble.
To ask what the news is

I use it to raise the pitch
Of your voice, uncle/cousin.
Come talk and ask what is the news,

Audible enough for the guests to hear (Borneo Literature Bureau,
trans► 1976:25).

When this recitation ends, drink is then offered to the one

chosen to ask about tidings.

He begins with the apology:

My heart is in my mouth.

Because I have been given the brewage of nibong padi.
Which you pour into a deep bowl.

That has been nicknamed by the Bard, Bujang Luong,
To him who gives me.

It is being nicknamed as the water of rocks.
Which he fetches from the current of rapids.
Which he gropes from the head of the pools.

When he heard the voice of the sasia abnormis (katupong),
The lucky man.

He said that he used it to make my voice sweet.

That my himming might flow fluently to ask the tidings in front

of the guests.
It, however, makes me afraid.
To see you crowding around.
It darkens my lungs.
To see the large gathering of guests.

May this be how the late Rentap, the father of Tambong felt
last time.
When he implanted a cannon.

On the top of Mount Sadok, being nicknamed as Buiang Timpang
Berang (Mr. Single Arm) (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans.
1976:25-26).

After his apology, he proceeds to ask the guests their tidings

I hesitate and feel nervous to talk to you.
The reason I say so is because:

I realize that you are the mothers of porcupines.

Covered by cross-stripped white quills.
Pointed like bradawls.

I notice that you are the mothers of hombills.
With tails striped, crossing at right angles.
Which claim that they can fly to Brunei and return the same day.
I see that you are the mothers of bears.
Which have stout arms to make holes on the trunks of iron-wood
trees.

We, therefore, have been sitting next to each other.
I would like to ask which one of you is the mother of the
hombill.

For I am about to ask you to spit out the seeds of the belili
tree.

In order that they can be picked up by a tall, unmarried lady.
So that they can be turned into the tusks of a pig.
As charm for the unripe ears left till the last in reaping.
With which we fill our padi bins.
Which one of you is the one whom we nicknamed as the male
hombill?

Because I am about to ask him to spit out the seeds of the
engkilili tree.
Onto the mat with vertical patterns.
So that they can be turned into the tusks of a male pig.
Which are picked up by the well-mannered unmarried lady as
charm for her padi.
So that it cannot be used up.
We, therefore, have been sitting facing each other.
I am about to ask which one of you is nicknamed a .a brown
hombill?

I am asking him to spit out the seeds of the kembayau jera
(fmits used for perserves).
Onto the mat with double designs.
Because later it can be tumed into the tusks of a domestic

pig.

Ao that they can be picked up by lengayun endun dara (spinster).
As charm for puya padi.

Used by her to fill the lengthened bins (Bomeo Literature
Bureau, trans. 1976:26-27).
Once this recitation is finished, the man appointed to serve
says some words of encouragement to the man who will explain the
purpose of their visit.
This is the brewage of the padi that can be reaped earlier.
Hanging like the bunch of the fruits of rotan (jelai).

Therefore, this is the water to sharpen,
Unlike sharpening an axe.
Haying a handle,
Sharpening the old broken iron.
This brewage of the padi that can be reaped earlier.
Handed by me with a palm.
The middle finger.

;

With which I sponge your mouth, uncle/cousin.
With which I ask you to talk.
To find an answer to the riddle.

Because you are being asked by people.

To preserve the jokes of the elders (Borneo Literature Bureau,
trans. 1976:27).

The man who is to reply then drinks the water offered and
begins with an apology:
I am a bit nervous.

After
Which
and
Which
Using

drinking the brewage of sticky hill padi.
you put inside a saucer, the mother of pot with spout
handle.
the son of the bard sky love-bird handed.
the palm of the tilted hand.

To him who handed it over to me.

Just to make me fully hilarious;
It, however, makes my thoughts
Grow less and gradually disappear.
Probably this was how the late Aji felt the last time.

When he fought on the dry shingles of (Kerangan) Langit River.
He said that he wanted to erect a stockade made of fastened

bamboo (temiang).
It, however, became loose

And convolvulus, like the leaves of Imperata cylindrica (lalang)
(Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:27-28).

He then proceeds to explain things in the following manner:
Uncle/cousin,
We are being called the young river fish (anak tengas),
Which swims overbearingly up River Ketungau,
Which used to spawn on the shingles of Sandau Miang,

Going to the ripple of the mouth of a fish-trap.
We are called the young crocodiles.
That wander aimlessly.
Swimming up the Salimbau River.
We open our mouths.

As big as the dootway.
We are being nicknamed as the young hornbills.
Which used to make noises at the upper part of Julau River,
Wishing to fly to the ripe fruits of kembayau.

Uncle/cousin, we are the Sunda Island gibbons,
Which used to swing from the creepers (kubal tusu).
Our coming, therefore, has a meaning.
Our visit has intentions.

We are brought by the parents of ^ and so to move the door of
the closely fitted sky.
Like the shutting of the poor tortoise.
We are about to move the door of the flat sky,

Like the seeds of the kepayang tree (pangium edule).
Therefore, if it is the real scent of the flower of the
inferior betel vines.
Which have sweet fragrance.
If that is the real scent of flowers.
That emit fragrance all day long.
That is the purpose of our coming here.
Brought along by women.
To touch Mars,
As big as a deep bowl.
We are brought along by spinsters.
To watch a lone star.

As big as the fruit of the blue kepayang tree (panguim edule).
Brought along by the youngsters to shovel the constellation.
That appear at the zenith.
We are, therefore, trailing the scent of flowers.
That emit scent for half a month.

We wish to smell the scent of the rotten flower.

Which is blown by the southern wind.
We, therefore, wish to extend our right hands.
Lengthened by a ladder.

Through which Renggan passed the last time to obtain the group
of moving stars.
We wish to extend our palms — the chests of our hands.

Lengthened by Beji's ladder.
The way through which Beji broke open the key of the sky.
The reason for my saying so is:
Because we wish to move the plank.
The seat of the burah flower.
Which is painted in colour.
That has a red-coloured border.

We are brought by people to touch the charms of the cut plank.
The seat of the kapu flower.
Which has a design similar to the features of a poisonous snake.
We wish to lift up the plank.
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Supported by a fork of the flower of a scented fruit.
Which is hanging half way.
Which is hanging half way up the sky.
That is the purpose of our coming, our visit,
Togehter with the cream of the people and women.
Together with the children.
We wish to ensure whether that is true.

We wish to hear;

If that is certain, we wish to know (Borneo Literature Bureau,
trans.

1976:28-29).

Now the man who is appointed to serve the drink to the one
who will answer on the bride's behalf says:
This is the water bound by wire.
Like the blaze.

This is the water of lime.

The first to become brandy.
Which we bring down.
The same time as the fog of the dawn.
Stored by us for six months.
Inside a valuable jar.
We kept it well hidden.
Inside a fine jar.
There we saw it turned red in colour

Which spurted into a large bottle.

However, this evening, uncle/cousin.
It fizzes from the bottom of the valuable jar.
Foams onto a carpet.

Which I will use to sharpen your teeth.
So that its pitch will be high.
However, I used it before.

To sharpen small swords.

Of Antau Linggang Nengeri (the rocker of town) and Gun Manku
Bumi (the holder of the earth) and nanang and Aji,
Which they used to fight all day long.
To attack the stockade of pointed ends.

On their return they were very happy and glad.
To hold the head festival.

This is therefore, the water of the bunch of wild ginger.
Uncle/cousin, this is the water of the stump of the indigo
plant,

Which I put onto the mat of parallel patterns.

That has been exposed to the dew by the girls named endun.
For one year of the life span of puya padi.
Which has been watered by humorous spinsters,

With the blood of the pig that has produced piglets;
Which has been kept by us well.
Inside a large jar.
This evening, however.
It spurts out a bit from the bottom of the glass.
Which I use to sharpen the single tooth.

Of yours, uncle/cousin.
I have used it in the past to sharpen.
The small brass swords.
Of Garan and Mula,

Of Ngumbang Lada's father.
And of Bantin Rengga's father.
He said that they were then, more powerful than the pointed
bamboo,
Because it was used by the well-mannered men.

To attack the corner of the Raja's stockade.
At the mouth of Skrand River.

However, this evening, uncle/cousin.
It is used by me to sharpen your single tooth.
In order that it can be audibly heard.
Which I compare to the fanfare of the ship Zahora,

When the Raja's wife, the Ranee sailed on it.
To go up the Simanggang River.

I once again compare your clear and loud voice to that of the
radio.

Which was used by Koh Segura's father.
To claim that the state has begun to develop.

However, after you, uncle/cousin, have drunk this water.
It will not cause you to die.
It merely makes you lively and noisy.
To ask what are the tidings, distinctively heard by all the

guests (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:29-30).
The man appointed to make the next recitation then says:
During the previous wane of the full moon.
When I was sleeping on a piece of plank.
When I was sleeping on a mat of variour colours.

Veiled with a handwoven blanket (ball mensuga),
I had a dream.

Dreaming to have been called for by Tutong and Laja,
Who came from their home at Nanga Panggau Dulang.

There I dreamed that they brought me to cut a hanging bunch
of oak-leaf fern which was guarded by the cobra, the mother
of a dragon.

Dreaming to have been brought by them to shovel the constel
lation.

As big as a plate.
Which fell into a valuable jar (tajau menaga),
That looked very attractive.

It appeared to be a young Dayak, having eyes of a young
Chinese,

Whom we can ask to rule a country.
To impose a fine of fifty cents.
Because it appeared to be unique.
All of us at the longhouse were excited.
To see the valuable jar (tajau Menaga).

We, therefore, blessed it by waving a brown fowl over it.
We gave sufficient offerings to it.
Because we felt it was as if we served the son of god.
Entertaining members of the guests.
During ths sunset.
During the whole period of last month.
When I was sleeping on a piece of plank.
Lying on pieces of a met.
Wrapped with a handwoven blanket (ball begajai).

There I dreamed to have been called for by Sanggul Labong
and Nawang Gundai,
Who came from their home.
At Nanga Gelong Merundai,
Fringy, like a bunch of strips of palm leaves (takang isang).

There I dreamed to have been called for by them.
To cut a bunch of fruit of oncosperma tigillaria (or a set of
spears set round a post),

That hangs down the stem like fringes,
I dreamed to have been brought by them to touch Mars,
It fell into a jar of a swallow.
All of us from our longhouse were excited.
Glad to see the child of the lump of gold.
Appeared to be seen lying, appeared to have known to unroll a
mat.

Serving visitors, entertaining guests.
All our longhouse mates were glad to see what had happened.
We, therefore, waved a fowl over it.

We then prepared some offerings of popped rice (or corn).
We experienced it as if we welcomed the Great King,
Who came from his country in the great ocean.
Therefore, uncle/cousin, what you asked was true.
Sometime during the month of this day of
,
So and so paid us a visit here.
However, at that time the whole thing was still in disorder.
That was why we said that we still wanted to make it tame;
to let it come nearer.

Nevertheless, we awaited the arrival.

You did not come here again.
Now our round lump of gold is no longer here.

We have kept it well inside a valuable jar (ningka),
We have fenced it with bars of steel,
We have mended the gaps with daggers.

Locked by us with boxes placed on top of the other.
Fastened by us with three fathom wires.
We wanted to take it back but the effort failed.
We wished to climb over but it proved to be impossible.
Because it is covered with thorns made of iron daggers.
We wanted to cut it down but it could not be felled.

Because the stem has a pitch made of a lump of steel.
We wished to bum it but it is non-combustible.

Because there is fountain as big as a pattern of brass kettle.

Its foot is guarded by a squirrel-like animal (spirit's hound),
the dragon.
The cobra, the old cobra coiled around its stem.
Its first branch is guarded by brown bees.
Its top could not be touched with a pronged spear.
Because it is guarded by an owl.
Watching the halo of a full moon.

Which is crying during the full moon (Borneo Literature Bureau,
trans. 1976:30-32).

The people of the bridegroom's side now ask someone to answer
the person from the bride's side.

This person says:

Uncle/cousin, what you have said is true, he says, because we
know that you have hidden it well. However, we do not have
fear as we have equipped ourselves thus:
If it is the antidote of the snake of a river fish.

We have brought it along.
The one which the late Minggat, the father of Ruani possessed
the last time.
When he went abroad to Kerinchi Pantai Panai,

At the peak of his fame.
Which led to his death across the river opposite Nanga San.
If it is the antidote of king cobra, the dragon
We have brought it along.

The one which the late Rekaya Dana possessed the last time.
When he went on a war expedition to

Batang Sumgai Raya (the main river),
And strayed to China Batang Singkawang.
If it is the antidote against a cobra, the pit-viper.
We have also brought it along.

The one which the late Linggir Mali Lebu formerly obtained.

When he collected adopted children.
To the upper part of the dry river.
If it is the antidote against a naja hannah, the cobra.
We have also brought it along.

The one which the late Tarang, Apai Dungkong formerly obtained.
When he sunk enemy boats off Nanga Rajang.
However, we are no longer using such antidotes.
Because they are too anachronistic.
But during this period of the full moon.
Since we have been ordered by Sultan Insong,

To plant latex-producing trees (nyatu),
We have found a new type of charm.
The one which is more poisonous than the fangs of a cobra.
If thrown by us it can bounce.
If moved gently, it can push forward.
Uncle/cousin, if we use these antidotes.
There is no need for us to have it flung.
By mere movements from our seating positions.

The door of your room will be opened (Borneo Literature Bureau,
trans. 1976:32-33).

A genealogist familiar with both the bride's and groom's
side is now asked to give a pedigree for each.

After some toddy, he

says the following before beginning a pedigree:
This is the water of the leaf-stalk of a nipah palm.
Growing at the head of the muddy bank.

This is the water of the stem of a creaking tree (bindang
beduyah).
Planted by Saripah Dayang Mai.
This is the water of the branch of meranjan bulan (a type of
fruit tree),
On which an owl perches.
Sobbing for the halo of the full moon.
The elders have sat and intermingled,
I, therefore, nickname you as a small shaky boat plying across
the head of the deep.
While our country.
Was under the flag of Raja Brooke,
Never did I hear you being destituted.

If visitors came, I never heard you refusing to unroll a mat
and inviting them to sit down.
Because you have powerful finger tips.
That are used to handle and level the mouth of a dry measure
(pasu).

This is the pure rice toddy that can play at the bottom of the
bowl.

The water that keeps awakening.
The delicious water that makes you feel fresh after being drunk.
Handed over by me with finger tips of the left hand.
Received by you with the mouth, the interlocked notches;
I beg to loosen the roots of banyan.
Uproot the fibrous stems of fern (rambai),
Split the hair.
That intermingles in thousands (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans.
1976:33-34).

After finishing his drink, the genealogist holds nipah leaves
and begins the pedigree with Singalang Burong (ruler of the spirit world)
from whom he can trace their marriage customs originating with the
marriage of:

Singalang Burong's son, Aji, whose chivalry is beyond the moon,
Suka Raja Rengayan, who was married to Endu Anggu Kaul Ketapu,
Endu Kuku Anyam Saribu, the daughter of Simpuland Gana and
Endu Endun Serentum Tanah Tumboh, lying exposed to the sunshine
at the middle of the country, Endu lyak Cherindak Anggui Buloh,
hovering over the neighboring farms (Borneo Literature Bureau,
trans. 1976:34).

He will also tell how Raja Simpulang Gana demanded dowry of Singalang
Burong in the form of a small bird with spurs on its knees, a small
pig the size of a nat with tusks coiled onto the tufts of the bristles

on the pig's head, a black jar with a spout and a gong.

He then

recalls some instances in legends when taboos regarding incest were
defied and the results disasterous.
to the present couple.

The pedigree is then continued

They are then informed as to what they must

do so as not to be in defiance of the generation taboo or incest if
their kinship is close.

Following are the things they must do

according to their kinship;

If their relationship is calculated from their parents, and
is in the ratio of one to two (which means that he is married
to his auntie or niece), then the water is being partitioned
for them, and two pigs will be slaughtered; one is to be
killed in the water while the other will be butchered on land.

They are requested to bathe themselves with the water that has
been saturated with the blood of the pigs. The pigs to be
slaughtered must be the ones that have had litters, and the
jar that the bridegroom produces must be equivalent to the
monetary value of nine dollars while the bride pays seven
dollars. (Other customs are obtainable from a book entitled

"Sengalang Burong".)
If their generation ratio is at two to three, the water is
being partitioned for them and the number of pigs that have
had litters is the same. But the amount of money paid
decreases. A pig is slaughtered to smear the land if their
generation ratio is at three to four. They are forced to
cut down fruit trees if their marriage is at the generation
gap of four to five ratio. When their generation ratio is
five to six, they are only asked to bite on a piece of iron.
The bride and bridegroom are requested to bite grains of salt
if their marriage is at the generation ratio of six to seven.
This is to protect their bodies and souls (Borneo Literature
Bureau, trans. 1976:35).
Now that the customs have been discussed, the dowry and other

fees are demanded by the bride's parents of the groom's parents.

They

are as follows:

(a) If the dowry is $25.00 - the marriage fee is $1.00
(slgi jabir).

(b) If the dowry is $50.00 - the marriage fee is $2.00
(sigi pending).

(c) If the dowry is $75.00 - the marriage fee is $4.00
(sigi alas muda).

(d) If the dowry is $100.00 - the marriage fee is $5.00
(sigi alas ngerang) (Borneo
Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:
35).

Besides the fees, other fees are demanded such as an axe to split

ladders, a sword to open mosquito nets, a spear to open doors, and a
broom.

The bridegroom's family pays these fees and then demands fees
of the bride's family.

These include a jar (tepayan) to hold water for

foot washing, a gong (bendai) to serve as a support for leaning on, a
blowpipe to serve as a punting pole, and a blanket to serve as an awning.
The fees of both sides are of equivalent value and neither side incurs
a loss (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:35).
The elders next declare that if either divorces the other without

proper cause, the dowry will go into the custody of the party divorced.
For instance, if a man divorces his wife, the wife gets the dowry.

However, a wife divorcing a husband must give him an additional fifty
dollars with the dowry.

Both sides have one month after marriage to

divorce, in which the fee is only four dollars (Borneo Literature
Bureau, trans. 1976:35).
child is involved.
reason.

Fines regarding divorce vary, especially if a

However, no fine is incurred if adultery is the

But, if the guilty party pays six or more dollars to the

injured party, then he/she must receive him/her back (Richards 1977:185).
Fortunately, divorce is not too common, though it is seen more often
now, one man being married and divorced twelve times.
he was blind.

When I saw him,

The people told me that they believe he was struck blind

so he couldn't see any more women.
Returning to the marriage ceremony, a woman with betelnuts,

one-half of each being painted red, is slicing them.

They are either

cut in three, five or seven pieces depending on the distance between

the two longhouses.

The slices are the number of days they will visit

the longhouse of the parents (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976t36).
Breakfast is served, if the ceremony began at midnight.

Then

the ceremony for getting rid of the taboo of incest takes place, if
the couple are in defiance of it by their close kinship.

The ceremony

followed depends on what relationship they are to each other, as
discussed earlier.

Following the ceremony, the couple dress up for their journey

to the groom's house.
them.

The guests then leave taking the bride with

Gongs are beaten all the way to the groom's longhouse.

The

bride is then led into the bridegroom's room which has been prepared
with mats and blankets (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:37).
After supper the longhouse gathers to see a fowl waved over the
newlyweds' heads.

The couple sits on gongs with their maid-of-honor

and bestmen by their sides.

Then an elderly man waves a bird over

them and says:

One, two, three, four, five, six, seveni
I shall not be punished to wave a fighting cock,
I shall not be subjected to supernatural punishment to wave
a fowl,
I shall not die to wave an able-bodied cockl

Oh, what has led me under a curse?
What makes me unable to stand up?

My feet stand on the edge of a rock.
My lips have bitten a harpoon of retribution.
My arms have been fastened with brass armlets.
I am of the fountain;

I am the scion of the older generation; the new growth.
I am neither experimenting nor inventing.

I have something to follow,
Something to come after.

Like the creeper lengthened by a cord.

Like the rotan lengthening the danan (a kind of rotan),
Oh, I am following the honour laid down by Simpuland Gana,
Following the customs initiated by Putong Kempat,
Who adrifted carrying a jetty;
Following the taboo of Belang Pinggang,

That became aground under the 'senuyong';
I am following the taboo of a demon.
Residing at the zenith of the sky.
0 haI

0 haI

0 haI

Now I call for Selampeta who can create,
Selampetoh who can forge,

Selampandai who can create us I
1 wish them to bear offsprings.

Let them grow like a bamboo shoot.
Have a new growth like a fern.
I appeal to the God, Ini Inda,
To make their lives full of riches and wealth.

I appeal to the God of Manang, the God of Kejakang,
to make them healthy and full of longevity.
Free from misery and poverty (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans.
1976:38).

When this is completed, rice tody is passed out and the couple is
informed who their relatives are and who they can no longer call by

name according to the law given by Singalang Burong. These are their

parents-in-law, also including first, second, and third cousins.
Brothers and sisters-in-law younger than them are now called younger
brothers and sisters (adi).
and sisters (ika).

Those older are called older brothers

Their father-in-law is called bapa.

The young couple is instructed by the elders to respect each
other.

They are also advised not to be too possessive or jealous over

the other person.

In addition, they are told how they are to respect

their various relatives.

Old customs to follow are also brought to

the couple's attention.
The first night the groom will not sleep with his new wife

(Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:39).

This is just custom, and

though ignoring it will not be pleasing to others, it is up to the young
man to choose.

Great attention is paid to dreams and omens.

Each

morning for three days anxious inquiries are made regarding them,
because for three days bad dreams and omens must be avoided, during the

ceremonial visit at each parents' house.
The length of the ceremonial visit to the wife's parents depends
on the number of slices of betelnut and is the same length as to the

groom's house.
longhouse.
her room.

They go along with the groom's father to the bride's

Here they are received by the bride's parents and taken to
All the people come out to congratulate them.

During their visit, customs and omens are discussed.

(In the

old days the groom was caused to tolerate endless conversations, up to

three or even seven days.)

The bridegroom must always sit near a leaning

post facing the elders and his father-in-law, and never at the outer edge
of the covered verandah.

He must also be sure to fetch all the firewood,

just as his wife had to mill all the padi in the early morning at his
house (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:39-40).

After spending the ceremonial number of days at the wife's house,
they will return to the husband's longhouse, if that is the household
they are to join.

This decision was made for them during the

preliminary arrangements of marriage. Later in life, if all is well

with their in-laws, the couple may move out and set up housekeeping
in their ovm bilek.

FAMILY

The Than live in extended family groups in communal longhouses.
Because of the warmth between family members and their fellow villagers,

even orphans are made to feel wanted and loneliness is a thing seldom
experienced.

As discussed in the last section, each newly married

couple lives with the household of in-laws which is decided for them
in preliminary marriage arrangements.

Only when things are stable

in their in-laws house may they think of moving out and starting their
own base for an extended family.

Meanwhile, while living with their

in-laws, which may include four generations under one roof, they must

fulfill certain roles.

If the husband is living with the wife's

parents, he is expected to sleep later than anyone in the longhouse,
while they have no children.

He is also expected to keep a good

supply of firewood so his wife's cooking will be good.

The husband

must be knowledgeable as to where to find jungle foods which are good
to eat with rice.

When he wishes to go on a journey, he must inform

all those living in the household, which includes his wife, brothers

and sister-in-law and parents-in-law, also any grandparent.

They will

tell him if he can be spared, his wife and children being looked after.
Leaving without permission is a grave mistake.

In turn, if a wife

lives with her husband's family her duties remain about the same, only

she must make sure the rice is pounded and do all she can to relieve

her mother-in-law's work (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:41).
The kinship patterns of a longhouse community are very complex,
especially since people marry their first, second, and third cousins.
The people themselves are expected to learn their genealogy and know
who is related to whom and how.

However, for the purpose of this

paper it would be impossible to proceed farther than stating that the
whole longhouse is interrelated.

The mapping out of a longhouse's

kinship patterns is incredibly complex, and to my knowledge has never
been done.

To do so would require a thorough knowledge of the language

and culture.

Also, it is not facilitated by the fact that some people

are not called by the same name by all people, nicknames being widely
used, and relatives being referred to differently after marriage.

OLD AGE AND DEATH

When the Than gets old, he or she is usually secure in the

supportive framework of the extended family.

Others now do the work.

They have no real job other than watching the children and telling
stories.

However, with age comes knowledge and respect.

The people

of the longhouse realize that the older people are receptacles of
wisdom and let them instruct the youth and lead out in certain
ceremonies.

As with age, death is inevitable.

*

If a person dies of sudden

attacks of sickness or fever, etc., he is said to have been hit by a

spirit sword or blowpipe dart.

If however, the sickness is slow, it is

attributed to sorcery (empa ubat).

If the person dies of an epidemic

or leprosy, however, they are not mourned, but buried quickly in silence
lest the disease spread.
accidents.

There are other means of dying such as by

People dying in this way cannot be brought home till a pig

is killed and each person of the house smeared with its blood.

Also,

if a person is killed far away, their belongings are covered with a
blanket and treated as the corpse in the funeral ceremony (Richards 1977:

186,188).

It must be remembered while reading this section that some no

longer hold to these beliefs, yet they are very strong in the minds of
others, though some of the rituals may be falling into disuse.
When a person is seen to be breathing his last, his baya is put
aside for him.

The baya are his possessions which are either buried

with him or put on the grave.

Friends who visit him contribute to it

till he is dead, at which time adding to it is taboo (Richards 1977:67).
As the last bit of life leaves him, the eyes and mouth are shut.

While he is being bathed, pestles are put crosswise at the ends of the

longhouse to prevent the dead from coming and taking the dead man's
soul.

He is then dressed in his finest clothes.

Rice is sprinkled on

his chest, his forehead is marked with three dots of tumeric, his teeth

are blackened with the moisture of iron, and his feet are tied with a

red cord.

He is then placed inside an enclosure of woven blankets and

placed on the verandah.

As his body is carried out to the verandah.

padi is sprinkled from the loft to prevent his family from becoming

wasteful now.

His body is placed inside the enclosure called a sapat.

The women sit in this as they wail.

The wake for a deadman may continue

up to three nights, invited guests coming on the last night to keep
watch with the family (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:57-58).
As soon as the dead person is placed out on the verandah, the

family meets to discuss which longhouses to invite to the funeral.
When a decision is reached, some messengers are sent out.
messengers are not allowed to enter other longhouses.

These

They tell the

nearest longhouses and they relay the word to others, and so on.
The coffin is made from durian, berangan, menuang, telegam or

belian trees.

During the construction, food for the workers is provided

by the bereaved family if it is made on the ground, or by the people of
the longhouse if it is made on the verandah (Borneo Literature Bureau,
trans. 1976:58).

On the last night of the wake, an appointed woman or wailer
begins the dirge at aobut five o'clock.

In it she traces the journey

the soul is now making (see appendix E pages 286-290).

the invited guests eat dinner with the family.
and cakes are served.

At eight o'clock

At ten o'clock coffee

After this, members of the bereaved family

inform the elders, gathered in the gallery, of the death.

At this

meeting the mourning period and customs relating to death are discussed.
Beer and arrack are then served, with another meal following at midnight.
At two a.m. more coffee is served, with a breakfast being served at

about four o'clock.

The corpse is offered food, the plate and bowl on

which it is offered being sjnashed.

Then the corpse is bundled up, put

in the casket and carried to the cemetary, ashes from the vigil fire
being strewn in the footsteps.

The ashes prevent the soul of the dead

person from returning to the longhouse to haunt the living (Borneo
Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:58-59).
At the graveyard, which is usually secluded and some distance

from the longhouse, a site for digging is chosen.

A fowl is waved over

the place and killed, its blood being smeared over the site.

The

chicken is cooked at the landing site and eaten along with rice by those

burying the man, after their task is performed (Richards 1977:187).
The grave is dug about six feet deep.

Then before placing the
1

coffin in, the hole is cleaned of any leaves.

A leaf being buried

with a corpse can cause him to return and haunt the living.

is then lowered, with the baya being put on top.
over it.

The casket

Soil is then piled

A jar or other form of pottery is then laid over the place

where the head is.

A small hut of nipah leaves is then made in which

to store the man's bedding and other perishables not buried (Borneo
Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:59-60).

Those who participated in the burial now return to where the
rice was cooked.

the graveyard.

Each makes a hook with which to hook his soul away from

The last man leaving the graveyard drives a spike of

sharp split bamboo into the ground.
dead person from following.

This is to prevent the soul of the

The people then eat and return to their

longhouses (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:60).

The bereaved family gathers in the family room after washing.
The chief mourner is given three, five or seven mouthfuls of black rice

placed on a knife.

The number of mouthfuls depends on the days during

which they cannot go out. A shutter in the roof may later be opened to
let in light, unless it is in the case of a "dark mourning period" in

which the people can't even leave the room. If, however, the period

falls under the category of "jar period of mourning", the shutter may
be opened in the morning.

If the period is called pana benda, the

people of the longhouse will give a jar to the family because they
cannot wait for the sad period to end. This jar is a compensation so
the family will not feel sad if music or laughter is heard during the
mourning period.

The dollar value of the jars will depend upon the

time the period was to last.

For a three day period, a jar of one

dollar (sigi jabir) is given. A two dollar jar (sigi panding) is
given for a five day period, and a four dollar jar (sigi alas) for a

seven day period (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:60).
The valuables of the dead such as the ceremonial finery, are

later put in a brass bowl and covered with a large plate strapped on
by rattan.

The family cannot wait too long to cover the possessions

otherwise it is thought that the dead person's soul lingers, and those
he thinks of become sick.

The manang or medicine man officiates at

this ceremony called beserara bunga or farewell rite.

As he chants,

he cuts away the wilting part of a flower, sjnnbolizing separation of
life and death.

The manang then throws some rice into a hole, after

which a ritual meal is given at midnight.

Work is then forbidden for

a day (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:61).
During the next three to six months, the people of the

longhouse are not allowed to shout, make music, or put on bright
clothes.

This is unless the jar referred to earlier has been paid to

the family, then such activities are not fineable.

At the end of this

time, a ceremony called rerak ulit or ngetas ulit (closing the mourning

period) takes place.

A man enters the room of the deceased and opens

a window, giving a war cry.

He then cuts a black tina or waist band

(used in older days) of each woman of the house with his parang.
The man is then paid about six yards of calico and the day is ended
with a feast (Richards 1977:188-189).
At this time, the bowl containing the valuables of the dead

is also opened.

After it has been opened, the man will cut the long of

the bereaved family which has been attained during the mourning period.
A gong is then beaten so that the house will have no more interferences.
The spouse of the dead person is called a balu (widower or

widow).

During the initial one or two years, he/she is expected not to

dress up or have affairs with those of the opposite sex.

If he/she is

found to be doing such, fines may be required up to all the jars
demanded in the marriage transaction.

However, at the end of the

period considered as an appropriate length of time, a feast called
berantu is held.

The people of Hades or the nether world are also

invited to this by the beating of drums.

The manner in which they

receive this invitation or Ngambi Sabayan ngabang also has to do with

a waller who is chanting the dirge.

As she chants, the waller then

begins to travel by means of vision on a high mountain.

She then

proceeds to a house where she finds a man called San Juara.

She fights

him and wins, taking his wife to escort her to the house of Ribut the

Wind.

Ribut is then asked to take a message to the peoples of Hades,

inviting them to a feast, the waller unable to proceed farther.

The

waller then returns home while Ribut blows hard on the people in Hades.

They are confused as to the reason of his visit till they see that the
living are making a feast and beating drums to inform them that they
are invited.

Everyone then sets off for the feast, for they can go

to the feast of the living, but the living can't come to theirs.

It

is on such an occasion that a story is told of a woman who actually saw
and joined them on their way to the feast.

Her name was Selaka.

She

is said to have been working in the fields during a berantu feast.

She saw a procession of people who had died before.
asking her to join them.

waller's incantation.

They called to her

Fascinated, she joined them, learning the

From her, people have found out that the dead

are well dressed and happy, with Hades being fertile beyond belief

and the fish abounding (Richards 1977:78-80).
In the morning following the dirge a procession goes to the
graveyard with banging gongs.
erected over the grave.

A monument (sungkup) of ironwood is

Also, baskets representing implements the

person used on earth are placed on the grave so the deceased may have

a means by which to earn a livlihood in Hades (Richards 1977:79).
Mourning is now ended and the widow/widower is free to marry
again.

Good clothes and ornaments are now put on him/her again.

Despite the clearance from the role of the widow/widower, the spouse
of the deceased person is still expected to hold Gawai Antu ceremonies

for the dead every fifteen years to twenty years (Wright 1980:116).
Now that the mourning is ended and the widow/widower cleared,

the taking of the deceased person's property by his close relatives
commences.

A person's property is valued as follows:

Role of deceased - male

jroperty value

hero, great leader

$16 (16 igi .jabir)

capable warrior (in old times)

$15 (15 igi jabir)

chief's bodyguard (in old times)

$14 (14 igi jabir)

of a well-bred family, but no

$13 (13 igi jabir)

fortunes secured from travel

role of deceased - female

Property value

very hard worker

$16 (16 igi jabir)

great weaver

$15 (15 igi jabir)

woman around whom people

$14 (14 igi jabir)

congregate

Generous, has many visitors

$13 (13 igi jabir)

And so it continues to the lowest possible value, two dollars (sigi

panding). However, if the feast during which the property is taken
is of a happy atmosphere, the relatives will seldom take more than two

dollars.

This shows that they have cleared the widow/widower so she/he

niay marry again (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:63).
An interesting case arose, not long ago, regarding the dead

and graveyards, which showed that the traditions of old are still alive
in the Iban minds today.

It so happened that a hydroelectric project

wished to build a dam and flood a certain area.
was that in this area was an Iban graveyard.
bones must be dug up and moved.

The problem that arose

The solution was that the

This was a very serious undertaking

as the belief in spirits is very real to the Iban.
is left undisturbed and becomes overgrown.
so as not to hear bad omens.

Usually a graveyard

Burials are done quickly

In fact, for other than burials, a

graveyard is a place only visited by the bravest in an effort to
confront the spirits to gain special help through an ubat or medicine

revealed to him.

Now, to disturb all the spirits at once was a "grave"

thing to do.

A manang was called to inform the grandfathers why they were to
be moved.

Then the people began to dig up the bones and move them.

During this process, which lasted several days, the people were all

kept awake.

No one was allowed to sleep for fear a bad dream would

end the process.

Also, gongs were beaten continuously so that no bad

omens could be heard.
been delayed one day.

If a bird had been heard, the digging would have

Chapter 5

VILLAGE ROLES

In this chapter I wish to briefly discuss several main

categories the village people fall into and the roles they play in
these positions.

As work outside the village greatly affects the

village and is regarded as being of high status, I will include this
category at the end.

CHIEF

The chief or tuai rumah (guardian of the house) has a role
much like a civil official.

The position is not a hereditary one.

A

longhouse community will usually select a wealthy influential man,
well acquainted with Than politics, in whom is seen the needed

qualities of wisdom, expertise and leadership.

(In former times he

was usually a great warrior.) If all agree on the proposed person,
he becomes the chief.

(It should be noted that though the position

is not hereditary, it is often passed on to the son or son-in-law.)
The chief has the responsibility of entertaining strangers,

being the peacemaker, governing, and often acting as priest.
post is a very honorable one and difficult to fill.

His

Besides the

prestige, his position can also bring him monetary gain.

For instance,

he can exact larger fines for wrongs done to him or his family than can

the ordinary people.

However, if he begins to show partiality in his

judgments, his followers will desert him.

There is no greater shame

for a chief than to be deserted by one's people.
One of the ways in which the chief would settle a quarrel
involving conflicting information in the old days was to call for a

dive.

The people expected the gods to help the dive turn out correctly.

The dive, called beselam berendam is often costly.
this art must be hired and lawyers acquired.
performed to make the divers strong.

Young experts at

Several ceremonies are

They are also treated royally,

given new mats to sleep on and the best blankets to cover them.

Preparations may take several days (Richards 1977:150-151).
Finally, the day arrives.
for depth.

The water is tested by the lawyers

The divers then enter the water and dip their face in.

Now comes the test of endurance.

diver for the guilty party.

The man who comes up first is the

Thus, the young men will often keep their

faces in the water till unconscious (Richards 1977:151).

This process was used to provide the means for solving problems
with many uncertainties.

However, this custom is not recognized by the

government, and is no longer in use, to my knowledge.

The chief must

now rely only on his wisdom and ingenuity to decide who is the guilty
party and devise ways to settle the disputes.

TUAI BURONG

The tuai burong or bird watcher, is the guardian of the rituals.

His job is to make sure that the right ceremonies are performed at their

proper time.

He also reminds the people about ritual observances and

omens, and for such, is highly respected.
commonly an older man.

The tuai burong is quite

Though he knows all about the rice cycle and

its rites and other observances, he is not in any way acting in the
role of a priest.
matters.

He is instead a wise man knowledgeable in ceremonial

Unfortunately, as the modern influence is felt more and more

on the longhouse, the rituals he guards are being increasingly over

looked.

Thus, his role in the society can be seen to be decreasing.

TRADITIONAL HEALERS

The traditional healers or manangs may be either men or women.
The role of the manang in the longhouse is to exorcise the evil spirits
which are causing sickness.

discussed in chapter 7.

The different cures he uses will be

Though he uses medicinal roots and herbs, a

majority of his healing power is based upon his charms and incantations.
He calls upon the gods of the forests and hills to help him drive the
evil spirits away.

He is not above deceit though, sometimes pretending

to catch a soul and return it to the body, thus saving the life.

Also,

before any patient is attended to, the amount of his fee must be

settled.

Whether a person is healed or not, the fee must be paid,

although it may be returned in death.

In the Iban community a manang is very influential because it
is through him that help may be obtained from the spirits.

However,

as modern medicine is making a few marks in the longhouse communities.

people are more often turning to the new medicine for help, especially
since government clinics are free.

This is displacing the manang

somewhat, but he is still the constant source of help in the longhouse

to which the people can turn, especially if modem medicine is far
away.

So, though he is slowly losing more and more ground to western

medicine, the manang's presence is still felt in the longhouse and
his services as a healer are still used.

FAEMERS

The majority of Than are farmers, obviously since the rice
cycle is still their life.

Thus, the role of the ordinary people is

very important in that they provide the village with rice, the bread
of life.

Those who farm the cash crops of rubber and pepper bring more

cash flow into the villages.

Today, this cash is often directed towards

acquiring modern innovations for the village.

Thus, the farmer

provides the village not only with food, but with some of the cash

used to bring the modern world more and more into their village.

This

impact can have both advantages and disadvantages as mentioned in both

chapters 1 and 3.

The seasonal life of the farmer and how the rice

cycle controls him and the community is discussed at length in chapter 3.

MERCHANTS

A few men in the village are always aspiring businessmen.
Learning from the Chinese, these men have begun to be the middlemen
between their community and the outside world.

They have set up a

fairly lucrative trade in which they buy from the Chinese and sell at
a profit to their own people.

However, transportation takes a fair

amount of time and money out of any profits.

So, most merchants

seem to do their business on somewhat of a subsistence level. They
will make a run to town and back a few times and then live off the

money gained till both their and the village's supplies run low.

they make another run.

Then

Theirs is not always a get-rich-quick scheme,

trying always to make new customers in other villages, much as a

Chinese merchant might try to do. Instead it is often just a way of
life or the means by which to make a living.

of traveling to the more set life of farming.

They prefer the boat life

However, they have an

important impact on the community life in that by them modem goods
are transported to the villages.

OTHER BUSINESSMEN

Some people in the village run businesses on the side, besides

rice farming.

These people have commodities that the people need and

they sell it or trade it to the others for the money or materials they
need.

Thus, each person gets what is needed, with the business person

usually making a little bit of cash in addition.

For instance, the

bilek shopkeepers buy the goods brought upriver by the merchants.
They then sell it to the villagers, keeping their needs supplied and
making some money at the same time.

Their businesses are just small

time, bringing in the extra cash flow to supplement the padi crop and

buy their own necessities.

Some more ruthless ones may make more money

off their fellow longhouse people.

They then rise in social position,

as they buy more material goods such as raised beds, cabinets and such;

or fall in respect in the eyes of the others because of their greed.
The real businessmen are those who have a generator, chainsaw

or rice mill and continually make a large amount of money off it each
month.

The man with the generator charges each family a certain amount

per month for each light or T.V. operated.

(True, the gas must be

subtracted from the earnings, but a definite profit can still be made.)

The man with the T.V. may in turn charge a small fee to watch T.V., and
as expected, his house is usually packed in the evenings.

The man

having the chainsaw can charge an exorbitant amount each day for use
of the chainsaw.
work it saves.

He knows people must pay it because of the time and

Besides, no one else has one for many miles around.

In like fashion, the man with the rice mill makes much money, especially
during harvest, from those who would rather spend the money (the more

wealthy Than ) than do the work.

As mentioned before, Iban are not

lazy, they just like to avoid whatever work they can, being of an
easygoing nature.

Besides, life in a rainforest has plenty of other

work for them to do, why go looking for more work like hulling rice.

TEACHERS

I feel it would be remiss of me not to mention teachers in

their role in the village life, given the fact that they teach the

younger generation.

Teachers are held in high esteem by the Iban.

In

fact, it is probably viewed as having the highest status of any type of
work, that of teaching.

Teachers hold the knowledge of the world in

their heads (this fact is often questionable) and are thus greatly
respected.

Also, the teacher is a very influential person in helping

to shape the village's future.
of the future.

It is he who teaches the Iban leaders

The impact of his teaching on the young people is

easily seen in how the newer generation is viewing the traditions and
lifestyle of their longhouses.

Further discussion on this impact

of the educational system is found in chapter 1 under the State of
Sociocultural Transition.

OUTSIDE JOBS

Jobs offered in the towns, mines, rock quarries, and lumbering
camps are now attracting the young men from their natural Iban role of

farming.

These outside jobs not only offer more money, but they offer

the young Iban the prestige which used to be gained by young men
journeying away and bringing back valuable gifts or heads.

Instead,

nowadays he goes away to work and return, hopefully, with money.

This

impact on the community from the steady drain of their young men to
outside jobs for long periods is apparent.
aging parents and the family at home.

More work falls on the

Also, the young man is not at

home to be trained in the Iban ways, preparing him for the time in which
he must take over the family.

Thus, not only is young blood being lost.

but traditions are not able to be passsd down and are being threatened
with extinction.

Such is the present and potential impact on the

village and its way of life.

When a father dies, there may no longer

be a son to continue in his role in the cycle of the longhouse life.

Chapter 6

VILLAGE LIFE

AN AVERAGE DAY

Just before dawn the night sounds hush.

The night creatures are

going to bed, and the day animals have not yet awakened.

Then, the

piercing cry of a fighting cock shatters the semi-stillness.

He is

instantly joined by all the other fighting cocks, which happen to be
tethered just outside the doors.

As the sky lightens, other rainforest

noises add their voices; the birds begin their calls, and the insects
their humming.

The village dogs begin their carousing and the hens

clucking to their chicks begin their scratching and pecking.

The

longhouse begins to stir, with the women beginning their bathing first.
The women then fetch water, usually from^ the river, but sometimes from

a spring if possible (the government is helping several villages to get
water piped from a spring to their longhouses).
return, the men are usually stirring.

By the time they

The women then begin to prepare

the morning meal, if there is any, while the men go to bathe.
The morning meal does not consist of much anymore.
from the night before used to be served, or new rice made.

Leftovers
However,

today's breakfast just consists of a watery hot chocolate drink called
Milo with some crackers, when the family has these items, otherwise
no breakfast.

Both of these were unknown before trade brought the

modern world in, but they are now the universal breakfast found

throughout the villages we visited.

Also, Milo and crackers is the

snack served to a visiting guest at anytime of the day.
/

After breakfast, the children of school age scamper off to

school in their uniforms.

(There are usually schoolhouses located in

most major villages nowadays.)
to about 1-1:30 pm.

School will last from about 7:30 am

If it is during the rice season, and not the break

between seasons, then this is the schedule.

The men will make their

morning rounds to the rubber trees or cut wood while the women set

out for the padi fields.

(This is assuming they are close.)

They will

usually work at weeding (unless it is planting or harvesting when both

men and women participate) until about one o'clock, when they start
home to prepare lunch.

Lunch for most families comes anytime from as early as 1:00
to 2:00 pm.

It usually consists of rice with a liberal amount of small

dried fish sprinkled on it or cooked with the rice.

With the rice

one will eat whatever vegetable or rainforest product one could
find.

A typical selection of vegetables, not during the rainy season,

includes the corn, squash, okra, cucumbers, or pumpkin grown by the

people.

At other times when these are not available, such as during

the monsoons, the people bring back leaves from rainforest plants such
as the bitter changkok manis.

It is interesting to note that the people

think that the more bitter a green leafy product is, the better it is

for you.
in it.

One Iban told me the bitterness meant it had alot of iron

The cooking is usually done by building a wood fire on the

cooking place (as explained in chapter 2).

The rice is usually cooked

in Chinese style cooking pots while a wok is used to fry the vegetables,
usually with onions bought from traders if possible.

The utensils used

to eat it with consist of Chinese rice bowls and rice spoons.

The

drink is usually lukewarm boiled water (the use of boiled water being

common now).

The eating place is on a mat, while sitting on the floor

around the mat.

Each person is then served a bowl of rice by the

father, mother or host, onto which he scoops the vegetables, using his
own spoon as a serving spoon.

Children sometimes eat at different

times.

After a clean-up with cold water and maybe some bar soap rubbed
on the things that are the most greasy, the other afternoon activities

of the women begin.

Meanwhile, the men may be sitting around and

talking, gone off to check their fishing traps, building a boat, or

possibly downriver working at a lumber camp.
In the afternoon, you will find people taking their noon baths.
The Than are very particular about taking a bath three times a day, and
in the 100% humdiity and heat of the rainforest, it is most inviting

and necessary for cooling and the cleansing off of the sweat.

In fact,

a typical Iban question or greeting, as mentioned in chapter 10, is

"udah mandi?", or have you bathed?

A person is considered dirty and

ill groomed if he does not take a bath three times daily.

While bathing, the women often wash the family's clothes by

soaping them and beating them on a rock.

(The washing of clothes

and bathing will also be done by a spring, if there is one.)
women wade in and bathe or wash clothes in their sarongs.

splash and play in the water without clothes.

The

The children

The men, if present,

hathe in a towel used as a short sarong, or take it off.
Throughout the day one will also find women weaving mats or

pounding (husking) rice. (Much rice is now machine hulled, however.)
Two different instruments are used for this.

In the traditional method,

the rice is kicked by the foot inside the trough (called lusong) into a
hole in the center in which the stick or post is pounded up and down.
It is then kicked out into another side of the trough and more kicked
in when the rice is husked, or pounded further, according to what the
woman needs.

The other manner used for husking is a wood machine

consisting of two parts, the bottom part rising in a point with a
central pole in the middle extending up beyond the point, and the top
part with the handles fitting down over this point in an upside-down
"V" shape, with a hole in the middle a little larger than the pole
which is extending up through it from underneath.

The rice is then

poured down the sides of the hole and the top is grasped by the
handles and turned sharply back and forth.

The rice then moves down

between the top and bottom getting its husk rasped off it, and eventually
falling out the bottom into a container to catch it.

After either

method, the rice is then winnowed to get rid of the husk.
The women must do this husking often, even daily, to maintain

a constant supply of rice ready for cooking, especially if visitors
drop in.

Also, seen throughout the day are the men, or their sons,

moving the tethered cocks from outside the bilek doors to small stakes

on the ground where they can peck and forage some.

For frequent

exercise and to maintain their fighting nature, it is not uncommon to
see two cocks being thrown at each other for a brief skirmish.

Out of the bileks during the day will often be heard music.
This will range from the Moslem call to prayer to songs from the late

1950's in the U.S.

The radio is quickly becoming popular and more

frequently heard in the longhouses.
The children, meantime, are playing a large variety of games

or catching the small brilliantly colored birds as mentioned in chapter
3.

A game often played by the children is a kind of dodge ball and tag

combined, only played with the thongs worn on the feet.

It was a very

rough game, but I seldom heard any child cry, no matter how hard they
were hit.

Another game I observed and which is documented as being an

actual game, is the kicking of each others shins.

In addition, the

children can be seen playing games much as the children in the U.S.
such as wrestling, jumping, running, and tug-of-war.

However, instead

of cowboys and Indians or cops and robbers, the children here play
headhunters.

The results are often deep cuts from

!, but seldom

is there much crying, for the comparatively rough games they play.
If one needs to go to the bathroom during play or work, a common

choice is off the back of the longhouse, from the porch, into the swamp

of sewage below the house. A less common"choice is going into the

undergrowth behind the house. However, the younger children usually go
where they are, letting it run through the gaps in the longhouse floor
or run on the mats, where patient adults wipe it up. (It should be

stated that many longhouses are now digging pit latrines because of
government incentives such as the installation of piped water, however,
their use is very infrequent.)

Connnon sights on the afternoon verandah are the women weaving

or pounding rice, the old women watching younger children play, and
mangy looking dogs lying around resting. Though the dogs are tolerated,
any bad manners or growling on their parts results in a swift hard kick.
Once in awhile a chicken will fly up onto the open part of the verandah
and start pecking at the pepper or padi drying outside. This is soon
remedied by a quick flick of a long slender pole which stretches from

the pepper or padi outside, to a grandmother or working woman underneath
the covered verandah.
clothes on them.

Also found on the open verandah are lines with

these clothes must be daily hung in the sun to avoid

the fast growing mildew which will grow on anything.
As evening approaches, those who have remained at the fields

all day or have been engaged in other activities such as swimming,
fishing, playing, tending pepper plants, or the garden, etc. return to
the longhouse.

The level of noise begins to rise as more arrive.

Then at dusk, it is now common to hear a generator be started and see

flourescent lights go on. In other places, kerosene lanterns, small

kerosene and wick lampu glitars, or candles are lighted.

The smell of

smoke and food wafts through the air as dinner is prepared.

The people

wander down to their evening baths and then the families gather within
their bileks.

The evening meal, at about 7;30-8:30, usually consists of a large

howl of rice with vegetables, similar to lunch.

In addition, noodles

called mee are placed in a bowl for one to add to the rice.

The

evening meal tends to be the largest.
After supper is finished, the dishes usually being left to do

in the morning, it is not uncommon to see everyone dash for the bileks
where T.V. can be foxmd.

Others sit, in the traditional manner, on the

verandah and talk, for this is the time when most meetings take place
and the socializing is done.

As the evening grows late, people are seen leaving little by
little to go to bed.
with mattresses.

Most people sleep on mats, but some now have beds

As the people leave for their bileks, the bachelors

are seen stretching their mats out on the verandah.

Activity continues

in the longhouse till about midnight when all are asleep or at least
laying on their mats.

If it is raining or damp, one may feel cool, so

blankets (both bought and handmade) are used as covers.

Often within

the house the small lampu glitars or candles are left lighted as night

lights.

Also commonly seen now are mosquito nets.
Outside, the night noises are singing in full volume, with the

bubut bird sounding its cry, the insects humming, dogs occasionally

fighting, the cocks giving occasional calls, and a myriad of untraceable
sounds.

Night has once again fallen, only to have a new day begin

once again in a few short hours.

DIET AND FOODS

Rice is the staple food which is eaten at each meal and to
which all other foods are added.

Though much of the rice is now

hulled by a motor rtin mill, we still saw a large amount of rice which
had been husked the traditional way.

The maching polishing is

unfortunate because it robs the Than of some of the nutrients, such as

vitamin B, so important in his already nutritionally deficient diet.
Foods which the lban adds to, or eats in addition to, .his rice

include:

pastes;

1) meats - pork, chicken;

3) eggs;

rambutan;
pumpkin;

2) fish - fresh, dried, salted,

4) fruit - papaya, bananas, jackfruit, durian,

5) vegetables - ferns, cucumbers, changkok manis, okra,
6) miscellaneous - mee, pepper;

7) drinks - Milo, tea.

It

should be noted, however, that the vegetables and fruits are seasonal.
Thus, during the monsoon, when there are few vegetables or fruits, the
Than seldom eats more than rice, dried fish, and changkok manis or

ferns.

Also, pigs, chickens, and eggs are infrequent food items on the

menu, the diet essentially remaining deficient in protein.

The frequency at which each food type is eaten is given on
Table 3 on the next page.

It is expressed as a percentage of the number

of times eaten per meal, over a day's time.

In-other-words, a 42 under

Beans

White

Orange

Other Vegetables

Frequency Consumption of Each Food Type

94

Leafy

Green Vegetables

Eggs

Meat

Fish

18

18

0

Misc.

2

Fruit

eaten per meal, calculated over one day (Maberly 1978)

The frequency of each type of food eaten is expressed as a percentage of the number of times

Table 3:

TUBA

MENANGKIN

MENUANG

ILL

SEMULONG

ULU

SEMULONG

GAYAU

SAPAK

Village

green leafy vegetables and across from Semulong Hi means that a green
leafy vegetable is eaten 42% of the time during a day at Semulong Hi,
at the time of the year when this survey was taken.

Again, remember

that different times of the year and occasions greatly affect the diet.
Also, this table and the next one were compiled by a survey team who
spent less than two weeks cummulatively in all the villages.

Thus, I

suggest that these figures may not represent the annual diet of the

Iban which fluctuates greatly.

Table 4 on the following page shows

the percentage of people in each village who eat 1, 2, or 3 different

foods with their rice at each meal, the first column being breakfast,
the second lunch and the third supper.

I would like to state, regarding

their breakfast results, that the food stuffs ingested were most

likely just crackers and Milo, with possible bananas.

Thus, do not let

the numbers of 2 and 3 varieties of food for this meal mislead you.
Also, as stated earlier, few people have rice for breakfast, at least
in the villages I observed (which includes most of the villages they
surveyed).

In essence, the survey results showed that though a wide

variety of foods may be eaten with rice, the majority of meals only
have one or two food varieties, excluding rice.

are repeated throughout the day.

Also, these same foods

(As stated earlier, seasonal

variation and times have a lot to do with this.)

The most common food

eaten besides rice was seen to be green leafy vegetables, changkok manis

and ferns ranking high.

White vegetables such as cucvimbers (the white

68

29

2

3

17

16

76

18

91

8

MENANGKIN

79

68

GAYAU

30

61

9

33

21

19

61

17

TUBA (1-4)

66

79

SEMULONG ULU

29

52

17

58

41

47

12

PLAI

91

SEMULONG ILI

12

90

91

the second lunch, and the third column the evening meal (Maberly 1978).

with rice, (viz., 1, 2, or 3 varieties) at each meal. The first column shows breakfast,

This table shows the % of subjects at each village who eat a number of varieties of food

Percentage of Subjects Eating Several Food Varieties

MENUANG

Table 4;

0

1

SAPAK

vegetable I observed eaten most often) also rated high.

However,

orange vegetables are seldom used, with only a few people growing
pumpkins.

Regarding protein, fish often appeared on the lists.

However,

these are mainly the small thin salted fishes, with a few fish pastes,
that do not have much protein.

As far as other protein sources are

concerned, wild sources have been over-hunted by guns, eggs are sometimes
eaten, and an occasional chicken cooked, with pork seldom being eaten.
Hence, they are protein deficient and heavily dependent upon carbohyd
rates.

Though most villages grow several varieties of fruit trees, the

fruit is usually for sale.

The vegetables are seasonal with about 40% of

the villagers growing neither vegetables nor fruit (Maberly 1978;11).
Though they say they would like to grow them, an Iban's words and
actions are two very different things.

Also, there is the mindset

that since they have gotten along without them till now, why start the
extra work of growing them now.

It is this lack of protein foods,

fruits, and vegetables during certain seasons that results in nutritional
deficiencies, which will be discussed in chapter 7.

DIJRIAN SEASON

Durian season is one of the most looked forward to times of

the year.

It falls around the end of November into December, with some

a little earlier and some a little later.

Durian, for those who have

never seen it, resembles in size and appearance a rounded oblong
pineapple with many sharp spines on the outside.
off-white sections with seeds in them.

Inside, it has

To eat it, one peals off a

section and put it in one's mouth, sucking down to the seed.
is, well, something one must experience for onesself.
to bias anyone by this paper.

The smell

I would not want

This is one of the utmost of Than

delicacies.

The durian tree is very tall, with branches and fruit growing
mainly at the top.

Thus, to get a good, ripe durian one must wait for

it to fall to the ground.

Also, care must be taken to not have this

heavy, sharply spined missile land on one. However, when durian
season comes, one will find the people literally camped out underneath

the trees. Now, each tree has an owner who claims the tree. However,
when the fruit falls, it is the property of whoever gets to it first,

thus the reason for camping out. In fact, durian is so highly prized,
that the destruction of a single tree is mourned by all the village.
COCK-FIGHTING

Cock-fighting is a form of recreation.

Their interest in this

type of sport originates from their legends. They say it first began
when the game was introduced by Rajah Machan.

He held a cock-fight with

Ambong Mungan and Ensing Jara against the dead. Also, Keling, Singalang
Burong, and their friends had a cock-fighting contest against Apai Sabit
Bekait (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:51).

Now comes the interesting part.

From the cock-fighting of the

gods, comes the extrapolation that the gods began to use men in a similar
way as fighting cocks.

They would cause the men to war against each

other, and these men, just like the fighting cocks became the different
colors: seen today.

It should be noted that because of these traditional

beliefs regarding fighting cocks, that the Iban know just what color

their fighting cocks should have (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:51).
Cock-fighting goes back many years.

In the past, because of

the parallel between war expeditions and cock-fights, the leaders of
the cock-fighting teams would ask two singers to sing renong (folk songs)
prescribed for warring, on the eve before a cock-fighting contest.

In

the opposite, before going on a war expedition, the leaders asked to

hear renong about cock-fights, because cock-fighting signified a man's

chivalry while fighting enemies. (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:51).
Cock-fighting is a man's sport, though a woman may be present
at the fight doing something else.
one will find gambling and betting.

betting quite a bit.

Always centered around cock-fighting
In fact, the Iban seems to enjoy

It is not uncommon to see betting on card games

in the evening.
The actual season of cock-fights comes between the time when
the padi land is cleared, and the time it is burned.

The rest of the

year a cock—fight may occur, but one usually sees the cocks tied up in

front of the bileks with a container of rice by them to eat.

Also, as

mentioned earlier, men will frequently throw two fighting cocks together

briefly, just to keep up their fierce nature. When the real fight
comes, the cocks will not be pulled away and there are sometimes little

knives strapped to the backs of the cock's legs as they fly at each
other.

Besides a time of betting and competition, cock-fights are a
time of socializing. The conversations during cock-fights encompass
new methods of farming, trading, gardening, projects for modernization,
and' the education of their children. Thus, many come away with new
ideas and insights.

TATTOOING

When and why the Than began tattooing no one knows.

However,

it seems to be that they borrowed this type of adornment from other

tribal people of Sarawak. The Kayans especially had imaginative designs
with each design having symbolic meaning and having to be applied at
a certain time.

However, the tattooing of the Than seems to have been

mainly for decorative purposes.

The women preferred small patterns on

the breasts and calves of their legs.
have had dots tattooed on her hands.

One woman however, was known to
When asked about these, she said

it was the way she kept score of her premarital affairs (Wright 1980:61).
Not too long past. Than youth were covered with tattoes.

In

fact, at one time the Iban were known as the most tattoed tribe in

Borneo.

Many of their patterns they borrowed from their neighbors and

changed some in form and name.

For instance the Kayan dog became the

Iban kala or scorpion (Richards 1977:326).

Today, in the few tattoes

one sees (except for those older people who are extensively tattoed) one
finds most unique tattoes.

For instance, on a couple of the "Christian"

Iban I have seen tattoes of an angel and a winged leopard taken from
the book of Daniel in the Bible.

Tattooing is a very painful process which shows a person's
bravery, especially in the tattooing of a person's throat.
is first traced on the skin from a pattern.

A design

The tracing is done in a

black dye made from soot off the bottom of cooking post and sweetened
water.

The tattooist then punctures the skin in the area of the dye

with little taps made by a hammer on a bamboo stick.

The dye penetrates

the skin through the punctures and spreads, thus the area between the
punctures is filled.

However, conditions are seldom as clean as they

should be and the tattoo frequently becomes infected, thus scarring
the person.

Both this fact and the important influence of modernization,

in which tattooing is not looked on as particularly beautifying or
prestigeous, has caused the number of tattoes to dwindle.

Few young

people are seen anjmore with many tattoes.

However, there are still a

few who wear tattoes, both recent and old.

It looks however, as if

this too will soon be a "dying" art (Wright 1980:62).

DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR

Throughout the paper, a definite distribution in labor has
been visible.

As seen, it is during the years of 7-17 that a child

learns to do the work required of those of his/her sex.

The male

leams to fetch firewood, hunt, fish, build boats, do the heavier

farmwork of felling trees and bring in the padi. He is also required
to carry out many of the rites and ceremonies.

Since he also is

responsible for the family's welfare, he will often farm the cash crops
such as rubber or pepper.

A major reason of the division of labor

between men and women has been seen to be the fact that he must seek

other jobs to earn money, thus the domestic chores and weeding of the

padi fall on her (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:49). Not only
must she watch the kids, pound the padi, fetch water, and cook, but
she must sow, weed, and harvest the padi, in addition to her other arts
of weaving.

Another reason why the woman is left with the majority of
domestic and field work is the fact that men usually seek to do other

things such as traveling during the time when the padi is weeded. Also,
men lose some prestige when they are seen carrying water or found

weeding padi fields. Thankfully, some of this is changing slowly. Men
now sometimes help their wives with field work.
can afford it, help is hired to work the padi.

Also, if the family
This means that the

wife can stay home and attend to her family's immediate needs. However,
this only happens in a few prosperous families.

Even today, the women

and men do the same types of work their ancestors did.

Also, with new

outside jobs available, it looks as if the traditional divisions of

work are here to remain for sometime.

If anything, the women are seen

even taking on the responsibilities of the men while they are working at
lumbering camps, etc.

The women will collect the latex from the rubber

trees and care for the pepper plants in addition to the other duties.

However, though the man may be leaving some of his typical work behind

for his wife to do now, he has taken on a new difficult type of work
which is rigorous.

Thus, one of the original premises is correct, a

major reason for division of labor between the sexes can be seen to be

the man's need to seek other Jobs to provide for his family.
Some outmigration of women occurs as they break ties and move
to the cities.

Typically these women work as ama's or low level

household maids.

Many, unfortunately, become prostitutes.

Whole

villages have been known to pack up and move to the cities, where a much
more western lifestyle and division of labor occurs.

NICKNAMING

The Ibans seem to have a love for nicknaming people. It is
very common, and we ourselves participated in it, finding that the

people we called by nickname remained our special friends.

Though it

is sometimes done for the reason that two people have the same name,

it is more frequently done by way of an incident.

If something

happens involving two or more people and a nickname or bemprian arises
for one or more of them as a result of the incident, its continual use
shows that the incident has drawn them together and afforded them a
special intimacy or friendship.

If, however, a nickname is ever made

maliciously or slyly to be directed against someone, a fine used to be

required.

However, I think that public censure would stop it nowadays.

MANNERS

Visiting.

There are several manners which the Than consider

essential and of which we promptly learned, by trial and error.
these has to do with visiting.

One of

Since one must first approach a long-

house, one must leam how to behave in respecting the property of those
in it.

If one is uncertain of the reception one will get or it is a

longhouse practicing taboos, or new to one, it is best to call out a

greeting and ask if one may come up.

Usually anymore, though, one may

enter the longhouse without the need of such formalities as it is likely

the children have announced one's coming.

The one thing one must never

do, is to then walk the length of the verandah and prepare to go down
the other side without stopping and sitting for awhile.

Anyone who does

this, as it is easy to do when taking pictures, is immediately a suspect
of ill intent.

Also, when entering a bilek one must take off your shoes

on the verandah.

Never enter with them on.

Table Manners.

The first thing one must learn is to never

step on a mat with shoes.

Also, when one is eating on a mat, one must

sit so that one's feet are not touching the mat.

It is preferable that

they are behind one or to one's side, though cross-legged is acceptable,
especially for men.

In addition, as with our culture, one should not

mention bad things, blow one's nose or spit when people are eating.

Manners While Passing In Front of Someone.

manners it is easy to notice in Iban

someone.

One of the first

is that of walking in front of

In a crowd of people either standing or sitting the Iban does

not wish to offend or appear to be ill-mannered.

Thus, he/she will

bend down, pull their sarong close about them, placing their hands on

their knees and ask permission to pass in front.
is passing is/are expected to give permission.

The person(s) he/she

I never saw an Iban

fail to do this, and as always, it lets one know that the person is
well-mannered.

Pointing.

Another issue which I feel has something to do with

manners is that of pointing.

Americans tend to point with their fingers,

and this is considered very rude in some cultures.
habit of pointing with their lips.

The Iban have the

Instead of the obvious finger

jutting out at someone, they just pucker their lips and direct them the

way they wish to point.

At first this may seem amusing or intriguing,

but it is a less obvious way of pointing at someone and certainly

avoids the appearance of the "accusing finger" which can arouse anger.
Manners in a Boat.

Since a boat is needed to get most places,

it is only right that one should learn how to treat those in other boats
and in your own.

To those in your boat, you should give place

according to age.

Younger, but experienced, people are expected to sit

in the front and brush away foliage or shout directions regarding
submerged logs.

They are also expected to help with steering.

older people ride in the center and back and steer.

The

Also, when loading

and unloading, if not too much, the youth are expected to do the

work and ask the elders not to help them.

In addition, any food getting

or preparing is done by the youth.

When passing another boat, it is polite to slow down and shout

a greeting.

Especially if one is driving a boat with an engine and

they are not, it is considered exceedingly bad manners not to cut the
motor down to its lowest as the wake will quite likely upset or
swamp the other boat.

When there is two way traffic on the river, one

must stay to the right (even though cars are driven on the left in
Sarawak) because this is one of the understood rules of the river.

One

of our friends once unintentionally swamped a small traditional boat by
speeding past too quickly.

He hid for several days, afraid that the

swamped man would come and kill him, as we all heard him threaten to do.

Manners to Visitors.

Since every Iban wants to be respected,

each often tries to outdo others in courtesies.

None wants to be

outdone by someone else, especially of their own age group.

In

accordance with this, if a visitor passes their longhouse or landing by

the river, they are usually invited to come up.

The owners of the

bilek which the visitor sits in front of come out and lay good mats
for him to sit on.

It used to be that betelnut was offered, but now

bananas, Milo, crackers or roasted corn might be offered.
At this point, the guest must know how and where to sit and
talk.

A young visitor leaving the same day will sit by a leaning pole

and face the pantar or outermost part of the covered verandah.

This

is so his face, thus his intentions, won't be seen by unmarried girls
passing along the tempuan area.

An elderly person may sit on the

outer portion of the verandah and face the bileks.
to sit in this way during meetings may do so.

Only youth invited

Then he must respond

only as he is addressed (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:42-43).
When a visitor comes, one of the first questions the woman of
the house will ask, if it is in the afternoon, is if he has eaten.

will be immediately gotten for him if he hasn't.

Food

Also, if one arrives

late in the afternoon, it is customary to ask him to spend the night
rather than have them travel in the dark.

Neighboring people often

ask the visitor to supper, thus relieving the family he is visiting.
However, as visitors from another country, and thus considered
important, we were required to seek out the chief for his hospitality.
Not doing such was considered a snub on the chief.

The people of the

longhouse then provided the chief with food for us and we slept in his
bilek.

A visitor, however, should never enter the bilek and talk to

the host unless invited or well acquainted with him.

After dinner, all the longhouse will gather to hear the news

the visitor brings.

Female visitors, however, are greeted only by an

assembly of women within a house.

A male should never be among the

women to greet her, especially if he has courted her (Borneo Literature
Bureau, trans. 1976:44).
Those who do not treat their visitors well are termed "tall

cooking stone tripods" meaning greedy.

Greed is very distasteful to an

Iban used to comnrunal life, work, and helping, thus, the family of
greedy people are seldom married, no one wishing to connect themselves

with them (Borneo Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:43).
Respect to Elders and Leaders.

In chapter five we discussed a

young couple's duties and respect to their elders in their immediate
family, their in-laws.

The upper-class families are also paid their

due respect, with special favors granted them.
is the one to whom the most respect is given.
season and settles disputes or problems.

The chief or headman
He leads in the farming

Even today, they are granted

utmost attention and respect realizing that the outside world will not

respect their people's leaders if they don't.

Respect, as can be

found out with manners and other courtesies paid people, is then
reciprocated.

The chief who is well treated, judges fairly, shows

sympathy, and listens to the people.

A person honored and well treated

will most likely return the favor to you.

The Iban believe this and

practice it in the utmost way, "The Golden Rule".

Chapter 7

HEALTH

I would first like to say that the separation of health and

religion in the case of the Than is really impossible.

All factors

of their life, including health, are intertwined with their animistic

beliefs.

However, for clarity in this paper, I have separated health

and religion into two chapters.

But, as you will notice from my

discussions, the religious factor will also be liberally discussed in
this chapter in regards to its influence on health.

BELIEF SYSTEM

The belief system of the Than

involves a curious mixture of

a plurality of gods and lesser spirits, plus a more recent Chinese
naturalistic approach.

The Than

have male and female gods or goddesses,

plus lesser spirits occupying trees, rice, house materials, etc.
of these spirits are seen to be good, others bad.

Some

Also, all of them

may become bad for one if one does not heed the omens or warnings the
gods send, or if one does not do the sacrifices needed to keep from

offending gods and/or spirits.

Thus, when one becomes sick, the gods

or spirits are seen as responsible, and good spirits are often sought
to chase out the evil spirits.

Or, now, possibly due to Chinese

influence, sickness is often seen as an imbalance in nature.

It may

be because certain fruits have just come into season, or the rains

have come, etc.

Whatever the reason, the remedy is usually sought in

reference to the hot and cold concept.

In this belief, if a hot

sickness (such as stomachache or fever) results because of the imbalan

ces in nature, a cold remedy must be found.

Notice, the emphasis is

moving from spirits to imbalances in nature, and remedies are sought as
such.

As I mentioned earlier, it is thought that this is coming about

as a result of Chinese influence.

TRADITIONAL HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

If an epidemic of cholera or fever is affecting many longhouses,

the culprit is thought to be a spirit of an epidemic.

(Keep in mind

that this is one of the changing views of health that I am expressing.)
In trying to keep the epidemic out of a village, charms are used.

The

charms are placed in water and all the people are sprinkled with the
water by a man offering a sacrifice.

The sacrifice is then taken to

a shed erected some distance from the village.

Here, with basins,

plates, cotton wool, cooking pot, and a winnowing fan with a man
drawn on it, the sacrifice is left.

The top of the longhouse ladder

is sprinkled with the charmed water.

The longhouse is then boarded off

and no one allowed to enter or leave for three days.

The purpose is

that the spirit of the sickness will be attracted to the shed by the
drawing of the man.

There, after eating the offering, he would be

satisfied and not bother the village.

By isolation from the other

villages the epidemic is then averted, but of course this is

attributed to charms and the sacrifice CRichards 1977:212-213).
A single man becoming sick will sacrifice, inside his bilek, to

a god to cure him.

If this does not work, the sacrifice is done on the

verandah with the village elders present.

man) will be called.

Eventually a manang (medicine

If even the manang cannot help him, the man will

go into seclusion, or he might hold a festival to make himself well.

During the festival he will have a singer sing traditional songs (sugi

or renong) or invocations (pengap) for his illness.

He may be told

in a dream, however, to hold a big reception at his gallery, or to hold
a rite on an open platform (tanju).

This rite will result in a function

known as the Midday Festival (because it ends at noon) or Gawai Mata

(meaning incomplete).

This then leads into a Gawai Burong Festival or

festival of the hombill, for those who have killed someone (used in

olden times).
likely die.

After these treatments, if he remains sick, he will most

(It must be remembered that many of these rituals are

falling into disuse, but they are still remembered and followed by the
manangs and the older people, thus I have included them here)(Borneo
Literature Bureau, trans. 1976:56).

Midwife.

An important person in the traditional health care

system is the midwife.

As discussed in chapter 4, she/he is the one

called when a baby is to be bom.

She/he has a major role in the

conmiunity, along with the pusher (often male) who assists her/him.
Each longhouse has a few of these women/men who are knowledgeable in

childbirth.

(They are usually women though there are a few men.)

They

are respected for their wisdom and rewarded for the help they give.
It is interesting how the Iban say the knowledge of midwifery came to
be known by them.
deliver babies.

It seems that the Iban

of old did not know how to

Then, as the legend goes, a man by the name of Kelili

Badak Resa learned how to deliver babies in the following manner. He

had a wife who was enceinte (pregnant).
one day with his blowpipe to go hunting.

He went out into the rainforest
There he saw an orangutan

assisting a female orangutan with the birth of its baby.
noted they used ginger and bandages.

He also

When his wife gave birth, he was

able to assist her in the same manner he saw the orangutan assist the

other.

Thus, a healthy boy named Haling, known as Panting Bunga Mengala,

was born (Richards 1977:54).

In such a way the Iban learned to deliver

babies, and have continued the traditions, as detailed in chapter 4.
Manang.

The traditional healer or manang was described to some

extent in chapter 5.

though diminishing.

His role as a healer is still alive today,

The manang may be a male or female. (I will use

the pronouns for a male for the paper from here on, though the manang

can as easily be a female.)

His main purpose is to heal someone through

the exorcism of evil spirits.

In getting rid of evil spirits, he may

call on various gods or even the spirits of the house materials to help

drive out the bad spirits, yet maintain the person's soul.

The manang

will undertake only one case at a time, with payment settled before

hand, and paid even if no cure is exacted, usually.
before, he is not above some trickery or deceit.

Also, as mentioned

(The story of Apai

Aloi found on pages 276-278 of appendix E, shows how people realize
that many aspiring manang are tricksters, in it for the rewards.)

He

is essentially the medium by which help can be secured from the spirits,
and it is usually from them that he gets his command to become a manang.
If a person is commanded to become a manang by dream and he refuses,
death or madness will result.

There are three grades of manang, with special initiations
involving the last two.

The lower or third stage manang is known as

Manang Mata, in-other-words, unripe manang.

He helps in caring for

sick people, but he has not been initiated into all the manang

mysteries.

Yet, he repeats incantations and assists in cures, on the

way to becoming a Manang Mansau (Richards 1977:161).
A Manang Mansau is the second grade of manang, meaning ripe
manang.

He is one who has undergone the initiation ceremony.

The

ceremony is as follows:

The ceremony of initiation begins with a sacrifice to

the gods of the Manang.

This sacrifice varies in different

districts. Sometimes it consists of one pig, one fowl, one
egg, etc., sometimes of more. Several Manang Mansau are paid
to attend. These walk round the candidate holding pinang

blossoms in their hands.

With these they rub the man's head

and he then lies down on a mat in a pretended unconscious
state. He is surrounded with raw rice, and a camphor wood
stake is placed across him. They pretend to put gold dust
on his eye-lids and to insert fish-hooks in his finger tips.

The gold dust is to enable him to see the spirits, and the
fish-hooks to grapple and restrain the souls of his future
patients from escaping from their earthly tenements. A
feast is held in the house and all the Manang walk round and

intone a prayer to the gods begging them to help the newly
made Manang in his cures. Then the man rises from the mat
and shows some charm, a boar's tusk or stone, which he holds

in his hand and which he declares he obtained from the

spirits in Hades during his trance when he travelled in spirit

to the infernal regions. His brother Manang now present him
with various charms, which the man puts in his box (lupong)
and which are to assist him in working his cures, and he is
then ready to be called in to attend cases of illness (Richards
1977:161).

The highest rank of the manang is the Manang Bali, the word

meaning "changed". A person is made a Manang Bali only when the
spirits command it, because otherwise such a process is totally
unnatural to the Iban.

In this process, a man changes his sex and

becomes a woman. He acts like a woman, does the work of a woman, and

even takes a husband. The husband is especially looked down upon by
the people, but he still goes through with it in an effort to gain
as quickly as possible the manang's property (Richards 1977:160).
The ceremony of initiation of a manang into the rank of Manang
Bali is as follows:

The ceremony of initiation is as follows: — An offering
is made to the gods of seven of each of the following: —
pigs, fowls, eggs, jars of native liquor (tuak) and other
inferior viands. Several other Manang are paid to initiate the
candidate into the mysteries of his office. A portion of the
public part of the Dyak house (ruai) is screened off with
Dyak sheets (pua) and the public are not allowed to see what
goes on. It is said that a coconut is split open near the

head of the man and a little gold dust put into it (the coconut
is supposed to represent the man's head and the gold dust in
some mysterious way is supposed to increase his understanding).

The Manang is then invested with a female garment by the
wife of the chief man present and is introduced to the
assembly under a new name. The Dyak instruments of music —
the tetawak, the engkerumong and the drums — strike up and
a feast ends the ceremony (Richards 1977:160).

This type of manang is only found in the deeper interior anymore, if

there are any left today.
Now we have seen how one becomes a terrestrial manang, however,

there are also celestial manang.

These are 1) the sister of Slngalang

Burong called Inl Manang; 2) the sister of Kumang called Slndun.

In

addition, there are other manang who have been translated up to the
heavens with the gods because of their superior wisdom.
three ranks as the terrestrial manang do.

They have

The third rank Is Jaban,

the name taken from Jaban the kite who has white tipped feathers.
The second rank Is Matal Selllal, the name taken from he who lives In

the middle of the heavens.

The first rank Is Manang Petara, the name

taken from the god on the high mountain.(Richards 1977:163).

The

terrestrial manang also have similar titles and derivations used In

Incantations.

They are given on page 279 of appendix E.

(One of the legends In Borneo tells how the Dayaks Initially
got their women doctors or healers.

Unfortunately, I am unable to

ascertain If this story refers to Sea Dayaks, Land Dayaks, or both.
At any rate, I have included it in appendix E pages 280-281 for

Interest's sake.)

Once a person has become a manang (when I say manang from now
on I will be referring to the second rank Manang Masau unless otherwise

stated) he Is free to practice the art and bring about his own cures
and ask what fees he will.

A typical case Is as follows.

gets sick and a manang Is called.

A person

On arriving, the manang probes the

location of the pain with a knife and pretends to extract an arrow

or spear by which the sick person, is said to have been wounded by an
evil spirit.
tions.

The manang then waits till dark and starts the incanta

He continues at this till late night or early morning, eating

nothing (Richards 1977:192).
The manang will then select a charm and put it in a cup of

water.

The water is then used to wash the patient's forehead and

breast.

Bystanders will often ask to be washed by it as a preventative

measure.

The manang then takes a batu karas (a large piece of crystal

quartz) and by examination determines the seriousness of the sickness,
the necessary incantations and the fee.
catch the soul.

In this process he will petition the house materials

to help keep the soul in.
manang song.
words.)

The manang then tries to

He will walk round and round chanting the

(Few can understand the unintelligable and obsolete

Sometimes he may stop his chanting long enough to say that the

process of capturing the soul is more difficult than expected and

that a larger payment will be needed.

After some time, he asks for a

boat in which to continue chasing the soul.

A representative plate with

water and a small basin representing the boat is given him.

He now

grinds the basin against the plate until the time when he is supposed
to have caught the souL He then falls in a swoon and is covered by a
blanket.

Upon awakening, he is supposed to have something in his hand

which is claimed to be the soul.

of a grain of rice.

Often it is something about the size

He then places this on the sick person's head and

blows it in (Richards 1977:192-193).

If after this ceremony, the person continues to show no
improvement, a pig is killed and its liver examined.

If the omen

from the liver is seen as being good, the previous ceremony is
repeated two or three times during the night. However, if all proves
ineffective, another type of ceremony takes place.

A swing is

erected on the verandah in which the manang swings and chants, thus

chasing the soul to the upper regions. These ceremonies are very
costly, usually requiring gongs. However, if the person dies, such
a large payment is returned (Richards 1977:193).
After the previous ceremonies or bilian have been performed,
no one may enter the longhouse for one or two days.

This prohibition

is signaled by a cloth or green tree branch hung on the ladder to the
house.

Also, a well-mannered visitor will stop at the bottom and ask

permission to come up and if the house is under taboo before going up
(Richards 1977:193).

The manang are still operating today, though less frequently.
In compiling material on the Iban, I was able to obtain from a friend

an interview she had conducted between two manang (one male and one

female, the female being her mother-in-law) and a German anthropologist.
This interview is found on pages 282-303 of appendix E.

The first few

questions are difficult to understand, as the grammar in English is
poor, but the rest flows fairly well.

I have copied the notes from the

interview word for word, even its poor grammar in some places.

However,

I have broken the questions and answers into topics which I have labeled

on the side. It should be noted that the questions were asked in German,
translated into Than, and the answers in turn translated back to German

and finally to English, being completed in 1980.
This interview is an interesting look into the beliefs, charms

and cures of a manang as understood and given by him/her. For instance,
they describe a different way to remove sickness by using bird nests,
ginger, etc.

Or, one can leam of the thousand-branched stone which

will give one long life.

Of major importance however, is the detailed

account they give of a soul's journey once a person has died.
Traditional Herb-Lore.

The following material has been

acctimulated by the translator in the interview of the manang.

The vast

majority of herbal remedies she (Heidi) has obtained from an elderly
Iban woman who is most knowledgeable in this area of traditional
healing herbs.

From verbal and written material I obtained from her

(she also printed this material in the "Sarawak Gazette") I have amassed
some of the following plants and their curative powers.
plant;

Jambu batu, guava, plsidlum guajavs

description:

A small rather sparingly-branched tree up to
25 ft, spreading, drooping limbs, bark smooth
orange-brown mottled greenish or yellowish,
peeling off in very thin flakes exposing pale
new bark; twigs downy with four ridges set in
two pairs.

Leaf blade up to 6% xlV drab green, downcurved but sides up-curved, underside downy and

ribbed by veins.

Flowers h" wide, white petals.

Fruit Ih, - 2J5" wide, oblong or rounded, ripening
yellow and fragrant or flesh-pink (Wayside

Trees of Malaya, E.J.H. Comer).

location:

The Jambu tree is found anywhere in Sarawak, near
old or even fairly new settlements, as it grows
easily and quite fast.

medicinal
use:

For medical use, several handfuls of leaves are
picked from the tree and infused, fresh, in half
a bucketful of boiling water. As the water
becomes cooler, the leaves are removed. The

resulting infusion is used to wash people,
especially children, suffering from skin rashes.

One bucketful is enough for several applications.
Usually the jambu—water is dabbed on by hand or
poured on by cup. Water once used must, of
course, be discarded.

Heat rashes clear up fairly well after this
treatment (several times a day), though I should
not like to say how a fungus infection would
respond to it.

It is also best when used with

liberal incense ftraiigation.

plant:

Bunga tual or bunga kumang; salesh, a member of
the ocimum family, resembling ocimum basilicum
or Sweet Basil used in cooking and European
medicines.

description;

The ocimum are semi-wooded shrubs up to 2ft. in
height, with four-angled stems and branches.

The

leaves are set in pairs, flowers appear in a
simple, spike—like inflorescence, of white color.

The lower lip of the corolla is nearly flat (for
the ocimum basilicum) the whole plant is strongly
aromatic.

location:

The bunga tual appears to be most usually
cultivated here, though it can be found wild in

damp areas. It is used for the preparation of
an aromatic oil said to have healing properties.
medicinal

A good handful of the leaves are picked, shredded

or for greater effectiveness pounded, and steeped
in about two cupfuls of oil.

The oil must be

freshly-produced coconut oil, and not factory
made. The oil is infused for a few days, then

strained off and stored in a small bottle.

It

can be infused twice with fresh leaves each time,
to make it stronger. It is used for massaging
the part of the patient's body suffering from
sprain, pain or the general malady known as angin.

plant:

Pria, momordica charantia

description:

Climbers. Tendrils simple. 5-lobed leaves,
small yellow flowers and fusiform fruit

accuminate at both ends, yellow, softly prickly,
dehiscing into 3 halves with the seed in a

crimson aril.
H.N. Ridley).

(The Flora of the Malay Peninsula,

The pria fruit is known and appreciated for its
bitter flavour, and commonly cultivated. In
fact, the whole plant tastes bitter. Leaves and
tendrils are used for medicinal purposes.
location:

Commonly cultivated.

medicinal

The usual application is for babies and small
children who have a cough, and do not know how to
get rid of this by deliberate coughing. Such
a patient is given about half a teaspoon of the

bitter tea, which will loosen the phlegm and
induce coughing and spitting. It is not
unusual for a child to vomit as well.

This is

taken as a sign that he is well and truly cleared,
and he is given some sugar and water to calm him
down, and then milk or food.

plant:

Nyur, kelapa, cocos nucifera

description:

Stem smooth, grey, up to 80 ft.; leaves 20 ft.
long, over 100 pairs of close, regular-pointed
leaflets, held flat in one plane, base fibrous,
strongly sheathing, becoming detached from sides
of stalk and later falling.
Fruit a big hard nut, with thick, fibrous husk,
thin, very dense woody shell, lined by meat, with
a hollow center at first filled with fluid

(coconut water).

(Palms of Malaya, T.C. Whitemore).

location:

The coconut palm, tall or short, is seen every
where in Sarawak.

medicinal
use:

The juice (fruit water) of the nut is valued for
its astringent properties. It is occasionally
used for any kind of supperating skin disease,
but specifically and with good success in cases
of measles and chicken-pox.
Treatment is started after the small blisters

have appeared and are beginning to burst and
water.

Then, the patient is dabbed all over

with cloth or cotton wool dipped in coconut
water. Great care is taken not to expose more of
his body to the air than necessary, the
destructive forces of angin being well known.
The little sores start to dry up quickly after
this treatment.

Another use of coconut water is to mix half a

cupful of it with a little of the patient's
urine and administer this mixture as a cure for
asthma.

plant:

Bayam dayak, dwarf spinach, amaranthis viridis
(polygamus)

description:

Annual weedy herb, leaves alternate, green or
greenish-purple; flowers small, green, in
terminal or axillary spikes, pannicles; seeds

round and flat. (The Flora of the Malay
Peninsula, H.N. Ridley).
location:

The cultivated variety of amaranthis, bayam is
well known in Sarawak and commonly available as
a table vegetable.

The bayam dayak is seen as

tolerated weeds in gardens, near paths, and it
can also be eaten.

medicinal

It is used for preparing an eye-wash.

use:

twenty leaves are infused with half a cup of
boiling water and a pinch of salt. As the
mixture cools, it is strained, and applied to an
inflammed, bloodshot or itchy eye with cotton
wool or by splashing. The liquid can only be
used once.

About

plant:

Daun sireh, piper betle, sireh leaf

description;

A woody climber of the pepper family; shiny
thick leaves, large veins glaborous with very
short thick white hairs (visible under magnifi
cation only); flowers bisexual, bracts ellipsoid,
obovate or circular, stigmas 3-5, berries with
free, rotund, glaborous apex. Very frequently
cultivated. (Flora of Java, Backer and v.d.
Brinck.)

locationr:

The sireh vine, staked and clutivated like pepper,
is found everywhere in Sarawak. Its leaf is a
necessary condiment to the preparation of betelnut
quids, and it must be used reasonably fresh.

medicinal
use:

Medically, sireh is considered "hot", and it is
used as a poultice when heat is required. The
leaf has to be reduced to a rough paste, which
can be done either by pounding it in a mortar
or by chewing it for awhile. The mash is then
applied to the affected part and left on till
it eventually dries and crumbles off.

It has been applied to bruised and sprained

limbs, babies' or grannies' stomachs, sore
backs, temples and foreheads in cases of headache.
It seems to be used roughly like, and occasionally
with, the various kinds of eucalyptus oil known
as minyak angin.

These medicinal herbs are used to some small extent by manangs,
but also seem to be part of the knowledge passed down through generations.
Some of the knowledge is accumulated more by some than others.

Those

people having the knowledge can use it to help family and friends, but
no real role for these people seems to be recognized in the community.
The knowledge about herbal medicines is open to all.
practice it or use it.

Anyone is able to

Once the knowledge has been passed on to someone.

they are expected to pass it on and help others,

GOVERNMENTAL AND OUTSIDE INFLUENCE

The government has been trying increasingly in the past few
years to get health care to the rural people.

Occasionally (about

every 6 months) the flying doctor will land in the village in his
helicopter.

However, he only gives injections to babies and treats

those who are there at the time and come out to meet him.

th

e who cannot come or who are working in the fields?

What about

Their babies

do not get their needed DPT and OPV (MMR is not given due to short life
period and difficulties of refrigeration) immunizations.

Also, a

helicopter in Sarawak costs $2100 M per hour to operate, including the
doctor and nurse team. Thus, though it is helping the people it is
still impractical because of cost and the lack of medical service
between visits.

The people's next choice is to go to the nearest clinic or
government hospital.

Distance and transportation pose problems.

Even if a sick or injured person is taken immediately (which is
doubtful, since usually the manang or home cures are first tried), he

still has a long hot journey to the clinic where only a dresser is.

By

the time he reaches the dresser, he is usually in poor shape.
A dresser has the equivalent of about two year's training past
high school.

With his training, he can bandage and give some medicines,

but he is not trained to do much more. (Even his knowledge of first
aid is sometimes lacking, as we witnessed time and again.)
serious cases must be sent on to Kuching hospital.

The more

There, as we

observed, a critically hurt patient will Ihy on a guerney in an open

area where people off the street can stare at him and touch him, for
hours on end.

Thus, it is not difficult to understand why the people of the

villages are skeptical of going to a clinic or hospital.

We saw one

man dismissed fromthe hospital and sent home to die of an infection,
which a few medicines we had brought with use cured, and which the

hospital had.
best.

The "modern" medical care in Sarawak is very poor at

In addition to transportation problems, it is understandable

that people with young children having fevers, worms, or pregnant women,
etc. seldom go to the clinic until all else fails.

Transportation is

expensive and a luxury for a small child during the peak of the rice
season, especially when good care is questionable.

However, this

waiting till all else fails is one reason why many people do not
survive, hence the dresser's problem is complicated.

Though many Iban

have expressed extreme disgust over the poor

treatment in clinics and hospitals, they have expressed equal interest

in modern medicines.

To them, an injection will make all things right.

Pills cure headaches, stomachaches, etc.
in modern medicines comes problems.

However, with their delight

They will engulf enormous

quantities if only for the reason to just keep them healthy.

Also, if

some is good,a lot more is better, or so the mindset seems to be.

So,

with the fascinations of medicines and injections, we see incidents

such as a concoction of sulpha, penicillin, and several other drugs

being mixed and injected into a person's neck to cure a goiter.

Also,

we saw prohibitions, such as abstaining from all food before and after

taking worm medicine, arise.

Obviously, modem medicines need to be

controlled.

One of our (ray husband and I) jobs was to train some health
workers from a village to be able to take care of the people's minor
medical problems and to regulate the flow of drugs, sending people to
clinics when the need dictated it.

We worked in affiliation with the

S.D.A. Rural Health Project and the medical department of the

government of Sarawak.

Of course the problem of village health workers

giving out medicines to the chief and relatives in large quantities
is a problem.

However, the people need to be taught that a modem

medicine is a poison unless used in the correct amounts.

understand about poisons.

The Iban

Also, instead of trying to push medicines,

we found that dealing with natural remedies the people could get, make
and use was advisable.

So, instead of giving Trisolox for a hurting

stomach resulting from lack of food, which is a hot sickness, we would

suggest a cool remedy of a banana to calm it.

In such ways, by

training village health workers (VHW) and working with the people's
own beliefs, we tried to further medical care into the rainforest.

should note one barrier which we had to overcome.

I

The health project

of the mission picked the people who were to be trained as village
health workers, whereas it might have been better if the village could

have picked their own, helping the VHW's have better acceptance in

their village, and the village feel they had some part in the process.
Also, because the people picked to be trained were churchgoers, many
people thought that they only offered help to people attending church.
An idea which was gradually overcome.
In addition to the VHW's, we worked with the midwives.

In a

few sessions they asked questions and observed for themselves (in both
an actual delivery in our house and a staged one in class) that

pushing a baby out, instead of letting it come out naturally, was not
such a good idea. However, other than pushing and cleanliness (to
prevent neonatal tetanus), other traditional practices were not

disturbed, because they had no ill effect on mother or baby. Also,
we were there to work with the people not change them.

They, them

selves discussed the few ideas we suggested and decided upon them.
No pressure towards either way was done. Therefore, the people felt
that they bettered themselves on their own.

The government is attempting to try practices such as was just
mentioned.

However, we were a trial rim and the continued success,

now that it has been proven to be effective, depends on continued

training and extension of such low—key programs into other areas.
Birth Control.

Another program the government is strongly

behind is the use of birth control measures. The majority of women
using birth control use oral contraceptives or get a shot of Depo
provera every three months.

Though the shot is easy and doesn't

involve the need to remember to take something daily as the pill does.

concern is growing over the fact that it may cause sterility in women

after prolonged use.

Thus, young women are usually on the pill,

whereas older women who already have their children will ask for a
shot.

We found it interesting that even old women would sometimes

come in and ask for the shot.

We attributed this to the fact that the

shot sometimes causes the women to put on a little weight, which is
seen as advantageous to the slender Iban , and the fact that shots are
seen as cure-alls.

Also, estrogen dependency may be another reason in

menopausal women.

RURAL HEALTH

Sanitation.

Sanitation is one of the first things noted by

outsiders when they visit the longhouses.

Water used in washing is

thrown off the back of the longhouse porch.
with trash and spoiled food.

The same thing is done

Also, with human wastes, one can either go

in the bushes nearby, or usually off the back porch.
and chickens rummage in the rubbish.

Here the pigs

However, pit latrines and pour

flush toilets are being constructed by many families nowadays, as it
is a prerequisite, along with the fencing of animals, for the govern

ment bringing in piped water.

However, their usage is very questionable.

Especially with the pour flush; who wants to keep a supply of water

handy for the toilet when all water has to be hand carried.
they often get clogged and abandoned.

Thus,

Drainage ditches are sometimes

dug around the longhouses, but with the flooding of rainy season, they

are of little use.

Thus, with dogs and cocks on the verandah, waste

under the longhouse, pigs and cows and chickens running loose, people
going barefoot, and not drinking boiled water all the time, it isn't
surprising to see 90% of the population with helminths and other
worms.

Schistosomisis is also found in some of the rivers used for

bathing.

I should state that after a few years, the earth beneath a

longhouse is several feet thick in sewage, etc.

Piped water, however,

just encourages the problem still further, as water then continually
drips to the ground beneath the longhouse, thus worsening the sanitation
problem.

Also felt to contribute to sanitation problems is the close
communal atmosphere of the longhouse, by which diseases could be
spread by contact or water drops from sneezes, etc.

The manner of

eating and using your own spoon for serving yourself also is a

contributing factor to problems.

One other factor previously unmentioned

is the fact of poor circulation through the longhouse bileks at night
when they are closed up tight.

This is a problem, but so are open

windows by which mosquitoes, snakes, rats, etc. can enter at night.
Water.

Most longhouses get their drinking water from the river,

which is also the spot of washing, bathing, playing and a bathroom for

those in the water.

The exceptions are a few with springs.

Though

water may be heated, it is not always boiled, or even heated for that

matter.

Thus it is not unusual to find water-borne diseases prevalent.

such as salmonella, dysentary, typhoid, diarrhea and gastrointeritis.

Dental Care.

Few, if any, people practice dental hygiene.

Everytime we brushed our teeth people would gather all around and watch

in amazement and wonder.

There are only negligable traces of flourine

in the water, so that is little help.

Also, people are becoming more

accustomed to refined sugar, using it to sweeten their chocolate Milo

drink and anything else that is appropriate. They also feed their
babies milk with sugar added to it (or watered down sweetened condensed

milk).

Since the bottle stays in the baby's mouth over night, we have

seen many cases of a baby having rotten black stubs for teeth.

adults, you will find many rotting teeth and many pulled.

In

It has also

become somewhat prestigeous to have one's teeth pulled and a false

gold plated (or gold capped) tooth put in its place.

The SDA health

project has a couple pastors who pull teeth, in addition to Chinese
who pull teeth.

Malnutrition.

Iban young.

Malnutrition is a very big problem among the

The major dietary deficiency is in that of protein.

Though adults show some nutritional deficiency, the children are the

ones who have thin arms, bloated stomachs (also with worms), dry hair

and seem listless.

Children from one to four years of age often show a

steady weight loss after a bout with measles.

In addition, they

invariably have conjunctivitis and otitis media, with the majority of
children and elderly adults having upper respiratory infections.

Added

on to their worms and deficient diet, it is not uncommon for a child

to die.

The SDA health project is attempting to help combat maternal

and child health (MCH) problems by holding regular MCH clinics in
which children are weighed, the weight charted, and immunizations

given.

By closely following the Road-to-Health charts (kept by the

families) on which the children's weights are charted, drops in weight
from malnutrition or sickness can be detected and the causes determined
and counteracted.

Sickness.

Measles affect many children each year because the

vaccination MMR (for measles, mumps, rubella) is too short-lived out
of good refrigeration to last long enough to transport, even in ice
packs, to longhouses and innoculate them.
sweep in waves over the longhouses.

epidemic was in full swing.

In addition, mumps also

When we were there, a mumps

There had been a large diptheria outbreak

just before we arrived, but massive immunization programs had stopped
its growth.

It should be noted that a majority of sicknesses are brought

back to the longhouse from the outside world.
Deficiencies.

Now that rice is often husked in rice mills

rather than by the traditional methods, vitamin B deficiency is

becoming more common.

Iron deficiency is also quite prevalent,

especially among the females.

Goiters from iodine deficiency are a

problem in Sarawak, affecting up to 30% of females in rural Sarawak

(with a lesser percentage in males) (Maberly 1978:8).
little iodine, and few rural people use iodized salt or get sufficient

iodine from their food.

The government is continuing its exploration

of new ways to get medical care to the rural people, addressing

problems such as goiters.

Other Medical Problems.

Almost all the children we saw daily

had some type of infection, one time or another.

commonly seen.

Scabies were

Other infections such as fungal infections, or infected

insect bites were frequently seen.
were mentioned earlier.

Eye, ear, and respiratory infections

These are very common.

Most young and old

people seem to live continuously with respiratory infections.

Of

course, some of the older people are obvious long term T.B. sufferers.
These people need antiobiotics from the clinics, but few get them.
A vast majority of people we met either complained of coughs or
stomachaches.

All wished to have cough syrup for the coughs and

aspirin or trisolox for the stomach pain.

We often wondered if heavier

breakfasts, or any breakfast at all for that matter, would ease the
frequency of stomach pains.
this and found it worked.

One lady who complained a great deal tried
This does not mean that food will always

help, but the absence of any real food in the stomach till late
afternoon while one is working, certainly does seem to predispose one
towards stomach problems.

One thing which we noticed very often on the eyes of older
people was pterygium, a thin white glaze growing over the eyes.

It

seems that the dust, tropical sunlight, and smoke from fires and other

such irritants caused the film to gradually grow.

A very large number

complained of blurring caused by this.
One thing which the majority of the Iban have is malaria.

True it is mainly found around swampy regions, but in those areas, a
majority of the population exhibits signs, especially during the time

when the water has risen several feet below the longhouse following
the rains (rainy season).

The Than people work long and hard, thus they frequently have
complaints of aches and back pain.

Usually, all the people want, or

that can be given them, is aspirin so they can go back to work.

Also,

when people cracked their ribs, as in two cases we saw, it was

impossible to make them slow down and to lighten work.

Instead, with

aspirin they were up and going the next day.
Regarding the biochemical assessment of the Iban's blood,

samples were taken by the survey team with Maberly (from which two
tables on nutritional data were seen in chapter 6), who surveyed the
Than people of eleven longhouses in 1978.

As the team stated, their

test results were quite possibly biased in favor of healthy subjects
as the sicker people refused to give samples.
blood, the majority tending to be healthy.

Thus, only 76 people gave

However, the low albumin

and high SAP showed protein - calorie malnutrition.

Iron deficiency

also showed up in low serum iron and ferritin levels with high
transferrin levels.

Renal and heart problems were shown as being low,

though a number of older people do frequently complain of chest pains
(Maberly 1978:4,8).

Chapter 8

RELIGION

Before beginning this section on religion, I would like to make

a few statements.

The Iban

we observed were in a transition period.

The old animistic way of life was still a clinging one, yet a few people
were attending Christian "jungle chapels", still others were listening
to the Moslem call to prayer. However, I must say that the majority
were in a state of indecision about continuing their old customs
which were becoming more obsolete in comparison to the modem world.

There are still several strongholds of animism, such as on Lusong
Mountain, which will be discussed later.

Thus, in this chapter all

three views of animism, Christianity and the following of the Moslem
faith will be commented on.

ANIMISM

The Iban

observe a religion, or way of life, that is governed

by many gods, goddesses and lesser spirits.

We have seen that rice

is considered as having a spirit in the rice cycle, and it is treated

as such.

Also, the construction of houses and in the healing ceremony

of the manang, it was noted that the building materials were considered
as having spirits which must not be offended, but which can be helpful.
Again, in felling trees, it was stated that certain trees such as the

tapang with creepers on it will not be touched because spirits inhabit

it.

Even while traveling, we have had a tree pointed out to us as a

spirit tree.

It is also interesting to note that Iban believe that

rocks grow.

The rock behind our house in the village of Tuba was seen

as growing.

Even the "educated" Iban believed this.

It is this belief in many good and bad spirits that leads to

the many sacrifices, omens and taboos observed (at least traditionally)
by the Iban.

Dreams also hold special importance, as they are the

means by which the gods communicate with man.
a little later, however.

Dreams will be discussed

First, I think the gods and goddesses

recognized by the Iban should be discussed.

It should be noted that

the gods and goddesses are really just spirits who have been disting

uished from lesser spirits (of trees and such) by legends, miracles,
being benefactors of the humans and especially being given names.
lesser spirits have no real names.

The

(In addition to the following

information, see pages 299-300 regarding high gods in the interview of
the manang in appendix E.)
Male Gods.

The highest spirit over all the others is Batara.

He watches over and directs all the others.

Bataras, one above and one here below.

There are really two

They both have equal wisdom and

abilities, but the one dovm here is obedient to the one above, and is

thus seen as being slightly inferior (Richards 1977:176).

(I would like

to mention here that it was stated some time ago that Batara was thought
to be derived from the Hindu avatara, for incarnations of Vishnu, the

Iban

substituting "B" for "V".

However, I have not as yet found

anything to substantiate this (Richards 1977:17)).

All the other spirits are seen as coming from Batara who made
them.

Each occupies his own region.

They became known for their

goodness and bravery, thus man honored them.
will mention.

These are the spirits I

Also, some famous deceased chiefs from the old days

became similar to gods in that people sacrifice to them and ask their
help.

The god Selempata is seen as the creator of matter, and

Selempandai as the mixer of the matter, with Selempatoh as the one who
moulded it into man (Richards 1977:176).

Long ago, it was thought that

Selempandai could make himself into an insect which makes a creaking
sound.

If this sound was heard outside a house, it was said that the

woman inside would have a baby, because the sound of Selempandai's
hammer and anvil forging the baby had been heard (Richards 1977:20-

The gods Pulang Gana and Raja Sua are together the makers or

gods of the heavens and earth.

It is to these gods, usually Pulang

Gana, that men petition for good crops.

The story of how Pulang Gana

became god over the earth is given in Than legend.

was lost one day.

It seems that he

After much searching, his three (some say five or

seven) brothers buried his things in a grave for him.

One of them

picked up some dirt and threw it in the air saying it was Pulang Gana's
share.

Later, when the farm season arrived, the people found that

everytime they cleared land, it grew up again.

Finally they saw

Pulang Gana appear one night with his friends and cause it to grow
again.

When accused of wrong doing, he said that they had given the

land to him (others say he was adopted by the god of the earth) and

that they therefore had no right to tamper with it without his permis
sion.

His demand was that sacrifices be made each year to him before

farming, otherwise the farm would be unsuccessful.

Thus we see the

sacrifices given each year before farming (Richards 1977:19-20).
The god Seragendi is seen as the creator of waters, who also

divided the streams. Kuang Kapong is the spirit who makes fruit and
causes the trees to bear.

However, he is unable to make fruit unless

there is a good dry season. Thus, after a warm dry summer, the trees
are heavy with fruit (Richards 1977:177).

Four brother gods are named Keling, Bungai Nuing, Laja, and
Pungga. In addition to these, there are several more spirits which can

help man, these are: Singalang Burong, Apai Karong Besi, Pau, Bunga
Jawa, Kumpang Pali, Rendah, Sababalu Gawa, Segunggang, Puntang Medang,
Sulong Layang, Renggan, Tutong (brother of Kumang who is Keling's wife),
Manggi, Sanggol Labong, Pinang Ipong, and Segatak Pandak.

Of all these,

the chief spirits are Singalang Burong, Keling, and Laja. These are all
spirits to whom the Ibans will pray for help, honor, wealth, etc., who

can either help or harm man (Richards 1977:177-178). For example, Singalang,
Burong, the god of war, is said to have caused a nearly fateful
reminder to a chief who forgot to ask his help in a battle in the old

days.

When the chief returned from battle and held a feast, instead of

his invited guests, Singalang Burong and his people came.

They refused

to come up into the house until a pig had been killed to welcome them.

As they were eating, the chief and his wife went into convulsions, and

so did some of the longhouse inhabitants.
Singalang Burong cured them.
a supernatural being.

When nothing would help them,

The feast continued, but all knew he was

He then explained to them why they had been

stricken ill, and what they must give him in the future for sacrifices
and offerings.

Then, he and his followers turned into birds and flew

away, he being a kite (Richards 1977:18-19).
Some of these followers of Singalang Burong are Ketupong,

Bejampong, Beragai, Membuas, Kutok, Nendak and Papau.

These gods act

in quite human ways and are married to Singalang Burong's daughters.

When they appear as birds or sound their cry, the people usually see it

as an evil omen and offer sacrifices (Richards 1977:22).
In addition to the above gods, there are other gods that men

fear.

Antu (meaning spirit) Gerasi is thought to be mainly a destroyer

of mankind.

He is thought to be of a giant size, with followers who

act as hounds, as his main objective is the chase.

It is he who is

often seen as the spirit of an epidemic, and to whom sacrifices are

made.

In fear of him and his evil spirits the Iban will declare loyalty

to him (Richards 1977:22).
Antu Buyu is also seen as a persecutor of men.

In addition to

him there are several other spirits which men see as preying on them.
Their names are Antu Buau, Nyada, Gerasi Papa, Singa Belabong Dilah,

Belang Kepapas, and Galau Pranan. These spirits chase and destroy
those who fear them.

However, if a man is brave, he will often seek

these spirits and wrestle with them. If he is not destroyed, he will
get his wish of riches, bravery, power, honor, etc.

Whatever he finds

upon wrestling with them, he will pick it up and it will become his

ut>at (medicine or charm)to keep him safe (Richards 1977:179-180).
This practice is still observed, but the subject will be discussed
further under the title of Spirit Seeking.
One last male god I would like to mention is the tiger. He is
seen as a god who will bring justice upon those who are dishonest and

steal. However, his traps are very tricky and easy to fall into, as is

evidenced by the story found on pages 305-306 of appendix F.
Goddesses.

The chief of all female spirits in the sky is Pantan

Ini Andan, whereas the chief of all those on earth is Biku Indu Antu.

It is to the latter that many Ibans go to ask for help because she is

the sister of Batara. The spirits of the water are Muni Mental Batu,
Minti Dara Bunsu, and Dara Rambai Geruda.

These spirits are said to

help divers (used in settling disputes as seen in chapter 5 under Chief)
remain under water long. If these men are injured or killed, they are

also blamed (Richards 1977:180).
The goddess Kumang is the wife of the god Keling, as mentioned

before. They are known as fairy gods. They are often used in stories,

such as "The Moon and the Night-Jar" (appendix F pages 307-308), "Kumang
Fishing" (appendix F pages 308-310), and Kumang Seeking Lemba" (pages

310-311 in appendix F), and are seen as handsome and pretty. Their
marriage in one of equal consent and they are equal in dignity and
power.

The gods emanating from Kumang and Keling are seen as making

themselves into the snakes, mouse-deer, grasshoppers, deer, antelope, and
other creatures looked upon by the Iban as evil omens (Richards 1977:22).
The goddesses seen as helping men become invulnerable to

weapons and helping women to weave are:

Lulong, Indai Abang, Mendong,

Singgar, Gitir, Puyu, and Entelanying.

The spirit of Kok-lir, however,

preys on men, but not women because it is female (Richards 1977:181).

The Iban believe that antus or spirits are omnipresent.

Much as a

Christian or Moslem says prayers and seeks God's blessings and protect^'
ion, so the Iban attends his omens and asks the spirits to help him.
However, it is not from love or adoration, but fear of death or

misfortune that the Iban's devotion to the spirits is stimulated.
Tua or Guardian Spirit.

A Tua is supposed to be the spirit of

a renowned ancestor which has taken animal form.

Since the form it

often takes is a snake, it Is no wonder that snakes found in houses are

offered food rather than driven away or killed. It is thought they are
coming to find out about their clients' welfare.

When a person who is known for bravery or some other virtue dies,

they are not buried, but placed in a solitary area.
there everyday till the body is gone.

become a Tua or guardian spirit.

Food is taken

At this time it is said to have

After this time, those having problems

may go to the place and give an offering.

Those who do such are often

shown in dreams what form the ancestor has taken (Richards 1977:197-198).

Spirit Seeking.

Nampok or spirit seeking is usually done by a

person wishing medical cure or to be brave (though I think it requires
a certain amount of bravery to go through with it).

One way of seeking

an ubat (literally medicine) or charm is to sleep in a cemetary.

One

who does this receives the most powerful ubat possible, or so we were
told.

The ubat will be pointed out by his ancestors during the night.

It is usually a stick or stone which the man then picks up in the
morning.

With his ubat, an Iban feels safe. In fact, we were told that

in the capital of Sarawak, Malay and Moslem policemen wouldn't patrol
at night for fear of roaming spirits, but Ibans with their ubat would.
There are also other places to seek spirits such as mountains,

rivers, or designated holy places.

One such place is Longir Mountain,

also known as Flat Top Mountain or Lusong Mountain.

This whole mountain

used to be a place where people could meet spirits.

Nowadays, however,

there are several spots which are known to be areas where spirits can
be found, and these can be pointed out by the people.

It is interesting

to note that even our Adventist pastors have seen the apparitions,

fought with the spirits to gain an ubat, and continue to respect the
mountain as they well should.

They told us a story of some European

people who built some equipment for radio assisted navigation on the
mountain.

The Iban people warned them to stop because they were

desecrating the spirits' land.

However, none of the warnings were

heeded, and the equipment never worked, and the European people died

shortly thereafter.

The accounts that many of the people tell us are that the
spirits take on frightful forms.
most is a huge serpent.

white, and red.

One form that seems to be seen by

It has a very unique color pattern of black,

Others say that it is metallic looking with wings.

One man who went to fight the spirits to gain an ubat says that first
the serpent appeared.

He was asked what he wanted, but was too afraid

to look at the serpent, and pulled his blanket over him.

The serpent

started to slither inside, then all of a sudden an apparition appeared.
This apparition told him that if he could beat him fighting, he would
get what he wished for.

Unfortunately, the apparition threw him

around like a doll, leaving him quite knocked out and without his ubat.

Such incidents are repeatedly told by many people.

Some people

see large centipedes, others ants, but most see an apparition or

figure. (In fact, something like flying saucers and spacemen have been
described as seen on Lusong's top.) If the person has brought an
acceptable sacrifice, and survives the apparitions, a charm or ubat
is pointed out to him.
The Soul.

Thus, he gains what he came for.

According to old beliefs, the soul can wander

around during life.

However, after death, where it goes depends on the

type of death the person died.

Those who die a natural death go to

Sebayan, the regular abode in the manner recorded on pages 286-290 of
appendix E in the interview of the manang.

weather go by way of Klampai Silang.

Those who die in fine

Those who die during rain

must go through Kepayang Banggar with unceasing rain (Richards 1977:182).
As soon as the soul leaves a body, it goes by the house of

Bubut (spirit of the wind) and comes to the titi rawan or giddy passage.
If the soul cannot pass here, it must return to the body and cause it
to live again.

If it makes the passage, it goes on to Mandai Rinyai,

Mandai Awai, Mandai Ini, Mandai Mati, and finally to the place of the
dead.

Fire is scarce here and hoarded by the old inhabitants, therefore

the soul shivers.

(Thus the habit of Ibans to often bring fire to the

grave for three or four nights following the burial.)

The soul will

continue to wander homeless and uncared for until a wake is given for

the deceased.

Also, until the dead's portion of food is put aside and

then thrown to the ground for the first four days after death, the soul
is impeded in its journeying.

The women are tantalized by gold and

the man by nibong palms (Richards 1977:122).

The nether world, as described in chapter 4, has good farms,

though small, which bear much food.
most part.

Also, the people seem happy for the

There are many places in the nether world however, and

where you go depends, as I said earlier, on the type of death.
Those dying in battle go to Sereginti, the place of continual
battle.

Those who have died by suicide by poisoning themselves with

tuba, live in a dwelling covered by tuba climbers.

lonely.

Their life is

They sit with unkept hair and bite their nails.

were drowned, live beside a waterfall.

continually make a rope for climbing.

People who

Others who fell from trees must

Finally, those who die from a

plague are outcasts, having only a leaf hut (Richards 1977:183).
After a soul has died seven times in the nether world, it
returns as dew to the earth and lands on grains in the rice field.

The people who are in turn nourished by this dew of a one-time soul,
will become as the person of the soul was.

If the soul was. of a brave

person, the person being nourished will become brave, and likewise if

the soul was of an unfortunate person (Richards 1977:183).
Dreams.

As mentioned earlier, dreams are looked upon as being

sent by the gods to warn mankind or foretell the future to him.

It is

considered foolhardy to overlook any message sent by the gods through
dreams.

As seen

earlier, a dream could make a manang change his sex

and become a Manang Bali.

result in divorce.
and houses.

Also, in newly married couples a dream can

Dreams have also caused the desertion of padi lands

Cases have also been told of how dreams have in turn

caused an animist Than to become a Christian, and also the reverse.
It is perhaps the most interesting of how Iban

the system work for them.

have learned to make

For instance, a man who was caught stealing

six times infoirmed the people that he must steal one more time to

complete the number given him by the gods in a dream, after which he

would be wealthy. In like manner, a woman committed adultery several
times, each time because she had been told to do so in a dream, she
said, and to ignore it would cause her to die or go mad (Richards 1977:
155).

Omens.

Omens have been discussed throughout this paper.

In

house construction, marriage, and farming, different omens and their
effects on the people have been given.

Evil omens, such as sabut,

may consist of unusual noises made by the kite (menual),
Centrococcyx (bubut), domestic pig (jani), deer (rusa), tiger (remaung),
or even brassware (perengka temaga).

It is believed that these things

are for a time become spirits which are giving a warning.

The danger

from such may be averted by killing the animals or selling the brassware.

Other omens may be responded to by sacrifices to appease the

spirits (Richards 1977:171).
Besides the previously mentioned omens, there are other omens

which will cause people to rest from work.
pages 294-295 in appendix E.)

(See interview of manang

Dreams of anger, insults, snakebites, or

crocodiles will cause a person to not work the next day.

If he was

to go to work, he is certain that danger and death will follow.

On

recurring dreams of this type, a manang will be called to rub the

person's body with a charm making them invisible to the evil spirits.
This is called bedinding or "shielding" (Richards 1977:205).
Iban

will also not go to work if a bird of evil omens is heard

upon awakening.

Early morning rain will also cause the same reaction.

We observed this several times with the village people, though I can't
say they did not work that day just because the rain was an omen.
Nevertheless, they would not work after early morning rain.

In

addition to these omens, other omens mentioned before, such as bird or

deer cries will cause him not to work, as also will death, full moon.

ceremonies, feasts, and sacrifices (Richards 1977:206).
The Ibans also use a type of divining when looking for omens
or predictions for the future.

Following a ceremony of feeding,

washing and oiling a pig, an invocation is given, during which the
pig is killed.

The liver and the gall are extracted and placed on a

plate with a sabang leaf over it. (A bad prognosis may end up in a
chicken and even two more pigs being killed before it is accepted.)
The way in which the prognosis is made is by examining the liver.
ulcerated, blood spotted liver is a bad sign.

An

Regarding the sick, if

the veins of the liver lie at right angles with the gall, or the lobes
of the liver are close together, this says the sick person will be
captured by the spirit of disease.

If the left lobe (where the spirit

is seen as dwelling) is higher than the right, the sick man will die.
However a healthy looking liver is a sign of a good future (Richards
1977:207-208).
Charms.

(See page 295 in appendix E.)
Charms can be obtained by dreams or spirit seeking.

They also may be found in common everyday things, such as a stone in
the food.

Such things may be kept, their purpose to later be revealed

to the owner by the spirits in a dream.

Other charms may be deer horns,

pig tusks, curious growths in nature and such.

To these a manang will

add herbs which have been revealed to him by the spirits.
Another type of charm is a philter.

The following is a

prayer to make the philter effectual.

Thou are, indeed, not a common philter, but the best and the

most effectual. I obtained thee from the fairy goddesses,
Kumang, Lulong Bintang, Pantang Mayang, and the mother of
Mendong. They gave thee to me on the summit of Tiang Laju
mountain when I went there alone with an offering. I saw
them in my sleep and spoke to them in my dream. They told
me it was thou who fascinated the fairy gods, Kling, Bunga
Nuing, Laja and Bunga Jawa. Moreover, they told me how
wonderfully effectual thou wast; even in the midst of battle
they hurried home to look for them because the days fixed

were accomplished. I love "A" with all my heart, night and
day I remember him, (he is in my heart) but he does not care
for me.

In the sacred names of the fairy goddesses I entreat

thee to effectually fascinate "A" to me. I fix seven days
from to-day for you to effectually move his heart. Wherever
he may be, in the farm, or on the warpath, sleeping or eating,
make him hurry up to look for me. Make him to be like an
infant when it wants the breasts to cry for its mother. Be
thou as sharp and as effectual as those needles and the fairy
goddesses be with you (Richards 1977:173).

Spells.
the interior.

Spells are usually obtained only from tribes farther in

They are either obtained from plants, or concoctions

revealed by dreams.

Spells are used to cause sickness, thus the owner

must make sure he has the antidote, lest he too becomes sick.

of these spells are as follows:

Some

Sakang, Aru bang, Teguli, Rachun,

Siap Kuroh, Gising ambar mati, Jamanin, and Anak buau (Richards 1977:211).
Taboos.

Taboos have been discussed in previous chapters.

In

pregnancy and childbirth were seen taboos regarding actions and food.
In death, house construction and the clearing of the land in the rice

cycle taboos were also discussed. These are the main taboos and further
discussion of them would be redundant.

Sacrificial Feasts.

The sacrificial feasts of the Iban differ

little from each other.

Their sacrifices are the same, but their

purposes are different.

One of the few noticeable differences is that

in the feast for asking a blessing on the land and on charms, the
spirit Singalang Burong is not invoked, though he is in all the other
feasts (Richards 1977:213).

The object of a feast is anything the giver wishes it to be.

For instance, its purpose may be to ask a blessing on the house posts,
harvest mats, a sick person, an infant who cries a lot, or to avert the
consequences of a bad dream.

The names of sacrificial feasts are as

follows;

Gawai Kenyalang

feast of the hornbill

Gawai Kalingkang

feast of the altars

Gawai Bungai Taun

feast of the fruits of the
earth

Gawai Sandau Hari .

a minor feast to avert evil
of a bad dream

Gawai Sungkup

feast of monuments for the
dead

Gawai Tusok

feast of earrings on the
occasion of piercing a child's

Gawai Bedara Mansau
Gawai Bedara Mata

consisting of a sacrifice
only and without guests

Gawai Pangkong Tiang

feast of striking the posts

Gawai Nimang Tuah

feast of the guardian spirit

Gawai Tangga

feast of the house ladder

Gawai Sabang

feast of the medicine plant

Gawai Bedilang

feast of the hearth

Gawai Sangkoh

feast of the spears

Gawai Terabal

feast of the shields

Gawai Pengaroh

feast of charms

Gawai Ka Orang Tabin

feast for a sick man

Gawai Ka Orang Gila

feast for a mad man

Gawai Ngambi Pengaroh Pulai . . . feast to bring back a lost
charm

Gawai Minta hari

feast to ask about the weather

Gawai Nimang Kayu Burong

. . . . feast for asking a blessing
on the "bird wood"

Gawai Nimang Panggang

feast for asking a blessing
on household goods

Gawai Sekenyang

feast of the rice medicine
plants

Gawai Penyedai
(Richards 1977:213-215)

feast of the harvest mat

The main feast spoken about as still being carried on
extensively by the Than today is the Gawai Kenyalang of the Gawai
Burong or bird festivals.

Painted wooden hornbills are still said to

be used, though the feast is obviously no longer connected with war.
As we missed the time of this feast due to unforeseen circiimstances,

I have no first-hand account.

However, on pages 312-314 of appendix F

is an account of the feast as it was in the old days.

I am led to

understand that it still continues in much the same format or with the

same ornamentation as it did them.

In fact, it seems to have become

a social time in which old finery is once again donned.

ISLAM

The Moslem religion is the religion of the ruling class in
Sarawak.

As far as the Ibans are concerned, it offers no real interest

to them, except if one wishes to make good friends with the government.
The call to prayer can be heard over radios in the morning, but the
chanting of prayers on the T.V. is invariably turned off.
there are a few Than

Though

who might embrace some parts of the Moslem

religion, the majority are not even affected by it personally, only as
communities where governmental attitudes towards them are concerned.

CHRISTIANITY

As far as I can ascertain from historical material, Christian

missionaries were sent to Sarawak in the middle 1800's.

They came in

the form of Roman Catholic and Protestant missionaries.

Though they

gave the Iban the Roman alphabet for their language (the vast majority
of Iban still being illiterate today) it seems that few missionaries
stayed very long.

The approach towards the Ibans as savage heathens

who must be changed, seems to have converted few.
Today, the government holds close restrictive watch over
religions other than the Moslem faith.

No new missionaries are let in

unless they are replacing a present missionary.
is very hard to wade through and cut.

Even then, red tape

At the present time there are

a few Catholics and a few Protestants such as a small Sarawak Church of

Christ, and a fair-sized Seventh-day Adventist Mission with a Chinese

president.

Since we were affiliated with the mission, I will discuss

it further at this point.

The mission is known quite well throughout Sarawak for its
Sunnyhill soft ice cream.

This in one of its main forms of income.

Located by the mission is a fairly good-sized church with a few Iban

and Land Dayak, but mainly Chinese congregation. At the present time
it is pastored by an American.
Sunnyhill and Ayer Manis.

The mission presently runs two schools,

In both, the attendance by Iban is small,

but much larger in Ayer Manis because of its location.

Village chapels have been built in several main Iban villages.
Converted people called elders run the services in them, being visited

ever so often by a national pastor who has a large territory,
encompassing many villages, to look after.

Attendance in these

chapels is poor in most villages and consists primarily of women and
children.

Few men ever attend.

factors to this problem.

There are several contributing

First, it would greatly help attendance if

an "on-fire" pastor was stationed in the villages. It would also help
to add more stories to the services, for Iban love stories.

A major

difficulty with Sabbath-keeping is the fact that each day is just like
every other, and to not work on one day is something very unique.
So, even among church members, the work continues after church service.

Another problem I encountered is that we teach that the seventh day is
Sabbath.

However, the seventh day in the Iban language is Sunday, with

Saturday being the sixth day.

Also regarding language, the name for

God is Tuhan which is very close to tuan used for the white" man.
God is seen as the white man's God.

Thus,

This idea is also said to have

been furthered by the Moslem people wishing to discredit Christianity.
We also found it interesting that the Iban word for Jesus is Isa.
This is unique in that the language uses hard "J" sounds as used in

Jesus.

It shows Islamic influence, and interestingly enough, seems to

be the name used for Jesus in some parts of India.

Now that a few of the problems have been discussed, I would

like to draw your attention to a couple of incidents which happened not
too long ago in Sarawak.

They were recorded in The Quiet Hour Echoes

of July 1980, and are as follows:

Tayo was lying down listening to the heavy rain on the

roof of his small bamboo house.

He could not sleep.

Deciding

he would not waste time he rolled over, lit the small kerosene

lamp and began studying his Bible. One hour, maybe two, went
by when he noticed a soft glowing light beside him. Looking
up he saw a tall man dressed in white with red borders

around the sleeves.

The man spoke to him in his own dialect.

"Tayo, I have been told to warn you that very soon Jesus will
come and bum this world. You must tell your friends so they
can be ready."
Without any fear Tayo talked to the person. "When will this
take place?" he asked. The angel replied, "I also do not

know but I have been told it will be very soon. You must go
tell your friends." Tayo looked down at his Bible for just a
moment and when he glanced up again the tall stranger was
gone. The light had faded. Tayo could not sleep the rest of
the night. Early the next morning he went out and began
telling everyone what he had seen.

The next night another unusual thing happened in Menjau.
Several of the villagers were walking down the path not far
from the Adventist church. As they passed by they heard the
most beautiful singing accompanied by the blowing of trumpets.
Fear came over them because there was no one in the church.

Rushing to the houses close by they found others who
were puzzled by the sound. Tayo and many of the Christians

heard the music. "It lasted for almost 30 minutes," said
Tayo. "We could not understand the language but the tune was
familiar — lift up the trumpet and loud let it ring, Jesus
is coming again."
A great interest was created by this incident. Many
wanted to study the Bible, but few were prepared to give
Bible studies. What could be done? Pastor Edmund Liah, a
graduate of Ayer Manis School, accepted the challenge and
started a weekly training program. After three months he
coordinated a successful evangelistic meeting, vacation Bible
school and baptismal preparation class in the village. This
resulted in 25 persons accepting Christ and becoming members
of the church.

Edmund Liah is just one of the many workers in the Sarawak
Mission who were trained at Ayer Manis Training School. In
cities, at small bazaars and longhouses all over Sarawak they
are now preaching the gospel with authority and power. God
will continue to send signs and dreams to call attention to
the soon return of Jesus, but the church must be prepared to
act her part in training men and women to present the message
of truth. Ayer Manis Training School is doing this worki
Industries are desperately needed to provide income and
student labor for the school.

Your sacrificial donation will

make it possible for scores of young people to be trained
for the most important business taking place in Sarawak —
preaching the eternal gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ (Dixon
1980:10).

1 found it interesting that upon questioning the people within a month

after this article came out, that few even gave it a second thought.
Whether it is because they are used to spirits and unusual happenings,

or the incidents were not followed up completely enough to convert
those who were interested, 1 do not know.

Whatever the case, such a

response was somewhat shocking, because the paper in the U.S. made it

seem as if Sarawak was "on-fire", where in reality it wasn't.
Enthusiasm is little and the chapels often fall into disrepair.
Possibly if the people built them in their way with their own materials
and money, they might be more valued.

Church is interesting to people

as long as it provides divertisement from the routine of life, but
interest beyond that seems limited.

It should also be stated that

out of about 30 church-goers in a village of 250 people, only 2 or 3
are men, the rest being women and children (as I mentioned earlier).
Also, because children are very seldom reprimanded, commotion and
noise during the services is very high.

Chapter 9

FOLKTALES AND LEGENDS

The folktales and legends of the Iban serve many functions,
which will be discussed, but one of the main purposes is to entertain.

On long tropical evenings, people will recount the legends either to
one another, their children, or in a formal manner during festival
times to groups.

A story is usually told in a slow, unhurried manner,

with much detail, taking a very long time from beginning to end for
even a short story.

For example, the following story I will recount

took two hours in the telling.

It was done this fast only because the

time was short, and so the teller was prodded to hurry, which of course
irritated him somewhat.

(My husband and the storyteller were in a boat

in the swamp with night falling and a long ways to paddle.)
is as follows.

The story

Two birds, which were really secret enemies, were once

talking together.

One of them suggested that they paint each other to

make themselves more beautiful.

The other agreed and said he would paint

the one who had suggested it first.

He worked at his job carefully,

taking much time to put just the right dashes of color in the right
areas.

Finally, he was finished.

Then the other bird began on him.

He started by painting a bright red head, but he had a bad trick in his

mind which he was going to play on the other who he secretly despised.

All of a sudden he shouted, "A man is coming I" and dumped the rest of

the paint, which was black, over the other bird. Both flew away, but the

bird on whom the trick had been played finally realized that there was
no man and that he was stuck with a red head and black body.

So, to

this day you will hear the mournful call of the bubut bird, who
remains hidden in the thickest part of the rainforest.

The other bird

is the brightly colored kingfisher who flits in front of one as one
paddle down the rivers.

The Iban people live close to nature, with education and
medicines only being of recent origin.

Their stories are now dying out,

but their importance in the people's lives must be understood.

They

have enabled the people to cope with and understand their world and
that of the spirit world beyond.

Though their explanations may seem

very far fetched to the modern mind, we must remember that our
European ancestors once had equally far-fetched folktales prompted by

the unknown and an effort to understand it.

Even today, superstitions

crop up now and then.

Now, to deal with the many purposes of legends.

(As we proceed,

I will refer frequently to the stories I have placed in appendix G,

which illustrate my points and are fairly good examples of Iban

folklore.)

Some legends serve the purpose of explaining origins.

cultures have myths about creation and a deluge, and the Iban
exception.

All

are no

On pages 316 and 317 of appendix Q, you will find two of

the Iban creation myths, and on pages 318-319 of appendix G is their
account of a flood.

Also, regarding creation are the ways in which a

culture will explain the origin of such things as different languages

(page 320 in appendix G), leeches (pages 321-322 of appendix g)» the

Niah Caves (pages 323-325 of appendix G), the night-jar (pages 307-308 of
appendix F), and wood floating in and clogging the rivers (the story
resembles the Biblical Tower of Babel story, and is found on page 326 of
appendix G, and is also referred to in the marriage ceremony in chapter

4).

Once man can explain how things came to be, he feels he understands

them and is not threatened by them.

Though it may not be the truth

about something, at least man can relate to it by explaining it
satisfactorily to himself.

Customs also need their origins explained.

Thus, one finds explanations for taboos in legends such as, "Why the
Sebuyaus do not eat Ikan Patin" (see page 327 of appendix G).

We also

find explanations for why the Ibans revere certain birds such as the

hombill (see pages 328-330 of appendix G).
Another purpose of legends is to sanctify institutions or the

functions of people such as the Barich or women doctors (found on

pages 280-281 of appendix F).
heaven-sent.

This story shows the healing arts to be

Legends also preserve heroic feats of founders and the

actions of great folk heroes.

Such legends are those of Limbang on

pages 331-338 of appendix G, Siu and his son Seragunting on pages 256
269 of appendix C, and Abu Tingang on pages 339-340 of appendix G.
These types of legends also serve to give the Ibans a sense of tribal
cohesion and continuity.

Though some folk heroes do not refer to any

particular individual, others exist on the fringe of history and myth.
causing historians to speculate as to their reality.

Still other

legends can be found to be of recent times, usually recounting dreams

of leaders.

The dreams, foretelling greatness, are usually thick with

symbolic forms, and sound just like legends, with the dreamer being
the folk hero.

Some legends have a moral, and stress respect for customs,

whereas others show how deceit does not pay (see page 341 of appendix G).
Still others, however, stress cunning and trickery used to overcome

enemies.

We see examples of this in "The medicine-man Gagak" (pages

343-344 of appendix G) using his wit to help save the padi crops or in
the story of six girls defeating a witch (pages 345-346 of appendix G).
Perhaps the most widely spread, however, are the stories of the

mouse-deer or pelandok (pages 347-353. of appendix G) in their many
variations.

Their appeal arises possibly from the fact that the small

mouse-deer is able to beat the strong and powerful by his wit.

However,

we also see what happens to one who becomes too confident, resulting in
his downfall, as in the story of Ikan Buntal tricking Agan Pelandok on
pages 352-353 of appendix &.

This admiration of trickery and cunning

possibly arises from the fact that to survive in the jungle, one must

live with nature, using one's cunning, not to oppose it, but to have it
work for you, such as is seen in hunting and fishing.

It should also

be mentioned that the pelandok stories have been compared to, and have
shown, similarities to legends of people of Malay stock in Indonesia,
the Philippines, and Peninsular Malaysia.

However, for that matter.

they also show similarities in theme to the Uncle Remus Brer Rabbit

stories in which the mighty are humbled and deception is overcome.

In addition, a couple of the pelandok stories sound very much like the

fable of Chicken Little in her warning of "The sky is fallingi"
Huge outcrops of solid rock are not too common in Sarawak, thus
most outcroppings have legends surrounding them and their origin.

The

story of the Niah Caves (appendix G pages 323-325) is one such story.
Most of these stories are about insults or defiance, usually regarding
spirits, in which people are turned to stone for their words or deeds.
Since the Than people have been animists and the majority still remain
as such, it is not unusual that rocks, plants, animals, etc. are all
linked with spirits, and large outcroppings are seen as due to
supernatural intervention.

From viewing these few folktales, we have been able to see that

legends truly have importance beyond just their surface meanings.

Of

course, there are many more parallels and meanings one could find as
knowledge of the culture increases.

In addition, as referred to in

this chapter, legends can also help show evidences of migrations or

cultural contacts.

They also can give insight into belief systems and

behavioral patterns.

But, through all this, we must remember that they

do serve the people just as entertainment stories also.

The vitality

they still possess is shoxm by the fact that people still attempt to
interpret them in new ways, and the storyteller is always prompted to
give his best artistic presentation of them.

They are one more

important part of the valuable heritage the Than

possess.

Chapter 10

THE LANGUAGE

IBAN AS COMPARED TO MALAY

The Than and Malay languages have been continual sources of
discussion.

The Rev. William Howell (Richards 1977:1) states that the

root-forms of the Than and Malay languages are synonymous.

Bampfylde (Richards 1977:10)
are identical in origin.

C.A.

says that he feels that the two languages

However, others see large numbers of varying

words between the two, belying any such close connection.

As stated in

chapter 1, three arguments concerning the relationship of Malay and
Than languages can be found on pages 235-242 in appendix A.

Of these,

I would like to discuss Howell's theory.
Rev. Howell states that the Malay language is a mother language
of several tribes and therefore it is not unusual to find it to be the

mother of the Iban language.

He points out that hundreds of Malay

words are found in the Iban language.
words are also to be found.

He also feels many Sanskrit

Howell states that the Malay language, like

the Iban language, also adopted first Sanskrit and then Arabic words.
The presence of Sanskrit words in both Iban and Malay languages is very

convincing evidence towards the theory of the Iban once being in the
Malay Peninsular area (Richards 1977:4).

Regarding the different forms of script or writing, the Malays
obtained theirs after their conversion to Islam.

The Iban, however.

were given letters from the Roman alphabet by the missionaries.

An

interesting point is seen in the Iban account of the flood, regarding
written languages.

It seems that as the waters of the flood rose, the

people carried their books with them as they went to higher ground.
Some of the books were put on their heads, others on their shoulders,
and some attached to their waists.

The books carried at their waists

were destroyed as they swam and waded.

In the end, all the Iban books

were destroyed, so the knowledge of reading and writing was not passed
down to their children.

The only ones who had saved any books were

the Malay ancestors and other nations who have a knowledge of letters
(Richards 1977:29-29).

No comparison of two languages would be fair without offering

some samples from which the reader can look for core words and draw
his own conclusions.

Therefore, on pages 355-361 of appendix H, I

have included some words taken from both the Malay and Sea Dayak

languages and written in a comparative manner.

These words are from

Spenser St. John's appendix in Life in the Forests of the Far East, Vol.
II which was first published in 1862.

However, the Iban words given

there are essentially the same as today's words, with the exception of
a few errors in meaning, some minor alterations in spelling, but having
the same sounds.

Also, I must note that as time goes on, more and more

Malay words are being incorporated into the Iban language.

The Iban

people themselves will often state that a certain word used is a
borrowed Malay word, and that they prefer an Iban word, yet the Malay

words continue to be used daily alongside the Iban words.

Therefore,

these comparisons of more than one hundred years ago are probably more
correct than trying to compare the modern day languages in which even
more apparent borrowings have taken place.
I personally was amazed at the apparent similarities between

the two languages, with many words being the exact same.

I was,

however, suprised over one word I consider as an essential or core

word in showing the similarity of origins of languages.
dealt with kinship.

This word

Kinship gives one a picture of community

relationships and the way the community views them.

Since the terms

describing these relationships are elemental, they usually remain
essentially the same in a language.

Thus, if two languages are similar

in origin, one would assume that the kinship terms would be quite
similar.

However, as seen below, the word for mother differs greatly.

Mala\

indai

I also found it interesting that the word for mother in Iban used the

more difficult "n" and "d" sounds, made with the teeth and gums.
These usually come later in an infant's development than the "m", "b",

and "p" sounds made with the lips which are commonly found in words
for mother and father, as in the Malay ama.
In any case, the kinship words for father, grandfather, husband.
and wife are all very similar.

So it is quite possible that the word

"mother" is just an isolated instance of word change.

However, along

with this change or difference, one finds the same difference between

many Iban and Malay words concerning the female or woman.

The difference

is that many of the Iban words concerning the female use indu (woman)
as the base, adding on the appropriate second word to designate what

type of female.

is "girl".

For example, anak indu is "daughter" and anembiak indu

(Exceptions:

aunt - ibu, grandmother - ini.)

It is the

word indu which the Malay language does not seem to include.
The previous portion on the word for women is just something I
happened to observe in relation to the old language as given by Spenser
St. John for the Malay words.
or invalidate it.

I have found no data to either validate

Thus, it remains just an interesting point which I

thought should be mentioned.

In the modem day language, however, one

will hear orang indu (orang being Malay for "person", and indu being
Iban for "female") used to refer to a person of the feminine sex.
seems to be a possible amalgamation of both Iban and Malay.

This

This would

prove an interesting challenge to the linguists, as the Iban and Malay

languages always have.

Following are some examples of a few core words regarding
kinship, staple food, clothing, sleeping mats and age, which seem to
match well, (see next page)

English

Malay

Than

man

orang laki laki

orang laki

old

tuah

tuai

young

muda

muda

rice, boiled

nasi

asi

clothes

pakayan

kain

mat

tikar

tikai

With this, I will leave the reader to pursue the comparisons in the

appendix further.

Suffice it to say, that the similarities and

discrepancies between the two languages will probably continue to
interest linguists for some time to come.

I would venture to say

that comparison of the two languages does seem to favor similarity of
origins and mother language theories.

THE IBAN LANGUAGE

The Than language varies somewhat between longhouse communities,
in regards to words and expressions, but usually the differences are

not great.

Also, most people have learned the variations used by others.

An example of a slight variation are the words for repair or mend;
biki and miki.
umbrella:

An example of a big difference is seen in the words for

kelawar and payong.

A very interesting point about the language which I observed

was that it has a non-sexually biased pronoun.

This is something for

which psychologists have searched and tried to invent for our English

language.

The Than word lya stands for "he", "she", "it", or "they".

All you have to do is point (with one's lips) at something or someone
and say iya, not worrying about gender or quantitiy.
An interesting phrase which the Ibans use is well worth
mentioning here.

Whenever a visitor is leaving who is a good friend or

person who the host is interested in seeing again soon or feels emotion
for, the host will say datai baru anong buay batu.

new (again) don't throw stones".

This means, "come

Whenever this is said, friendly smiles

and chuckles break out, with the departure being a happy one.
the meaning behind these words.

Now, for

This is the explanation the Ibans

gave us. "Come new" or "again" is self-apparent.

The last part has

to do with the idea that when someone throws a stone in the water it

never comes back.

back.

But, when someone throws a net in, he can draw it

Therefore, don't throw stones because it would mean you

might never come back.

Also, it's just another way of saying to come

back and not to stay away.

Grammar.

The following data are entirely from my observations

also, as I was unable to find any book on the Than language and
grammar, though I was told one existed in Malay.

The only language

help I could find was a small handbook containing a very few Iban
words, called the English - Iban Phrase Book or Bup Jako Inglis - Iban.

The Iban language appears to be devoid of articles and

conjunctive words.

For example, to say "I would like to eat", in Iban

one would say, Aku ka makai, literally, "I want eat".

There seems to

be no words for wish or hope, just ^ (shortened from deka) meaning
want.

Other words which were not observed in the language were the

polite words of "please", "sorry", and "pardon me".

One word which

was also absent was the word for beautiful or pretty.
Ibans say Aku rindu, I like, or call it badas, good.

Instead, the
Even when

questioned as to the fact of the language having a word for beautiful,
an Iban who spoke English said they had none, but just used rindu for
the extreme liking of something.

To change tense, the old proper way used to be the addition of

several key words, as illustrated in the following:

(note that the

words showing tense are underlined in this illustration)

(loosely translated meaning)
Aku makai

I eat

Aku udah makai

I have eaten

Aku ka makai

I shall eat

Aku benong makai

I am still eating

Aku mansane makai

I am going to eat

li makai

Aku enda makai

I do not want to eat

I am not eating

However, in the present day language all the daily actions of
the people revolve only around two words showing the tense.

the words:

These are

udah, meaning "already"; and bedou, meaning "not yet".

Thus, all actions are either present time - Aku makai, future time

(not yet happened) - bedou makal, or past time (already happened) udah makai.

Thus, all things are either "already", "not yet", or "now",

with reference to themselves or some other chosen point of reference.
The use of adjectives follows much the same rules as observed

by other languages such as Spanish.
is describing.

The adjective follows the noun it

For example:

house long
fumah panj

The adjective "long" follows the noun it is describing, "house", to
make the word we know as longhouse.

Another example is the common

question, "What is your name?"

What name you
Sapa nama nuan?

The "you

or 'yours" describing whose name, follows :the word it

describes.

As has been seen, because the missionaries to the Than
developed their written language, giving them Roman letters, the
period and question mark also are signs we are familiar with.

In fact,

not only is the language written with symbols we can understand, but
it is easy for us to read in that it is pronounced just as it looks.
The vowel sounds follow those of the Spanish vowels.

For clarity and

greater ease in reading and speaking Than, the following guide to the

vowel sounds is given.

- like "a' in father

- like "a' in fate
- like "i' in machine

- like "o'

in note

- like "u' in rude

However, two combinations of sounds in their language are difficult for
us to use initially, the "ng" and "mp" sounds at the beginning of words.
Examples are:

empat

ngetu

(The "e" in empat is considered as
invisible, therefore presenting a
word which sounds as if it was

spelled "mpat".)

Another rule should be remembered, while viewing this subject.

When one sees an "er" following a consonant which is the first letter
in a word, the "e" again is invisible and the "r" sound follows the
consonant.

An example is the berat (heavy), which sounds as if it

was spelled "brat".
Words.

In keeping with their seemingly simple form of grammar,

the Ibans have a simple way of distinguishing days and months.

If one

can count to twelve, then he is able to name the days of the week and
months, provided he knows that hari means "day" and bulan means "month".

The following illustrations show this point.

Numbers

three

-

- empat

seven

- tujoh

eight - lapan
- semilan

- sapuloh
eleven - sabelas
twelve - duabelas

Days of the Week
Monday

- hari satu

Tuesday

- hari dua

Wednesday - hari tiga
Thursday - hari empat
Friday

- hari lima

Saturday

- hari enam

Sunday

- hari minggu

(minggu means week)

Months

January

- bulan

February

- bulan

March

- bulan

April

bulan empat
- bulan lima

June

bulan

July

- bulan tujoh

August

- bulan lapan

September - bulan semilan
October

bulan sapuloh

November

bulan sabelas

December

- bulan duabelas

One point concerning words, in which people are always

interested, is that of opposites. It has been found that people can
distinguish between opposites of a foreign language, relating each to
its proper meaning (such as "big" or "little"), simply by the fact that
each word often sounds like its meaning.

For example, given the words

mit and besai, to which would one attribute "great size" and to which

"smallness"? Mit logically sounds like something small, whereas besai
also sounds much more like something big than something small.

For

interest's sake, a few such opposite words are as follows: (see next
page)

hot

- angat

cold - chelap

good - manah

bad

- jai

now

- diatu

later - laun agi

open - buka
shut - nikup

quick - jampat
slow

- lubah

yes - au

no

- nadai

near - semak

far

- jauh

And so the list continues.

One last point which I feel should be mentioned is that of
greetings.
courtesy.

Greetings are an important part of coimnon respect and
When in the village and one goes visiting or has a

visitor, before either can come up the ladder or notched log to the
verandah to visit, the words Kami niki?

(can we climb) must be called

out.

This is the asking for permission to come up.

In past years,

one commonly asked if the house was under taboo - Bisi pemali?

answer to this question told one if one could come up.

The

Once on the

verandah, the daily greetings regarding times of the day are as
follows:

good morning - selamat pagi

good afternoon (actually noon-time) - selamat tengah hari
good late noon (actually after lunch till dusk) - selamat lamai
good night - selamat malam

In addition to these usual greetings, one will often say
Udah mandi?

or Udah makai?

Since the three daily baths of the Iban

are considered as essential and are part of their ritual, the question

Udah mandi?

or "Have you bathed?" is a logical greeting.

greeting Udah makai?

or "Have you eaten?"

The

is a polite way of greeting

people around mealtimes (afternoon, late evening) because you are
making sure they are well-fed and content.

The greeting which one will always receive when one is

walking and/or meets someone on the trail is, Kini nuan?

This is

essentially asking where one is going (literally, "where you?").

To

pass someone or see someone pass without asking this, makes both

parties feel ill-at-ease, and hurt or angry feelings may result.
In the last few pages we have briefly compared the Iban
language with the Malay language, and have also explored the mechanics

of the Iban language.

It is hoped that with the words listed in the

appendix and the information given within these pages, the reader will
get a taste of the language and gain a greater understanding of how the
Iban mind works.

Chapter 11

WORLD VIEW

Throughout the paper the Iban's world view has been dealt
with.

The purpose of this chapter is to pull the Than world percep

tion together and state it in a concise form, adding to it a few

points not yet mentioned.

It must be understood that the following

material is my^ perception of how the people perceive and respond to
their world.

Some areas will show a dichotomy, as the world of the

Iban is in a transitional period, having a great deal of fluctuation.

NATURAL WORLD

The world is seen as having orderly cycles, in which some
variability is inherent.

by a few days.

The rains come each year, the time varying

Pleiades is always seen in the sky to announce the

beginning of the rice cycle.

In the past, and still today, the gods

are seen as being able to affect the natural processes of the world,
yet the orderly cycle of things seems to always remain the same.

CATEGORIZATION

The world of the Iban seems to be classified into types of
things.

For instance, living things consist of different types of

trees, rice, animals, etc., and each of these may have different
sub-types.

For instance, belian wood is broken into different grades

of wood, according to its hardness, by the Iban.

Rice also has

distinctions according to the quality and milling of each particular
type of rice.
or good.

In addition

to these, everything is either seen as bad

Spirits are seen as good or bad, yet there are no clear

distinctions between spirits and the natural world, because everything
is seen as having a spirit.

MUTABILITY AND UNPREDICTABILITY

In the world, things are not always what they seem to be.

For instance, a snake in the house may be the spirit of a dead ancestor.

Birds may be emissaries of gods, and their cries warnings.
tales, animals talk and act much like humans.

In folk

Thus the orderly world

may contain in it things which may not really be what they appear to be.

The Than

believe this, thus their omens and sacrifices emerge,

steeped in their old traditions.

Remember, however, that some of this

is changing in the new generation which is now beginning to question
if things just might be what they seem to be, such as a snake in the
house is just that, not an ancestral spirit.

RELATIVISM

The Than

have shown repeatedly that their myths actually

merge into history and reality.

In their world of spirits, there is no

real distinction between fact and fantasy.

Their practices today,

including planting padi, are directly related to myths which are seen as
really being ancient history, directly affecting their living today.
As we have recounted, dreams are as real to the Iban as everyday

experiences.

TIME

Time is seen as cyclical, the cycle of the rice season and

intermission continuing without end.

Each day has no real difference

from those before it, all just keeps continuing in a regular cycle of
work and living.

RICE CYCLE

The rice cycle governs the Iban's way of life, even today.

Much of their culture can be understood by looking at the rice cycle.
Since rice has been referred to as their staff of life, the rice cycle
can, in a way, be referred to as their religion. The community life,
housing, even spirits, all seem to revolve around it.

and lives it.

The Than works

In essence, his life is the rice cycle. It must be

remembered that this too is changing with the new generation, however.

INCLUSIVISM AND TOLERANCE

The Than recognizes that the world is composed of many people
living in different ways, and he accepts that fact.

He also has his

own unique way of life and culture which he forces upon no one. He
lives his own way and tolerates others living their way, but never

does he try to convert another to his lifestyle. It is the opposite
that is true with others, they strive to convert him to their
lifestyle, so that he too will soon become lost in the mixture of the

modem world.

RELIGION

In the Iban's transitional stage, the animistic world of gods
and spirits is meshing with the ideas of Christianity. The belief
in spirits and the old practices of spirit seeking are still seen in

Christian Iban today. Thus, though the God over all is not seen by
some to be the Father in heaven, with Jesus and the Holy Spirit, the
ancient traditions of spirits naturally flow into the roles of the good

and evil angels with the old animistic beliefs still remaining very
strong today.

HEALTH

The Iban's idea of things related to health today is a curious

blend of spirits, imbalances of nature, and bad food and water. Again
the transitional stage of the Iban is shown.

The old traditions are

still alive, but the Iban are perceiving modem medicine as something
that could be very good. Thus, even though sickness may be caused by
a bad spirit, or the result of new fruits coming into season, or
simply because he ate food that had turned bad (few understand health

regarding sanitation, water, and food), the people are beginning to
tum from the traditional healers, who mediate between them and the

spirits, to injections and pills. However, medicines are still seen by
many as magical potions or substances and are therefore highly
appreciated and demanded.

KNOWLEDGE

People are highly respected for their knowledge.

held in highest esteem by the Iban.

A teacher is

Knowledge or insight was seen as

coming from the gods in the old times.

People did not strive to gain

knowledge other than what was given to them by the gods or passed
down through generations, thus the population has remained illiterate.
To remember sequences in rituals, picture boards or just memory was used.
Today, the majority are still illiterate, but the younger generation is
in school seeking knowledge rather than having it come by way of the
gods.

The young mindset is now moving towards the search of wisdom,

and the judgment of a man by his knowledge rather than his hard work.

The outmigration caused by this increase in knowledge is catastrophic
and resulting in further cultural disintegration.

NATURAL AND MORAL LAWS

Though nature, from old times, has been seen as subject to
tampering by the gods, people have been seen to be able to control

their own destiny to some extent by manipulating the gods through
sacrifices.

A god can be persuaded to help a crop be good by sacrifice.

However, in like manner, gods can manipulate people and cause them to
overlook their ovm laws.

If a spirit tells one that he should steal

or commit adultery in violation to the law, he must do it.

Seldom

will he be punished, because the gods are considered to be greater than
the law, with refusal to their orders bringing punishment and death.

MORALITY

Each society has certain laws regarding morality,

the Iban are

very lax in their view towards premarital sex as compared to our

society. Premarital lovemaking is not seen as morally wrong,
but as a way of getting to know people, helping one to choose his

future mate.

The Than have taboos against marrying a close relative.

However, they got around these by sacrificing in the past, and often by
just overlooking them now.

Also, if the spirits tell anyone to do

anything immoral, such as a sex change or adultery, it then becomes
all right.

There are very high standards, however, regarding lying.

Liars have mounds built to them as monuments of their faults for

generations.

exist.

Though the practice may be extinct now, some mounds still

Killing, however, used to be only worth a fine.

If a person

leads an outstandingly moral life, he will quite likely become a Tua
or guardian spirit.

It is not life, however, but the form of death that

determines one's place in the nether world.
affect your life hereafter, necessarily.

Thus, morality might not

Christian Ibans also have the

same views towards morality as their animistic friends.

We found no

real difference, except in the belief that a good life will affect your
hereafter.

GOOD

The Than

are now experiencing an expanding world of good.

They are trying to get the best of both worlds, living in the old

manner, yet pursuing new innovations and education for their youth.

They are learning new ideas and seeing new things everyday as the modern
world is opened more to them.

As the youth learn, sometimes bad comes

with the good in that the youth no longer identify with their families.
However, others are learning and then helping their families at home.

ECONOMY

Wealth used to be measured by family heirlooms, but now the

Iban is changing his attitude.

the paper money.

More and more people are trying to earn

A few have even become sagacious businessmen, preying

on their naive longhouse mates just as the Chinese do.

The dollar is

beginning to be to some as it is to the modem world, a god.

The

majority still live in old ways and are not slaves to the dollar, but

others see what it can do, and more are learning its power everyday.

SUCCESS AND PROGRESS

An Iban sees life as working hard to make a living for your

family.

Success is having someone else do the work while you stay

home with your family.

One way of becoming successful today is to go

out into the outside world and earn money.

One can then increase his

family's standard of living and material goods, thus rising in respect
in the eyes of the community.

A person seems to only feel successful

if he is highly respected in the community.

One can also help bring

in modern innovations into the community which will ease the work, and
gain the people's honor.

ACHIEVEMENT ORIENTATION

An Iban has always been measured, though some by his lineage,

mainly by his deeds or achievements - hard work, acts of bravery,
fairness.

In the Iban society, the son of the poorest farmer may rise

to wealth and honor through his actions.

However, with a new educated

generation arising, we may see a shift towards measuring a person more
by his knowledge, rather than works.

EQUALITY AND HIERARCHY

Ibans have always considered themselves to have equal rights
with one another.

True, at one point, those who had migrated first to

Sarawak and gained land and respect became upper class families, thus
being able to control matters more.
unseen anymore.

However, this is essentially

There are some families who are wealthier and

considered of a higher standard of living, but all have equal rights.
Even these wealthy families who do have more influence on some

matters, are usually just allowed special privileges by the others to
keep them happy.

The chief himself is subject to the law and not

exempt from fines, etc.

So, we can see a somewhat stratified society

(though they claim that all are now equal) with the chief and wealthier
individuals at the top, down to the poorest farmer and widow, yet in
everything, all people are for the most part treated as equals.
Everyone is part of the longhouse, and each has a chance to speak.

A

fair chief is not biased by wealth or fame and recognizes each member

has equal rights.

LONGHOUSE ASSOCIATION

All people in a longhouse are accepted and nurtured by the
others as part of a big family.

With such warmth as each member

receives, loneliness is very uncommon.

However, there are a few

people which the people of the longhouse look down on. A lazy man is
badgered and called names by the people in an effort to make him work.

Selfish people and liars are quite highly ridiculed. These people are
still allowed to participate in community life, but the disgust with
them is very apparent when they, or in turn, their children find it

hard to get a spouse. Thus, the unity of the group is guarded against
such people by highly discouraging them and those with tendencies like

INTERDEPENDENCE

Though all are to some extent self-reliant, each depends on the
extended family and his longhouse companions.

Each person has the

responsibility to fulfill his role so that all will run smoothly.

Even

just one person leaving or not doing his expected work, can upset the

family's life and in turn affect the longhouse community.
COMPETITION

Competition has always been in the Iban's blood.

Women compete

to see who can weave the best or be the best hostess, and men to see

who can fell trees the best, etc.

The Than must also compete against

nature and conquer the undergrowth in order to plant padi.

Nowadays,

we also begin to see the added competition between farmers of cash crops,
in trying to raise and sell the best rubber or pepper for the best

possible price.

Scholastic competition may also become a thing of the

future, but as yet it is not apparent.

SELF-IMAGE

One other thing must be dealt with.

This is the Iban's image

of himself in the changing world. This information was given to me by
one of the Than.

He said that they still see themselves as fierce

people, the descendants of not too long past headhunters.

They

demonstrate this fierceness often in playing with poisonous snakes,
shaking wasps in their hands, in playing rough games such as shin
kicking, and playing headhunter with real

and wounds.

In

their present-day self-image, I see some wistfullness perhaps, regarding
the past glory of warriors and the fear and respect they once
commanded.

They are now being slowly engulfed by an expanding modern

world, but their minds still focus on the past and that they are the

descendants of the once fearsome headhunters, a heritage they seem
proud of.
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THE SETTING AND THE PEOPLE
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THE SEA DYAKS

The following three articles were printed in the Sarawak Gazette
between 1888 and 1930, and are taken from Richards 1977:1-12. The
second and third are reactions to the article written by the first. In
trying to ascertain the origin of the Iban or Sea Dayaks, these authors
look predominantly at how their language compares with the Malay, and
where the word Dayak originated. Since this paper also deals with the
origin and language of the Iban, also referring to Malay influence, I
felt it worthy to include these three articles (the earliest discussion

on this topic which I could find) for the reader's benefit.

1st Article - by Rev. William Howell

The Sea Dyaks belong to the Malayan race. This is evident from
the root-forms of their language which are synonymous with the rootforms of the Malayan language. Both languages admit prefixes. If
there is at all a Dyak grammar its similarity will be at once identified
with the Malay grammar.
Neither the Sea Dyaks nor the Malays of Sarawak may be called
the aborigines of this part of the island of Borneo. Three or four
centuries ago they were driven to migrate into this island. The Sea
Dayaks appear to have migrated before the Malays. We can conjecture
nothing satisfactorily as to the causes of their migration other than
the compulsory conversion of Mohammed's successors, or famine, or war.
It is clear the Sea Dyaks were once upon a time in the Malayan
Peninsula. This is proved from the arts of spinning, weaving and
colouring cloths, which they have possessed for many generations back
independently of their neighbours the Malays of Sarawak. But the
aborigines roughly speaking of this part of the island are quite
ignorant even of the art of spinning.

The Malays, it may be presumed, were once what the Dyaks are now,
in matters of civilization and religion. The Malays' semi-civilization
perhaps dates from the time of their conversion to Mohammedanism. The
proof of this is that they have not yet been thoroughly purged of their
once heathenish rites, in the belief in witches and so forth.

There is no difficulty in tracing to its origin the name Malay,
but the names Dyak and Laut present more difficulty in elucidation.
Probably both words have been misrepresented, and this misrepresentation
originated with the Dyaks and the Malays themselves.
Firstly, with reference to the word Dyak, which is only applied
to the race in this island who are still living in much barbarism. This
is the opinion of those who look at things in their outward aspect. But
the Sea Dyaks are not at all a savage race, as may be proved later on.

It may be presumed that the word Dyak was not known to the Sea

Dyaks before they migrated into this island. It is a word of the Land
Dyak whom we may roughly call one of the aboriginal races of this island.
But the word, according to the pronunciation of both the Land and the

Sea Dyaks, has been corrupted in the spelling by the introduction of
the final K, which is not at all present in the native pronunciation of
the word. The word Dyak or properly speaking Daya answers to the Malay
orang, which means a man, or the people.

Before proceeding to elucidate how the word Dyak came to be

misrepresented, I must first of all deal with the favourite meaning of
it which is current already on the lips of many people, who affirm that
it is the corrupted form of the Malya word darat which means inland, or
up-country. This is an impossibility. If darat could be at all
corrupted it would not receive that form of corruption, but its
corrupted form would be dara or dar; for both the Sea Dyaks and the
Malays pronounce their "r". Furthermore, when we come to explain the

phrase Dyak Undup, Dyak Skrang, etc., by which each tribe of the Sea
Dyaks calls itself, the word darat will not only appear ungrammatical,
but also absurd.

The misrepresentation of the word Dyak, it may be prestimed, had
accidentally cropped up, and was retained in force through the mere
carelessness and ignorance of the Dyaks to have allowed themselves to
be thus called; the Malays call themselves Laut. But with reference
to the Malays their nationality is known and therefore no question is
necessarily raised to investigate their proper nationality.
With regard to the Sea Dyaks there is no light as yet thrown
upon the matter which will lead us to any satisfactory conclusion with
reference to their nationality. The word Daya which is a word of the

Land Dyaks meaning a man, or the people, gives us no assistance whatever
towards the investigation of their nationality. But from studying their
peculiarity and their tradition, that they once had a name to express
their nationality; but for what cause or reason their fore-fathers had
allowed it to die out in such a mysterious manner is better answered

by our readers. The presumption that may be taken is this, that the
peculiarity of the Sea Dyaks up to the present day is to call themselves
by the place or river they remove to.

If the Dyaks* account of their migration could be even relied
upon, it still gives us no help to trace it beyond the island of Borneo.

They unanimously affirm that their fore-fathers had removed here (i.e.
the lower part and mouth of the Batang Lupar river) from the very source
of the Batang Lupar or the main river.

The Sea Dyaks after their migration into this part of the island
of Borneo and after having touched at certain unknown localities, must
have separated themselves either on account of family discord or from
choice. Before this had taken place they all must have divided them
selves into tribes and this resulted in the different forms of dialects

now spoken in the Sea Dyak tribes.
The divisions of the Sea Dyak tribes are these: Batang Rejang,
Katibas, Kanowit, Krian, Saribas, Sebuyau, Balau, Batang Ai, Undups,

Skrang, Lemanak, Kumpang, Engkari, Kubau, Engkerbang, etc. If these
tribes are to be subdivided again they will number five or ten times as
many.

The Sea Dyaks, although divided into various tribes, yet speak
only one language, and this one language is the Malayan language. It is

a significant fact that the Malayan language is the mother language of
various tribes of people.

It is also a fountain of which the richness

extends far and wide.

It is not to be wondered at if hundreds of Malay words are

foimd in the Sea Dyak language. It is not assuming a privilege for
arginnent but merely asserting a self-evident fact. If the Sea Dyak

language is carefully compared we shall find many Sanskrit words used
and admitted as genuine Dyak words.
Of the various tribes of Sea Dyaks, each tribe adopts its own

idioms, pronunciation, and adds foreign words to its language to
enrich it. To one who is not thoroughly conversant with the Malay and
the Sea Dyak languages it would be difficult to detect their identity.
The peculiarity of tones and pronunciations which each tribe has
habituated itself to, to suit its own taste would at first sight to a
stranger appear unintelligible; and it would appear impossible to
distinguish the language of one tribe from another.
The Sea Dyak language is like some other languages growing
rich in its vocabulary; as the people come in contact with foreigners
they adopt their words. The Malayan language has adopted many Sanskrit
words which were introduced perhaps under the Majapait Kingdom. The
Malayan language also has adopted many Arabic words which came about
dating from their conversion to Mohammed's faith. But the adoption of
the Sanskrit words into the Malay is prior to the Arabic. This
appears more convincing in affirming the migration of the Sea Dyaks into
the island of Borneo, and their being once upon a time in the Malayan
Peninsular, because the Sanskrit words are found in their language.

The Malays before their conversion to Mohammedanism had no
letters of their own, and what they have now are made up out of the
Arabic alphabet. To suit the tone of their language they have to name
their letters accordingly. With reference to the Sea Dyaks since the
Gospel of Christ has been preached to them, the Bishop and his
Missionaries have been able to form letters for them out of the Roman

alphabet.

To suit the tone of their language they have also to

pronounce their letters accordingly.

It is difficult to form one's opinion or judgment between the
two languages (the Malay and the Sea Dyak) as to which is the richer
and more expressive. Bothe languages claim classical forms. When the
Malay language is spoken grammatically it is not only expressive but

exceedingly musical. It is so also with the Sea Dyak language when it
is spoken grammatically.
The above named tribes of the Sea Dyaks have descended from one

family, which they are able to prove from their genealogy. Some of the
people are extraordinarily gifted with good memories.

Although we

allow a limited amount of credit to traditions, yet we must admit that

they have their foundations upon which their stories are built.
The Dyaks have their own rules of logic in their own courts of
law, which are more approximate to axioms than proverbs. To listen to
their advocates in defending or pleading cases in their own courts is
certainly worth while, if one is conversant with their classical

language.

They are a political race, more so than the Malays or Chinese.

With them all offences are finable.

Apologies are not accepted in

their society.

2nd Article — by Anonymous - L'HOMME QTJI RIT
Dear Mr. Editor, — Will you kindly permit me, as one taking an
interest in the Sea Dyaks, to offer a few remarks on the article which

appeared under the heading in your last issue and in doing so I beg at
once to disclaim any intention of entering into an argximent on those
problems which the writer tells us he has "elucidated". Far be it from
me to "rush in" where so many Europeans of greater literary attainment

and better information than myself have "feared to tread". My wish is
rather to draw the attention of your readers to certain points which
the writer of the article in question appears to have ignored.
In passing I would suggest, since we are told in the opening

words of the article "the Sea Dyaks belong to the Malayan Race", that
perhaps, Mr. Editor, we may now at last and once for ever set our minds
at rest and feel reasonably assured that Queen Anne really is dead.

The writer says "the word Dyak is a Land Dyak word" and
"before proceeding to elucidate how the word Dyak came to be misrep
resented, I must first of all deal with the favourite meaning of it

that it is the corrupted form of the Malay word darat which means inland
or up-country. This is an impossibility." And then with a truly
wonderful insight into the Unknown and Impossible, the writer goes on
to tell us what would have happened had the Impossible been otherwise.

On
Dictionary
to signify
equivalent

turning to the first part of the Bailey-Howell Sea Dyak
I find under the word Dyak or Daya that "the word is supposed
Inland" and not even a suggestion is made that it is
to the Malay word orang as the writer of the article tells

us in his "elucidation".

So much for the Impossible.

One who is admittedly the best living authority on Sea Dyaks
has written thus "the generic term Dyak (or properly called Dya by
themselves) in many dialects simply means inland although among many

of the branch tribes the term is not known as being referable to
themselves. Some of the interior populations even as far off as Brunei

are called ka-daya-n.
is kadaya."

Then again the Matu or Melanau name for inland

Another author of no mean repute, writing about half a century

ago in that admirable work "The Descriptive Dictionary of the Indian
Islands" says that: "Dyak or more correctly Dayak is a word used by
the Malays as a generic term for all the wild races of Sumatra and
Celebes, but more especially of Borneo where they are most numerous.

It seems to be equivalent with them to the European word savage."
Mr. Howell, however, informs us that "the work Dyak is only
applied to the race in this island who are living in much barbarism."
But almost in the same breath he adds "the Sea Dyaks are not all a
savage race as may be proved later on".
All who wish well to the Dyaks undoubtedly hope that this axiom

may "be proved later on".

But in view of a report which appears in the

same issue of the Gazette of the proceedings of certain Dyaks in or
near the Limbang District it would appear at present somewhat premature
to absolve the Sea Dyak of all the attributes and instincts of the

"noble" savage.
Nor indeed so long as certain gruesome trophies, which are to
be found in every well appointed Dyak establishment, are held in such
notoriously high esteem by all tribes of Sea Dyaks, does it appear to

me that these people can be considered as "not at all a savage race".
Tot homines, tot sententiae and it will doubtless be a revelation to

many people to know that the practices attendant on the above mentioned
custom accord with a Missionary's idea of civilisation.
There are, I believe, many who think with me that the Sea
Dyaks have not yet lost all the peculiarities of a savage and who will
prefer rather to admire some of the good points and qualities of that
untutored state, which are so often lost when they become converted to
a pseudo-civilisation.
Mr. Howell informs us that "the Sea Dyaks speak one language
only, and this one language is the Malayan language". If that was the
opinion of the Reverend writer it is hardly surprising to find him
complaining a little further on that: "It is difficult to form one's
opinion or judgement between the two languages (the Malayan and Sea
Dyak) as to which is the richer and more expressive."
Notwithstanding the emphatic assurance (already alluded to) in
the first words of Mr. Howell's article, viz: that "the Sea Dyaks
belong to the Malayan Race" we are somewhat mystified later on by being

told that although"with reference to the Malays their nationality is
known" yet "there is no light yet thrown upon the matter which will
lead us to any conclusion as to the nationality" of the Sea Dyaks.
To me and others who are really interested in the Sea Dyaks and
their language there appear to be a very large number of the words in

that language which are certainly not traceable to a Malay origin, and
notwithstanding a mysterious allusion by the Reverend author to Sanskrit
and the Majapait Kingdom, he throws no light on this phase of the subject.
Again we are told that "the aborigines of the island are quite
ignorant of the art of spinning". Who the people here referred to as
"the.aborigines" may be I am of course unable to say, but many inland
tribes who would probably be considered as such have handed down from
time immemorial the art of weaving certain kinds of cloths.
We are told that "since the Gospel of Christ has been preached
to the Sea Dyaks the Bishop and his missionaries have been able to
form letters for them out of the Roman Alphabet". Curiosity is naturally
aroused as to what this new Alphabet may be like. The poor old Roman

Alphabet which seem to have served Marsden and Crawford passing well in
their puny efforts on the parent language has now to be hewn into other
forms to suit the Missionaries and latter day lexicographer.

Believing that what is right and true is always a large and
important matter, but that who is right or wrong is an infinitesimally
samll question, I see no har- in hiding my insignificant identity
under a pseudonym, and beg therefore, dear Mr. Editor, while apologising
for trespassing so much on your space, to subscribe myself as.
Yours faithfully,
L'HOMME QUI RIT.

3rd Article - by C. A. Bampfylde
Bau, June 22nd, 1898

Dear Sir, — In his article on the Sea Dyaks which appeared in
your last issue, the Rev. W. Howell opens by stating that the Sea
Dyaks belong to the Malayan race; and I think I am right in fancying
that the writer by Malayan means the Malays pure and simple, and not in
a general sense, as many ethnologists do, as applying to the various
races of the Eastern archipelago, supposed, with more or less reason, to

be branches of the Malay race or of the same stock. If I am correct in
this surmise I think Mr. Howell is undoubtedly right, and very few with

any real knowledge of the people will differ with him; but I also think
he might have gone a little further than asserting that the root forms
of the Sea Dyak language are synonymous with those of the Malayan

language, for a careful study of the two languages will show that with
the exception of a few peculiar variations, and having regard to Malay
as spoken elsewhere than in Sarawak, the two languages are identical in
origin. In the natural expansion of the languages the only differences
have arisen owing to the Malays having borrowed from the Arabs, natives
of India, Java, etc. and the Dyaks to some extent from surrounding
tribes, either aboriginal or earlier settlers in the country. But

further on in this article Mr. Howell says we have no satisfactory

conclusion as to the nationality of the Dyaks, and that it is not to be
wondered at that hundreds of Malay words are to be found in the Dyak
language, statements which are hardly reconcilable with his opening
remark, but he also states again that "this one language (that common to
the Sea Dyaks) is the Malayan language".
As to the origin of the Sea Dyaks we only have, and will always
have, the evidence of language to base our theories upon, and this
evidence, which Mr. Howell seems to accept and yet not to accept,

clearly shows that they are of the Malay race, and have no affinity
with the other numerous tribes of Sarawak and the neighbouring states;

customs may help us a little but such are liable to innovations, and to
being altered and modified, and so may their traditions, but these are
somewhat variable and impracticable.
I agree with Mr. Howell that the Sea Dyaks appear to have

migrated to Borneo before the Malays. Originally they probably settled
on the coast but were driven inland perhaps by a superior and more
powerful tribe, or owing to other circumstances, and this was before
the conversion of the Malays to Islam; hence we find Sanskrit words (by

the way what does Mr. Howell understand in this connection by "genuine
Dyak words"?) in their vocabulary, but no Arabic Words.
Mr. Howell says "there is no difficulty in tracing to its
origin the name Malay, but the names Dyak and Laut present more

difficulty in elucidation. Probably both words have been misrepresented,
and this misrepresentation originated with the Dyaks and the Malays
themselves". With regard to the word Malay, do we know anything more
than that it is a contraction of the word malaiyu, and does that help
us much? With regard to the names, or words, Dyak and Laut, their
elucidation is surely a very simple one. Dyak is a corruption of
daia which means land, inland, and laut, as all know, means the sea;
hence we have orang daia, inland people, and conversely orang laut, man
of the sea or coast, the Malays. As far as I can ascertain, the word
daia is only known amongst Malays here in connection with the points of
the compass as barat daia and barat laut, and here we have daia used in
opposition to laut. I think it will be generally conceded that as far
as these parts go Brunei was where the Malays first migrated to and
settled, and daia in the Brunei dialect means land, inland, and such is
its meaning nearly all along the coast.

To again quote Mr. Howell, "before proceeding to elucidate how
the word Dyak came to be misrepresented I must first of all deal with
the favourite meaning of it, which is current already on the lips of
many people, who affirm that it is the corrupted form of the Malay
word darat. This is an impossibility." Quite so. But whoever did
affirm such an absurd theory, and is not Mr. Howell rather jumping at a
conclusion and attributing ignorance to others being himself unaware of
the true source of the word daia?

That the Dyaks ever had a name of their own to eiqjress their
common nationality is very questionable. They have adopted the Malay
and Melanau word dayak or daia, but amongst themselves and so with all
other tribes excepting the Malays the name daia is rapidly giving place
to the Kayan word ivan, or iban as pronounced by the Dyaks, and by this
name the Sea-Dyaks are known pretty nearly all over Borneo. I question
whether any Bomean tribes have or ever had a general name for themselves
of their own, but, like the Dyaks, style themselves by the names of

certain places or rivers from which they or their forefathers came, and
not so much by the names of the places they remove to, as Mr. Howell
seems to think; for instance a Lemanak moving to the Undup would not
call himself an Undup, and so in the thickly inhabited Rejang river
which has been populated by Dyaks from the Batang Lupar and Saribas the
Dyaks there still style themselves Lemanak, S'krang, Engkari, Saribas,
Ulu Ai, etc.

Mr. Howell speaks of the different forms of dialects now spoken
by the Sea Dyak tribes, and goes on to say that it would appear
impossible to distinguish the language of one tribe from another, and
these two statements appear to be somewhat contradictory. To style
any differences as different forms of dialect is hardly correct. The
Ulu Ai, the Skrang, the Lemanak, the Engkari, etc. all speak the same
language, though their pronunciation varies in some respects.

That statement that the Malays have not yet been thoroughly
purged of their once heathenish rites is certainly misleading, and
calculated to give a wrong impression that such rites are still
practised to a certain extent. That Malays are superstitious is true,
and in this respect they are not peculiar as regards other people, but
the practice of any heathenish rites has long been suppressed as being
utterly intolerant to the religion they profess and have professed for
so many years.

There are other points in the article under notice which might
call for remark, but I am afraid as it is I have already trespassed
too much upon your valuable space.
I am

Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,
C. A. Bampfylde.

This story has been taken from Richards 1977:296-300.

It serves

the purpose of showing how women became the impetus behind headhunting,
no woman wasting her affections on a man who had not taken heads. Also,
it well illustrates the point to which headhunting degraded, even to the

taking of old women's heads while they worked in the field, etc.

HEADS, I win:
Lingoh yaxmed. He had done so many times in the course of the
last hour or so, and many more times during the last week. There was
no doubt that Lingoh was suffering from an attack of ennui. He was
sitting on the covered verandah of the house lazily fastening a spear
head to the shaft with a neatly plaited band of rattan. Presently he
put down his work, rose, and went out on to the open platform. From
the height he looked out over the expanse of jungle, range after range
of tree-clad hills rising one behind the other, the farthest showing
through a purple haze. Not a sign of human habitation save for a thin
spiral of blue smoke rising from the midst of the jungle some miles
away. As he stood there leaning against the edge of the shingled roof
the sun dropped behind a distant range, and the air turned chill. He
stood staring moodily for a time, then turned and crept under the
overhanging roof to the shelter of the house.
There had been peace in the Dyak country for some three years
now, but the elder men still sat and talked, as they will do, of the
times when fighting was incessant; when parties were spread out over
the country in search of stray men, women or children; when the women

were ready at a moment's notice to fly for the inaccessible hills, and
when the harvest, be it never so good, was not to be counted on for
food. Lingoh, with the other young men, sat silent, listening to the
boasting stories of prowess, and sighed, for the times of peace had
come too early.
They had indeed come too early for young Lingoh, and he was

sharply reminded of this fact by the fascinating Lumut, who transferred
her affections to an elderly but proved warrior, in search of yet
another wife.

And so life went on. The same dull round, the same talk, talk,
talk of the elders, and the occasional sneer from one of the would-be
brides. The young men of the house sat together on the mats, their

spasmodic conversation interrupted by yawns from one or the other.
A month later four figures might have been seen emerging from
the shadow of the eaves into the moonlight. They creep in single file
down the sloping log, break into a trot, and disappear to the eastward
in the jungle.
The scene changes from the Binding Hills to the Ulu Lintang,
some 80 miles from the house where Lingoh had yawned. An anxious group

is sitting on the verandah of Brandah's house. The betel and sirih is
circulating and the hubbub is sometimes so great that words are lost.
In a moment's pause one speaks: "I do not believe it; we are in the

middle of the harvest, and I shall let nothing interfere with that."
"But I myself saw the marks, at the foot of Tinting Raya: four
men, one at least amed with a spear."
"The hunters from Ingan's house."

"Not so: they were not the marks of hunters."
"Keep quiet; the country is at peace; you will interfere with
our hairvest if you talk." So speaks the elder of the house, and the
news-bringer gets up and moves away, grumbling to himself.
Unggang had been listening to the altercation from his portion
of the verandah, and as the discomfited news-bringer left the house
Unggang rose and followed him. He did not return till late that evening
after the household had retired for the night. As he passed one of
the rooms on the way to his sleeping place he hesitated for a moment,
then, hearing a shrill voice, he frowned and passed on.
Life had not been easy for Unggang of late. He was alone in
his part of the house with his old mother, and so had to work.
Unggang did not like work at all. He hated to be seen carrying

watergourds, or performing other necessary household duties.

The girls,

the rightful carriers of water, laughed at him unmercifully whenever

he appeared so laden. He was a sulky, unpleasant youth to look at, and
had the lank hair, straight nose and abnormally high cheek-bones so
often seen amongst Dyaks. The face indeed, of an American Indian. He
rarely mixed with the other youngsters of the house, and was not
altogether a popular character.

Early next morning the house resounds with the clattering of
many feet on the lathe flooring, while the smoke of the fires pours
from the openings in the roof, rising to mingle with the morning mist.

Presently the women begin to stream down the ladder, and soon a long
string of men, women and children is wending its way down the wellcleared path to the scene of the harvest.

The dark string drops into

the valley and presently reappears on the side of the opposite hill,
threading its way, twisting and turning, as it follows the vagaries of
the path.

Unggang follows later, and when he reaches the farm all are
hard at work. He makes no attempt to help his old mother but wanders
restlessly about from fence to hut and back again.
And so the day wears on until the sun is low and the shadows
are rapidly lengthening. One by one the workers straighten themselves,
the men and women bend their backs to the loaded baskets, and a steady

stream of bowed figures is making for the gap in the
which edges the padi farm. Unggang hears the shrill
mother calling and returns to her, and presently the
long line, are on their homeward way. No sooner are

fringe of jungle
voice of his
couple, last of the
they out of sight

of the clearing than Unggang stops, puts his load on the ground, and
mumbling an excuse about a forgotten tobacco box, retraces his steps.
The old mother shrilly calls for him to follow her quickly and goes on

towards home. Unggang turns the comer of the path, and suddenly darts
into the thick undergrowth to his left.

Presently there emerges from the bushes a bent old woman with
scanty hair knotted back, wearing a short black skirt and carrying a
rag of a coat over one shoulder. With the aid of a long staff she
totters to the end of the path and emerges on to the clearing. With
bowed head she feebly moves on to the centre of the farm, making,
apparently, for a large burnt stiimp almost in the middle. As she
reaches the stump the sun drops and the shadows of the jungle creep
over the clearing. Darker and darker it grows, and the old woman is
still bending near the tree, tying something on the ground. The chirp
of crickets and the croak of frogs in incessant, but not another
sound is heard until suddenly a twig snaps on the edge of the jungle.
A rustling follows, and there emerges from the gloom the figure of a
man. The figure crouches and advances, first creeping, then leaping
lightly from stump to stump. The old woman looks up; a shrill scream
and she is hobbling as fast as she can for the shelter of the burnt
tree.

What need for further caution?

The spear is dropped, the

crouching figure straightens and leaps forward, as the steel flashes
from its sheath.

Lingoh, for it is he, raises his sword as he reaches the tree
stump. He turns as he leaps a projecting buttress, for there springs
up in front of him a man fully armed with spear and shield. The
surprise is complete, and Lingoh runs for his life, making for the

friendly shelter he has so lately abandoned.

A spear whizzes past him

as he runs; there is a clatter of a dropped shield, and the chase has

begun.

But it is hopeless from the beginning. Panic-stricken Lingoh

runs on; he trips and recovers, and hears the patter of footsteps
close behind him; his breath comes in short pants, his eyes are strain
ing towards the friendly gloom. He feels the clutch at his flowing
hair, and in desperation launches out with a backhanded slash. Too
late; he falls heavily. The victor bends for a moment over the
writhing form. He straightens himself and waves his sword. His left
hand now has its burden. His yell of trimph and defiance rings across
the clearing and echoes from the jungle-clad hills. No more shall

Unggang be despised and jeered at; his future is assured. In this life
respected and sought for, in the next world the owner of a slave. No
more will he sit silent and abashed while the elders talk, no more

will he hear the shrill jests of the women or the comtemptuous laugh
of the young men.

Think of the feelings of the successful Labour Candidate as
he shakes hands with the defeated Sir Omicron Pi.

Think of the

feelings of the hitherto struggling artist who wakes to find himself

"on the line".

These, a thousand times multiplied are the feelings of

Unggang at this supreme moment of a Dyak life.

Scarce have the echoes

of the defiant yell died away than he turns, and makes for the
homeward path. He reaches the gap in the bushes and pauses; he sways

slightly, and as he moves on, totters.

He recovers himself and looks

down. For the first itme he realises that Lingoh's despairing slash
has taken effect. A look of surprise crosses his face; but he glances
at the burden his left hand carries and again moves forward.

Again he

stvimbles, collapses, and crashes head foremost into the fringe of
undergrowth. Something round and heavy bumps and jolts down the rough
path until it meets a fallen tree. It strikes the log with a dull
thud, rocks for a moment and is still.

This portion of cultural information was taken from Richards
1977:203. The ritual of the head dance was performed whenever heads

were taken in the past.

Thus, being part of the history of the Than,

I have included it here so that it might provide insights into the
Iban life and ideals during this period.

HEAD DANCE

The head dance is generally performed by four women. They face
each other, two and two, each swinging a head in the right hand. They
advance and recede with a slow swinging step partly forward partly
sideways, each step accompanied with the cry "Ha Hai", the head being
swayed to and fro. At intervals a song is changed expressing joy for the
trophy obtained, praising the prowess of the lucky warrior and mocking
the head of the unfortunate enemy. In the chant the head is asked how
it came by its death. What was the bad dream that foretold its fate?
The head answers that it dreamed it had been bitten by a snake, or

carried off by a crocodile. It is told, "That was a lucky dream for it
directed the spear that struck you, it rendered keen the edge of the
sword that struck you from your body."
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This ceremony is taken from Richards 1977:210-211. The rituals
and sacrifices observed in this ceremony are part of the traditional way
in which the Than

asked the spirits to protect new living quarters.

Because the process of building a new longhouse is dealt with in this

paper, I have included this ceremony as a necessary part of understand
ing the whole procedure the Than went through in house construction.

PANGKONG TIANG

This ceremony is performed immediately after the harvest and
partakes of the nature of the other sacrificial feasts of the Than.
After midday the materials for an offering to the spirits are
collected from each family of the village and placed in a basket; a
fowl also is given by each family.

The fowls are waved over the offering and over the heads of the

guests.

Unless the performer is on his guard, the young men will

snatch a fowl or two from his hand during the process of waving. The
basket with its contents is then hung up on the wall near the house
door.

One of the more important men of the village then proceeds to

perform the ceremony of pangkong tiang (i.e. striking the posts).
He is dressed in a long coloured robe, and taking a portion of
the offering above mentioned, a piece of bamboo filled with boiled rice,
and a fowl, he approaches one of the larger posts of the building.
The offering he hangs up on the post; he then strikes the post

with the bamboo containing rice, beating the latter to pieces, at the
same time invoking all kinds of blessings on the house and its inmates.
The fowl is then killed and the post sprinkled with its blood.
The same ceremony is repeated by him at all the principal posts that
sustain the house.

In the evening a song of invocation is sung, whose refrain

tells of seeking posts in the spirit world, which are blessed and will
preserve the village from all sickness and misfortune.
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This story has been taken from Richards 1977:96-98.

This

particular legend is important in the Iban's way of life because it
tells how they learned to observe Pleiades to know when to prepare
land for a new padi crop. In addition, it provides valuable insight

for us into the Iban's animistic outlook. They see the stars as being
able to take hximan form, marry humans, and have children by them.

PLEIADES

Once upon a time there lived in a far country a family which
consisted only of three, the husband, wife and daughter. When the
daughter had attained the age of puberty she began to feel greatly her
solitary life. One day she told her mother that her existence was only
a burden to her, and every time she watched the stars she said how she
wished she could marry one of them, for they were so brilliant.
The mother was very sad to hear what her daughter told her and
did everything to make her happy, but it was all in vain. The father
took long journeys for days and days trying to find a human habitation,
but there was none to be found. At length they resigned themselves to
the decree of fate.

One day to their great astonishment and delight two young
visitors appeared, handsome and strong. They were welcomed into the
house and luxuriously entertained. It appeared that they had no special
errand, neither would they tell from whence they came. At length one
of them married the girl, and as years rolled on a child was born.
One day the father of the child assembled the whole of the

family together and said that he had something to say to them. "What
I have to say," said he, "is just as painful to you as it is to me.
My time of departure has come and I must leave you, in fact, it is for
your convenience and comfort that I am obliged to leave you.

I feel

dearly for you and especially for my child and wife, and the separation
is indeed painful, but it is necessary and convenient. I was forbidden
to tell you who I was and my companion too, but now I am at liberty to
tell you. I am the Pleiades and my companion is the Three Stars. I
think I have said all that I had to say, with the exception of this
injunction which I have to lay upon you. It is for your own interest
that I enjoin you imperatively, that if you see me before the break

of day on the horizon begin to clear the jungle for your padi farm at
once, and when I have risen up to the middle of the heavens, begin to
sow your padi seed. If you fail to obey my injunction your padi will
yield no fruits, or will be exposed to destruction by insects of
various kings. Although you cannot touch me yet you and your greatgrand-children's great-grand-children's children from now and for ever
shall see me." In the midst of crying and lamentation the two young
men departed.

The following material is taken from Richards 1977:100-103.
have included it here because it is an important part of the Iban
traditional rice cycle. According to Iban legend, this must be

I

performed, along witft sacrifices, to Pulang Gana or the Iban won't have
his help in clearing the land, but instead his hindrance.

FEAST OF THE WHETSTONES

The feast of the whetstones is held just before the clearing of
the farm land commences. A blessing is asked upon the stones that.they
may make the implements sharp for cutting down jungle. The gods
Pulang Gana, Ini Andan and Manang Jaban are specially invoked in this
feast.

It is after a bad year of padi or a severe famine that this
feast is held to propitiate the above mentioned gods. Pulang Gana is
the god of the earth, and his habitation is in the subterraneous part
of it. Ini Andan lives in the heavens; she possesses all sorts of
charms to bring about good luck. Manang Jaban or Ini Manang has her

abode at the gate of the heavens; she also possesses various charms
not on^-y for cures but also for good luck.
A bad year of padi or time of famine is deemed by Dyaks in
general to be the sign of the displeasure of the gods towards mankind.
The displeasure arises from various sources, either because some
persons have committed a great crime and gone unpunished, or some
unfortunate maids have lost their honour and sacrifice to the gods has
not been duly offered.

Under these circumstances a meeting is forthwith held to decide
about a feast to be given in honour of the gods to plead for pardon and
to beseech their favour again. The preparations for the feast are
immediately arranged, and the news is announced to the neighbouring
villages. The men go out fishing and hunting, and the women make the
toddy (tuak) and pound rice. The preparations occupy them for a
fortnight or perhaps a month. The last thing done is to look for
pinang, sireh, gambler, etc., then the day for the feast is fixed and
invitations are sent out to the different villages.
When all the guests have arrived and have seated themselves a
live fowl is waved over their heads, and then the fowl is killed and
the forehead of everybody is touched with the blood. The toddy is
distributed and the cheers begin. Quiet again reigns when food is
served out. After everybody has eaten, an elderly man is asked to
make the sacrifice and the offering to Pulang Gana, Ini Andan, and
Manang Jaban. The man that is selected to officiate must necessarily
be free from the stain of adultery. He takes his position on the
platform (tanju) just below the eaves of the roof; two or three mats
are spread out above the other and he sits on them; above him home-made
blankets (pus kumbu) are suspended like an awning; a wooden trough is

put before him and in it the whetstones are put; above the whetstones

a pig is placed and the man takes a spear and pierces the heart of the
pig and the blood is made to run into the wooden trough to besmear the
whetstones.

After the sacrifice is over the man commences to make an

offering of pinang, sireh, black pulut rice, barley cooked in leaves,
smoked fish, effs, sweet cakes, and smoked keli. This offering is put
into the wooden trough with the whetstones. The man then invokes
Pulang Gana, Raja Sua, Ini Andan, and Manang Jaban, beseeching them to
look and behold and to turn their faces towards them; he requests

them to listen to their petitions, protect them and show favour to them.
After the invocation is over the wooden trough which contains
the whetstones is moved into the centre of the covered verandah (ruai)
where the pandong is to be erected. The pandong is erected for the

purpose of hanging the ceremonial basked (sintong), and in it a
sacrifice is placed on a plate. In the sintong also is placed a species
of lily called sengkenyang (a charm against bewitched persons), a kind
of bamboo called temiang and porcupine quills. The basket hung is
supposed to represent a bubu (fish trap set). It is hoped that Pulang
Gana will place in it a charm for obtaining a good crop of padi. This

charm generally takes the shape of a piece of stone or a pig's tusk.
Everybody in the house has a pandong in his ruai.

At dusk the

men that are engaged for a consideration begin to intone the
incantation in the choicest words of their poetry.
The country of Pulang Gana is undergromd on the range called
Giling Chiping (like the burning coals of fire), which is at the
mouth of the frozen river the waters of which are like blood that has

coagulated.
The messengers that are sent to invite Pulang Gana are

Kechuyu (that rests not), Kenyawer (that drips at the mouth of rivers),
and Ijau Singkalau Langgai Bujang Abang Meligai. These two carry the
message of the invitation as far as the house of the Wind Spirit, at
the Kelibak of the white earth that shines brilliantly at the Batu

Nugu Merabong Kajang. When the house of the Wind Spirit (Antu Ribut)
is reached they deliver their message to him and return home. The
Spirit of the Wind starts to the house of Pulang Gana and requests his
favour to be present at the feasts which are given in his honour.
Pulang Gana starts to the feasts with his wife, daughter and son-inlaw, and takes two slaves with him.
Between four and five o'clock in the morning Pulang Gana and
his train are supposed to arrive at the house. The musical instruments
are immediately struck and a procession is formed to give the party an
honourable reception. And offering is brought and with it a live
white fowl is waved about for the propitiation. All the men sit in
one row and the women in another. Pulang Gana and his son-in-law will
sit with the men, and his wife and daughter will sit with the women.
It is believed that the interview will have a good result. Pulang

Gana's wife and daughter will grant to the women charms to enable them
to he expert in weaving, etc. Pulang Gana and his son-in-^law will give
to the men charms for obtaining padi. Such gifts are to be recompensed
and therefore cups, plates, brass rings and bracelets are offered to
Pulang Gana, his wife, daughter and son-in-law in the nature of fees.
The name of Pulang Gana's wife is Srintun Tanah Tumboh Yak
Srindak Tanggi Buloh. The name of his daughter is Benih Lela Punggang
Tengian Dara Bintang Tiga Datai Ka Jelan. The name of his son-in-law
is, Aji Ti Brani Ngilah Bulan Suka Raja Rengayan. The names of his two
slaves are, Bengkang Bujang Penyadong, and Ingkat Apai Renggat Pangkong
Tutong.

At break of day Pulang Gana and his train return home.
their departure the guests also disperse to their homes.

After

This particular version of the legend about Siu is taken from
Richards 1977:236-255. This is a very important story in Than
folklore because it tells how the Than were given rice seed to plant

and live on instead of just yams and jungle products, thus explaining
a major change in lifestyle. This story also explains how the Than
learned different hunting and fishing techniques seen today. Also,
very importantly, it explains which birds are omen birds, what their
cries mean, and how this information was learned. This story is full
of important information, being a major Iban legend, with Siu a wellknown folk hero.

THE STORY OF SIU

Many thousands of years ago before the padi plant was known, the

Dyaks lived on tapioca, yams, potatoes and such fruit as they could
procure. It was not till Siu taught them how to plant padi that such
a thing as rice was known. The story of how he came to leam of the
existence of this important article of food, and how he and his son,
Seragunting, introduced it among their people is here set forth.
Siu was the son of a great Dyak chief, but his father dies
when he was quite a child, and at the time this story begins, he lived
with his mother and was the head of a Dyak longhouse in which lived
some three hundred families. He was strong and active and handsome in
appearance, and there was no one in the country round who was equal to
him in strength or comeliness. When he was ready to go on the war-path,
he was the admiration of all the Dyak damsels. On such occasions he
appeared in a many coloured waistcloth, twelve fathoms in length,
which was wound round and round his body. On his head was a plaited
rattan band in which were stuck some long feathers of the hombill.
His coat was woven of threads of bright colours. On each well-shaped

arm was an armlet of ivory.

To his belt was fastened his sword and

the many charms and amulets that he possessed. With his spear in his
right hand and his shield on his left arm, he presented a splendid

type of a Dyak Warrior.

But not of his bravery nor of his deeds of

valour against the enemy does this tale relate. It only gives an
account of an adventure of his which ended in his discovery of Padi.
One day Siu proposed to the young men of his house that they
should take their blowpipes with them and go into the jungle to shoot
birds. So one morning they all started off early. Each man had with
him his bundle of food for the day, and each went a different way, as
they wished to see, on returning in the evening, who would be the most
successful of them all.
Siu went towards a mountain not far from his house.

He

wandered about the whole morning in the jungle, but strange to say, he
did not see any bird nor did he meet with any animal. Everything
was quiet and still. Worn out with fatigue, he sat down to rest under

a large tree, and feeling hungry, he ate some of the food he had
brought with him. It was now long past midday, and he had not been
able to kill a single birdI Surely none of the others could be so
unfortunate as heI

Determined not to be beaten by the others, after a short rest,
he started again and wandered on in quest of birds. The sun had gone
half-way down in the western heaven, and he was beginning to lose heart,
when suddenly he heard not far off the sound of birds. He hurried in
that direction, and came to a wild fig tree covered with ripe fruit,
which a large number of birds were busy eating. Never before had he

seen such a sight I On this one tree the whole feathered population of
the forest seemed to have assembled together! On looking carefully,
he was surprised to see that the different kinds of birds were not all

intermingled together as is usually the case. Each species was apart
from the others. Here he saw a large flock of wild pigeons on one
branch, and next to them were the parrots, all feeding together but
keeping distinct from the rest. Upon this tree there were hombills,
woodpeckers, wild pigeons and all the different kinds of birds he had
ever seen.

Siu hid himself under the thick leaves of a shrub growing near,
very much pleased at his luck. He took a poisoned dart and placed it
in his blow—pipe, and taking good air, shot it out. He had aimed at
one bird in a particular flock, and he hit it. But that bird was not
the only one that fell dead at his feet. To his astonishment, he saw
that many of the other birds that were near it were killed also.
Again he shot out a dart, and again the same thing happened. The bird
that was hit fell down dead, and with it the birds that were near it.
In a very short time, Siu had killed as many birds as he could carry.
As the little basket, in which he had brought his food, was too small
to hold them all, he set to work and made a coarse basket with the bark
of a pendok tree growing near. Then he put his load on his back and
started to return home, glad that he had been so successful.
He tried to follow the way by which he had come, but as he had
not taken the precaution to cut marks in the trees he passed, he very
soon found himself in difficulties.

He wandered about, sometimes

passing by some large tree, which he seemed to remember seeing in the
morning. He climbed up a steep hill and went several miles through a
large forest, but did not find the jungle path which he had followed
earlier in the day. It was beginning to grow dark and the sun had
nearly set.

"I must hurry on," said Siu to himself, "in the hope of finding
some house where I can get food and shelter. Once it is dark, I shall
be forced to spend the night in the jungle."
He hurried on and luckily came to a part of the jungle which
had lately been a garden.
"There must be some path from this garden," said Siu to himself,

"leading to some house;" and he began to walk round it.

He soon found an old disused path which he followed and which
led Tiim to another path. By this time it was quite dark, and Siu made
haste to reach the Dyak house which he felt sure was not very far off.
He soon came to a well, and not far. off he saw the lights and heard
the usual sounds of a Dyak house. He was glad to think that he would
not have to spend the night in the jungle, but would probably be able
to get food and shelter at the house.

He stopped to have a bath and to hide the birds he was carrying
and his blow-pipe and quiver in the brushwood near the well, hoping to
take them with him when he started to return the next morning.

As he approached the house, he could hear the voices of the
people there. When he came to the bottom of the ladder leading up to
the house, he shouted, "OhI you people in the house, will you allow a
stranger to walk up?" At once there was dead silence in the house.
No one answered. Again Siu asked the same question, and, after a
pause, a voice answered "Yes: come up!"
He walked up into the house. To his surprise, he saw no one in
the open verandah in front of the different rooms. That part of a

Syak house, usually so crowded, was quite empty.

Nor did Siu hear the

voices of people talking in any of the rooms. All was silent. Even
the person who answered him was not there to receive him.
He saw a dim light in the verandah, further on, in the middle
of the house, and he walked towards it. He wondered what could have
happened to all the people in the house, for not long before he had
heard many voices.

"This seems to be a strange house," he said to himself.
"When I was bathing and when I walked up to the house, it seemed to be
well inhabited, but now that I come in, I see no one, and hear no
voice."

When Siu reached the light, he sat down on a mat there.

Presently he heard a woman's voice in the room say, "Sit down Siu: I
will bring out the pinang and sireh to you."
Siu was very pleased to hear a human voice. Soon a young and
remarkably beautiful girl came out of the room with the chewing
ingredients, which she placed before him.

"Here you are at last Siu," she said, "I expected you woxild
come earlier. How is it you are so late?"
"I stopped a little while at the well to have a bath, as I was
hot and tired."

"You must be very hungry as well," she said, "wait a moment
while I prepare some food for you. After you have eaten we can have
our talk together."
When Siu was left to himself, he wondered what it all meant.

Here was a Dyak longhouse, but for more than a hundred families to
live in, and yet it seemed quite deserted.

The only person in it

appeared to be the beautiful girl who was cooking his food for him.

Then again, he wondered how it was she knew his name and expected him
that day. All these things filled him with wonder and surprise.

"Come in. Sin," said the voice from the room, "your food is
ready."
Siu was very hungry and went in at once, and sat down to eat
his dinner.

When they had done eating, she cleared away the plates and put
things back into their places and tidied the room. Then she spread out
a new mat for him, and brought out pinang and sireh, and bade him be
seated, as she wished to have a chat with him.

Siu had many questions to ask, and as soon as they were both
seated, he began:

"Why are you all alone in this house? This is a longhouse, and
many families must live in it. Where are the others? Why is everythink so silent now?

I am sure I heard voices before I entered the

house; but now I hear no sound."

"Do not let us talk about this house or the people in it for
the present.

I would much rather talk of other matters.

Tell me of

your own people, and what news you bring from your country."
"There is no news to give you," Siu replied. "We have been
rather badly off for food, as our potatoes and yams did not turn out
so well this year as we hoped."

"Tell me what made you come in this direction and how it was
you found this house."
"While I was hunting in the jungle to-day, I lost my way.
After wandering about a long time, I found a path which I followed and
came to this house. It was kind of you to take me in and give me food.
If I had not found this house, I must have died in the jungle.
Tomorrow morning I must ask you to show me the way to my country, and
also I must beg of you some food for my journey back. My mother is
sure to be anxious about me.

She is left all alone, now that I am

away.

My father died a long time ago, and I am her only son."
"Do not go away as soon as tomorrow morning. Stay here a few
days at any rate."

At first Siu would not consent, but she spoke so nicely to him
that she succeeded in persuading him to stay there at least a week.
Then he went out to the verandah, and she brought out a mat for him
to sleep on and a sheet to cover himself with. As Siu was very tired,
he fell sound asleep, and did not wake up till late on the following
morning.

He saw some little children playing about the next day, but he
did not see any grown up people. He went into the room to have his
morning meal, but saw no one there, except the girl he had seen the
evening before. He felt very much inclined to ask her again where the
people of the house were, but he did not do so, as she did not seem
inclined to speak about them.

Now though Slu knew it not, this was the house of the great
Singalang Burong, the Ruler of the Spirit World. He was able to
metamorphose himself and his followers into any form. When going
forth on an expedition against the enemy, he would transform himself
and his followers into birds, so that they might travel more quickly.
Over the high trees of the jungle, over the broad rivers, sometimes even
across the sea, Singalang Burong and his flock would fly. There was no
trouble about food, for in the forests there were always some wild trees
in fruit, and while assuming the form of birds, they live on the food
of birds. In his own house and among his own people Singalang Burong
appeared as a man. He had eight daughters, and the girl who was
cooking food for Siu was the youngest of them.
The reason why the people of the house were so quiet, and did
not make their appearance, was because they were all in mourning for
many of their relatives who had been killed some time back. Only the
women and children were at home, because that same morning all the men
had gone forth to make a raid upon some neighbouring tribe, so that
they might bring home some htnnan heads to enable them to end their
mourning. For it was the custom that the people of a house continued
to be in mourning for dead relatives, until one or more human heads
were brought to the house. Then a feast was held, and all mourning was
at an end.

After Siu had been in the house seven days, he thought he
ought to think of returning to his own people. By this time he was
very much in love with the girl who had been so kind to him, and he
wished above all things to marry her,and take her back with him to
his won country.

"I have been here a whole week," he said to her, "and though you
have not told me your name, still I seem to know you very well. I have
a request to make and I hope you will not be angry at what I say."

"Speak on; I promise I will not be angry whatever you may say."
"I have learnt to love you very much," said Siu, "and I would
like to marry you if you will consent, so that I shall not leave you but
take you with me, when I return to my own land. Also I wish you to tell
me your name, and why this house is so silent, and where all the people
belonging to it are."

"I will consent to marry you, for I also love you.

But you

must first promise me certain things. In the first place, you must not
tell your people of this house and what you have seen here. Then also
you must promise faithfully never to hurt a bird or even to hold one in
your hands. If ever you break this promise, then we cease to be man
and wife. And of course, you must never kill a bird, because if you
do so, I shall not only leave you but revenge myself on you. Do you
promise these things?"

"Yes," said Siu, "I promise not to speak of what I have seen
here until you give me leave to do so.

And as you do not wish it, I

will never touch or handle a bird, and certainly never kill one."

"Now that you have promised what I wish, I will tell you about
myself and the people of this house," said the maiden. "My name is
Endu Sudan Galinggam Tinchin Mas (the girl Sudan painted like a gold
ring), but my people call me by my pet names, Bunsu Burong (the
youngest of the bird family), and Bunsu Katupong (the youngest of the
Katupong family). This house, as you noticed, seems very empty. The
reason is that a month ago many of our people were killed by some of the
people of your house, and we are still in mourning for them. As you
know, when our relatives have lately died, we stay silent in our
rooms, and do not come out to receive visitors or to entertain them.

Why are your people so cruel to us? They often kill our men when they
go out fishing or hunting. On the morning of the day on which you
arrived, all the men of this house went on the war-path, so as to

obtain the heads of some of the enemy to enable us to put away our
mourning. With us as with you it is necessary that one or more human
heads be brought into the house, before the inmates can give up
sorrowing for their dead relatives and friends.

You see us now in

the form of human beings, but all the people in this house are able to
transform themselves into birds. My father, Singalang Burong, is the
head of this house. I am the youngest of eight sisters; we have no
brother alive. Our only brother died not long ago, and we are still
in mourning for him, and that was the reason why my sisters did not
come to greet you."
Siu heard with surprise all she had to say. He said to himself
that it was lucky he did not bring up to the house the basket of birds
which he had killed in the jungle, and that he had hidden them with his
blow-pipe and quiver containing poisoned darts, in the brushwood near
the well. He determined to say nothing about the matter, as probably
some of her friends or relations were among the birds that were killed
by him.

So Siu married Bunsu Burong and continued to live in the house
for several weeks.

One day he said to his wife: "I have been here a long time.
My people must surely be wondering where I am, and whether I am alive.
My mother too must be very anxious about me. I should like to return

to my people, and I want you to accompany me.
are sure to welcome you as my wife."

My mother and my friends

"Oh yes: I will gladly accompany you back to your home.

But

you must remember and say nothing of the things you have seen in this
house.

When shall we start?"

"We can start early to-morrow morning, soon after breakfast,"
answered Siu.

They started early the next day, taking with them food enough
for four days, as they expected the journey would last as long as that.

Siu's wife seemed to know the way, and after journeying for three days.

they came to the stream near the house, and they stopped to have a bath.
Some of the children of the house saw them there, and ran up to the

house and said:—"Siu has come back, and with him is a beautiful
woman who seems to be his wife."

Some of the older people checked the children, saying; "It
cannot be Siu: he has been dead for a long time. Don't mention his
name, for if his mother hears you talk of him, it will make her very

tanhappy."
But the children persisted in saying that it was indeed Siu that
they had seen. Just then Siu and his wife appeared, and walked up to
the house.

Siu said to his wife: "The door before which I hang up my
swords is the door of my room. Walk straight in. You will find my
mother there, and she will be sure to be glad to welcome you as her
daughter-in-law."
When they came into the house, all the inmates rushed out to
meet them, and to congratulate Siu on his safe return.
They asked him many questions: where he had been living all
this time; how he came to be married, and what the name was of his

wife's country.

But Siu answered little, as he remembered the promise

he had made to his wife, that he would not speak of what he had seen
in her house.

When they reached the door of his room, Siu hung up his sword
and his wife went into the room.

But she did not see his mother as

she was ill and was lying in her curtain.

The Siu followed his wife

into the room and called out "Mother, where are you?

Here is your son

Siu come backl"

But his mother made no answer, so he opened her curtain, and
saw her lying down, covered up with a blanket. She had been so
troubled at the thought that her son was dead, that she had refused to
eat and had become quite ill.
She would not believe that her son had really returned alive,
and she said, "Do not try to deceive me; my son Siu is dead."
"I am indeed your son Siu, and I have come back alive and welll"

"Nol"

she replied, "My son Siu is dead.

have not long to live.

Leave me alone, I

Let me die in peace and follow my son to the

grave."
Siu then went to the box in which his clothes were kept and put
on the things that his mother had often seen him wear. Then he went to

her again and said, "Even if you do not believe that I am your son, at
any rate you might turn round and look at me, to make sure that I am

not your son."
Then she looked at him, and saw that it was indeed her son.
She was so pleased at his return that she soon recovered from her
illness, which was really caused by her sorrow and refusal to eat. Siu
told his mother of his marriage, and she welcomed his wife with joy.

The women all crowded round Siu's wife and asked her what her

name was. She answered Endu Sudan Galinggam Tinchin Mas. (The girl
Sudan painted like a gold ring). They looked at her in surprise;
they had never heard of such a name before.

"Where do you come from?" they asked. "What is the name of your
country?"
"Nanga Niga Bekurong Bebali nyadi Tekuyong Mabong," (the mouth
of the hidden Niga stream changed into the Mabong snail), was the reply.
They were astonished at her answer I They had never heard of
such a country. They asked her of her people, but she would not say
anything more of herself or speak about her people.

Everybody admired the great beauty of Siu's wife.

No more

questions were asked of her, as she seemed unwilling to answer.
parentage remained a mystery.

Her

In process of time Siu's wife bore him a son whom they named
Seragunting. He was a fine child, and as befitted the grandson of
Singalang Burong he grew big and strong in a miraculously short time,
and when he was three years old, he was taller and stronger than
others four times his age.

One day as Seragunting was playing with the other boys, a man
brought up some birds which he had caught in a trap. As he walked
through the house, he passed Siu who was sitting in the open verandah.
Siu, forgetting the promise he had made to his wife, asked him to show
him the birds, and he took one in his hands and stroked it. His wife
was sitting not far off, and saw him hold the bird and was very much
vexed that he had broken his promise to her.

She got up and returned to her room.

Siu came in and noticed

that she was troubled and asked her what was wrong.
was only tired.

She said that she

She said to herself: "My husband has broken his word to me.
He has done the thing he promised me he would never do. I told him he
was never to hold a bird in his hands, and that if he did such a thing,
I would leave him.

I cannot stay here in this house any longer.

I

must return to the house of my father Singalang Burong."
She took the water vessels in her hands, and went out as if to
fetch water. But when she came to the well, she placed the water
vessels on the ground and disappeared in the jungle.

In the meantime Seragunting, tired with his play came back in
search of his mother. She was very fond indeed of him, and he
expected her to come to him as soon as he called out to her. But he
was disappointed. No one answered his call, and when he looked in the
room, she was not there. He asked his father where his mother was, and
he told him that she had just gone to the well to fetch water and would
soon be back.

house.

But hour after hour passed, and she did not return to the
So Seragunting began to be anxious, and asked his father to

accompany him to the well to look for her. At first his father
refused to do so, but when he saw his son crying for his mother, he
went with him to the well. They found the water vessels there, but
saw no signs of her.

"Your mother is not here, Seragunting," said Siu. "Perhaps she
has gone to the garden to get some vegetables for our dinner. Let us
go back to the house. If your mother is not back, early to-morrow

morning, we will go and look for her." So they both returned to the
house, taking back with them the water gourds which Siu's wife had
left at the well.

Early the next morning, Seragunting and his father went in
search of her. They took with them only a little food, as they
expected to find her not very far off. But they wandered the whole day
and saw no signs of her. They spent the night under a large tree in
the jungle. Early the next morning, they were surprised to find a
small bxindle of food, wrapped up in leaves, near Seragunting. This food
was evidently meant for him alone, as it was not enough for two, but
he gave some of it to his father, who ate sparingly of it, so that his
son might not be hungry. They wandered on for several days, and
every night the same strange thing occurred — a bundle of food was
left near Seragunting. Siu suggested to his son that they should
return; but Seragunting, who during the journey had grown up into a
strong lad with a will of his own, would not consent to do so, as he
was determined to find his mother.

They wandered on for several days, deeper and deeper into the
jungle, but could find no signs of her whom they sought. At last they
came to the sea-shore. Here they rested for some days, in the hope
that some boat might pass. Still, as before, each morning a bundle of
food was found by Seragunting. If it were not for this food, they would
have long ago died of starvation. On this food they managed to live,
waiting hopefully to see some boat appear to take them on their
journey.
One day as Seragunting was watching, he heard the sound of
paddles, and saw in the distance several long-boats approaching. He
hailed the first, and asked the men in it to take him and his father with
them. The boat made for the shore, but the man in the bows recognised
the two wanderers, and shouted out: — "It is Siu and his son

Seragunting: do not let them come into the boat." The boat went on
and left them to their fate. The same thing happened in the case of
each of the other boats. As soon as Siu and his son were recognised, no
one would help them.
Now these were the boats of the sons-in-law of Singalang
Burong: Katupong, Beragai, Bejampong, Papau, Nendak, Pangkas, and
Embuas. They were not pleased at their sister-in-law marrying a mere
mortal like Siu, and so refused to help him and his son.
The next day Seragunting saw what seemed to be a dark cloud

come towards him over the sea.

As it came nearer, it took the form of

a gigantic spider, carrying some food and clothes.
"Do not be afraid," said the Spider, "I have come to help you
and your father. I have brought you food and clothing. When you have
had some food and changed your clothes, I will take you across the
water to the land on the other side. My name is Emplawa Jawa (the
Spider of Java). I know your history, and I will lead you to your
mother whom you seek."
After they had eaten and put on the new clothes brought them,
the spider told them to go with him across the sea. They were not to
be
to
as
of

afraid, but to follow his track, not turning to the right hand nor
the left. They obeyed his words. Strange to say, the water became
hard as a sandbank under their feet. For a long time they were out
sight of land, but towards evening they approached the opposite

shore, and saw a landing place where there were a large number of
boats. Not far off were several houses, and one longer and more
imposing than any of the others. To this house the Spider directed
Seragunting, telling him that he would find his mother there. The
Spider then left them. As it was late, they did not go up to the
house that evening but spent the night in one of the boats at the
landing place. Among the boats were those belonging to the sons-inlaw of Singalang Burong which had passed Siu and his son as they
waited on the sea-shore for some boat to take them across the sea.

When Seragunting and his father woke up next morning, they saw
that the road leading up to the house had sharpened pieces of bamboo
planted close together in the path, to prevent their walking up it.
As they were wondering what they were to do next, a fly came to
Seragunting and said:—

"Do not be afraid to walk up. Tread on the spikes that I
alight on; they will not hurt you. When you come to the house you will
find swords with blades turned upwards fastened to the ladder. Tread
on the blades that I alight on and walk boldly up into the house.
They did as the fly adivsed them, and were not hurt.

The

bamboo spikes crumbled under their feet, and the sword blades they trod
on were blunt and harmless.

The people of the house took no notice of them, and they sat
down in the verandah of the house. Then the fly came to Seragunting

and whispered to him: "You must now follow me into the room. Your
mother is there, lying in her curtain. I will point out to you which
it is, and you must wake her up and tell her who you are. She will be
very pleased to see you. Then when you come out into the verandah and
see the sons-in-law of Singalang Burong, you must greet them as your

uncles.

They will disown you and pretend that you are no relation of

theirs.

But do not be afraid.

You will be victorious in the end."

Seragunting followed the fly into the room and went to the
curtain on which it alighted. He called out to his mother, and she

awoke and saw with joy her son. She embraced him, and he said to her:
"How is it you went away and left us? We missed you so much,
and were so sorry to lose you, that my father and I have been travelling
for many days and nights in search of you. Now our troubles are over
for I have found you."
"My dear son," she said as she caressed him, "though I left you
I do not forget you. It was I who placed the food by you everynight.
I left your father because he broke the promise he made to me. But
you are my own son, and I have been wishing to see you, ever since I

left your house. It was I who sent the Spider to help you and show
you your way here. My love for you is as great as it ever was. We will
go out now into the verandah, and I will introduce you to your uncles
and aunts and to your grandfather. They may not welcome you, because

they were opposed to my marriage to your father.
of them.

But do not be afraid

We will be more than a match for them all."

Then she spoke to her husband Siu, whom she was glad to meet
again. All three then went out into the verandah, which was now full
of people. Seragunting called the sons-in-law of Singalang Burong his
uncles, but they refused to acknowledge that he was their nephew.
They proposed several ordeals to prove the truth of his words,
that he was indeed the grandson of Singalang Burong. In all of these
Seragunting came off victorious.
As the men and boys were spinning their tops, they asked

Seragunting to join them. He had no top of his own, so he asked his
mother for one. She took an egg and uttered some mysterious words over
it, and immediately it became a top. This she gave to her son, who
went and joined the others in the game. Whenever Seragunting aimed at
a top, he always hit it and smashed it in pieces. None of the others
were a match for him. In a short time, all the tops except that of
Seragunting were broken in pieces.

They then suggested a wrestling match. Seragunting was quite
ready to try a fall with any of them, old or young. Some of their best
wrestlers came forward.

The first two were overthrown so easily by

him, that the others saw it was no use their attempting to wrestle with
Seragunting.

As a last trial they proposed that all should go out hunting.

Here they hoped to be more fortunate. All the sons-in-law of Singalang
Burong took their good hunting dogs with them, confident of success.
Seragunting was told that he could have any of the other dogs left in
the house. There he saw a few old dogs, weak and useless for hunting.
With these he was expected to compete against the others, and if he was
not successful, both he and his father were to be killed! Seragunting
consented even to such an unfair ordeal as that.

old sickly looking dog, and gently stroked it.

young and strong!

He called to him an

At once it became

While the others went forth into the jungle with a

pack of hounds, Seragunting was only accompanied by one dog.

In the

evening Katupong, Beragia, Bejampong and the others all returned
unsuccessful. Soon after, Seragunting's dog appeared chasing a huge
boar which made a stand at the foot of the ladder of the house.

Seragunting asked the others to kill the beast if they dared.

spears cast at it glided off, and left the beast unharmed.

The

Some of

those who were rash enough to go near the animal, had a close escape
from being torn in pieces by its tusks.
Seragunting armed with nothing better than a little knife
belonging to his mother, walked up to the infuriated animal, and
stabbed it in a vital part, and it fell down dead at his feet.
After these marvellous feats, all were compelled to admit that
Seragunting was a true grandson of the great Singalang Burong. They
all acknowledged him as such, and he was taken to his grandfather, who
was pleased to see tha lad and promised to help him throughout his life.
But Siu was unhappy in his new home. He could not help
thinking of his mother whom he had left alone, and he was anxious to
return to his own people. He begged his wife to accompany him back to
his old home, but she refused to do so. It was decided that Siu and
his son should stay in the house of Singalang Burong till they had
obtained such knowledge as would be useful to them in the future, and
that they they were to return to the lower world, bringing with them
the secrets they had leamt from those wiser and more powerful than
themselves.

All the people of the house were now most kind to Siu and his
son, and were most anxious to teach them all they could. They were
taken on a war expedition against the enemy, so they might leam the
science and art of Dyak warfare. They were taught how to set traps to

catch deer and wild pig.

They were shown the different methods of

catching fish, and leamt to make the different kinds of fish-trap used

by the Dyaks of the present day.

They remained in Singalang Burong*s

house that whole year, so that they might have a complete and practical
knowledge of the different stages of padi growing.
When the year was ended, Seragunting's mother took him and Siu
to see her father, Singalang Burong, so that they might receive from
him his advice, as well as such charms as he might wish to give them
before they left to return to the lower world of mortals.
Singalang Burong was sitting in his chair of state, and received
them most kindly when they came to him. He bade them to be seated on
the mat at his feet, as he had many things to say to them. Then he
explained to Siu and his son who he was, and the worship due to him,
and they leamt also about the observance of omens, both good and bad.
"I am the Ruler of the Spirit World," said Singalang Burong,
"and have the power to make men successful in all they undertake. At
all times, if you wish for my help, you must call upon me and make
offerings to me. Especially must this be done before you go to fight
against the enemy, for I am the God of War and help those who pay me

due respect."
"You have learnt here how to plant padi. I will give you some
padi to take away with you, and when you get back to your own country,
you can teach men how to cultivate it. You will find rice a much more
strengthening article of food than the yams and potatoes you used to
live upon, and you will become a strong and hardy race.

"And to help you in your daily work, my sons-in-law will always
tell you whether what you do is right or wrong. In every work that
you undertake, you must pay heed to the voices of the sacred birds:
Katupong, Beragai, Bejampong, Papau, Nendak, Pangkas, and Embuas. These
birds, named after my sons-in-law, represent them and are the means by
which I make known my wishes to mankind. When you hear them, remember
it is myself speaking though my sons-in-law for encouragement or for
warning. Whatever work you may be engaged in, farm work, house
building, fishing or hunting, wherever you may be you must always do as
these birds direct. Whenever you have a feast, you must make an
offering to me, and you must call upon my sons-in-law to come and
partake of the feast. If you do not do these things, some evil is sure
to happen to you. I am willing to help you and to give you prosperity,
but I expect due respect to be paid to me, and will not allow my
commands to be disobeyed."
Then Singalang Burong presented them with many charms to take
away with them. These were of various kinds. Some had the power to
make the owner brave and fortunate in war.

Others were to preserve

him in good health, or to make him successful in his padi planting and
cause him to have good harvests.
Siu and Seragunting then bade their friends farewell, and
started to return. As soon as they had descended the ladder of the
house of Singalang Burong, they were swiftly transported through the
air by some mysterious power, and in a moment they found themselves
at the bathing place of their own house.
Their friends crowded round them, glad to see them back, safe
and well. They were taken with much rejoicing to the house. Friends
and neighbours were told of their return, and a great meeting held that
evening. All gathered round the two adventurers, who told them of their
strange experiences in the far country of the Spirit Birds. The charms
received from Singalang Burong were handed round for general admiration.
The new seed padi was produced, and the good qualities of rice as an
article of food explained. The people congregated there had never seen
padi before, but all determined to be guided by Siu and Seragunting, and
to plant it in future. The different names of the Sacred Birds were
told to the assembled people, and all are warned to pay due respect
to their cries.

And so, according to the ancient legend, ended the old
primitive life of the Dyak, when he lived upon such poor food as the
fruits of the jungle, and any yams and potatoes he happened to plant

near his house; the old blind existence,, in which there was nothing
to guide him; and then began his new life, in which he advanced forward
a step, and leamt to have regularly, year by year, his seed-time and
harvest, and to know that there were unseen powers ruling the Universe,
whose will might be learnt by mankind, and obedience to whom would
bring success and happiness.

APPENDIX D

LOVE AND MARRIAGE

The following story is said to be true, and is taken from
Richards 1977:301-305. This story is one of unrequited love and a

disagreeable marriage match (though seldom forced upon Than youth)
for a yoimg girl, which ends in tragedy.

As with all the other stories,

one can also learn much of the Than lifestyle by reading it.

WARP AND WOOF

lyak sits weaving, and as her nimble fingers pluck at the

crossing threads or tug at the heavy wooden blade, she hums to herself
or turns to throw a laughing remark to right or left where the other
girls busy themselves in the adjoining rooms. She is evidently in
good spirits, bubbling over with merriment. And why not? Is she not
the fairest and most fascinating, not only in the longhouse, but even
on the whole river? Who can vie with her in plaiting the mat or

basket in cunningly intermingled patterns, or in weaving the cloth of
intricate design? Do not even the older women bring their work to
her for advice or approval? Whb but she on the river can string the
many coloured beads in symmetrical figures (an art learned from the old
Malay woman when she accompanied her father to the Station two padi
years since)?
But above all did she not meet Ingka this morning? Ingka the
slim, the laughing one? And as he passed her they exchanged glances
and tried to speak the customary salutations as if they had nothing
else to say. He was always in her thoughts, Ingka the slim; as children
they had played together. And who could beat him at throwing the
hard-wood top, at wrestling, running, or hurling the miniature spear?
Was it not he who would fashion grotesque wooden dolls for her, and
carry her on his back when she was tired? And later, when he went
away for months and months to work in the Jungle, how empty and dull
had the house seemed; and how manly and strong did he look on his return.
True there were tales, but—custom was custom—and she knew
what women's tales were worth. How they chattered, those others

amongst themselves I The upper storey resounded with their laughter and
jokes at night. For herself, and she smiled as she thought of it,
lovelorn indeed must be the luckless wight who tried the defences of
her room, guarded as she was by an elderly and sour tempered aunt on
the one side and by an octogenarian but yet sprightly maternal relation
on the other, while before the door was her widowed sister, Senga,
with two squealing brats, Senga, who still retained sufficient traces
of her youth to make her jealous of the younger lyak with her fresh
beauty, her lithe form, and her bright, merry eyes.
There had been talk of her marrying Lumbu, but she tried not to
think of it. Lumbu, indeedI The Clumsy One; his very name condemned
hian in her eyes. For she was in love with a slim figure, clear skin

and long flowing hair, albeit allied to poverty.

What cared she for

the rows of old jars in the room of Lximbu's father.

Let someone else

marry for them, for she had no desire to be tied to the sulky bowlegged Lumbu, be he of ever so good birth.
And so her thoughts run on and on as she weaves the intricate
design, and she does what maidens all the world over will do, builds
castle after castle in the air, pulling down one only to replace it
with another. She and Ingka would marry despite opposition, despite

poverty, despite . . . Smack.'

"Up, thou lazy oneI

a stinging blow on her bare shoulders,

Who are thou to sit dreaming while others more

worthy pound and winnow and boil?

Up and make thyself of more use than

a silly nodding cat." Filial affection, aided by a large and super
heated rice-scoop, prompts her to throw a cover over her work, seize
the clump of water gourds, and hurry to the door to join the long
procession of laughing women who are thronging down the passage-way
to the end of the longhouse.
And, behold, as lyak approaches the watering place, see the
Slim One nonchalantly whittling a piece of stick and listening to the

blacksmiths working at a hut close by; but at the same time keeping an
eye on the hurrying rows of chattering women as they file past in long
strings. lyak scutters past like a frightened rabbit, not venturing to

lift her eyes to his for fear the following women should catch the
glance. But who of all of them knows better how to make graceful play
of wrist and elbow as she dashes her hand over the surface of the water

and fills the bobbing gourds, or bends to throw water over herself?
Who can show such luxuriant masses of jet-black hair, or can trip up
the slippery log with such careless ease?
She passes the watching one on her homeward way, and even
plucks up courage to lift her eyes and murmur the conventional phrase,

"Are you not bathing?" and without waiting for the laughing reply
hurries on with beating heart. And as she lies in her curtains that
night listening to the bursts of smothered laughter overhead, and the
drowsy grumbling of the old women on either side, she imagines she can
catch the sound of a murmured love-song from the direction of his
verandah far down the length of the house.
So it goes on in the old old way, a whispered word, a glance,

a smile, some small courtesy in the daily round. The outside world
sees no more, but she dreams and dreams and feels it is indeed good to
live.

But at last the awakening comes, and it comes in this manner.
He had been away for some time, trading or working in the jungle, as
she thought, and life had for the time been a void for her. But at
last he arrives, and she sees him pass along the house to his room.
He seems timed and is unusually silent.
That evening she does not see him again, but at the bathing
place she chatters gaily to the other girls and her laughter rises

shrill that evening for she is happy again.
The blow comes from Lungang, the Podgy One, who is chattering
there and who glances slyly at lyak as she casually asks her neighbour
if she has heard that Ingka is to fetch his wife from down-river after
the harvest. For a moment lyak is as if stunned and feels dizzy, but
she recovers herself and listens, hearing enough to convince her that
the story is no mere women's talk. She goes silently back along the
narrow path to the house, and finds the old women talking the matter
over, and discussing the ancestry of the engaged couple. lyak listens
to it all as if in a dream, and busies herself preparing the evening
meal; she even makes no comment, when later on the subject of her own
marriage is brought forward and the name of the hateful Lumbu is
introduced. She listens dumbly to it all and sits silent while her
mother and aunt gloat over the number of jars in which, after the
marriage, they will have a reversionary interest.
That night lyak sleeps not, but lies with wide-staring eyes
seeing and hearing nothing. The next morning she rises and finishes

the work in the house before picking up her basket and starting off to
the farm to
And
a sign does
her but she

carry the newly-reaped crop.
there walking beside her is Ingka the faithless, but not
she make that she is aware of his presence. He speaks to
hurries on with bowed head and averted eyes. She toils on

through the heat of the day, her head buzzing under the broad leaf hat,
and at the time of the afternoon meal she sits and eats mechanically,
heeding not the chaff and shrill laughter of the girls.
As the sun sets the whole party starts for home, their backs
bowed beneath the heavy loads. She is the last of the string, and as
she listens to the sounds of her companions getting fainter and fainter
as she lags further and further behind, a sudden revulsion of feeling
comes over her. How can she go back to the house and endure the
chaffing remarks at the bathing place or sit patient during the

grijmbling of the old women?

The idea is unbearable.

She must be alone

somewhere. She suddenly slips off her load and plunges headlong into a
side path. Although she stiimbles blindly along she knows well that
the path leads to the old deserted house over the ridge, the house in
which she was born, and where she and Ingka have played together as
children.

So as darkness falls she emerges, still running, from the thick
undergrowth onto the clear space in front of the half-ruined house, and
without looking to right or left makes straight for the ladder, and,
ascending it, disappears into the gloom.
And there in the long verandah she crouches motionless, and
without a sound, her head erect and her long hair falling in a black
mass to the floor. So she sits staring into the gloom while the moon
climbs up and sheds his rays on her through the dilapidated roofing—
a pathetic figure with the long perspective of the old house stretching

behind her.

Suddenly she is aware of the quick alarmed beats of the tawak

from the distant house throbbing and pulsing through the quiet night.
Her absence has been noticed, and they will be searching for her. She
glances fearfully to right and left, and, rising, moves a little way
along the passage as if looking for something.
It is there the searchers find her when they come peering and
calling along the length of the house — hanging from a half-rotten

beam in front of the door-way of her old room.
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The following story well illustrates that some manang (medicine
men) are in the business just for the rewards. However, they can
sometimes be found out and repaid for their greed.

This folktale is

taken from Richards 1977:276-280.

APAI ALOI

Once upon a time Simpurai and Laja were making a boat out of
the trunk of a felled tree, and having become extremely hot they went
to bathe in an adjacent stream, and left their waist cloths behind
them, on the bank. Apai Aloi who had been watching them, took advantage
of their absence and hid their waist cloths under the end of the felled

tree which they were making into a boat. When they had sufficiently
cooled themselves they came out of the stream to dress, but missed their
waist cloths. They searched diligently for them here and there, but it
was in vain.

Whilst meditating over their misfortune, they heard from a

distance the voice of someone intoning an incantation and approaching
them. "HarkI Buat," said Sempurai to Laja, "the voice of someone
intoning an incantation and coming towards us." The voice was drawing
nearer and nearer, until at last they descried Apai Aloi deeply
engaged in his incantation. "Come along. Uncle," said they, "we have
not seen you for an age. Are you a medicine man now?"
"Yes, youngsters, but it is only for the last two years that I
have held the office."

"We presume then. Uncle, that you are invested with the power
to reveal secrets like those of your professional brothers."

"Yes, youngsters, but nothing very extraordinary. But why did
you put to me such an abrupt question?"
"We have just experienced a misfortune. Uncle," said they, "we
have lost our waist cloths while having a bath, if you can find them
we shall have no scruple to remunerate you for the trouble, rather than
be naked as you see us now."
Apai Aloi fell into a trance lasting for two hours in order to
visit the unseen world to communicate with the spirits. When he

revived, Laja said, "What is the news Uncle?"
"The cloths were taken by the spirits, and I have advised them
to return them to you, and they have put them under the end of the
felled tree which you are making into a boat; but I cannot swear it,
youngsters, it remains to be proved." Simpurai hurried to look and
found them there. "Apai Aloi is indeed an effectual medicine man,
Buat," said Simpurai to Laja. Come along. Uncle, to our house to
receive your reward." Apai Aloi went with them. When they reached
the house Laja took a jar. "Take it," said he, "we have plenty of
them, and moreover we are pleased to see that you are more effectual

than many medicine men."
Apai Aloi was pleased with the jar he received and hurried home.

When he reached his house his family asked from where he had obtained
the jar and one said, "Very probably he stole it."

"I did not steal it," replied Apai Aloi. "It was a reward given
me when I fell into a trance to recover the waist cloths of Laja and

Simpurai." They were all delighted after they had ascertained this
fact.

One day a man in another village lost a valuable piece of
diamond and was extemely anxious about it. The fame of Apai Aloi
soon spread abroad and he was fetched to recover the lost diamond.

A

party was sent to fetch him, "Are we welcome in your house. Uncle?"
said they.

"You are welcome, youngsters."
"We have come in a great hurry. Uncle, to fetch you to recover
a piece of diamond that was lost three days ago," said they.

Apai Aloi

got himself ready. "Where is your chest of charms?" they asked. "I
have no chest," said he, and they started off. When they reached a
village on the way, the people there requested Apai Aloi to give them

a few minutes* conversation, and those that fetched him passed on, and
he promised to follow them later on. "We want to ask you a question.
Uncle.

What will befall the man who stole the diamond if he is found."

"He will be murdered both soul and body, and his eyes will be
pierced," said Apai Aloi.

"If so, we shall die. Uncle, for we stole the diamond."

"Then you had better hand it over to me, and it is only a
chance that you escape such a condign punishment, or the whole lot of
you would have been killed," said Apai Aloi. So they handed over the
diamond to him.

Apai Aloi took the diamond and proceeded to the house where he
was very much wanted, and when he reached their watering place he hid
the diamond opposite it. At dusk he ascended the house. After dinner
he was asked to begin his search after the diamond, and he fell into a

trance which lasted for three hours.
"Have you found it or not. Uncle?"

When he revived, they asked him,

"I have found it, youngsters," said he. "There it is opposite
your watering place.

I told the spirits to return it, and if they

didn't do so I threateried to kill them, so they returned it." The
people went to fetch it, and while still at some distance they descried
the brilliancy of it and were delighted to fetch it. "Have you found
it, youngsters?" said Apai Aloi.

"Yes, Uncle," they replied, "you are the most effectual of all
medicine men."

The following morning the people requested him to fix his
reward. "One jar," said he, "is my usual reward." And they handed him
a jar.

Apai Aloi was delighted with his reward and hurried home. On
the way Semumang gave out the alarm that the enemy was pursuing and
advised him to run for his life.

He ran as hard as he could with the

jar on his back for some distance, then he had a fall and the jar was
broken. After the accident he turned round and saw no enemy pursuing.
When he reached his house he covered himself over with a blanket?"

"Oh, what is the matter with you, the father of my darling?" said his
wife. "Are you ill?"
"I am not ill," said he, "but I was shamefully treated by
that man Semumang, who gave out the alarm that the enemy was pursuing,
and advised me to run for my life; so I ran as hard as I could xirith the

jar on my back. I fell down somehow and the jar broke."
"You are a fool," said his wife.
"I am not so foolish as you old hags are," he replied.
The next day Apai Aloi sued Semumang in court in the presence

of King Bedblah. "I am a professional man, my Lord the King, and was
requested to attend an important case; my fee was a jar. On the way
returning home, Semumang gave out the alarm that the enemy was pursuing,
and advised me to run for my life. I ran as hard as I could. I thought
that he was in earnest about it, until I fell down and broke my jar.
When I turned round I saw no enemy pursuing. He did it, 0 King, for

mere jealousy and hatred."
"I acknowledge his charge against me, 0 King," said Semumang.
"I did it purposely to check the progress of his deceit, and to do to
him as he did to others. The waist cloths of Laja and Simpurai, he hid
them first of all and then he said he saw them in his trance; it was the
same also with the diamond."

"You deceive people," said the King, "and you must also bear
their malice towards you."

The following are derivations of manang names or titles. By
looking at how the names were arrived at, one can leam much about the
thought processes of a culture and what the titles might signify. This
material was taken from Richards 1977:162-163.

DERIVATION OF MANANG NAMES

Rasau, ari Landau, Libau, Rebah, ngelambang. Rasau, from Landau
Libau Rebah which is spacious.
Jarah, ari kerapa palah jalai Apai Jugah mintas nyerang Engkerbang.
Jarah, from the jungle which was the principal road Apai Jugah took
as his short cut to attack the Engkerbang people.
Jelapi, ari ai lileh, nunggang. Jelapi, from the water that runs
from the mouth to the source.

Mampu, ari mengkudu repok, batang.

Mampu, from the mengkudu tree

with rotten stem.

Matai, ari rembai musai, ngentupang.

Matai, from the rembai tree

which sheds its blossoms.

Bidu, ari ulu langgai, Skarang.

Bidu, from the utmost extremity of

the Skarang river.
Jaban, ari belayan, madang, lalang. Jaban, from the vast field of
lalang grass.
Jarai, ari rembai, murai, ngentupang. Jaria, from the rembai tree
which sheds its blossoms.

Megit, ari bukit tudong, orang.

Megit, from the mountain which is

the sun hat of mankind.

Mengkau, ari nanga Anggau jalai, penyemberang. Mengkau, from the
mouth of the Anggau which is the way to cross it.
Mengu, tau betanjal, tebu di tisir tiang. Mengu, who could kick
his feet suffering from tebu against a row of medang posts.
Enchangan, ari Tisak nanak dalam ngelemang. Enchangan, from the
Tisak stream ever full, deep, and dark.

Likop, ari rumput ruding embawang.
embawang.
Kanchu, ari tuki bundong nunggang.

Likop, from the grass ruding
Kanchu, from the shoots of the

bundong grass which are up-side down.
Begair, ari akar jawa ngelantang. Begair, from the creeper Jawa
which straggles far and near.
Sanjoh, ari nyelitak luloh nansang kenyalang. Sanjoh, from the
nyelitak which is rotten and serves as a nest for the hombill.

Apai Rimbu layu panjah kuah ikan semilang.

Apai Rimbu, who was

scorched and had the gravy of the semilang fish poured upon him.

The celestial Manang are (I) the sister (menyadi) of Singalang
Burong, called Ini Manang, and (II) the sister of Kumang called Sindun.

This particular story validates the institution of women
doctors, explaining how they initially were endowed with the gifts.
Unfortunately, I am not sure whether this is Sea Dayak or Land Dayak.
However, I think it is an important illustration of how a people give
credence to their institutions, thus I have included it here.

It

is taken from Saunders 1976:70-71.

THE ORIGIN OF THE BARICH OR WOMEN DOCTORS

A long time ago there was no knowledge of medicine. The Dayaks
got ill and knew no cure. Their padi became blighted or was devoured
by rats, and they knew no remedy. When a Dayak was very ill, his
friends, to put an end to their trouble and his misery, sent for the

Peninuch (the burner of the dead) who carried the patient off to the
Tingungan, laid him on a funeral pyre and consumed him to ashes.

Tupa-Jing looked down from heaven and said to himself: "If this system
continues, there will soon be no more Dayaks." He decided therefore to
put an end to this custom.
A poor married woman just at that time happened to fall ill.
Her pain increased till, despairing of her, her husband sent her to the
Tingungan. The pyre was built and the poor woman placed upon it. As
the pyre was lit, clouds of black smoke ascended. Unseen, Tupa-Jing
rescued the woman from her horrible death and carried her to his house

in heaven. There he instructed her in all the mysteries of medicine,
both of padi and mankind. He then sent her down to earth again to
practise her new art and to instruct others.

Strangely enough, the woman arrived at the place where her
husband was planting padi. She was invisible and he did not know she
was there. He was making the seed-holes preparatory to planting the
rice, whicy was lying near. It is the work of the women to put the
seeds in the holes. The woman picked up the rice and planted it as her
husband made the holes. After making a line of holes, the husband
returned to the seed-pile to plant the seeds. What was his surprise

to find it completed for himi

Away he went to make another line of

holes, and again his wife followed and put in the seed as before. When
he returned again and found the holes already planted and filled he
could not conceal his amazement. Half-angry and half-afraid he called

out, "Whoever has done this, let him appear!" No sooner had he spoken
when his wife appeared before him clad in all the trappings of a barich
the part-coloured bead cap (Segubak), the black and white head
necklace (setagi), the scarf of teeth, beads, hawk-bells etc. (somun),
and the mantle of red cloth. She wore also a magnificent petticoat

Cjomuch), hung roung the extremity with hundreds of tinkling hawkbells; and in her hand she held her magic staff of office (sekud),
decorated with birds' feathers and human hair.

The poor husband was

ready to die from fright, but she reassured him and told him how she
had been saved and why she was sent to earth once more. This woman
then introduced the art of doctoring to the Dayaks, and before she died
she instructed many others in the mysteries and songs she had learned
from Tupa-Jing. Thus did the Dayaks leam medicine and healing.
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The following interview is taken from original material given
to me by the woman who translated for this interview.

The interviewer

was a German anthropologist, and the translator was the daughter-in-law
of one of the manangs. The questions were given in German and trans
lated to Iban, then the answers were translated back to German and

finally into English. Though the first few questions are grammatically
hard to read in English, as I have printed them exactly as I received
them, the rest flows easier. I have separated the sets of questions
and answers, in addition to separating the different topics and labeling
them.

It should be noted that one of the manangs is female and the

Other male.

INTERVIEW OF TWO MANANGS

Ceremony for

Q.

What about Sudi?

A.

Sudi, for some one having a bad dream — pelian
for some one having a bad dream.

Q.

Ceremony for a bad dream?

A.

Yes, a bad dream.

Q.

What about Belimbu?

A.

Belimbu, for indisposed children, that's

a Bad Dream

Indisposed
Children

Belimbu.

Division of
Land Between

Living and

Q.

For indisposed children?

A.

Yes, for example, children with slow growth.

Seclara bunga, the separation of flowers,
means the dividing of property between the
living and the dead.

Dead

Dividing people's property with those who are
dead?

Ceremony for a

A.

Yes, between the living and the dead.

Q.

And your ceremony the other day?

Bad Dream

A.

That was Calling the Gods down, for people
with a bad dream.

Q.

Meaning, a ceremony for people with a bad
dream?

A.

Yes, ceremony for people with a bad dream.

Q.

(in English)

You ask if this ceremony of

becoming a manang was the same like the other
evening?

She's asking, when you both were first initiated,
as manangs, did they do the same things to you?
A.

Yes, the same things.

We were initiated in the

same ceremony.

(in English) You ask both of them what charms
they know, what types of charms, if they make
some charms for other people.

Charms

She is asking you about charms.
by one.

Name them one

About charms, they have the same aim; for
example, penyampu is used for getting rid of
sickness.

Q.

Same use, this

A.

Same use, this

Q.

Penyampu for taking out (diagnosing) sickness?

A.

For taking out sickness.

Q.

No individual names for charms?

A.

Yes, various names.

What is

then?

Penyampu is used for taking out the sickness.
After the sickness has been extracted, we cover
the site (of the pain) with a bird's nest
(a morepork), this is done after we have
diagnosed the type of sickness.

Cover with a
Cover with a tur

bird called tung

|ok's nest, the nest of a
Outside things cannot

be seen.

Do spirits give you a bird-nest charm?

That nest is only seen in dreams — if you see
it in a dream, take it. That's what the dream
says.

In a dream?

Yes, in a dream. As for us mortals, if a dream
tells us to do something, we do it.

After the bird's nest, we have to fetch
gerangau (a kind of ginger). This is how we
heal people — now about that ginger, it is
called "kemurah". It is used for covering
wounds, site of pain.

For covering that?
To do that, and to treat internal pain.

After

we have applied that, then we get a pig's tusk
(wild pig). Where the pain is, that's where
we place the tusk.

Q.

For what is the tusk?

A.

For curing the sickness.

To do what?

To get rid of a sickness.

After that we take

a perabun, an oil.

Q.

What is the oil for?

A.

This medicine is to prevent the sickness from
coming again. Ghosts will not see you if you

use it (perabun).

The user won't be sick again,

he will be well (safe).

We ask our yang

(spiritual counterpart) to give us perabun.
All the medicines we use come from the good
spirits (yang), we ourselves cannot make them.
After we have protected ourselves with medicine,
then we can perform healing ceremonies. We
have a ceremony to fetch the soul of the sick
man. When we have the healing ceremony, we
always faint.

When we recover, we will be

back on earth (from a journey into the under
world).

Puchong Oil

Q.

What kind of charms?

Do you use the penyamT

A.

The pengaroh protects our life, it's called

Charm

puchong.

Q.

(puchong oil)

Do you call it puchong?

Is that what it is?

3uchbng protects life, and gives long life.

Q.

Have you other invisible charms?

A.

A thousand-branched stone.

Q.

More stones?

A.

Thousand-branched stone.

Q.

What is it for?

A.

It is a medicine for longevity.

(like a stalactite)

That's all we

have, we manangs.

Q.

One by one — you can't describe them all . . .
What do you know about soulh? What path does
a soul take on its way from our country to the
underworld?

A.

After our last breath has been breathed, we

leave our house. We are on the way to sebayan.
We pass the bottom step of our ladder (notched

log staircase).

Our late andestors (those who

died first) are waiting at the foot of the
steps, and we follow them. Then we pass our
own landing place.

Passing it?

Passing it. Then we cross the river.
Then we go into the jungle.
Then we come to the kingdom of the birds.
After that we get to the land of the bungoh
bird.

Then we get to the land of the lindang bird.
From there, we get to the country of the kaun^

kebat (kind of hawk) bird.
Then we get to the country of the pujok
enggai bird.

Then we get to the country of the sebelangking
bird.

From there, we get to the country of the bubut
bird (pheasant).
Then we get to the barren land — a land with
no people (in the middle of nowhere).
From there we walk swiftly.
From there, we get to the beginning of a narrow
bridge. This bridge is narrow, we have to
walk single file. Two cannot pass each other.
Then we reach the other end of the bridge.

Then they reach the land of animals (labuh has
the meaning of "landfall").
We get to the country of the deer.
We get to the land of the red deer
pigs
bear

tree leopard.
After the world of animals is ended, we reach
the land of reptiles.
We reach the land of pythons

kendawang (small poisonous
snake)
tedong snake (larger
poisonous
snake)

dragons
untup snake
big worms
(the worms) make a door into the earth.
On the other side of that earthy, is the

kingdom of the worms, the kingdom (land)
where we live.

Q.

On this side?

A.

Yes, on this side. If you are alive you are on
earth, but if you are buried you are with the
worms.

On the other side is the land of sebayan, the
other side of the door.

Then they reach the ladn of withered bamboo, the

underworld.

Leaving from there, we reach the trunks of dead
enchepung trees

the kemunting tree with drooping limbs
cut-down lalang grass
trunk of a guava tree.
Then we reach the wild orange (lime) tree.
When they walk from there, they walk fast

(changes pronoun)
This is the underworld, of those who are

already dead.
In sebayan people are segregated according to
the manner of their death.
Here is the area of those who died at birth.

From there, we reach those who died giving birth.
From there, we reach those who died of drowning.
From the country of those who drowned, we reach
the country of those who died young (bachelors
and maids).
From there we reach the country of those who
ate poison roots

those who died when lost, didn't know the way
those who died of injuries
those killed by falling trees
those who were poisoned (suicide or murder)
those killed by animal traps
those killed by enemies, killed in war
those eaten by crocodiles.
Then they land at the jetty of the underworld,
the ensurai lanjing tree.

From the lanjing tree, they land in the land of

the (female) eagle, one of the underworld
(formal address), queen of the underworld.
Leaving there, they arrive in the land of
Raja Niram
Indai Bilai.

Leaving the land of Indai Bilai we reach the
land of Bugai.
Leaving from there, we land at the land of the
Menggalai.
Mengallai means: slaves of the sebayan
(menggalai insect).
The menggalai makes a sound below the room of

us, the living, we must throw down food, any
food we may have, be it rice, cake, whatever we
have if the menggalai makes a sound.

Then the menggalal will take the things we gave
him back to the underworld.

Then he will give the things begged from us to
the underworld dwellers.

So he gives what he asked for to the underworld
dwellers.

If we have given presents to the underworld

(through the menggalai) we will live comfortably
on earth.

All the food we waste is also brought back to
sebayan by him.
Leaving from there we get to the cockpit at
the foot of a nibong tree, this is where the
sebayan have their cockfights.
From the cockpit, we get to the foot of the
stairway to sebayan, the stairway to sebayan
longhouse.
The people there have built a scarecrow, out of
diagonal woodplanks, in the image of a human,
with hands, feet, eyes, face, such a scarecrow.
This scarecrow at the foot of the steps points
towards the steps.

Q.

The scarecrow is pointing?

A.

Yes, the sebayan have put it there, the one who
has died has now reached sebayan. The
inhabitants of the longhouse start to play the
gongs as the dead goes up to the house, all
sorts of gongs and drums (much noise) are
being played.
This is how I (change of pronoun) got up to the
house, lots of people made a big noise when we
reached the top.
On reaching the house, those among the (newly)
dead who are ladies are brought into the rooms.
They are brought into the rooms of their
parents who died before them, not just anybody
could go there (only close relatives).
Those among the (newly) dead who are men are
taken to the verandah the area in front of their

already dead parents.
They are taken to the platform on the wall
opposite the bilek. This platform is called

meligai, that's where they are taken.

The sebayan people are happy that we have come,
they start a festival (gawai), in their
festival there are games and fun of all kinds.
Then, when all this over, he has stayed three
days with his people (change of pronoun again —
I, we, they, he, always means the dead, the soul
newly going to or arrived in sebayan).

If she is a girl, she is made to marry the
youngest of the worms ("Mr. Worm"), he is a
handsome husband.

If he be a man, he is made to marry the youngest

of the worms ("Miss Worm"), a beautiful lady.
Seven days after marriage, the worms ask for
divorce. Even beforehand, the worms insisted
that they must marry them (girls or men).
Then, after seven days, they will divorce.
When we have been divorced by the worms, we can
go back to our own country. But the sebayan
people entice him (change of pronoun) back,
they take him to a peeled nibong trunk. The
nibong branch has been beautifully decorated by
the sebayan. Sounds of gongs can be heard, as
if from the top of the nibong. However, he
still insists on going back, a strong-armed
young man enticed him to stay back (possibly by
force, not stated). There were plenty of
things on the tree, fruit, brass, melanjan
fruit (like rambutan), silver. Its fruit were
were brass, silver, jars, money, gold. While
we were alive, if our behaviour was good, then
we can enjoy the fruit of this wonderful tree.

If we were bad, cheated, stole, lied, killed
people, nobody wants you here (nobody will lead

you to the tree). One house in sebayan is for
the bad people (not literally so, the meaning
is unclear). If people were bad on earth
nobody will like them.

If they were bad on earth, where will they go?
Then they must go to an isolated area, barren

and uninhabited, no friends. They are on their
own. No money or gold for them. (literally:
lots of . . . , meant sarcastically) Everything
is bad there.

Now I will tell you a poem.

This is how it goes;

Leka leka

Take a crab, sell it to a Dutchmen
Take small crabs, sell them to the Chinese
If the old man was mistaken, so am I

When telling this story.

(implication is that

the old man from whom the manang learnt all this,
was not mistaken)

I don't know this of myself, I just follow
tradition (old man)
Thank you, all who listen to me
All who listen to my story
I want to talk a little more

I want to talk about myself, I am from Rimbas
who is telling you this
I am a manang linsing, a manang menami (titles)
I am brave, I have powerful spiritual supporters
My helper is a giant.
My helper is a tree leopard —

Good morning everyone, I've finished.

When a man dies, from the time he breathes his
last to his burial is he immediately buried, or
is there something else custom requires us to
do first?

After he has stopped breathing, he is washed and
cleaned. When the body has been properly
washed, it must be wiped with cloth.
Then we prepare the grave-gift, the things which
the dead man has to take with him.

Then we place a ring (rotan or anything) on his
big toes.

Then we dress the body properly, if is a man,
trousers and a shirt.

In the meantime, people build a tent-like
enclosure out of Iban textiles out in the verandah.

If such an enclosure is not made, the whole
longhouse will get sick.

In the passage-way along the front of the bileks,
a little fire has to be lit.

When all this is ready, the body is taken out
into the verandah. And the gong is beaten

three times, three times it is beaten.

Then

they carry the body out of the house (room), and
place it in the enclosure they have built.
Everybody is sad when they see the dead man
(friend).
They weep inside the sepat. Then the whole
house has a meeting. All gather in front of
the room where the dead person lived. Then the
longhouse chief speaks, asks the mourning family

(and the community) how many people or houses
they want to invite. They say they will invite
all the relatives, as many houses as possible,
seventeen (long) houses, twenty longhouses.
Let them come to the bereaved family.
The vigil is kept for two days, or three days,
while more and more people come, while the
body is in the house. If people are rich they
may kill cows, kill pigs, kill chickens, to
feed all the relatives who come from the many
other longhouses. (this calling of the
relatives and keeping vigil is called rabat)
After the evening meal, the chief gathers all
the people on the verandah of the bereaved
family. The chief says to his people: "We
have suffered a death here." According to our
law, after a house has suffered a death,
nobody may play the gongs, or make (joyful)
noise, if he does he will be fined.

This is in accordance with dayak custom, we can

fine you up to one deer, (fairly impossible to
produce, it's a heavy fine) or the equivalent of

five dollars (very out-dated), nobody may have
parties or noise for 15 days, nor play the
gongs inside our house. If anyone shouts the
whole house will fine him, up to 16 dollars.
After a month, the mourning is broken.
After the mourning is over, it is no longer
taboo to have parties. At five in the morning,
we take the dead man to the grave-yard and bury
him, we bury him in the earth. Then the burial
party returns to the house, at about 6 p.m. in

in the evening, a fire is lit near the longhouse according to Than elders, the deceased

may want to fetch fire (come from sebayan to
get it). If the deceased was a married man,
his wife is now called widow.

A widow or

widower is called the same — balu.

After three months, a widow(er) may choose to
go back to his or her parents' house Cin the
case of young men or women most commonly).

What is it that you should not hear or see
when you look for land for farming? What is
the taboo or misfortune to befall you if you
fell a tree on which a bayam tree is climbing?
We must not hear a bad omen bird, there are

many taboos.

If you hear the ketupong bird, you

don't farm on that piece of land.

Go elsewhere.

If you hear the beragain bird or the bejampong
or the jaloh bird, if you hear animals such as
the red deer or the deer, don't farm there.

Don't farm for that year if an appeasement
ceremony hasn't been carried out. If that
ceremony has taken place, sometimes the taboo
may be lifted. In that case, hearing the
ketupong or the bejampong or seeing the animals,
will be all right.

Q.

What is the taboo connected with felling a tree

enveloped by a banyam tree (a semi-creeper)?
A.

You may fall sick or even die?

Q.

What taboos apply when we are clearing land for
building a house? What sort of dream is bad, or
forbids us to build a house?

If you hear a deer or red deer, the jaloh bird,
or if you see a snake. If you see a deer, the
house will burn down. If you see another
animal you will die in that house. If you see
a snake you will be very sick.

Q.

What kind of dream is bad, in that it prevents

us from building a house in a chosen place?
A.

These dreams are bad:

Dream of being frightened of heights, such as
scaling a tree
Dream of crossing a river

Dream of being wrapped (constricted) by
something.
All these dreams prevent you from doing what
you want. Disregard of these warnings can
cause sickness or even death, if you persist in
building a house on the chosen site.

Q.

A.

What is the taboo that prohibits you from going
to work (outside), how long does it last? What
sort of dream can stop you from going to work?
That which can stop us from going out to work is

bird or animal movement called "pimpin" — it
crosses from right to left.

If a bird or

animal does that, we can't do anything.

Q.

A.

For how long?

Stop for one day.

Resume the next day if you

like.

Q.

What kind of dream could stop you from going
out for a day?

A.

A dream in which somebody kills you, because
an evil spirit is waiting for you on the way.
Sometimes a dream taboo can be lifted. The
bad dream can be turned into a harmless one if

you have a charm to neutralize the bad effects.
Otherwise, don't leave the house after a bad
dream.

What is the charm for?

A.

To neutralize the bad dream.

Pig's Liver

What does a pig's liver tell us?

for Divining
or Omen-taking

do to us?

What can it

Why do people give offerings to a

pig that is going to be slaughtered (for omentaking purposes)? Why is it necessary to place
the liver on the leaf of the sabang-plant?

A.

We give it an offering to wish for good fortune
before reading the liver.

Q.

To make the pig (do something) . . . ?

A.

Give an offering to the pig to make it produce
a good, healthy liver.

Q.

Why must the liver be placed on a sabang-leaf?

A.

We put the liver on a sabang-leaf to show it
(liver) respect, as custom demands.

Q.

How do you know if it is good or bad?
it (liver) give good omens?

A.

An unhealthy liver means a bad omen. It may be
sick (rotten), or dry-looking. The veins may

How does

be clogged, it may be ulcerated.

Q.

And which one is good?

A.

A thick, glossy liver with a full gall bladder
is good. The veins are clear from foreign
matter.

Taboos for

Longhouse
in Mourning

Q.

What kind of taboos apply to a longhouse in
mourning? Can anyone enter it?

A.

Q.

New House

Nobody can visit it for three days.

What would be the punishment?

A.

Sickness (the visitor would get sick).

Q.

What do you call the festival for a new house?

A.

To celebrate a new house, we hold a festival

Festival

called pangkong tiang (striking the support
pillars).

Q.

How is it celebrated?

How must we celebrate

this festival?

A.

Charms,
Incantations,

This is what we do: we give offerings, we ask
the bard to chant. We do this to ask for good
things to come to the house, that we may obtain
much padi, much money, good health.

What are your views on charms, incantations,
curses?

Name the charms.

Curses

Charms have many uses.

Medicine to make us

courageous is also a charm.

A charm can make us

get more rice or money . . . these are good

(potent) charms.

Q.

What about incantations (spells)?

A.

There are many incantations. Some kinds are
used to cure the sick, some are of various uses.
Spells may have many uses, but the main use is
to cure the sick.

Q.

What about curses?

If we were suspected of theft, for instance, and
we deny it because we have committed no such
thing, the accuser is cursed. On the other
hand, if we did commit the theft but deny it,
the curse is on us. (Punishment will be that)
we cannot get what we want, or we get sick.

There are many evil consequences of curses.

Q.

Can specific charms cause specific events to
happen?

A.

There are various different things used as
charms. For example, for getting more rice, we
use deer antlers. Pig tusks and teeth are for
more padi too. So are some stones — stones
given by the spirits.

Q.

Any more?

A.

There are charms that make you brave during
head-hunting or battle.

Q.

Before charms are used, what do you do to them?

A.

You must offer a sacrifice first.

Sacrifice is

necessary only if you have also had a dream.
Without a dream (first), there need not be an
offering, you cannot offer a sacrifice just as

you like.

You must be instructed by the spirits

before you offer a miring.

Q.

Do you offer a sacrifice if a child is sick?

A.

Yes.

No need for a sacrifice if the child is

not sick.

Q.

What sort of sickness requires sacrifice?

A.

All kinds of sickness.

Any kind of pain may

need a miring.

The idea is to seek the help of

the spirits to heal the sick.

Q.

How do you offer a sacrifice (procedure) for
curing sickness?

A.

Well, we use a ninnber of things. We place the
sacrifice on seven plates containing the various
food items.

Q.

What kind of items?

A.

Beginning with a bit of betel nut, sireh leaf,
palm leaf, tobacco, rice, cake, stone (?), soap
(?), egg — let these items be collected. Then
we use a fowl (hen or cock) and wave it to bless
the miring.

Q.

Then where do you place the things?

Under the

house?

A.

Yes, buried under the house, one plate, the
other is put at the end of the longhouse.

Q.

Anywhere in the house?

A.

Just as I told you.

(he's getting a bit

irritated)

Inside the room, or outside, on the verandah?

Inside and outside — seven (plates) in the
room, five plates on the verandah. (pungkang
is the end of the house, presumably he means
the last room of the house)

Q.

What about stomach ache?

A.

Stomach aches don't need a pelian (no manang)

Giant spirits can cause sickness
Genali (cow-like spirits) can cause sickness
Giant earth-spirits can cause sickness
Koklir (spirit of woman who died in childbirth)
can cause sickness, crocodile spirit, bajang
spirit, sakat spirit, all these can cause
sickness. The rainbow (princess of the under
world) can cause sickness too.

Tell me about the high gods.

Manang's god, fish-net (?), Ini Ina, Roof of the
world, Mengaya, Sempandai (creator), Keliong,
Jarah, Linsing, the last is Landu, female
manang of the gods (or female protective deity
of manangs). She lives on top of the mountain
ragung, that's her place.

How do these gods (ghosts) look?

They don't all look the same, not the same at
all. The gerasi giant has a long head.
The genali looks like a fresh-water tortoise.
The earth-gerasi looks like a cow, a ghostanimal.

The koklir is female, wearing rags, with long
fingernails and long hair.
The buyu ghost is short, low, dwarfish.
The bajan ghost shows his teeth.
The sakat ghost is naked, no cloth, no shirt.

The rainbow (king's daughter) appears in the
sky.

How does the manang's god look?
The manang's god is an old woman, the female
ruler of the world.
She wears the attire of a bird.
human.

She wears a long shirt.
Sempandai -

She looks

Kellong wears a carefully folded head-cloth.
Jarah carried a kris.

Linsing wears a shirt studded with coins, heavy
ear-rings.

Remaung is in fact an animal (tree leopard) but
it can turn into a hviman.

Q.

Can such a human-turned-leopard do to houses
and kill people?

A.

No, it is a leopard-turned-human, and will not
harm anyone.

The kinds of perlian:

1) Tali wa siti (one kind of string/ribbon)
2)

long rope
Baroh Rungkoh

3) Sangkar Besi (iron cage)
4)

Karak Bejuang

5) Munggu raran (hill, grill for roasting)
6) Lebor api (burnt down by fire)
7)
8)

Tinting Lanjan (music for the dead on a
mountain crest)
Nyamban mandai (to do with the river of the
underworld)

9) Jarau nibong (lopping off the nibong)
10) Batak sangkoh, Ngelaban sebayan (Fighting,
spear-handle)
11)

12)

Bapan empat singkap baka santubong (foursided box like a coffin)
Tama lubang rarong bedagang ngagai menoa

sebayan (Go through a hole in a coffin to
the underworld)

13) Nyamanyan (minor healing ceremony)
14) Perenchah (orang sakit pedis perut) (stomach
ache, can also mean woman in labour)

15)

Ngeraga bunga (put flowers in a basket)

16)

Selepa (abis)

17) Mensiang bunga (weeding around the flowers)

Calling for the Gods:
Procedure — 1 nibong post, (palm with post) and
wooden padi mortar to be erected on the verandah
One leaf from betelnut-palm trunk
Nibong stone (fossilized nibong palm chips),
Iban handwoven textile

Tie nibong fruit to the betelnut branch

Then the manang starts his pelian, he wears a
farm (sun) hat.
He puts the woven cloth over his shoulders like

a shawl, it is his wings. He wants to fly to
the top of the nibong. With the knife, he lops
off the trunk of the nibong. The nibong
branches fall off.

If the branches of the

nibong have thorns, then the sick man is bound
to die. If the branches of the nibong have no
thorns, then the sick man will recover.
He will also recover if the thorns fall off.

Q.

What if the branches have thorns?

A.

Then he will surely die. The nibong trunk is
actually the foot of the steps to the under
world. Nibong grows (belongs) there, in the
underworld. If the sick man does not get
better, it means that his soul has not been
caught, secured, re-captured (by the manang).
If the thorns of the nibong palm do not fall off,

the sick man's soul cannot be re-captured.
The manang, when the soul is re-captured, places
it on top of the owner's head.

How do you re-capture the soul from the foot of
the nibong trunk?
The manang faints.

After lopping off the branches?
Yes, after that. If the sick man recovers, his
soul has been caught, otherwise the sick man
will not recover. The manang faints — after
the soul is re-captured, it is placed on top of

the patient's head.

While the manang is still

unconscious, he is having a struggle with some
of the underworld-dwellers.

To assist him to

get a firm grip and to strengthen his legs, he
needs the wooden padi mortar.

Q.

Is that all?

A.

No. If the inaiiang loses this struggle, the soul
cannot be caught.

Q.

And if he wins, will the soul be caught?

A.

Yes, it will be put on top of his head.
(repeats) Then he goes to the coffin-like
structure and lies down in it.

Q.

Why do you want to go inside this?

A.

We go inside it to catch the soul from the
underworld.

While the men cut the planks (get them ready)
the manang rolls about.

Put a small jar outside

this coffin.

Q.

Why do you place a small jar outside this coffin?

A.

It is considered as the manang's grave gift.
The manang prays, he prays for the sick man,
praying that he may be cured. If the gods
help the patient, he will recover. Take the

soul and put it on the sick man's head.

Q.

Is a very sick person between life and death?

A.

Yes.

The things we use for nyembayan (small

pelian) include a rice-shaped monitor lizard.
Then we go into the room of the underworld
longhouse, that is where the soul has gone, we
use the lizard we have just made.
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How do you mean, capture a soul with a lizard?

The sebayan people don't want to let the dead
man go, when they see the lizard there is
panic among them (fear).
This is when the soul can be taken out from

the room. The manang is still in trance while
getting the soul.
When the manang has come to, the soul is put on

top of the man's head.
The sebayan-dwellers panicked at the lizard,
while the manang took the soul out of their
room.

PerenChah, for stomach ache cures.

The things used for perenchah; the manang
pretends to make an incision on the site of
the pain with a keris. The patient is wrapped
up in a pua kumbu. His stomach is incised
(only the merest scratch) with a keris. The
manang sucks the site of the cut with his mouth.

Then the manang shuts (patting) the woviiid
again. He lays a bird's nest over the site of
the pain to heal it, then he gently taps it

with a boar's tusk.

During this pelian,

people must put out all lights, otherwise the

wound (incision) will not heal.

Then, complete

silence, no comment or remark, or the wound will
not heal.

APPENDIX

F

LEGENDS OF GODS/SPIRITS AND SACRIFICIAL FEASTS

One of the Iban gods is the tiger (were-tiger) who also takes
on human form. He lays traps for those tempted to steal and then
punishes them for their greed, no matter how unsuspecting they are. As
the Iban gods are reviewed in this paper, I felt this short story would
aptly describe to the reader how the Ibans view this god, through their
stories of him. This version of the story is taken from Richards 1977:
222-223.

THE LURE OF THE TIGER

The Dyak anecdote of Taju Remaung differs somewhat in every
tribe of the Sea Dyaks. At any rate the tiger is one of the numerous
Dyak gods and his voice when heard is considered portent. He leaves
lures about and whosoever takes one is punished with death, though the
tiger is considered harmless to those who have done no wrong.
The following simple story teaches the lessons of sympathy,
self-denial and foresight and gives warning to those inclined to be
covetous.

Once upon a time there lived six brothers and their young
sister. One day she went to the padi farm to see if it had been
disturbed by any wild animal and then proceeded to hunt for tekuyong

(snails) in the crevices of the rocks, and while so employed came
across a heap of precious stones (plaga) which she promptly picked up
and put in her basket. At once she set off home delighted with her
good fortune and thinking of the pleasure it would afford her brothers.
However, on her showing her find to them, instead of being delighted
they were horrified and in terror, knowing that the stones were the
lure of the tiger. Their sudden silence and the paleness of their faces
frightened the girl who burst into tears and gave herself up as lost
when they told her the truth. The brothers quieted her fears by saying
they would save her life even if it imperilled their own. Everyone in
the village was upset at the incident but all offered their services
to prevent the death of the girl, and as the tiger was known to arrive

at dusk there was no time to lose. The girl was carefully placed in a
strong padi bin which was enclosed by seven strong timber barricades
and these in turn were surrounded by seven fences of banana stems
covered over with a thick layer of tekalong bark, seven other timber
barricades being built outside this last one. Everyone then guarded the
fortification with sharpened swords. Just at dusk the tiger gave
three deafening roars loud enough to make the stoutest heart quail and
immediately arrived on the scene, gaining the first barricade before a
blow could be struck; but he became entangled in the second row of
banana stems and tekalong bark and gave the people just the chance
they were waiting for, and they fell on him and soon despatched him.
The whole affair took place in an instant which however seemed a month

to those guarding the girl. So the tiger died and the girl was saved,
but the struggle had been desperate and many suffered severely from the

tiger's teeth and claws, though all recovered through the careful
nursing of the girl they had saved.

The fairy gods Klxng and Rumang (who are married) are two of

the Ihan's favorite characters in stories.

Following are three stories

illustrating their usage. The first story is taken from Saunders 1976:
52-54. It also explains how the moon and the night-jar bird came to be,
according to Iban legend. The last two stories are taken from Richards
1977:285-291. It is interesting that the second story compares Kumang
to Venus. The third story illustrates well how hospitality is
expected of each Iban by strangers and visiting friends alike.

THE MOON AND THE NIGHT-JAR

A very long time ago there lived a man named Kaleng Buran.

name means 'man of the moon*.

His

He was a very handsome man and he was

married to a beautiful girl called Kumang.
Towards the end of every month, Kaleng Buran always went away
from his house and slept in the rice field. He did this because he had
a very bad disease. A lot of worms would come out all over his body
but when the new moon came, Kaleng Buran's body grew better again. He

became handsome and beautiful once more until his whole body shone
like bright moonlight.
On one occasion when the moon was nearly ended, Kaleng Buran
went away to the rice field as usual to sleep there until his disease

was healed. Now his wife Kumand was curious: she thought she would
learn why her husband went to the rice field hut at the end of every
month. One day she went secretly to the rice field and saw that
Kaleng Buran had a loathesome disease.
spying on him.

Kaleng Buran did not notice her

When she had seen all, she returned home and locked

herself in the house until her husband came back.

As soon as Kaleng Buran had recovered from his disease he
went home.

locked.

When he came near his house he saw that his door was

He called - once, twice, many times - but no one answered.

Eventually his wife called out that she did not wish to be married to

him any longer because of his disease. She could not see that he was
already better and handsome again. For the last time Kaleng Buran
asked her to open the door; but Kumang would not.

So Kaleng Buran said, "Alright, Kumang - I am going away, away
to the sky now." And Kaleng Buran went up into the sky to become the
moon.

When Kumang came out of the house she saw the brightness of
Kaleng going up into the sky. She called after him. Once, twice,

many times she cried: "Come down, Kaleng Buran, I will marry you
again. Comd down, Kaleng Buran, come down." But Kaleng Buran kept
going up. He did not pay any attention to his wife, who had shamed him
while he was sick.

Kumang seeing that Kaleng Buran kept going up, got a very long

pole to try to strike at him and make him fall back to the earth.

While she held the pole she cried, "Julok, Julok." Kimiang kept doing
this all day and night, trying to get her husband down.

So it came

about that Kumang became the night-jar, watchbird of the night, which
calls over and over again "Julok, Julok" at the time of the full moon.
We can hear the bird saying this still.

KUMANG FISHING

Once upon a time Kumang went out to fish in the still waters of

the lake. She worked hard from early dawn till noon but caught no fish.
At dusk when it was time for her to return home she dipped her scoop
once more into the water for the last time and caught a tiny little
python. As it was a pretty little thing she took it home and placed
it in a valuable jar and fed it daily. As months rolled on the little
python could no longer be kept in the jar owing to its size, so it was
permitted to wander about in the house. Kumang was pleased with it and
with herself.

At length the python attained its full size, and the cost of its
maintenance became burdensome. Kumang had spent all her wealth on the

python who had eaten up everything in the house. The valuable jars,
brass^ware, jewellery and dresses, cups and saucers, were all consumed
by the python. She began to be very anxious about the future and
cursed the day when she took the python home. He was such a powerful
monster that she could not easily get rid of him and there was
nothing more left to give him to eat.

One day he took Kumang by surprise by asking her what was the

size of her heart. It was a dreadful question to have put to one,
especially by such a monsterI She replied that her heart was only the
size of a tiny little leaf. The next day the python repeated the same
question. Kumang who then thought that her fate was determined,
replied, that her heart was only a little bigger than it had been the

other day. "The suppression of hunger is a terrible trial," said the
python, "I cannot wait any longer, I must eat your heart now." It
was an awful moment for Kumang and it is easier for my readers to
imagine it, than for me to describe it.

How dreadful were the sensa

tions of fear experienced by Kumang in that dreadful hour of her inter

view with the python no mortal will ever know for they are concealed

in her heart. "Well," said she, "if so, you must go out into the jungle
to look for a piece of bamboo in which to cook my heart, but if the

bamboo says it is a bamboo that contains no flour don't take it; if it
says it is a bamboo full of flour, take it, and come home and prepare

your meal." This pretext gave Kumang a chance to excape.
After the python had left the house Kumang said to her fowls,

"When the python returns from the jungle and calls me, you answer for

me and say, 'Here I am.'" She left the house and went tothepadl farm
of the fairy god Kling, on which the bush had been cut down but had not
yet been burnt. There she saw a lensat tree and climbed up it. After
she had gained its top, she poured a bottle of oil down the trunk.
The python got the bamboo and returned to the house, Kumang was

not there, and he was greatly enraged by the fowls' answers. He then
tracked Kumang's foot prints and found her at last in the lensat tree.
He tried to climb it, but failed because of the oil Kumang had poured
on the trunk. He then coiled himself up round the foot of the tree and
kept watch on it. That very same day Bukutebu went to visit the farm
because Kling was going to bum it (the felled bush). To his great
surprise and horror he heard strange voices, such as would be heard only
in cemeteries. He heard a gentle voice like that of a goddess, saying,

"Set fire to the farm. Uncle Bukutebu, the season that comes after this
one will be but a short dry season, now is the proper time."
Another voice he heard also, saying, "Gurong-gurong will
overflow the promontories; Gurak-gurak will overflow the valleys; if I

die by the fire of the farm my bones will remind thee of our separation."
This was said by the python in reply to Kumang's request to fire the
farm. These strange utterances terrified Bukutebu exceedingly and he
fled for his life but lost his way, and got bruised and covered with
mud from the many falls he had.

"Why are you like this," said Kling, "where are the enemy that
pursue you, or the multitude that threatens your life?"
"It was like this," said Bukutebu, "I heard first of all strange
voices, such as would be heard only in cemeteries.

Then I heard a

gentle voice like that of a goddess, saying, 'Set fire to the farm.
Uncle Bukutebu, the season that comes after this will be but a poor one

and now is the real dry season.'

After this I heard another voice

harsh and fierce, saying Gurong-gurong will overflow the promontories;
Gurak-gurak will overflow the valleys; if I die by the fire of the farm

my bones will remind thee of our separation.'"
"If," said Kling, "the spirits asked us to fire the farm, let
us go and set fire to it." They then went out and set fire to it. The
burning was a success and the bush properly consumed. After the fire
had subsided everyone went to look for the charred remains of animals,
birds, and reptiles, and their bodies were numerous and scattered about
on all sides. After they had gone round the farm they sat and rested
by the lensat tree and partook of betel and sirih and talked about the
sowing time. They sat upon that which they supposed to be the trunk of
a felled tree, as it was long and straight and more than sufficient for
them all. Whilst one of them was splitting an areca nut on the supposed
trunk he noticed that it bled. It was then soon ascertained that they
sat upon the back of a gigantic python that had just died from the
effects of the fire.

As they sat there Simpurai descried a solitary lensat fruit in

the trees. "OhI" said he, "A single fruit, even a single one yet; we
can divide it amongst us so that we can all taste it." Then everybody
tried to climb the tree but all failed to do so. At last Kling
managed to do so. He took the fruit home and placed it on his bed,
and then went to have his dinner.
Whilst he was dining he heard some

one singing a love song in his bed and stole quietly towards it and
beheld Kumang (Venus) who had been transformed from the lensat fruit.
After a while Kling married Kumang.

KUMANG SEEKING LEMBA

She worked and was short of lemba. She asked her companions to
lend her some, but none would accede to her request. She went back
disappointed and vexed, and threw herself down on her bed. She spent
a sleepless night. Before the morning dawned she was dressed and ready.
At dawn she started off on her journey and descended the broad stair
case. On the way with her back turned to the house, she passed things
of various kinds.

When she arrived at the watering place she rested awhile.
Then she resumed her journey, descended a stream, and took to the road.
After she had gone some distance, she left the road, descended one
stream and left another.

This took her to a field of lemba and

engkerbai, where she commenced gathering. The lemba she carried on her
back and the engkerbai she held in her hands, and retraced her journey
homeward.

Kumang had gone a long long way; she had gone round a mountain
and had gained its summit. She had descended a ravine and had passed
a waterfall. Night overtook her and she could not pursue her journey.

"I shall perish," said Kumang. "My mouth feels as if it were filled with
the refuse of tuba, and my back as if it were scorched with the burning

sun."

She stopped and sat down awhile.

The lemba and engkerbai she

cast away. While thus in that posture Kumang heard the crowing of
cocks like the cry of a kijang in a vale, and the squeaking of pigs as

piercing as if they were just about to be fed. "OhI that is the house
of someone," said Kumang. "It makes no difference to me whose house it
is, I shall put up for the night there." It was eventide when Kumang
reached the house of Apai Kra Kikir and walked up. "0 Uncle, I am
going to put up for the night in your house," said Kumang.
In response Apai Kra Kikir said, "If you want to put up in a
house, make one."

"Don't be so repellent," said Kumang, "for I am a wandering soul,
and desire to partake of you hospitality, of (your) chewing ingredients,
of (your) cooked rice and water."
"If you desire to chew, plant the necessaries, and if you
require cooked rice and water, make a farm," said Apai Kra Kikir. (He

lived all by himself, a single door and a single room.)
Kumang took the liberty to enter the room and cooked all the
rice of Apai Kra Kikir. When the rice was cooked Kumang distributed
it on the plates and placed it on the mat. Then having had her food,
she advised everything to answer when questioned by Apai Kra Kikir.
After Ktunang had hidden herself in the garret, Apai Kra Kikir entered
the room, and saw the cooked rice placed in plates and pans on the mat.

"0, who is this that persecutes me?" said Apai Kra Kikir. "He is
accursed and will not be able to obtain his livelihood.

If a man thus

persecutes me, he is accursed and his mother shall perish. You, pigs,"
said Apai Kra Kikir, "did you treat my cooked rice thus?"
"We were the whole day engaged bathing in the slough," said the
pigs.

"You, fowls," said Apai Kra Kikir, "did you stand my pans on
the mats?"

"We did not do anything of the sort," said the fowls, "for we
were busy the whole day looking for our food."

"You, cats, did you meddle with my rice?"
"We cats did not do anything of the sort, for we were busy
walking about the garret looking for our companions." Then Apai Kra
Kikir began to question all the material of the house. He questioned
the posts first. The posts said, "We dare not persecute you."

"You, tie-beams," said Apai Kra Kikir, "did you persecute me?"
"We did not," said the tie-beams. "We have always home in
mind the promise to support one another, moreover we cannot move for we
are bound up with rotan."

"You, rafters," said Apai Kra Kikir, "did you meddle with my
cooked rice?"

"We did not," said the rafters, "for we are busy keeping the
roof firm." After a while he was tired of asking, for all answered
that they did not do it; then Apai Kra Kikir committed suicide by
poisoning himself with tuba roots and thus he died.
After the death of Apai Kra Kikir, Kumang took possession of

the house.

Then at length Tutong went for a chase and met Kumang in

the house of Apai Kra Kikir, and escorted her to her house.

The Gawai Kenyalang is one of the few of the many feasts of the
past which is still observed today. Because of this, I felt that it
would be important to include this information (from Richards 1977:
218-221) on just what it entailed in the past, and to a certain extent
entails today. (Unfortunately we missed seeing this celebration
firsthand,^which of course no longer involves the taking of heads.)

GAWAI KENYLANG THE FEAST OF THE HORNBILL

The Kenyalang is the name of the great Borneo hombill. On the
occasion of the feast, wooden figures of the bird are carved and fixed

on the end of long poles in front of the village.

This feast is only

held by those who have obtained the heads of enemies and have been
warned in a dream to hold the feast.

For to hold it without the above

qualifications would render the Than liable to be punished for his
temerity by death caused by the spirit bird pecking at him.
The feast is connected with war. The kenyalang is supposed to
peck at an enemy in a far off country and disable him, so that he may

become an easy prey for the feast keeper whenever he goes again on the
war-path.
When a warrior has obtained the heads of his enemies, and on

returning from the war-path is commanded by the spirit in a dream to
hold a feast, in such a case only can the Than hold the feast of
kenyalang. This feast is the greatest of all feasts held by the Than:
all their other feasts are inferior to this, so that if a man is not
rich he will not hold his feast unless the spirit bids him more than
once to do so.

The first thing done in preparation is to cut the wood from the
buttress of the soft Ply tree (Alotonia Scholaris) from which are
carved the figures of the birds. An offering to the spirits at the
same time is made at the foot of the tree and a fowl is waved over the

buttress before it is struck with the axe and a second offering is

made when the wood arrives at the village.

One skilled in carving the

kenyalang is then sought out, and is paid for his work; five dollars a
knife.

When finished the figures are taken round to the various
households of the village by those who can sing the nimang, and a
collection is made of rings, cups, and plates and scented leaves for the
adornment of the kenyalang. Some time after this, poles of iron wood
are cut and prepared in the woods; on this occasion also an offering is
made and the poles sprinkled with the blood of a fowl.
The poles are not brought to the village until the feast has
commenced.

Three days before the feast, the large common room of the
longhouse is spread over with mats made of cane and bark cloth inter-

woven. In the meantime the Kenyalang has been placed in a receptacle
lined with a native blanket of pretty pattern, and an offering kept
always before it. If there are visitors in the house during this time
of preparation, toddy must be served out to them.
The Kenyalang poles are now brought from the woods, and placed
on the verandah of the house, and covered over with ornamental

blankets, which are not removed even for the rain until the poles are
erected.

On the day of the feast, before it is light, the pigs are
bound for the sacrifice, washed, etc., placed on the verandah and
covered with native blandets. An awning is also erected in front of
the village where the guests arrive, likewise ornamented with coloured
blankets.

When all the guests are assembled, the same ceremonies are

observed in entering the long house as on the occasion of the kalingkang
feast, except that a pig is killed for each chief, and the women who
offer drink to the guests are swathed in ornamental blankets.
The altars are constructed of split bamboo, and the ranyai

erected, but the heads of enemies on this occasion are hung up over the
rice mortars, not in the ranyai. The procession and head-dance are
performed along the verandah as well as in the common room.

Then follows a ceremony called mapur, performed by three men.
The first carries a piece of bamboo, the second some boiled

rice, and the third a plate of flour. As they move up and down the
common room, the first is pelted with the rice carried by the second.
Then follows the dance with the kenyalang which they call by
giving it food to eat. Two of the carved figures are taken first by
two chiefs, who sway them about backwards and forwards, advancing and
receding, with the cry; "HeI HeI Hal Hal He I HeI Hul Hul" This
continues through out the night, during which the various family rooms

are entered by the dancers who beg rings and cups as payment for placing
the bird figures on their pedestals, on until the morning.
After midnight, the chanters of the nimang take down the heads

that were hung over the rice mortars, sling them in a blanket (as is
the native fashion of carrying an infant) and proceed through the house
chanting the following verses:

"U-Wal

Indu antu ari ulu Tapang Betenong,

Lapa Senawai igi nibong
Enggai badu nyabak
Seremidak ransing rong-rong.

U-Wa!
U-Wal

Ayun di-talun dua bedundong,
Munyi telili maga Manang Lambong.

Aku sandik enggau menyeti bali belumpong;
Enggai ga badu nyabak rong-rong.

Lagil ko jako Lulong,
Nyepi asai Tambong, Janting, Gerunong."

"What: 0 goddess dwelling
In the head waters of Tapang Betenong.
Why, 0 Senawal, will these heads not cease,
To weep so loud and bitterly?
Have I not rocked them in the two roped swings?
And sung to them like the sweet voiced Manang Lambong?
Have I not nursed them in blankets of choicest pattern?
Yet they cease not to weep so bitterly.

'Stay'* said the great Lulong,
'Threaten them with the names of the braveI

Tambong, Janting, Gerunong.
Let them rest in the stately pandong.
So handsome, so beautifully pointing
To the resting place of Lang.'"
At dawn of day the invoked spirits are welcomed with offerings:
then follows the sacrifice of the pigs.
The poles for the bird figures are then reared in their places.
The top of the pole is passed through an irun (kind of jar) which is
fixed in the middle. The kenyalang is secured to the top of the pole;
pendants are attached to the tail of the figure consisting of waist-r'
cloths, a pig's tail, a coloured blanket, and other articles of value.
These articles are later on appropriated by whoever can climb the pole.
The ceremonies are brought to a close by eating and drinking, and
the usual revelry.
Only after a lapse of seven days after the conclusion of the
feast can the mats, with which the common room has been spread, be
removed; on which occasion a fowl is sacrificed.

Thus is celebrated the greatest of all feasts.
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APPENDIX G

FOLKTALES AND LEGENDS

THE CREATION

Each, culture seems to have its own accounts about how everything
was originally created, and the Iban are no exception. 1 have included
here two Iban accounts of the creation, as 1 think they are very

important in understanding the Iban's perspective on life.

The first

account is taken from Richards 1977:24-25, and the second from
Richards 1977:27.

1st Account

Many and various are the Dyak accounts of the Creation and none
of them coincide. They are unable to describe or to say who is the

Petara (deity) but they say in one of their accounts of the first
appearance of mankind that the Petara gave birth to a boy who was
without his members and cast him into a pit, when he became Pulang Gana
the god of the earth. The second child bom to the Petara was a girl
and she had no nose, so was set adrift on a river becoming Rajah Jewata
the god of fishes. The thrid child was without any human form arid it
was placed on a bough of a tree where it became an orchid. The fourth
child was a girl who was named Siti Permani, and she was cut to pieces,
the bits becoming padi, pumpkins, and other plants. The fifth child

was a boy and he was called Blang Pinggang as he had a white stripe
around his waist, and he became Ini Andan and lives in the heavens. The
sixth child became animals and birds, while the seventh was a girl and
Ini Rajah Pipit called her Dayang Petri. All the brothers and sisters
lived on charcoal but she alone refused to eat it, crying night and day,
and she was finally taken to the house of Ini Rajah Pipit where she
obtained rice to eat and seeds for planting padi, a single padi seed
being about the size of a large mango fruit. When she arrived at the
age of puberty she married a man called Sakumbang Marau Bunsu Chenaga
Umbang, and she and her husband farmed the land finding the work not

at all laborious. The padi was only planted once and it lived for many
years bearing fruit continually; the baskets for the padi could walk to
the farm, and on their arrival there the padi jumped into them of its
own accord and the filled baskets for the padi walked home again, and
when it was being dried it jumped up and down and husked itself. One
day Dayang Petri took a winnowing basket and began to reap the padi
herself, and this rash action of hers at once caused the padi to stop
reaping itself and, what was more, caused it to give only one crop
before it died, as it does to-day. Her curiosity led her into further
mischief:—One day as she was walking to the farm she lay in wait at
the comer of the clearing as the lanji containing the padi was
proceeding home and took it by surprise so that it ceased walking of its
own accord and had to be carried, but she was not at all sorry for what

had happened though she had brought so much labour on herself, and so

one day, taking a stick, she began to beat the padi as it was being
dried jumping up and down husking itself asking it what it meant by it
3-ll» and immediately the grains not only ceased husking themselves but
they became reduced to the size they are at the present day.
The Dyaks have three other accounts of the Creation, one being
that mankind was produced from a certain tree called kumpang the sap of
which is like blood; another, that friable earth was the origin of life,
and yet another that the birds Iri and Ara were the creators.

2nd Account

"Their tradition of the Creation, begins by describing a vast
expanse of water, over which floated the two creating spirits, Ara and

Irik, in the form of birds. This form seems to be given by the Dyaks
to every kind of agency possessed of supernatural power. Swooping down,
these two spirits took from the waters two solid substances of the

size and shape of a fowl's egg. From one of these Ara, by his creative
powers, formed the heavens, and from the other Irik formed the earth.

On comparing their respective creations it was found that the expanse
of the earth extended far beyond the limits of the heavens, so the two
gods, with a mighty effort, compressed the widely-spreading earth
within the limit of its canopy, the skies. Owing to the force of this
compression vast upheavals took place over the earth's surface, from
which rose the rivers and streams that watered the valleys and plains.
As soon as the earth was created, plants and trees sprang up spontan
eously from its surface. And now the two spirits, seeing there was
none to inhabit the earth, set about the task of creating man. They
first tried to form the human species from the trees that had just
sprung up.

They struck several of these with a sharp instriament, and

those from which a white sap oozed forth they passed over as unsuited
for their purpose. At length a tree was struck, and the sap that
trickled from the wound was of a blood—red colour, and the wound being
rubbed healed up so this the spirits thought would answer their
purpose.

With a startling shout they tried to animate this crimson-

juiced tree, but all in vain, for it manifested no signs of life.
Then the spirits turned to the earth, and from the clay moulded two
human forms male and female. These they likewise endeavoured to enliven
by a shout, and with more success, for this time the inanimate forms

immediately started into life, and returned the greeting shout of their
creators.

These two progenitors of the human race were named Tanah

Kumpok, which means 'moulded earth', and from them the Dyak genealogy
is traced down to the present day, to the number of over twenty
generations."

An interesting fact about cultures is that most seem to include
a story about a great flood. I have included here (from Richards 1977:

28) the Iban account of the deluge. This story also has within it the
Than explanation for why they are illiterates, whereas the Malays and
others are not.

THE DELUGE

The following is the account given of the Deluge. "The rice

fields were yellow with the crop, and the Dyaks were ready to take in an
abundant harvest, when it was discovered that during the night large
portions of their fields had been despoiled. The young men of the
villages searched round about the fields for the tracks of deer and wild
pigs, the common enemy of the farm, but in vain — no tracks of either
could be fotind. A council was then held, and it was decided to lie
in wait for the unknown enemy throughout the night. As midnight app
roached the concealed party beheld, to their amazement, an enormous
phantom lower itself slowly down from the star-lit sky, and commence to

feed upon the ears of rice. The bravest of the party then sprang up
from his ambush, and with one terrible blow from his kris severed the

monster's head from its body.

When morning dawned the victor commemor

ated his act of bravery by doing what none else dared to do. He took
some of the flesh of the spirit-serpent and proceeded to boil it in
two or three hollow sections of a bamboo for his morning meal.
Intermingled with the hissing and bubbling of the boiling of the water,
spirit voices were heard to come out from the bamboos cursing the hills
and plains, and calling upon the water to cover these latter up.
Nothing daunted, the hero partook of his repast^ which he had scarcely

finished when the heavens became overcast with black thunder-clouds,
and heavy unceasing rain began to fall night and day, until the plains
and smaller hills were swallowed up in the flood, and none of all the
human race but those who fled to the higher mountains escaped
destruction."

In this portion of the tradition a curious circumstance is

mentioned, by which the Dyaks account for their ignorance of letters,
and their difference in this respect from the Malays, who, for the most
part, possess books written in the Arabic character, and are able to

read and write. "In the panic caused by the sudden rise of the waters,
those who fled carried with them what books they possessed as the most
precious portion of their property. These books some attached to their
head and shoulders, while others secured them to their waist.

In the

process of wading and swimming to attain a place of safety the books
of those who had fastened them to their waists were destroyed by the
water.

These latter, the Dyaks say were their ancestors, and the

books being thus destroyed they were unable to bequeath the knowledge of

reading and writing to their children. Those who saved their books
from the waters were the ancestors of the Malays and other nations who
possess a knowledge of letters."
In the Second Division, they say that an attempt was made to
recover the wetted books by drying the leaves in the sun. But, before
they were dry enough to be gathered up again, birds flew off with them.
That is why attention is paid to messages and advice given by birds,
for they now possess the knowledge that was in the books they stole
and the Dyaks have no other means of access to it.

One thing that fascinates man is that we speak different
languages. In explaining this phenomenon, the Ibans have used the
following folktale (from Richards 1977:295).

THE ORIGIN OF DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

Many thousands of years ago the inhabitants of the earth were
all of one race and spoke but one language. Suddenly a fungus of
enormous size made its appearance and continued to grow larger and
higher every day and was looked upon by the people as a shelter from
the sun and rain which had been sent them by the gods; but at last it
grew to such a size that their crops, on which they depended entirely
for food, suffered by being deprived of the blessings of the sun, rain,
and dew, and they began to wish that they had stopped its growth
before. Sacrifices were offered to the gods who were prayed to remove
the fungus from the face of the earth but their prayers were without
effect. As time went on it became necessary for the preservation of
life to cut it down whether the gods resented such action or not. So
it was felled, cut up, and everybody ate of it with the result that
they all fell into a kind of stupor and began to speak every man a
different language, and the confusion was so great that they scattered
over the face of the earth, and it was in this way that the many
languages now spoken in the world originated.

Man usually tries to explain and understand the existence of

those things surrounding him.

The following story is the people's

explanation of how leeches came to be.

It is taken from Saunders 1976:

67-69.

THE ORIGIN OF JUNGLE LEECHES

In the beginning of-mankind, in the original dwelling-place of
the Sarawak Dayaks, there lived a man and his wife whose names were
Terouch. and Temunyian. One day the husband had business seawards and

left his wife alone. Scarcely had he set out when a big Buau, who had
watched his opportunity, seized Temunyian and in spite of her cries and
vigorous resistance carried her off to the jungle. When he had carried
her some distance from her home, he fastened her by means of some
sticky substance rubbed on her back to a huge flat rock. And there he

kept her, visiting her with food every day towards evening.
When Terouch returned home he sought his wife with all the
ardour of a returned husband, but, to his horror, she could not be

found.

For several days he searched for her, piteously calling her

name. At last he heard her faint voice reply by uttering his name. He
rushed to her, but could not release her from the rock. They remained
weeping and wailing together until the sun began to sink.

"Oh, fly, flyI" said Temunyian. "The hour of the Buau's visit
is approaching and if he catches you I am sure he will kill you.
"By what path does he come?" asked Terouch.
She pointed out a steep rocky ascent in the face of the hill
close by. Up this path Terouch ran, making a rotan ,1 erat, or noose for
trapping deer which he laid across the way before hiding behind a
large mass of rock. In a few minutes the unsuspecting Buau came
trotting down the path. He stepped within the noose of the jerat.
Terouch immediately pulled the end he held and the Buau lay sprawling
and helpless on his back with both legs entangled in the snare. Terouch
rushed out, sword in hand and seized the Buau by the pointed part of
his body (a Buau is the ghost of a man killed in war and thus has no
head). The Buau pleaded for mercy. "Spare me," said he, "and I will
give you some stuff that will loosen your wife from the rock; kill me
and she will stick till she dies.

"Agreed," said Terouch.

But when the Buau gave him the mixture,

Terouch made an end of him.

Terouch then released his wife and took her home, but before
long she gave birth to a child whose father was the Buau. A horrid-

looking creature, as soon as it was bom it fastened its lips to its

mother's breast and would never let go - not even for an instant.
Night and day, day and night, unceasingly it sucked, while poor
Temunyian got thinner and thinner till at length she seemed about to

die. Her husband did not know what to do; he did not dare kill the
child lest the dead lips should still cling to his wife. The child
itself, though horribly ugly, was remarkably intelligent and could
speak from birth. It knew the names of everything it saw. However,

whenever it opened its lips to speak, it still held fast to its mother
with its teeth.

One day Terough thought of a plan. He told his wife to follow
him into the jungle. As they walked along he kept asking the child the
names of different trees and plants they came across, and the child
knew and could tell them all. At length they came to a tree called
pang.

"What is the name of this tree?" said Terouch.

"Pa'-ang," answered the child, rashly opening its lips, teeth
and all in excitement.

At that instant, while the word was yet in its mouth, Terouch
clove its skull with a blow of his sword. His wife threw down the body
and, to make sure that it was really dead, they cut it into small
pieces which immediately transformed themselves into leeches.

To this

day leeches lie in wait to seize and suck upon any person going past.

Unusual rock formations obviously stand out and impress mankind.
To understand and explain how such oddities as the Niah Caves could come

to be in the rainforest, the people have passed down this following
legend.

This is taken from Saunders 1976:33-36.

THE ORIGIN OF THE CAVES AT NIAH

A long time ago, a man named Terayeng lived in a house on a
hill Bukit Terayeng (which is now inside the Niah Cave). There were

four or five longhouses in this place, and Terayeng was their headman.
In those days, if they wished to become invisible, all men could do so.
Now it happened that the people of Terayeng's village wanted to extend
their longhouse.

The custom of the time was that if men wished to

build a house, they killed not a pig or a fowl, but a human child; and
where they buried the body, there they drove in the first upright of
the house.

Now there was an old woman, whose name was Piera - and it was

her grandson who was caught and killed by the people of the house as
their sacrifice.

For half a day Piera hunted for her grandson, without success.

She came at last to the place where the men were building the house,
and there she saw the stain of blood on the ground. Because she knew
the customs of her people, she suspected at once that her child had
been stolen by these men, and that his body lay there, under the foot
of the upright.

And she was sad, and wept. Four, five, seven days, she wept
for the loss of her grandson, until at last she said to herself, "I
have no children, and this one grandson, my only descendant, my loved
one and my hope, has been taken from me and killed.

For this let all

mankind also dieI"

Later, as she walked by the riverside, she found a frog, which
she caught and carried home. At her house she dressed the frog in the

clothes of men, in a jacket, hat and loincloth, and at dawn she began
to beat drums and play music for dancing. All day she played, and on
the next and the following days, for five days, she beat the gongs and
played.

Now Piera's room was in the middle of her longhouse, and so
everyone heard the music from her room, and were amazed that this one

lonely old woman should beat out dance rhythmns all day, day in, and
day out. At last, when a large crowd had gathered around, she released
the frog in their midst. Of course the frog, frightened at so great
a crowd of people, tried to escape, leaping here and leaping there.

And the people laughed to see the frog dressed as a man and apparently
dancing to the music, and all roared and roared with laughter.
At that moment the sky became black with thimder clouds and the

old woman, seeing that the storm she had hoped for was indeed to come,
left her room, and called on Muled Rali, her cousin, who also lived in
the house. "0 Mules Rali, take me from here," she cried. Now Muled
Rali was a great wizard, above all other men of that time, and could
not only become invisible at will, but could fly. He took Piera, and
carried her to the riverside, where she herself was able to run away.
And then the rain fell, and the wind blew, and the storm began,
and the rain fell as stones. And Lamunzang, Terayeng's brother-in-law,

married to Terayeng's younger sister, Neralam, looked from his house
at Bintulu and saw the sky black with storm, and the sun darkened and
the light extinguished. And he felt that his brother Terayeng was in
trouble. So Lamunzang took the rice pounder from his house and carried
it outside to where a tall tapang tree stood. And Lamunzang cried out,

"0 Rice pounder, if indeed my brother Terayeng at Niah is in danger,
when I throw you at the tapang tree, may you pierce the trunk of the
tree."

For Lamunzang, too, was a great wizard. And he hurled the rice
pounder, and it drove deep into the trunk of the tapang tree, so that

Lamunzang cried out, "It is indeed true that my brother Terayeng at
Niah is in danger."
He returned to his house and put on his finest war-dress, his
had, his short coat, his loin cloth seven yards long, his sword and his
shielf. Then Lamunzang came out from his house, and holding up his
shield cried, "0 my shield, if indeed my brother Terayeng at Niah is
in danger, fly with me to him."
And he sat in his shield as if in a boat, and it flew and took
him to Niah. And when he arrived there he heard only voices calling for
help and cried of weeping men, and he saw that all the houses had
become stones.

The voice of his brother-in-law cried out to him from

the rocks. "0 my brother, come no nearer, for you cannot help us, we
are all turned to stone.

Run from here before you too are turned to

stone.

And Lamunzang ran, and the raining stones chased him as he ran,

and the trail of rocks that fell still stands today from Niah to Kuala
Semalau. On his shield he flew across the river, and the raining rocks
still followed him. Then Lamunzang remembered that his bamboo box for
carrying tobacco and valuables hung from the end of a stone tucked into

his loin cloth, and he said to himself, "Perhaps it is because I am
carrying a stone that this rain of boulders still chases me.
And he took out his bamboo box and the stone tied to it, and

threw them down from his flying shield. The stone fell by the Sungai
Suai, and at once the rain of boulders ceased, but the stones that fell

showed Lamunzang's path that day right from Kuala Semalau to the Suai.
About two days journey on towards to Tatau, he turned, and went
back to Niah. He heard no more voices, and saw that all the houses had
become caves in the rock. And Lamunzang wept for his brother and his
cousins and his friends who had become stones.

He mounted his shield and flew back to his house at Bintulu, and

because of his great grief he called a council of the elders of his
house and persuaded them to move to Suai, where Lamunzang was to become
a famous figure and the hero of many other tales.

In explaining natural phenomena, the Iban have composed many
stories. The following story is also referred to in the marriage
ceremony of the Iban. If anyone has traveled the rivers in Sarawak, you
know that floating logs, sticks, and branches are very common. This
story explains the origin of some of this debris. This story is taken
from Richards 1977:167.

THE LADDER OF BEJl

Once upon a time there lived a most inquisitive man, by name,
Beji. He was more or less a giant in build and was exceedingly powerful.
He desired to know the height of the heavens, and was confident that he
could make a ladder to reach them. When he had reached the heavens, he
boasted, he could ascertain what they were made of; and further, he
would be looked up to by his neighbours when he had accomplished this
task.

Relying upon his gigantic strength he commenced to make his
ladder. He felled a huge tree to form the first part of it, but it was
a soft kind of wood. He kept on joining pieces of wood on to it as
rapidly as his skill and strength permitted and at length he got it up
to a tremendous height; then all his neighbours began to admire him.
But whilst he kept joining pieces on to his ladder at the top the white
ants kept working hard at it and eating into it down below. At last
the ladder had nearly reached the heavens, and Beji could no longer be
seen when he was working at the very top of it. One day when he was
working at the top of it, the white ants completed its destruction, they
ate night and day through it and it fell, and so Beji died.
Pieces of the ladder are to be seen occasionally in the different
rivers and they are known as Tangga Beji.

One of the things people must do, especially when asked by their
children, is explain the existence of taboos. One taboo which the
people in Sebuyau, Second Division, observe is the abstenance from
eating patin. The following story (from Saunders 1976:62-62) is an
explanation of this taboo.

WHY SEBUYAUS DO NOT EAT THE PATIN

One day a Dayak went fishing but caught only a single Ikan Patin,

which, he gave to a Malay at whose house he landed to procure a light
for his pipe. On his coming back to get the fish, the fish was no
longer there; but crouched in the bottom of his canoe was a pretty
little girL The Dayak was greatly astonished at the transformation,
but carried the little girl home, where she was brought up with his
family, and grew up to be a woman and in due course married her finder's
son. She was a good wife - she pounded the rice, drew the water, made
mats and conducted the affairs of the household with propriety and
neatness. After a time she bore her husband a son and suckled the boy
till he could run about. Then one day, being at the edge of the water
with her boy she suddenly said to her husband, "Here, take the child.

Be kind to him, for he is my child. I have been a good wife, but now
I must join my tribe." And thus saying she plunged into the river and
became once more a patin. To this day the Sebuyaus never eat ikan patin.

The Iban have a very strong attraction to the hornbill. Even
while we were in Sarawak, this great awe or respect for the bird was
clearly evidenced many times. The following (from Comber 1979:35-37) is
an Iban tale which attempts to explain the affinity they have for this
great bird.

WHY DAYAKS LIKE HORNBILLS

One day, a Dayak named Ketupong went into the jungle to hunt

birds. He saw one with strange red eyes. He raised his blowpipe to
his mouth. "Psst" - the dart hit the bird. He went down to pick it
up.

Suddenly it changed into a bamboo container he used for his darts.

It was so finely made and soft that it could be folded up into a small
space.

"Have you seen my dress?" He turned round to see who had
spoken to him. There was a lovely girl standing behind him. He did
not know where she had come from.

"Yes," he said, "here it is. But I shan't give it to you unless
you promise to marry me." He had never seen such a lovely girl before
and his mother was always telling him to get married.
The girl agreed, provided that he never asked her to tell him

her name. They were soon married. The next year, they had a son.
Ketupong and his wife (he just called her "wife") were very happy
together. They loved their son dearly. However, Ketupong often
noticed that his wife was looking up at the sky. "What are you looking
at?" he asked. But she only shook her head.
Then he saw his wife weaving two coats. They were a bright
green colour with an unusual pattern like bird's feathers.

"Who are you making those coats for?" he asked.

"They are for you and our son," she andwered. "When
"When they
they are
are
finished, you can wear them to fly up into the sky."
"I don't want to fly," he said.

"Silly," she smiled. "Don't you know who I am? I am Inchin
Temaga, daughter of Singalang Burong.

My house is in the sky."

Ketupong was surprised. He had heard of Singalang Burong. He
was the Dayak God of War, a great general who had never lost a battle.

"In that case, my wife must be a fairy," he thought to himself.
Suddenly, his wife's body became covered with feathers.

In a

few minutes, her arms changed into wings. She rose into the air. He
tried to stop her but it was too late. She flew up, up, into the sky.

"Come back! Come back!" he cried. Her voice came floating down, "If
you want to visit me, wear the coats I have made for you."
Years went by.

not see his mother.

All this time, the son was sad that he could

He looked so unhappy that his father did not know

what to do.

"Take me to my mother," the boy cried. "I want to see my

mother again."
"But how can I?" asked his father.

which his wife had left behind.

immediately felt much lighter.
sky.

Then he remembered the coats

So they put on the coats.

They

Soon they were able to fly up into the

They saw a great palace in front of them.

The palace gates opened and a man wearing a splendid Dayak war
dress appeared.

He was Singalang Burong.

"Welcome, KetupongI" he roared. "My daughter and I have been
waiting for you. Why have you been so long?"
Then Inchin Temaga appeared. She was not very pleased to see
her husband as she had heard that he had remarried.

"Go back to earthi" she told him. "I know that you now have
another family there. Our son can stay here with me. My father can
teach him a lot. He can follow you later."
So Ketupong had to return to earth.
Singalang Burong was very pleased to see his grandson.
At about that time, one of Singalang Burong's men was killed by
a giant named Jubang. Singalang Burong showed his grandson the correct

way to pay respects to the dead. He told him to pack all the dead man's
belongings into a box. "The box cannot be opened," he said, "until we
have taught the giant a good lesson. We must cut off his head."
The next day the boy went with his grandfather to look for the
giant.

On the way, Singalang Burong taught him how to use magic and
how to look for good and bad signs.
Soon they reached the longhouse where the giant was staying.
They decided to wait outside until it was dark. When they entered the
longhouse, Singalang Burong gave a terrible shout. He threw his spear
at the giant. The giant fell to the ground. He then leapt forward

and cut off the giant's head with one blow of his sword. All the other
people living in the longhouse, who were the giant's prisoners, were
set free.

When Singalang Burong and his grandson returned home with the

giant's head, everyone was happy.

They held a feast which lasted

three days and nights.
After the feast was over, Singalang Burong pointed to the

carving of a strange-looking bird on top of a tall pole.

The bird's beak was pointed in the direction of the giant's
house,

"What's that, grandfather?" the boy asked.
"It's a hornbill.

It is one of the sacred birds of the Dayaks.

We believe that it will help us to beat our enemies in battle."
"Why do you use a hombill, grandfather?"
"Don't ask so many questions," said the old man. "Probably
because it's such a large and strong bird.
feathers are very beautiful."

Anyway, its head and tail

Later when the boy returned to earth, he taught his father
and everyone living in his father's longhouse what he had learned
from his grandfather.

Like all cultures, the lban have folk heroes.
story of one of these people.

Following is a

Notice how the names of the brothers

are those of the gods which we have dealt with several times in this

paper, and in other stories.

This story is taken from Richards 1977:

264-275.

THE ADVENTURES OF LIMBANG

Once upon a time, ages ago, Klieng and his brothers went out in

the forest to hunt. They were five in number, Klieng, Pungga, Bxmga
Nawieng, Laja and Limbang.

Limbang was the youngest of the brood and, and as was supposed,
required to be looked after and tenderly dealt with.

While his elder

brothers carried each a pasu of rice, he was only asked to carry a
gantang. It would not do to start without provisions; for they might
wander astray into an unknown region, and be quite unable to find their
way home. As it was, they fully intended to make a long buisness of it,
and be absent for days and weeks. The dogs were permitted to run on

ahead; the hunters followed in their wake in Indian file, Klieng leading
the column and Limbang bringing up the rear. In this order they
marched for hours in the shade of the jungle and by noon arrived at the
foot of a hill named Panggau Libau. The dogs now began to bark and the
game to break cover. Said Klieng to Limbang, "You are too young, my
boy, to bear the fatigue, so just stay here and take charge of our
rice, we will run on and support the hounds." They then dropped their
burdens and bounded into the thicket, spears in hands.
As soon as they had passed oiit of sight the youngster tied the
baskets together with a thong, slung them upon his shoulder, and dashed
away in pursuit.

And, lo and beholdI when Klieng and the rest reached

the spot where the dogs were baying, there was Limbang before them,
calmly seated on their burdens, and a huge boar weltering in blood at
his feet. "You have stolen a march on us, Limbang," said they, "but
had we known the speed of your foot and the strength of your back before
we left home, we would have given you our burdens to carry long before
this." Limbang felt proud of what he had done, for this was the first
time his hand had shed blood and, though it was but the blood of a pig,

it awoke in him a fierce desire to dip his hands in human gore, whereby
he might win unto himself (what he most cherished) name and fame.

His

brothers next ripped up the belly of the pig, cast out the entrails, and
quartered the carcase. To each was given a limb, but to Limbang was
given the head.

They then resumed their journey, and reached the top of the hill

before dusk and were enabled to erect a bower before it grew too dark
to see. Wood and water were procured without trouble, and everything
was got ready for cooking. Klieng drew out his flint and steel, but
could not manage to strike a light, so he flung the flint away and

asked his brothers to try theirs. They tried, but with no better
success, and flung their flints away also in sheer disgust. "This will
never do, said Klieng, "we must get a light somehow, or we shall starve,

not being accustomed to eat raw meat." By and by, as the night grew
darker, he caught a glimpse of a fire a long way off and pointed it out
to his brothers, but they would none of them go and fetch a light,
pleading fatigue, the distance, the unknown dangers of the route, the

blackness of the night. Klieng then asked his youngest to go and do
what his elder brothers dared not to do. Limbang agreed to go, but
reminded them he might not be back in a hurry; he was slow of foot and
besides the fire might be a longer way off than it looked in the
surrounding gloom. Saying this, he disappeared in the jungle and was

lost to view. A run'and bound or two and he was beside the expiring
embers. With the sword in his hand, he cut down a sapling, split it
into firewood and lit the resinous brands. Halfway back, he was clutched
by the arm by a demon of gigantic stature, who demanded of him in a

voice of thunder what he meant by setting the forest on fire. Having
explained that he had been sent by his brothers to procure a light, and
was even now on the way back with a flaming faggot, he begged permission

to proceed unmolested. The giant, however, would not hear of this, but
wanted Limbang to come along with him. His house was close by, he said,
and his young friend must refresh himself with meat and drink.

Limbang was afraid to gainsay the giant, and he was too insig^ificant to grapple with him, so he determined to put the best face on

the matter, go home with the giant and partake of his hospitality. The
more so, when he reflected that the giant was not unkind in his

appearance. He therefore closed with the offer, was lifted up from the
groxind and deposited in the hollow of the giant's ear. A few enormous

strides and the giant's residence was reached. It was a long rambling
house, having accommodation for 30 families. The place was empty now,
for the giant had long since eaten up all his people, and he was
constrained to live a life of solitudd. But he began to tire of his

lonely life and invited Limbang to share it with him as his adopted
son. He gave him many a costly present, and promised to leave him his

vast wealth and to form his character after the most approved model,
SO that he should become, in the fullness of time the love of lovely
women and the envy of aspiring warriors. Limbang listened to the voice
of the tempter and was won.

On these terms he consented to remain and

forsake his kindred. But he shed many a bitter tear in secret.
In the meantime Klieng and the others had become alairmed at
his prolonged absence.

They forgot their own privations in their anxiety for him.
When the day broke and Limbang had still made no appearance, they set
forth in quest of him. They sought for him far and wide, but discovered
no trace of him. After several days search, they gave him up for lost,
and sped home again by way of Sign Bungkany and Nidi Kandis, the latter

an affluent of the Gelong. With sad and sorrowful faces they told this
story to the assembled kinsmen, and had to bear the unmerited reproaches

of the mother that bore him. There was wailing and weeping throughout
the land; there was smiting of bosom and rending of hair. An ulit of
a very severe character was laid upon the country; the women went into
mourning, and the young men discarded their ornaments and sat on their
mats in sullen silence. Then Klieng arose amidst an awful hush and
proclaimed the punishment of death to any cock that should crow, or to
any old man that should cough, before the days of mourning were over.
And now to pursue the fortunes of Limbang. He continued to live

with Gumba (for so the ogre was called) for many a day and many a year.
He led a quiet and regular life, unbroken by any adventure.

He saw no

company, as strangers never passed that way; nor did visitors ever come

near the house. He was not permitted to assist in the work of the
farm, as Gumba was unwilling that he should soil his hands with labour
and spoil his complexion in the sun. Nor was he allowed to help in the
menial work of the house. He only angled and hunted; made fish-traps
and casting nets; fed his dogs and played with his pets. And thus his

days were passed.

He had three meals a day, with which Gumba provided

him. Rice and vegetables, fish and flesh were always plentiful with
him. He was never in want; nor did he lack for clothing. His kind
protector made himself but one meal a day, but this was a heavy business
and took long to digest; indeed it rendered him incapable for the rest
of the day; when his victuals were ready, he would lie down on his

back in the middle of his verandah, and let Limbang fling into his open
mouth first a pailful of rice and then a potful of vegetables and to
wash the whole down, he would pour down his throat a bucketful of water.
After this he would rest his feet on the sadau and dispose himself to
sleep; first, however, reminding his son to wake him up in the morning
by smiting him on the forehead a heavy blow with a sledge-hammer that
lay in the comer.

Years passed on and Limbang grew up a handsome stripling.
Gumba was rich, and loved to lavish his wealth upon his son. He dressed
him in the most gorgeous attire and covered his person with gold and
silver; so that when in full gala costume he rivalled the moon in his
splendour. One day he put on his war-dress, his skins and feathers,

girt on his sword and played on the klurai; and as he played he beat
time with his foot and swayed his body to and fro with a graceful
motion. Suddenly, without warning and without ever having done so
before, he launched out into a wild and war-like dance, for the blood
of his father began to warm within him.

Gumba's eyes sparkled with pleasure, as he watched the dear lad
advancing and retreating, crouching and leaping, closing and disengaging
in mimic combat, and although gorged with food and unable to stir, he
contrived to roll himself round more than once as the interest

increased, and at the climax exclaimed: "Worthy brother of KliengI

There is no one, in the wide, wide world, there is no one, to compare

with my soni" Limbang admitted that this was all very nice so far,
hut suggested that it would be more agreeable to have some feminine
society, and would not a woman be able to relieve his dear father of the

trouble of preparing the victuals? Gumba replied that there was some
sense in all this; he would think the matter over, and should he

decide to give him a companion, he would go out on the morrow in
quest of a suitable person. Early in the morning Gumba got up and,
putting Limbang in the hollow of his ear on a spread mat, he strode
away to his farm.
He set him down under shelter and told him to remain quiet until
he had finished weeding for the day. But Limbang could not keep
quiet and, to soothe his mind, he produced his klurai, played on it and
danced to the accompaniment. A medicineman in Heaven, Jaban by name,
happening to look down, witnessed the performance, and thinking it
might amuse his daughter, he called to her to come and see.

Bunsu Matahari (for such was her name), looked long and looked
hard, and became aware of a flutter about the region of her heart.
Observing her emotion her father asked her if she fancied the lad, and
would she like to have him for her husband? Her only reply was that she

was her father's, to do with as he wished.

So he tied a rope round her

waist and let her down, and dropped her in front of Gumba who was asleep
on the farm. Something chancing to sting him, Gumba awoke and
perceiving the damsel, he put her in his ear without more ado.

He then

picked up Limbang, saying it was time to go home, and placed him in
his other ear. And off he set. Arrived at his wharf, he took our
Limbang, undressed him and bathed him and packed him off home. He then
took out Bunsu, unclothed her, dipped her in the river and sent her off
to the house while he remained by the water-side to watch the meeting
between the pair. He saw Limbang advance to the head of the ladder as
Bunsu was about to mount. Gumba understood by the flush on Limbang's
face that he was smitten by her charms and enamoured of her wondrous
beauty. She was invited to enter and seat herself; sirih and pinang
were placed before her, and she was shown every attention. She soon
began to feel herself at home and engaged in conversation.
Gumba now came up and joined in. He cooked some rice and
vegetables and summoned them into his room to eat. He placed the food

before them, and told them not to be shy of one another, for they were
now man and wife, and it behoved them to take their meals together.
After they had completed this repast, Gumba partook of his own heavy
meal in the usual fashion. There was much in his manner to surprise
and alarm Bunsu, but she was comforted by her lover and felt safe with
him. That night she did not get a wink of sleep; there was so much
that was new, and that kept her awake thinking. The giant's snore
sounded in her ears like the rumble of thunder, and was of itself
enough to banish slumber from her eyelids and sleep from her eyes.

She rose early in the morning and before the beak of day. She
was now a wife and had her own business to attend to. It was her duty
to light the fire and cook the victuals, to winnow the rice and to

draw water. She felt proud of her comely husband and was supremely
happy in his love. And nothing occurred to estrange them. Gumba gave
her a wedding gift the next day, a couple of costly rings in an antique
casket.

He cautioned her to be careful of them, and on no account to

lose them; but she did lose them, notwithstanding, one day as she was
bathing. She had taken them off her finger before undressing, and set
them in the casket, which she placed on a piece of fallen timber. As
she was splashing about in the water and kicking her heels, the casket
slipped into the river and was carried away by the current. It was too

light to sink. She shouted for help on missing the treasure, and her
husband bounded to her assistance. He sought for it but without
discovering it. He followed the course of the river for some distance
down but with no better success. He dived into the crevices of the

rocks, he sprang from bank to bank and from point to point, outstripping
the current, but without avail. He then gave it up for lost, and
comforted his wife the best way he could.
But the casket was not lost. It was picked up some distance

further by Daiang Ida, wife of Timbang Singanan, a famous Malay Chief of
the olden days. She opened the lid and discovered the rings which she
showed to her husband.

He fell in love with them at once on account of

their rare beauty, and inferring that their owner must be a woman of

surpassing loveliness, he directed his servants to scour the country in
search of her, and bring her to his harem as his concubine, married or
unmarried, bond or free, it was all one to him.

He must not be thwarted.

His messengers went forth accordingly, and tried the rings upon the

fingers of every woman they came across, but without encountering any
one whom they fitted.

Timband Singanan's messengers were then on the point of
returning when they caught sight of some bamboo drifting down the
stream, and by this token they were able to tell that the head waters

were inhabited, a fact hitherto unknown.

So they followed the river to

its source and reached Gumba's mansion. They tried the rings upon
Bunsu's fingers, and they fitted. They then claimed her on behalf of
their lord and master, and summoned Limbang to yield her up. Limbang
told them that his wife might please herself, and they had better take
their answer from her mouth.

So when she declared she would never leave

him nor forsake him, he bade them begone.
Tiinbang Singanan was not a man to be baulked of his desires, so
he collected all the forces of his kingdom and marched them into the
interior. On arrival in the enemy's country, he sent word to Limbang
and bade him prepare for battle. Limbang, on receipt of this message,
woke up Gumba and explained matters to this worthy. Gtimba got up with
reluctance, took down a couple of swords from the rack and gave them to

Limbang to sharpen. He then composed himself to sleep again, while his
son. ground the blades on the grindstone and gave them a razor edge,
after which he proved their metal by cutting the whetstone through and
through without dulling the edge. He next sat down in the verandah, and
awaited in patience the turn affairs were to take.

By and by the enemy arrived, surrounded the house, and defied
him to mortal combat.

But he paid no heed to this clamouring, and

continued to chew and to smoke in a most unconcerned manner.

They,

thereupon, began to accuse him of cowardice and cover him with abuse, but
still failed to excite him.

They were determined to have him out, so

they clambered up the ladder and prodded him with their spears but
failed to wound him, for his body had been rendered invulnerable by

Gymba, and it was proof to iron and steel. Limbang now rose to his feet
and demanded their business. They replied that they were come to take
his wife away to be the paramour of their great king, and that if he

gave her up without any fuss, they would leave him his life. Limbang's
face flushed at this insult and his sole reply was the brandishing of

sword and spear. With one mighty sweep to his right, he slew one half
of the invading army, and with another mighty sweep to the left the
magic sword mowed down the ranks of the rest. The plain was strewed
with the dead, and Timbang Singanan was left alone.

Limbang then

passed into the inner room, and woke up Gumba, crying: "Arise and

help; the dead lie in a heap around the house, but Timbang is yet alive."
The giant got up, rubbed his eyes and looked arotmd. "You have no need
of my help," he said, "the battle is at an end," and he fell to and
devoured the corpses and lapped the warm blood with avidity. Timbang
fled in terror, full glad to escape with life and limb. His wife,
however, did not congratulate him on his wonderful escape. She
taunted him with cowardice and offered to exchange clothes with him.

Nothing would satisfy her but the head of Limbang, and the capture of
Bunsu, that she might become her slave as well as her husband's
paramour.

So Timbang took heart of grace and collected another army

mightier than the last. He called the tribes together; that he might
lead them to do battle with Limbang, and they flocked to his standard by
hundreds and thousands, Kayans and Dyaks, Punans and Ukits, Malays and
Milanos. There also came a band of chosen warriors from the banks of

the Gelong, Klieng and Laja, Bunga Nawieng and Simpurai, the bravest of
the brave. And they poured in in the most admired confusion, helterskelter, pell-mell over the frontier in the race for the lead. The
Kayans led the van and swarmed aroimd the house as thick as bees, and
clambered up the posts, but the magic sword flashed from its scabbard,
described sundry fiery circles, and the Kayans lay dead upon the plain.
Then Limbang sprang from the house, and engaged with the Dyak contingent,
who soon strewed the ground like leaves in autumn.

Timbang Singanan

now came to the fore, and defied him to mortal combat. The battle

paused around the combatants and the army held their breath for a few

brief moments. A few fiery passes and Timbang measured his length on
the sod.

With a single bound Limbang reached the portico of his own

house. Klieng then offered himself for the duel and Limbang accepted
the challenge.

As the demi-god mounted the ladder the house shook to

its foundations and began to rock. Klieng slashed at Limbang, but his
sword would not bite; Limbang hewed at Klieng but his weapon would not
wound. Klieng then thrust with his spear, but the steel did not enter;
Limbang returned the thrust, but failed to draw blood. Klieng then

paused for a space before renewing the strife, and questioned Limbang
as to his name and his titles to fame. "I am no one as yet," said he,

"and my only title to fame is that I am a brother to Klieng and to Bunga
Nawieng, to Simpurai and to Laja. But who are you? Let us hear your
name and style."

"I am Klieng of Panggau Libau," said the other, "I rend rocks
and stop rain." But neither believed the other, so they fell to again,
until fatigued and worn out with the ineffecutal conflict, they rested
on their arms again and sought for further particulars from each other.
Then Limbang explained how he had hunted that day with his brothers in

the forest, and how he had been seized by the Ogre, and carried away
into a sort of honourable captivity, in the course of which he had

grown rich and taken unto himself a wife. Klieng now expressed himself

satisfied of Limbang's identity, and called out to Bunga Nawieng to
catch a fowl and a pig, which were sacrificed with due haste, and with

the blood of which they smeared each other in token of amity and peace.
Ths tribes were then disbanded and hostilities ceased. Klieng
returned to his own country and told his people that Limbang who was
dead was alive again, was lost and was found; and there was great
rejoicing and thanksgiving throughout the land.

The women resumed

their trinkets and the men their ornaments. And there was feasting and
drinking for many a day.

After the mutual recognition and Klieng's departure, Limbang
woke up Gumba and pointed at the plain covered with dead.

days were spent by Gumba in eating
a deep and unnatural slumber which
recovered from the effects of this
approaching end, for his days were

Two whole

up the corpses, and then he fell into
lasted several days. When he
orgy, it was only to announce his
numbered and he must be gone.

His dying request was that he might be buried at the foot of

his own ladder; his wealth and treasure he handed over to Limbang and
Bunsu.

A few days after he gave up the ghost and was buried; but his

head would not remain underground, it broke cover and split, and out of
the fissure grew a young sapling, which gradually swelled out into a
gigantic Embawang tree, of which the boughs were of iron and steel; the

fruit, jars of ancient manufacture; the blossoms that fell, turned into
rare old beads; and the leaves that strewed the ground, turned into
silks and satins.

One evening, some months after the death and burial of their
benefactor, Bunsu Matahari was talking to herself inside her own room,
and Limbang who was outside overheard her. "My husband," said she,

"Is brave and rich. How can he put up with this lonely existence? No
visitors ever darken our doors, and I never see a strange face. Why
does he not quit his solitary abode, and remove nearer the busy haunts
of men? Oh, how I wish he would, but I dare not ask himi" When
Limbang heard this, he rose in the middle of the night, and prayed to
the Spirit of Wind and of Air, and invoked their aid, for he would not
move alone; but if the great Spirits would move his fruit trees and his
house along with him, he would move; otherwise he would not move, for
he valued his possessions, his pinangs and his coconuts, his sibaus
and his durians. By and by the rain began to pour, and the floods came

down and carried away his house and his trees, and planted them firmly
on Panggau Libau. When Bunsu Matahari awoke in the morning she was
surprised to hear so many cocks crowing, and to see a house near. She
thought it must be Malays come to trade, and she felt pleased, and ;
thought how nice it would be to have neighbours and how easy it would
be to get salt and steel.

She woke up Limbang, but Limbang who was in the secret,
pretended laziness and refused to get up. He knew his wife would be
curious, and he did not feel in the humour to gratify her curiosity.
The same happened with Klieng's wife when she got up and distinguished
a house close by. She was rather puzzled and was at a loss to account
for the miracle of a house springing up like a mushroom in a single
night. She communicated the fact to her husband, and he went to explore,
but did not come back. So the whole population turned out and invaded
this strange house in a body, and found Klieng in conversation with
Limbang and Bunsu. And when Klieng presented Limbang to his kindred
there was much embracing and shedding of tears; and the mother that
bore him pressed him to her bosom and wept over him. Limbang was to
live for ever in their vicinity, and never again to leave them or
forsake them.

His friends then returned to their oxm house with

presents of cloth and iron, and Limbang dwelt in their midst and never
again forsook them.

This
who performs
stories like
whether they

story, like the one before it, is of an Iban folk hero
great deeds. It is taken from Saunders 1976:44-46. Many
this one seem mythological. Others are harder to discern,
are fact or fiction, or possibly a mixture of both.

ABU TINGANG AND THE BIRD BURONG GERUNA

Abu Tingang was the son of the deity Semarugah. One day in his
travels he came to a hut. No-one could be seen, but there were signs
that someone lived there. Then, in a side room he saw a certain jar
called Saketurn Indu Benda, Kelawah Besai Moa sitting in the comer.
As he raised its lid, rays of light poured out of it; a woman was
hiding there whose skin sparkled like the twinkling stars. He asked
who she was and she told him that her name was Dayang Laing and that
she lived alone in that country.
Abu Tingang told her that she should not live in so desolate a
place; that she should move to another place and live with other
people. But Dayang Laing told him that she did not dare walk about for
fear of a huge bird called Burong Geruna which now and then flew over
the land - a bird which fed on the flesh of big animals and human beings.
When Dayang Laing had told this fearful story, Abu Tingang
asked her if she would marry him. Dayang Laing said that she would be
willing to marry any man who came to her if he agreed to look after her.
Abu Tingang, delighted that he had been the one to find her, assured
her that he would, and they considered themselves married from that
day.
In the evening, as they rested in their hut, Abu Tingang told
his wife that for their security the hut should be fortified with huge

wooden posts and trunks of banana trees.

So early next day Abu Tingang

went to gather what he needed to fortify the hut.

He worked for

several weeks, making its walls thick and strong, always watching for
the bird.

Just as he finished, he heard a sound as of soft thunder in

the distance and hurriedly he began to sharpen his knife. While he was
doing this, he asked Dayand Laing to hide once more in the Saketurn Indu
Benda, Kelawah Besai Moa jar, for he suspected that the Burong Geruna
would soon appear.
Shortly after Dayang Laing had entered the jar, the sound of
wings grew louder and the shriek of a bird came to them from the

distance.

Abu Tingang hastily hid himself inside the fortified hut,

ant then the great bird was upon them. With its tremendous strength, it
ripped apart the wooden beams one after the other. But when it dug
its beak into the soft banana trunks, it was caught and held fast; its
claws were trapped in the clinging fibres and the more it thrashed, the
more entangled it became, until even its wings could no longer flap.
Then Abu Tingang rushed out from his hiding place and slashed the bird

about its head with his sharp knife so that it died.
The next day Abu Tingang and Dayang Laing left the hut to

return to Abu Tingang's home. After they had travelled many miles, they
heard a huge bird flying in the distance towards the hut they had just
left, Abu Tingang told his wife to hide herself quickly in the mouth
of a nearby cave; for she was so bright that she was very easily seen.
Dayang Laing ran to hide, and just as she did so a huge bird passed
overhead and dived from the air to perch on the roof of their hut.
From the cave they could clearly see Burong Geruna stare at
the corpse of its mate tangled in the broken walls below it. For
nearly an hour it stayed there, silent with ruffled feathers: then it

shrieked desolately and flew away.

The following story is one with a moral, showing how deceit
and greed do not pay. The Ibans have their own unique way of expressing
this point, but it is still clear that greed is not looked very highly
upon. This story is taken from Comber 1979:10-11.

APAI SALT AM) HIS WIFE

Apai Sali was ugly and not very clever. One day he caught a
wild pig. He was delighted but he did not want to let his wife know.
He was greedy and wanted to eat it himself. So he hid it in some
bushes behind his house.

He returned home holding his stomach.

"What's wrong?" his wife asked.
"I have a terrible stomach-ache," he said.

He went into the

kitchen to warm himself in front of the fire. However, he sat so
close to the fire that his loin-cloth caught alight.

"You stupid fellowl" his wife cried. "Why aren't you more
careful?"

"Don't worry," Apai Sali replied. "The smoke will help to drive
away the mosquitoes." He left the kitchen by the back door.
"Where are you going?" his wife asked.

"I am only going to the toilet," he said.
He went straight to the bushes behind which he had hidden the
wild pig. He quickly made a fire with the lighted end of his loin-cloth
and started to roast the pig.
As he was away for so long, his wife wondered what had happened.
She could smell a pig being roasted. It was such a delicious smell it
made her mouth water. She went to see where the smell was coming from.
She saw her husband roasting a pig. However, her husband did not
notice her. She hid behind a big tree.

Suddenly, Apai Sali heard a noise. "ZzhI
sounded like a swarm of hingry mosquitoes.

ZzhI

ZzhI"

It

Then he heard a voice.

"Apai Sali, give me some of your roast pig."
Apai Sali was not only stupid but timid. He quickly threw a
leg of the pig in the direction of the voice.
The voice kept on asking for more and more. Soon there was
nothing left of the pig for Apai Sali to eat.
He returned home and went to bed.

The next morning, his wife gave him some cold rice and

vegetables for breakfast. "Don't you have anything better than this?"
he asked.

"You greedy manI" she said. "You wanted to eat all the pig
by yourself yesterday. Do you think I didn't know? It was I who spoke
to you:

"Chehl" exclaimed Apai Sali. "If I had only known, I wouldn't

have given you any of the pig."
He got up and went out, leaving the cold rice and vegetables
uneaten. But he never tried to cheat his wife again.

The Iban love tales of cunning and trickery. The following is
a story of how a manang used his wisdom to outwit the animals which so
constantly destroy the padi fields of the Iban. Therefore, from this
story one can also leam what animals the Sea Dayak see as destructive.
This story is taken from Richards 1977:292-294.

THE MEDICINE-MAN, GAGAK

Once upon a time a man held a meeting of all the animals, viz.,
the Sambur Deer, the wild Pig, the Barking Deer, the Mouse-Deer, the

Binturong, the Bear, the Farsier, the Nycticebus, the Paradoxurus, the
black Monkey, the pig-tailed Monkey, the spider Monkey, the grey Monkey,
the Proboscis Monkey, the Leopard Cat, the Civet Cat, the Squirrel and
the domestic Cat.

As soon as a large number of animals had gathered together the

man addressed the meeting. "It is my purpose," said he, "to invite you
to agree to make farms. All you animals have done wrong by constantly
eating our padi."
"I will," grunted the pig, who is entitled the Verandah-of-theBirdscarer's-Hut.

"And I will," said the Deer, who is entitled the DistantBooming-of-Thunder.

"I will," barked the Muntjac Deer who is entitled the DeepGash-made-by-the Jerungkang that-was-set-by-Men.
"I will," said the Mouse Deer who is entitled the Parasite-thatHarbours-Where-it-Will.

"So will I," purred the Leopard who is entitled the BlanketWoven-by-the-Daughter-of-Puyu Berujan.

"And I," growled the Bear who is entitled the Axe-that-Has-NotBeen-Used-for-Cutting-Out-Boats.

"I will," snarled the Paradoxurus who is entitled the BlueThread—that—Lulong-Used-to-Omament-the-Hem-of-Her-Jacket.
"I will," screeched the Black Monkey who chatters incessantly
like the bugle sounding during gun drill.

"I will," jabbered the Pig-Tailed Monkey who, when in company
with others, makes a noise like a large army taking alarm.

"But what sort of work is it to make a padi farm?" So asked
all the animals. Then Manang Gagak spoke and told them of the work
necessary in order to make a padi farm.

Said he, "First of all we must look for the land, and when that
is obtained we must consult the omens; then comes the preliminary
clearing; next the ordinary clearing, felling the trees, burning,

sowing the seed, weeding, reaping, thrashing, drying, pounding, winnow
ing, cooking, and then it can be eaten."
"OhI" said the Pig. "It cannot be done. I would much rather

invite my friends to root up the ground."
"And I likewise," said the Deer. "It is much more pleasant
for me to take my people to search for pasture."
"And 1 too," said the Barking Deer. "It is far better for me
to clear the stem of the lengkan."
"1 won't farm," said the Bear. "It is very much better for
me to rear bees that produce honey."
"And 1," said the Mouse Deer, "it is very much nicer for me to
wait for the buan fruit to drop."
"1 certainly won't farm," said the clouded Leopard. "It is

very much, nicer to live upon my neighbours."
"1 also don't intend to farm," quoth the Paradoxurus. "It is
more convenient to search for the nests of the sengayan birds."
"Indeed, 1 will not farm," jabbered the grey Monkey. "1 can
keep myself on the pith of the senggang senganan."
"My friends certainly won't fam," said the black Monkey, as he
kept on skinning the brangan fruit.

"1 also will not farm," chattered the squirrel who depends upon
the blossoms of the wild pinang trees.

"If that is the general wish then all you animals will not
farm," said Manang Gagak. "But if you. Pig, taste our padi you shall
meet your death from the pig traps romd your drinking haunt. If you
eat our padi you shall be ensnared bu the rotan snare. If you. Mouse
Deer, eat our sweet potatoes, you shall be caught up in a trap baited
with buan fruit. If you. Barking Deer, eat our casava you shall meet
your death in a trap."
These were the warning words of Manang Gagak to all the animals.

This, story, like the one before it, also shows what type of
stories the people delight in regarding cunning and trickery. This
story is taken from Comber 1979:23-24.

SIX GIRLS AND A WITCH

Many years ago in Sarawak, there were six girls who were good
friends. The most beautiful was Gayah. She was the cleverest too.
One day they went to the jungle to collect some wild fruit.

They lost their way. "Don't be afraid," said Gayah, "I shall be able
to find the way back." When night came, they saw a bright fire not
far away. They walked towards it. There was a little old woman sitting
in front of it.

"I know you have lost your way," the old woman said. "You
must be hungry, although you certainly look quite fat and well fed.

Ha, ha, hal It is lucky that you fo\md me. Have some of these cakes,
my dear."
"Don't take any!" whispered Gayah. "Let me talk to her. She's
a witch."

"I'm sorry we can't eat without first having something to drink,"
she said to the old woman.

"How far is the nearest river from here?"

"I can't tell you," replied the old woman. "If I tell you,
you'll run away. No, my dears, I'll fetch some water for you."
"Thank you, madam," Gayah answered. She thought that the old
woman was stupid to leave them alone while she went to fetch some water.

However, the old woman was not as stupid as Gayah thought. She waved a
magic wand. All the girls felt weak and they had to sit down. In a
flash, the old woman tied them up with a long rope. "I'll carry one
end of the rope with me. If I pull it, I can easily find out whether

you're still tied to the other end," she said.
Then she went to fetch some water. After a while, she tugged
the rope. "Ha, ha, my little ones, don't try to run away! You can't
escape from auntie."
A little while later, she pulled the rope again. "Good, you're
still there! Don't think you can trick me!
But Gayah had untied the rope and had fastened it to a tree.
So when the witch pulled the rope the next time, she thought that the
girls were still there.
The girls ran back into the jungle as fast as they could.
When the witch returned, the girls were nowhere to be seen.

She waved her magic wand and cried, "Let there be a wide river with a
big crocodile in it to stop the girls running away."
In a second, the witch flew high above the tree tops and landed
on the bank of a wide river.

She saw the girls talking to a crocodile. "Stop!

Stop!" she

cried.

Gayah spoke quickly to the crocodile. "Please take us across
the river one by one," she begged.
"How much will you pay me?" asked the crocodile.
"Mr. Crocodile, you know we don't have any money. But you may
eat the sixth one."

The crocodile agreed. He took the first girl on his back and
swam across the river. Then he went back and carried the second girl
across.

And the third and the fouth and the fifth.

"Now I shall eat

the sixth," he thought.
The witch ran down to the edge of the river. "Ha, this must be
the sixth," the crocodile laughed. The witch sat on the crocodile's
back and he took her to the middle of the river. Suddenly, he threw
her high into the air and caught her in his mouth. "Ugh, ugh, she's a
bit hard and bonyl Not at all like the other five," he said.
Actually, Gayah had crossed the river at the same time as the

fifth girl by hanging on to the crocodile's tail.
All the girls agreed that they would never go alone into the
jungle again.

The mouse-deer or pelandok stories are some of the most popular
stories among the Iban. They are also very similar to those in the
Philippines, Peninsular Malaysia, and even reminiscent of stories
present in America. They seem to be popular in that the small

"helpless" mouse-deer overcomes those larger than him through cunning
and trickery. Following are four representative stories of the
pelandok taken from the many available. The first is taken from
Richards 1977:281-284, and shows how the mouse-deer outwitted even a
pack of crocodiles. The second story is taken from Borneo Literature
Bureau, trans. 1972:27-33, and illustrates well the character and

attributes of the pelandok.
is like the second.

The third story (from Saunders 1976:8-10)

I have included it to show how the versions of

pelandok stories vary. Also, notice how the mouse-deer uses the line
about the sky falling (very reminiscent of Chicken Little in our
folktales) to get help. The fourth story is unique in that it shows
the cunning little deer getting back some of his own medicine. He
becomes too haughty and full of pride, and thus his downfall is soon
coming. This story is taken from Saunders 1976:11-12.

A MOUSEDEER AND THE CROCODILES

Once upon a time, long, long ago, a mouse-deer walking along
the bank of a certain river descried on a mud bank an army of crocodiles
basking in the sun, their mouths wide open to trap flies and other
insects.

"Friends," shouted the mouse-deer, "how great a host of you, I
see.

The mud-bank is nearly covered by you.

If you are about to

attack any country, you must surely conquer."
"Indeed we are many, friend mouse-deer," answered the crocodiles,
"for there is not a single country that we have not conquered. Even
mankind is afraid of us."

"Exactly so," replied the mouse-deer, "I know all about it. You
crocodiles do not fear death. And you are armed differently from other
folk, for you use both teeth and claws, and your tails inflict terrible
blows."

"True, friend mouse-deer," said the crocodiles, "but you are
only partially informed about our armament. We have also big guns
which we can fire at anything. Their reports are deafening, and for

cannon balls they throw water."
"What you say is true enough," quoth the mouse-deer, "but I am
desirous of knowing your number. If I am not troubling you too much,
do you arrange yourselves in close order from this side of the river
to the other so that I may find out accurately how many you are." The
crocodiles, flattered by the mouse-deer, quickly arranged themselves in
order, from bank to bank, like a floating bridge: whereupon the

]

mouse-deer sprang down upon their heads, and began to count, "One, two,

three," yet proceeded on further with his counting as he passed over.
Arrived at the other side, he leapt clear of them on to the bank, and
turning round, laughed at the trick he had played them. "How I enjoyed
stamping on your heads just nowI"
"So you were making fools of us?" replied the crocodiles.

"Very well; we shall lie in wait for you both by land and water until
we catch you."
"I am not afraid of your lying in wait," retorted the mouse-deer.
"Powerful as you may be in the water, you dare not go ashore."
"We can live as well on land as in water," answered the croco
diles; "and we shall see that you are justly rewarded for your insol
ence."

From this day onwards, the mouse-deer, afraid to venture near
the rivers, sought for water in the mountains. One day when he had
searched in vain for a stream to quench his thirst, he was compelled to
come down into the lowlands, where, in a marshy plain, he at length
came upon a pool of water.

"Oh, water," he cried, "are there crocodiles within you?"
But there was no answer.

A second and a third time he put the question

but received no reply. "Surely," he said, "there are crocodiles here,
or the water would have answered me." "Oot," said the crocodiles who
were concealed in the pool. Deceived by the mouse-deer's words, they
thought that he was really accustimed to receive an answer from the
water when it was safe for him to drink, and might think this sound was
the re-assuring sign.
"Ah", said the mouse'deer, drawing back, "so there are
crocodiles here, as I suspected."
"This mouse-deer is full of cunning and deceit," said the
crocodiles one to another. "Let us not lie in wait for him here, but
amongst the buan trees, where he comes for fruit, and will not expect

to meet us."

After some days the mouse-deer determined to visit the

buan trees in search of fruit.

Halting at a short distance from them,

he called out, "Oh buan trees, are there crocodiles lurking there?"
Receiving no answer, he called yet twice more, and still recieving no
response, remarked aloud, "There certainly are crocodiles there, and
they must have instructed the trees not to answer." "Oot" replied the
crocodiles for the trees, overcome by their anxiety to lure the mousedeer on. "I see there are crocodiles there," said the mouse-deer. And
he went away.
The crocodiles were very angry with themselves for having been
cheated into betraying their presence to the mouse-deer a second time.
Having called a meeting, they resolved to wait for him amongst the
bemban rushes, whither they knew he was in the habit of going for food.
In the meantime, the mouse-deer, afraid of visiting his usual
haunts, was in sore straits for food. At length the pangs of hunger

drove him to visit the bemban rushes. Arrived there, he had scarcely
time to look round him before a crocodile bit his leg. "That is not
my leg, friend crocodile, it is a bemban rush." There-upon the croco
dile let go in order to make a second grab at him. But the mouse-deer
was too quick for him, and sprang away the instant his leg was released.

"The child of a tiger will never die," said he to the crocodile.
"What a fool I was," said the crocodile to himself, "if I had
not let-go then, there would have been an end of him."

"My friends," said the mouse-deer, "if you are anxious to kill
me, let us have a fair fight. I will assemble all my friends and you
can gather yours; and on the seventh day we will meet at the long reach
and fight it out."
On the sixth and seventh days the mouse-deer went to the place,
appointed, and, in order to make the crocodiles believe that he had a

very large army, he busied himself making as many footprints in the
mud-bank as he could in the time, and then went away.
On the eighth day a large army of crocodiles, well equipped,
swam for the long reach in order to give battle to the mouse-deer.

When they reached the scene of action, they saw myriads of footprints
on the mud-bank, but the mouse-deer had departed. "This is through our

own fault," said they "for we are late, and the army of the mouse-deer
could not wait for us." So they returned home.
This story illustrates not only the character of the mouse-

deer but also that of the Dyak.

(Vocabulary you will need for the reading and understanding of
the following story includes: Babi - wild boar, Badak - rhinoceros,
Beruang - honey bear, Kenyalang^hornbill, Pelandok - mouse-deer,
Rusa - sambhur deer, and Tekura - tortoise.)
INSIDE THE PIT

One day Beruang happened to pass by and saw Tekura between the

branches of the sibau tree. "Haiya Sambil Nama berita?" hailed Beruang.
"Haiya Sambil Nadai berita," answered Tekura. "This fruit tree
belongs to Kenyalang. I am looking after it for him.

You see the fruit

are ripe."
"Let me pluck the fruit," requested Beruang.
"No. You cannot do that," Tekura replied. "Kenyalang will get
angry with me for not looking after his fruit tree."
"I don't care," said Beruang. "I'll climb up and pull you down."
pit.

Beruang climbed up and threw Tekura down. He fell into a deep
Beruang ate as much sibau fruits as he could. Tekura could not

get out of the pit because it was very deep.

While he was inside the

pit, he found a piece of the coconut, which he had carried to the sky

the other day. He ate the cocontit.
Some animals came along and saw Tekura inside the pit.

"Hoi Sambil What are you doing down there?" they asked.
"I am digging for atau tanah," answered Tekura.
"Is it nice to eat, Sambi?" they wanted to know.
"Very nice indeedI"
Hearing that, all the animals jumped into the pit. They found
atau tanah and ate them., They dug and dug until the pit was very deep.
They wanted to get out but the pit was too deep.
"We are in trouble," said Badak.

"We cannot get out of here," said Babi.

"Let us climb on top of each other," suggested Badat, "starting
with, the biggest and the smallest would be at the top of the pit."
Pelandok and Tekura were the smallest and so they got on the
top and jumped out of the pit.

"Now, you two must make a ladder for us to get out of here,"
instructed Badak.

"Yes," they answered and hopped into the forest.
When they left the place, Pelandok said to Tekura. "I think we
had better not make a ladder for Badak.

You are now thin and weak.

You haven't had any food for many days on the top of the sibau tree."
"I agree with you," answered Tekurs. "Let us look for some
fruits to eat."

The animals waited for them to bring the ladder. They waited
until it was mid-day, and past mid-aftemoon, but still they did not
turn up with the ladder. The animals became very hungry.
Badak and his group were still waiting inside the pit. They
were becoming restless, but Pelandok and Tekura did not turn up.
"ChisI" cursed BAdak. "We can never trust Pelandok and Tekura.
We must find a way to get out of here. What we have to do is to make

this pit shallow, remove the earth from the side into the pit," he said.
Soon the pit became shallower and shallower and, finally, they were then
able to get out of it.
They started searching for Pelandok and Tekura in the forest

nearbyi

"We must kill them," said Babi agnrily.
When they heard that Badak and his friends were coming after

them, Pelandok and Tekura ran away. Tekura hung himself on a hanging
unak and Pelandok hid underneath some belian logs. Tekura began to
groan with pain while hanging on the unak; and Pelandok was whimpering
painfully between two belian logs.

"There is Tekural cried Kera, and he climbed up quickly to pull
him down.

"Don't do that to him," said Badak. "ListenI

He is groaning

with pain."

"Oh dearI Oh dearI I am dyingI Help meI" groaned Tekura.
"Pull the rotan nicely to the ground," commanded Badak, "and let

him go free."

"Fortunately you arrived early, otherwise I would have died
hanging on the tree," Tekura told them. I was up there trying to pull
the rotan, when the unak hooked on me.

Then they started to look for Pelandok. At last they found him
with his mouth wide open and his eyes closed. Rusa and Babi jumped
forward to roll the belian logs on him. "Don't do that," order Badak.
"Don't kill him. Let him go.
They removed the logs on top of him. It took them quite some
time, because the logs were heavy.

"Akai-rail" he uttered. "Fortunately you arrived early,
otherwise. . . I was about to cut that tree down when the logs rolled
on me."

The other animals, believing that Pelandok and Tekura had
actually tried to help them, were no longer angry and soon went their
separate ways.
knowingly.

The tricky Pelandok and Tekura smiled at each other

HOW AGAN PELANDOK ESCAPED FROM THE PIT

One day, while running from a Beruang that he had angered with
his tricks, Agan Pelandok fell into a deep hole. He tried to find a
way out, but the hole was very deep. "Certainly I will die in this

hole," he thought. Time passed and he became very thin.
Presently a Kijang came along.

He looked into the hole and

saw Agan Pelandok. "How silly you are, Agan Pelandok," he said. "Why
are you so silly as to fall into the hole?"

Agan Pelandok replied, "I am not silly. I got into this hole
for a good reason. Perhaps you are silly yourself. You have no
regard for your safety. Don't you see that the sky is about to crash
down and bury us? Just look at the clouds; they are running away
because they are afraid to be buried by the crashing sky."
The Kijang was very frightened and asked Agan Pelandok how he

could save himself.
too.

Agan Pelandok advised him to jump into the hole

The Kijang did as he advised.

After a while, a Babi came by, and he too asked Agan Pelandok
what he was doing in the hole. Agan Pelandok gave the same answer as
he had the Kijang. Babi was equally frightened and leaped smartly into
the hole. And then came a Rusa, who also leaped into the hole on
hearing Agan Pelandok's story.
Kerebau Jalang came along and asked the animals already in the
hole why they were there. Agan Pelandok told Kerebau Jalang that all
were afraid, because the sky was about to crash down. "Wait and see,
if you don't believe it. Just look at those clouds running away," added
Agan Pelandok.

Kerabau Jalang looked at the sky, saw the clouds moving swiftly
and was frightened.

He jumped into the hole with the rest.

Now Agan Pelandok began to think of a way of getting out of the
hole.

An idea came to him and he said to the other animals, "you are

all big animals and you are standing on top of me. I shall be killed

by your weight. It would be better if I were on top of you."
Agan Pelandok climbed on to Kerebau Jalang's back and tried to
leap out of the hole, but he could not reach the top. Pretending to
reach out for some grass up there, Agan Pelandok said, "I'm trying to

get some grass for you all to eat, but I cannot reach."
He then asked the Kijang to climb on to the back of Kerebau

Jalang. As soon as the Kijang was on Kerebau Jalang's back Agan
Pelandok climbed on the Kijang's back and again tried to get out.

When the Babi saw that, he said to Agan Pelandok, "Don't you know the

sky is crashing down. If you are seen at the top, we'll all be buried.
Agan Pelandok said that he was only trying to get grass for
them to eat.

When he felt that he could manage to leap out of the hole,

he told the other animals to keep quiet and not to move, as the sky

was just about to crash down. At that moment, he leaped clear of the
hole. When he was out, he peered down and said to them all, "All of
you are silly foolsl Where have you ever heard of the sky crashing
down?

You have been bluffed and tricked by me, for nothing.

Now you

will all die in this hole. Goodbye to you all in your holel"
And Agan Pelandok went on his way and all the animals in the
hole died of starvation.

HOW IKAN BUNTAL TRICKED AGAN PELANDOK

One day, after he had escaped from the pit, Agan Pelandok came
to a river and crossed it.

As he was in the water, he trod on a

poisonous fish, Ikan Buntal and hurt it. The fish was very angry and
said, "If you are really strong, try to race with me."
Agan Pelandok replied, "Don't you dare to challenge mel I have
already killed a human being, a Kijang, a Rusa, a Babi and a Kerebau
Jalang,

How can you manage to challenge me?"
Even though you have killed hximan beings and animals said the
fish, "you cannot beat me. If you really want to race with me, come
back tomorrow."

Agan Pelandok said he would and they agreed on a day for the
race.

That night the poisonous fish called together all his friends

and told them of his challenge to Agan Pelandok. He said, "We will
race with Agan Pelandok. All of you must stay close in at the side of
the riverbank and line up in a row from this end of the course up to

the other end, at mid-day tomorrow. If you hear Agan Pelandok call for

jne, you must reply "up up" only - say nothing else. I myself will race
with Agan Pelandok from this place. Do you all understand?"
All his friends said they did and that they would carry out his
instructions.

Agan Pelandok came on the appointed day and called out to the
poisonous fish, who came up and took Agan Pelandok to the starting

point.

Agan Pelandok cried, "Are you ready, Ikan Buntal?"
Agan Pelandok counted "One, two, threeI" and raced off at great
speed. After running for some distance, Agan Pelandok called out to
the fish. The fish's friend who was nearest, under the bank, replied
"up up" near Agan Pelandok's face. This made him think that Ikan
Buntal was very close to him.

So he ran faster.

Again he called out;

a friend of Ikan Buntal just in front of Agan Pelandok replied "up up".
Agan Pelandok was most surprised to hear this reply in front of him.
Now wishing to lose the race and be put to shame, he ran much faster
still. At last, overcome by fatigue, Agan Pelandok collapsed, and died
instantly.
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The following comparison of Malay and Iban words, with English
meanings, is taken from St. John 1974:392-398. The original work was
first published in 1862. Though some of the word spellings and meanings
have altered a little when compared to today's words, they are
essentially the same. Since it is felt that Iban and Malay are closely
related, I have included several words for the reader's comparison.
Also, since these words are taken from a much earlier time, it is less
likely that as much borrowing of Malay by Iban will have occurred, as

compared to today's language.

This is important in comparing two

languages, to get them as near their original forms as possible.

English

Sea Davak

straight

lurus

rurus

crooked
square

bengkok
ampat persagi

round

bulat

long

panjang

bingkok, simpin
ampat bersgi
bulat sagala
panjai

broad

lebar

besai

thick

tabal

tabal

thin

nipis

nipauh, mipis

deep
high

dalam

dalam

short

tinggi
pandak

tinggi
pondak

without

deluar

de ruai

within

dedalam

dedalam

light (in weight)
heavy

ringan

lumpong

brat
deatas

brat

above
below

debawa

de baroh

behind

deblakang

deblakang

before

demuka

demua

between

antara

antara dua

here

sini

kitu, ditu

there

sana

far

jauh

near

ampir

where

mana

datas

kinu duinyin
jauh
dampi
nei iya

at

de

de

to

ka

ka

from

deri

arri

all

Samoa

Samoa

many

baniak

mexo

few
small

sidikit

mxmit

kechil

mit

large

besar

besai
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English

Mala

Sea Dayak

like

rupa

boka

when

sakarang
apabila

then

kamudien

tomorrow

besok

kamlyatu
kamlya
kamiyania
pa gila balik

yesterday

kulmarin

ka mani

old

tuah

tuai

new

bharu

bharu obas

slow

lambat

lobah

rapid

pantas

jumpat

strike

dadat

break

pukup
patah

open

buka

now

shut

tutup

patah kru
telengah
tutup, tikup

lift

angkat

katon

throw

kibar

tampalon

wet

basah

basah

dry
light

kring

rankai

trang

tawas tumpak

darkness
black

glap

petang

itam

chilum

white

putih

burak

red

merah

mansoh

yellow

kuning

kuning

blue

biru

biru

green

ijo

country

ijau
negri

earth

tanah

benua

stone

batu

batu

gold

mas

mau

benua

silver

perak

perak

iron

besi

besi

mountain

gunong

bukit

valley

lembah

cave

guah

darong lengkap
lobang batu

hill

bukit

bukit

plain

padang
pulau

padang
pulau
ai

island
water

ayer

sea

laut

tasik

river

sungei

sungei

wind

angin

ribut

hurricane

ribut

ribut bungat

cloud

awan

niga

rainbow

pulangi

anakrai a
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Enelish

Mala

Sea Davak

raxn

ujan

ujan

lightning

kilat

kilat

thunder

guntur

guntur

day
night
morning

an

ari

malam

lamai

pagi

pagi

sun

matahari

matahari

sky

tangah hari
langit

tingari
langit

moon

bulan

bulan

star

bintang

apei andau

noon

hot

panas

panas

fire

api

api

burn

bakar

tunoh

smoke

asap

asap

ashes

abu

abus

cocoa-nut

nior

plantain
paddy

pisang

rice

pumpkin

bras
labu

yam

ubi

abuk

seek

benih

banih, igi

padi

buah miniak-unjor
pisang
padi
brauh

antakai

tree

pokoh

pohn

root

akar

randah, urat

leaf

daun

daun

flower

bungah

bungai

fruit

buah

buah

raw

mantah

matah

ripe

masak

mansoh

deer

rusa

rusa

bear

bruang
sapi
kambing
anjing

jugam

cow

goat

chapi, banting
bedus

babi

uduk, ukue
jani

kra

kra

cat

kuching

maiau

mouse

tikus kechil

chit

rat

tikus

chit

squirrel
bird

tupei
burong

tupei
burong

domestic fowl

ayam

manok

duck

itek

itek

kite

alang

menaul

dog
hog
monkey
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sparrow

pipit

Sea Dayak
pipit

swallow

layang layang

lelayang

crow

kak

cage

gagak
kurong

snake

ular

ural

frog

katak

rinkak rarigu

fish

ikan

ikan

crab

katam

katam

prawn

udang
kupu kupu

maniah

bee

lebah

manyik

fly

lalat

mosquito

lalat
niamok

louse

kutu

kutu

ant

semut

semut

spider

laba laba

ampelawa

horn

tandok

tandok

tail

ikur

iku

feather

bulu

bulu

wings

sayap

sayap

Enelxsh

butterfly

krukor

undai

niamok

egg

telor

tuloh

honey

madu

ai manyik

wax

lilin

lilin

body

tuboh

tub oh

head

kapala

pala

hair

rambut

bok

face

muka

muah

ear

telinga

pending

eye

mata

mata

cheek

idong
pipi

idong
kayuh

mouth

mulut

mulut

lip

bibir

bibir

tooth

gigit

gilit n'li

nose

ledah

delah

hand

tangan

finger
thumb

jari
jari ibu

jari
tunjok
tunjok indu

nail

kuku

kukut

belly

prut

prut

foot

kaki

kaki

bone

flesh

tulang
daging

isi

skin

kulit

kulit

fat

gamok

gamok

tongue

tulang
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English

Malay

Sea Dayak

lean

krus

kurus

blood

dara

dara

saliva

ludah

ludah

sweat

peluh

hard

kras

peluh
kriang

solt

lambut

lemch

hot

panas

angat

cold

sejok

chilap

thirsty
hungry

aus

rankei rekon

lapar

rapah

sour

masam

masam

sweet

manis

manis

bitter

pait

pait

smell

bau

bau

fragrant
stinking

wangi
busok

angit, nyamei
but jaii

sick

sakit

padis, tabin

dead

mati

eat

makan

parei
makai, dumpah

drink

minum

irup

see

lihat

mada

laugh

tatawa

tatawa

weep

menangis

niabak

kiss

chium

slum

speak

kata

jaku

be silent

diam

diau

hear

ningar

walk

dangar
angkat
jalan

angkat
jalai
rari belanda

lift

run

lari

stand

berdiri

berdiri

sit

dukuk

duduk
niki

climb

panjat

sleep

tidor

tindok

awake

dani

recollect

bangun
ingat

know

tau

nemu

forget

lupa

na ingat

ingat

ask

tania

tania

answer

saut

saut

understand

mengarti
iya

au, bisi

yes
no

beautiful

ugly
pleased

nemu udi

rupa jahat

ingai, nadei
bajik, badas
nda badas, jaii

suka

gagot hati

tidah
elok
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English

Malay

Sea Dayak

sorry

susah

afraid

takut

tusut, tusah hati
takut, rawan

shame

malu

malu

love

kasih

kasih, rindu

hate

binchi

na'ndu

anger

marah

ringat

wish

mau

dekah

right

betul

amai

wrong

salah

salah

good

baik

badas

bad

jahat

true

benar

jain
amai, benda

false

dusta

bula

wait

nantx

netu

come

man

datai

go

pergi

nurun, pegi

meet

temu

temu

hide

tapok

belalei

search

chari

gigah

find

dapat

ulih

give

kasih

anjong, unjok

take

ambil

ambi

bring
take away

bawa

bai

angkat

angkat

kill

bunoh

bunoh

I

aku

aku

mine

aku punia
angkau
angkau punia
iya
dia punia

thou
thine

he, she, it
his & c.

we (inclusive)
our (inclusive)
we (exclusive)
our (exclusive)

kita

akum puh
nuan

nuan puh
iya
niam puh
kita

kita punia

kitampuh

kami

kami

kami punia

kami puh

you

kau

nuan

your

nuanpuh
iya

their

kau punia
iya
iya punia

this

xni

itu

that

xtu

nxn, nxa

who

siapa

sapa

what

apa

food

akanan

nama, kati
kamai, enkaiu

rice, boiled

nasx

asi

they

iyampah
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English

Malay

sugar

gula

Sea Dayak
gula

oil

miniak

miniak

milk

ayer susu

ai tusu

flesh

daging

isi

boil
broil

rebus

sumei

panggang

ganggang

salt

garam

garam

clothes

pakayan

kain

earring

antin antin

gronjong, tinga

chawat

chawat

sirat

house

rumah

rumah

wood

kayu
tiang

kayu

pintu

laan

ladder

tangga

bed

tampat tidor

tangku
penindok

mat

tikar

tikai

box

bridge

peti
jalan
jambatan

peti
jalai
jamban

spear

tombak

sankoh

pedang

posts
door

road

tiang

sword

pedang

chopping knife

parang

duku

boat

prahu

bangkong

canoe

sampan

bidok

spirit

antu

antu

man

orang laki laki

orang laki

woman

perampuan

indu

husband

laki

laki

wife

bini

bini

father

bapa

apai

mother

ama

indai

grandfather

nenek

aki, nineh

child

anak

anak

old

tuah

inai, tuai

young

muda

mud a

boy
girl

budak

biak

anak dara

n'dun
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Young Farmer

This is one of the young Than boys standing on the logs in a path
through a wet padi field. The logs are barely perceptible, with several
feet of mud lying on either side of them. After I had fallen off them
several times, he turned around and gave me this look.
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Aerial View of Tuba, Iban Village in Second Division

This picture shows the topography of the land and how the kampongs are
situated within the rainforest. Tuba is a village composed of four
chiefs, three ruling intact longhouses and one ruling a longhouse that
has separated into individual houses. The cleared areas in the picture
border swampy areas, with the upper left clearing being by the boat
landing, and the lower right area by the school (not seen in the
picture).
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Village During Dry Season

(See next page for same village during the monsoon season)

This is a picture of the central trail of the village of Tuba (the same
village of which the aerial view was taken). This picture was taken
during the dry season. Note that the houses shown are single family
houses.

These families broke from a main longhouse because their chief

Atang was not strong enough to hold them together (or so the people
told us).
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Same Location (as previous page) During Monsoon Season

This picture illustrates fairly well how high the waters rise under the
house during the rainy season, thus the need to build on stilts. It
becomes possible to paddle a boat from longhouse to longhouse during
some periods. Then, as the waters subside, the mud becomes several
feet thick, making travel most difficult.
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Typical Sarawak River Near Coast

The land near the coast is estuarian and swampy. One of the main
plants growing along the estuarian rivers is the jackfruit, as seen
above. The river itself rises and falls along with the sea's tides, so
travel must be planned accordingly. This picture shows the river at
mid tide, because the roots of the plants are not revealed as they are
at low tide. It is along these rivers that the brilliantly colored
kingfisher is commonly seen flitting over the water.

Upriver Shallows When Tide is Low

This picture shows the typical scenery and shallow river depth nearer

the rivers' sources.

While traveling, the undergrowth often hangs down

into the face, and the longboat gets frequently stuck on logs and
debris on the river bottom. As the river gets shallower and narrower,
especially when the tide is out, the boat frequently is unable to make
it around the sharp curves so common in the rivers.
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Typical Log Path

The only other means to travel between villages, besides by boat on the
winding rivers, is to walk along log paths. Over the years these logs
have been felled end to end throughout the rainforest between major
kampongs. The logs are seldom as big as seen in the picture, and are
often many feet above the swamp.

Also, it is not uncommon to have them

collapse under one's feet letting one plunge into the muck with the
mospuitoes and snakes.

bbon

The gibbon is one of the inha

.tants of the

Here among the treetops one m ' also find g.
and even orangutans.
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Cautious Wild Orangutan

The orangutan is the largest tree dweller of the rainforests of Borneo
His name means man-of-the-forest in Malay.

Though looking very serene

one should be cautious in approaching one, for they are very powerful.
The orangutan is seldom seen by many. Though a protected animal, they
are still captured and eaten by the Than if they are sighted.

«

Hornbill

The hornbill is one of the many birds inhabiting Sarawak. It is
greatly liked by the Iban, and there is even a festival named after
it. In the days past, Chinese merchants used to trade for the horny
portion of the head which they carved as ivory. It is also the state
bird of Sarawak.
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Permanent Site Longhouse

This longhouse located at Karangas has 100 doors or bileks for families
Facing it is another longhouse of equal length. These longhouses are
two of the longest in Second Division, their location appearing to be
quite permanently established.
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Rumah Leo of Tuba

This particular longhouse is located in the village of Tuba and is
governed by the strong chief called Leo. There are 28 doors or bileks
in this longhouse. This picture shows the location of the longhouse
up against the forest, with a swampy area in front of it extending to
the river, from which this picture was taken.

Side View of Rumah Leo

This side view of the same longhouse as the previous picture, shows the

depth of the bileks with the porch area on the back added to it. (Do
not be mistaken by the separate house seen in the foreground in the
middle of the picture.) This picture also shows the different
building materials used by each bilek owner to construct their room.
The materials seen here range from corrugated metal and wood to pounded
bark.
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Notched Log Ent

hed log Is the typical means of getting up and
are seldom handrails, and most of the notched s

nd smooth through years of use.

Longhouse Verandah

This picture shows a typical longhouse verandah. There are farming,
hulling, etc. implements all along the bilek doors (on the left side),
and hanging from the rafters are baskets, traps, and mats. On the
right side, the verandah continues on into an open, more poorly
constructed tanju verandah. Note that part of the verandah is of wood
planks and part of bamboo, each family being responsible for the
portion in front of their bilek.

It should also be noted that the

boards are loose, not being nailed or lashed down.
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Bilek Interior Decoration

Pictures and clippings from magazines or newspapers are the typical
wall decorations of the bilek interior. The clothing of those not so
fortunate as to have cabinets, is always hung around the room so as

to keep it from falling prey to rats and/or mildew.

Note the typical

traveling basket of the Than also hanging here (though the yellow color
is unusual).
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Attic Storage Area

This is an example of the typical things stored in the loft or sandau of
a longhouse. On the right are several rolled ceremonial mats. In the
center and on the left are rattan fishing baskets. Note the narrowed
entrance to the basket (on the left), and the widened basket area

where the fish remain captured (as seen on the middle basket).

In

addition, other baskets and farm tools are stored in the loft. The loft
also plays an important role of courtship, as the unmarried girls sleep
there and are visited by young suitors during the night.
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Single Family Dwelling

When a longhouse fragments, single family dwellings result. Note that
the individual houses are seldom much larger than their small bilek
rooms had been. Also, the ladder entrance is a change from the
traditional notched log.
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Farming Couple

These two people are farmers. Note the conical type of hat typically
worn in the fields. Also, slung over his shoulder is the typical Iban
traveling basket. Notice that he is wearing a T-shirt. They are fast
becoming a fad and are a popular means of advertisement. By looking
at the woman, one can see one of the main ways Iban tuck in the sarong.

Woman Winnowing R

1 the traditional working attire of an old sarong
the waist, and an old piece of material placed on the hea
le manner in which she is winnowing the rice above her hea
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Rattan Strips Drying

After collecting and splitting the rattan, it is laid out to dry in the
sun. The longer, thinner strips will be used for sleeping mats or
ceremonial mats. The wider strips will be made into everyday mats.
The drying process is completed when the strips turn from their greenish
color to a brown color. The strips are then curled in bundles and
hung in the rafters until they are needed for weaving.
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Beginning a Mat

This girl is beginning a ceremonial or sleeping mat. This process of
getting the rattan strips organized and begun in the correct manner to
create the pattern wished is a task requiring much concentration, which
her facial expression demonstrates.
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Woman Weaving an lban Pua

The pua is a type of Iban blanket which is very seldom seen anymore.
This picture of the woman weaving shows the back and feet braces of the
loom. It also shows the intricate pattern of the cloth, the warp
being previously tied and dyed before beginning to weave.
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Weaving a
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This picture of the blanket or Iban p a shows the length of the threads

being woven.

It also gives one a gof . picture of the previously dyed

pattern. As with mat weaving, each arson who weaves cloth tries to
invent new patterns to distinguish \ .rself. Each blanket type that is

woven receives a different name, gi an after the particular design dyed
into it.
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Splitting Rattan for a Fishtrap

One of the weaving jobs a man does is the making of rattan fishtraps.
This man is splitting the rattan for such a basket, after which he will
dry and weave it.
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Elderly Artisan and Works

This man is cairving hornbills for the tourist trade. In the foreground
on the lower left is a black, yellow, and red finished product. On
the mat in front of him is a raw product which he is carving and will
later paint. This is one of the ways elderly men can bring in money
for their family.

Gong Playing During Festivities

There are two types of gongs and one form of drum that can be seen in
this picture. The smaller gongs placed on a wood platform on the floor
are arranged in tonal order. In addition to the drum pictured here,
the other form of drum one might also see is a long slender black
wooden drmn. Note how all gongs must be raised or hung to allow them
to resonate, and all drums are played so their bases are open and their
sound can reverberate.
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Dancing With Parang and Shield

Dancing in the traditional manner, this dancer threatens with a

parang in one hand and a shield in the other. Notice the two facing
heads on the shield.
carved into the wood.

All shields have these, whether painted on or
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Traditional Boat Travel

The long, low traditional dugout boat rides very low in the water. One
little movement from these ladies could easily tip or swamp the boat.
Notice that there are no seats. Thus, any small change in position,
even after traveling for some time, can result in an upset.
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Construction of a Longboat

This man is constructing the longboat which is used for longer and
faster trips. More luggage or people can be fitted into it, and an
outboard motor can be attached on the back, thus making travel faster
and easier.
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Burning of Cleared Farmland

These people in the distance are burning away their clears

planting their hill padi and/or gardens.

This is on Luson^

(where the spirits reside) and these people were not too anx
we film this process, thus the reason for the greater distanc

^nd for

intain
s that
way.
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Rice Husker

Stored on the verandah is another type of hand machine by which to husk
rice. The bottom is near the middle of the picture with its middle
pole extending up. Two tops (which are placed over the bottom while in
use) are seen in this picture, one on the lower left and one on the far

side of the verandah post.

The way it is used is described in chapter 6.
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Garden Plots

These garden plots by the longhouses provide the people with fresh
vegetables much more easily and in greater quantity than a few plants
planted around their hill padi. The government is encouraging such

"kitchen gardens".

Note the sticks around the gardens to keep the

pigs, chickens, and dogs out.
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Drying Rubber Sheets

This picture shows the shape, size, and quality of the rubber the Iban

produce.

These sheets of rubber, when dry, will be taken and sold or

traded to the nearest Chinese merchant for a small profit.
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Poles for Flshtraps

These poles are erected across streams so that a rattan fis
be attached to them down below and held in position in the

These poles thus signal someone's fishing place.
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Boy Casting a Ne
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Jellyfish Processing

This woman is sorting jellyfish in a rapid manner. These jellyfish
are scraped, with the white disks being saved and sorted into various
sizes, and later sold to Japan. This unique process was observed by
the coast of Second Division.
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Bird Pets

These small birds can be found

young boys delight in catching
then keeping them in front of t'
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Mother Against a Fire Plate

Mothers which have just given birth are made to sit with their backs
against a fire plate. Note that though breastfeeding is still observed,
bottle feeding is catching on as the Iban become more familiar with the
modern world.

This is evidenced by the bottle to the side of this

mother with her newborn infant.

Shielding Newborn From the Sun While Traveling

Mothers with young infants are careful to always carry an umbrella over
them and the child while it is young to protect it from the hot tropical
sun. Also, this mother is carrying her baby in the traditional way by
a cloth slung over the shoulder, around her and the child.
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Swinging of Child in a Sarong

From about six months of age, a child is swung in a sarong hung from
the ceiling. This older child is enjoying attention in the same
sarong swing.
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Elderly Woman

Elderly people such as this woman are usually still secure in the
supportive framework of the extended family. The work now falls on
others, and they do little more than watch after children.

Woman Going to Her Farm

This typical farmer is complete with her conical hat and carrying
basket. She may have some distance to travel before she reaches her

hill padi farm.

The majority of Iban still are agriculturalists along

with their hunting and gathering from the rainforest.
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Bilek Shop

This woman is a bilek shopkeeper and this is the range of her supplies.
She buys the goods brought upriver by the merchant, and keeps the
shelves stocked with cooking supplies most sought after by the people.
Shopkeepers are still farmers themselves usually.

Woodcutting by Chainsaw

Now that chainsaws are available, this is the main method by which
boards are cut anymore. Cutting straight boards is a skill. People
can make money either by owning and renting out a chainsaw, or by running
it. Notice that the man on the left is wearing a towel as a sarong, a
typical garb for an Iban man working hard.
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Man Running a Rice Mill

This businessman has purchased and runs a rice mill for the
Though this method is faster and his business is good, hand
still often favored because the rice retains more flavor.
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Village School

This is a typical government school located in a kampong of several
longhouses. The children are required to wear uniforms, though this
was not too stringently enforced it seemed.

about 7:30 am to 1-1:30 pm.

School hours lasted from

J

Mid-Afternoon Discussion

This is a picture of a typical scene one might see when the women left
at the longhouse during the day, sit down to chat or listen to a
visitor. Notice that the people always seem to have children beside
them or in their laps. Much attention is always showered upon

children.

One can also note the typical women's and children's attire.
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Fighting Cock

In front of most bilek doors one will find a fighting cock with his
bowl of rice hung or placed nearby. These birds are highly prized by
the men of the house, and are frequently staked outside during the
day, but always watched over carefully and brought back in at dusk.
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Woman With Set-Up for Keeping Chickens From the Drying Pepper

This woman is weaving under a covered verandah with a pole stretching
to a mat with pepper drying on the open verandah. When chickens fly

up to peck at the pepper, she can scare them away with the pole.
practice is commonly seen, and it saves a lot of food and energy.

This

Person On a Sleeping Mat

This is the traditional Iban way to sleep, with the exception of a

small pad this woman has below her mat. The mat's surface stays cool,
so one can sleep comfortably in the high heat and humidity of the
rainforest.
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Elderly Woman With Tattooed Breasts

Though the art of tattooing is slowing somewhat today, the older people
still bear the marks of their past. The Than used to enjoy being
highly tattooed, with women prefering small patterns on their breasts
and calves of their legs.
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Elderly Tattooed Man

This man has both arm and neck tattoes.

The neck tattooes are painful

to endure and are a sign of bravery. Notice that his earlobes are
broken through after many years of wearing the heavy brass earrings
that used to be worn commonly.
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Front Porch Bathroom

The front and back porches are commonly used bathrooms by children and
adults alike.

This little girl is utilizing the facilities while the

chickens and pigs clean up below.
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Digging a Pit Latrine

This man is working in the muck to dig a pit for the waste from the
pour flush toilet he wishes to put into his house. The government is
offering to help pipe water to all villages putting in pit latrines.
However, not all constructed pour flush toilets are well utilized
because they require hauling water to flush them, and few do this, thus
they get clogged and abandoned.
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Spring Supplying Tuba's Water

Most villages get their water from the river If they don't have piped
water. Tuba, however. Is fortunate enough to have a small spring
bubbling up by a rock. The water has been channeled through a bamboo
pole to make It more accessible, while the sticks around It keep
animals out.
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Child With Mumps

A mumps epidemic was affecting both children and adults alike when we
were there.

This is because the Ibans cannot be immunized with MMR

(for measles, mumps, rubella) because the vaccine is short-lived out of
refrigeration and it cannot be kept cold long enough in transport.
Thus, each year the children are affected by measles and mumps.
Measles often cause great damage and many deaths.
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Flying Doctor Helicopter

The doctor and nurse team carried in this helicopter are one of the few
sources of medical aid that people receive out in the rainforest.

Unfortunately, they can only visit each village every six months,
treating or giving immunizations to only those persons present during
their few minutes' stay.

Weighing At an MCH Clinic

This child is being weighed by a health worker in training during a
monthly MCH clinic held in several Than villages by the SDA health
project. The charted weights help monitor if a child is increasing
normally, or is suffering from some problem or set-back. Thus, children
can be helped before they become very sick, by catching a slight
weight decrease or failure to gain weight - denoting trouble.
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Pastor Pulling Teeth

This S.D.A. pastor learned some techniques from a visiting Westerner

and is using what he learned to relieve the people's dental problems.
At the time this picture was taken, he was working by flashlight, while
under malarial crisis.
of Daniel in the Bible.

Note the tattoo on his arm, taken from the book
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Lusong Mountain

This mountain is one of the few last strongholds of animism. Though
the entire mountain used to be where people could seek spirits, today

only several powerful sites remain. The belief in this mountain and
the spirits is very strong and widespread among the Than.
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Head Elder Leading Church

This picture shows the inside of a typical Christian jungle chapel with
rough board and stump pews. The leader of the services in these
jungle chapels is usually a Christian village member designated as the
head elder. A pastor visits these chapels only once every few months.
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Women With Children - Character Portrayal
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